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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION: AIMS AND METHODS

Since Wolf's publication of the Prolegomena ad Homerum in 1795, scholars

have taken a critical and frequently destructive interest in analysing the

two long poems ascribed to Homer. The poem3 have been examined from every

conceivable aspect, as critics have attempted to solve the two basic (and

most difficult) problems posed by the Homeric Question; how the poems were

oomposed, and whether they we re composed by the same man.

Controversy over the Homeric Question has had a turbulent history, and

the various disputes have ranged far afield into the domains of archeology,

history, and linguistics. Many theories (both Analyst and Unitarian) have also

been based upon the literary and poetical features of the epics; these

theories have aroused the most controversy for they are the most subjective.

As valuable and revealing as all of these studies are, they have not so far

shown convincingly how the songs were constructed in detail, or how the poet
(or poets) fashioned the elements at hand into mature and complete epics. It

is significant that the major advance in dealing ?dth the Homeric Question in

this century has been made through a consideration of structure - from a

carefill analysis of the poems themselves to determine their component parts
•I

and how these are fused together to form the whole. Milman Parry has shown

that many of the unit3 employed by the poet (poets) were not words but

formulae, which may comprise phrases or even whole verses in the poems. From

this it is not far to the idea of formulae grouped together in larger units -

thematic passages - which describe standard situations and scenes - sacrifices,

1. Parry, L'Epithete Traditionelle dans Homere (Paris Thesis). 1929.
"Studies in the Epic Technique of Oral Verse Making: I. Homer and

the Homeric Style." HSClPh. XLI, pp. 73-147.
"Studies in the Epic Technique of Oral Verse Making: II. The

Homeric Language as the Language of Oral Poetry." HSClPh.
XLIII, pp. 1-50.
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arrivals and departures, assemblies, and so on.

This is one type of structural analysis, but there is another 3ort which

deals with more subjective aspects of the poems - with their literary rather

than with their verbal and phraseological structure. Such studies have

attempted to find general patterns in the scenes and events of the poems,

with special emphasis upon symmetry. An early attempt in this direction was

made by J. T. Sheppard in 1922. In The Pattern of the Iliad he divides the

poem into three "movements," separated from each other by "interludes,"

Books I-IX, then, form the first movement, Book X (the Doloneia) an interlude,

Book XI to the death of Patroclus the second movement, the shield of Achilles
2

an interlude, and the arming of Achilles through Book XXIV the final movement.

In his summary of the first movement Sheppard says:

The first movement we remember, had five main divisions: the prayers and
quarrels of Book I, the panic in the Assembly, and the first hint of
Agamemnon's repentance in Book II, the great digression in which Diomede
and Athene delayed the Greek defeat, the second day of battle end the
Greek discomfiture, and finally the vain attempt of the Achaeans to be
reconciled with the offended Hero. As we have seen, the first chapter
corresponds in the design with the fifth, the second with the fourth, and
the third and central "digression" was itself composed on the same prin¬
ciple , as a design made up of panels symmetrically balanced.3

Criticism in a similar spirit appeared in 1936, with Sheppard's article, "Great¬

hearted Odysseus," concerning patterns in the Odyssey.*1*
J. L. Myre3, inspired by The Pattern of the Iliad, produced a long article

5
in 1932 on Book XXIV of the Iliad. He also balances one episode or scene

1. Lord, The Singer of Tales.
Bowra, Heroic Poetry (especially Chapter V).

2. Sheppard, The Pattern of the Iliad. pp. 82-92.

3. Sheppard, The Pattern of the Iliad, p. 92.

4. Sheppard, "Great-hearted Odysseus." JHS. vol. 56, pp. 39-53.

5. %res, "The Last Book of the Iliad." JHS. vol. 52, pp. 278-96.
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against another in order to demonstrate a prevailing symmetrical arrangement.

In 1932 he extended his researches to the Odyssey, and here comparisons are

drawn between the symmetry of the epic and that of geometric vase-painting.

In this article Myrea understands the structure of the poem largely in terms

of threes("triplets") and the arrangement of speeches is considered in groups

or multiples of three conversational exchanges. He visualises a "central"

idea or event, flanked by two others which may or may not be the same. He

tries to show that an event in one part of the poem balances another some¬

where else. Myres concludes:

The significance of this elaborate and sustained mode of composition is
not easy to estimate. It dominates the structure and general arrange¬
ment of episodes, but does not prescribe or limit their scale or
contents: long speeches may be balanced by short} long scenes also by
short, especially in the latter half of a balanced composition^ The
effect of this is to quicken the movement and relieve fatigue.^

More recently T. B. L. Webster has followed Myres and Shepp&rd in studying

the symmetry of the poems, although he doubts whether exact correspondences

may be drawn in every detail. He concentrates rather on comparing the com¬

position of the poems to that of geometric vase-painting:

Here [in geometric vase-painting] the static elements, the Interwoven
system of a finite number of pattern bands, graded so that the most com¬
plicated and interesting member of each set of patterns occurs at a
position of major importance on the lip, neck, or body of the vase, may
be compared with the various static elements of composition which we
have observed in the Iliad and in the Odyssey. The hoplite passages
with their associated similes, the massed 3imiles at important moments
in both poems, the contrasted similes, the echoing similes belonging to
a finite number of easily recognizable sets, the typical scenes of
landing, sacrifice, or arming, which all contain common elements, although
they may be expanded or contracted for the particular occasion - all
these are elements of static pattern which diversify and unify the long
story in the same way as the echoing pattern bands diversify and unify
the large surface of Geometric vase3.3

1. tyres, "The Pattern of the Odysaey." JHS. vol. 72, pp. 1-11.

2. tyres, "The Pattern of the Odyssey." JHS, vol. 72, p. 10.

3. Webster, From Mycenae to Homer, pp. 259-60. See also 206-207 and 261-65.



Similarly, Ceclric Whitman has drawn elaborate and detailed comparisons

between the epic and geometric art; he has diagrammed the whole of the Iliad

in order to show how it falls into balanced and symmetrical patterns.

Of course, many of these studies have been made to show not only that

the epic is comparable to geometric vases, but also that each event or scene

belongs to the poems artistically and structurally. The primary objection

which can be made to this sort of structural analysis is that the scale is too

great. For the purposes of symmetry it is too easy to balance whole scenes

against single lines, long speeches by short, and so forth (see &yres* comments

above). In order to see what the poet is actually doing, one must examine the

poems in detail and within a small scale. TSell suited for such a study are

the so-called Homeric digressions - the tales and episodes which interrupt the

flow of the action to tell of events unconnected with the Trojan story or to

give background information. These stories are generally brief (for few exceed

one hundred lines) and thus lend themselves to detailed analysis within a small

compass. Their brevity also insures that an attentive listener or reader

shall be conscious of the pattern of composition.

It is true that many of the digressions have been suspected as inter¬

polations. Sometimes they are supposed to have been incorporated from earlier

lays into the epics or to be interpolations from the Hesiodic school of poetry.

This necessitates a two-fold appraisal of the digressions. First we must

examine them generally in their contexts in the poems, in order to evaluate

the criticisms levelled at them; we must attempt to show for each digression

what relation it bears to the rest of the poem and whether its inclusion is

artistically justified in terms of its context. Secondly, we must isolate the

1. whitman, Homer and the Heroic Tradition. Chapters V and XI.
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digressions from their contexts to make a detailed analysis of their

structure and composition^ to determine the structure of each digression
and to see how the digressions in the poems are related to each other on the

basis of structure.

A study such as this is interesting in itself, to see how the materials

at hand have been moulded by the poet (or poets) into fully-formed poems,

but more important, we shall hope to derive some ideas concerning the unity

of the two epic3 and their relation to each other. If the digressions

appear homogeneous in structure in both poems that will be an indication of

unity of authorship, but if the structure for each poem is homogeneous, but

differences appear between the two poems, we shall have to account for these

differences and to decide whether they point toward separate authorship for

the Iliad and the Odyssey.

Beoause the 3cale of the digressions is small we shall be able to make

a very detailed examination of each one; we shall take into account not only

whole episodes and scenes (as with Sheppard and the rest) but also individual

lines and even separate words within the lines. Like the others we shall

look for symmetry, but this is not the only sort of pattern which one can

identify in the digressions and we shall have to take the others into account

as well. Small-scale structural analyses of early Greek literature including

Homer (although not the Homeric digressions) have been made before, and to

these we owe many ideas, as well as some specific descriptive terms for the

structural patterns of the poems.

The most important sources are the two articles by V. A. A. Van Otterlo,
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1
concerning ring composition and Ritournellkomposition. Van Otterlo says of

ring composition that:

das an den Anfang gestellte Thema eines bestiramten Abschnitts wird
nach einer langeren oder kurzeren sich darauf beziehenden Ausfuhrung
am Schluss wiederholt, so dass der ganze Abschnitt durch Satze gleichen
Inhalts und mehr oder weniger Bhnlichen Yortlauts umrahmt und so zu
einem einheitlichen, sich klar vom Kontext abhebenden Gebilde geschlossen
wird.^

This definition is important for our investigations, since many of the di¬

gressions will be found to have an annular style. The Homeric example of ring

composition used by Van Otterlo is the story of the scar in Odyssey 19 (386-

470). He isolates two concentric rings in this 3toxy. The outermost ring is

formed by 392-93 467-68:

• •• atftHxa 6* Syvto

o-&Xfjv .. . (392-93)

tflv yxefpeacn xatd xprjv^acH Xa£otJaa

Yvfl y £xtpuxooaM.£vr) ... (467-68),
The inner ring is formed by 393-94 and 465-66:

otSx^v, *uv o0<; V\Kaae Asux$ <$6<5vit
iiapvr)0<5v6* l\Q6wa ixet* AdtoXvxdv te xaf ulac (393-94)

&C M'tv Q-npedovc* gXaoev aOc Xeux$ 65<5vt;i,
llapvrjcr<5v6* 5Xd6vta aOv vfdotv A^toXtSxoio (465-66),

1. Van Otterlo, "Untersuchungen uber Begriff, Anwendung, und Entstehung der
Griechischen Ringkomposition." Mededeelin^en der
liedarlandsche Akadenie Van Y;etenshappen. 1944. Kos. 1-6,
PP. 131-76. A.,

"Sine Merkwurdige Kompositionsform der "Alteren Griechischen
Literatur." Mnemosyne. III.12, pp. 194-207.

2. Van Otterlo, "Ringkomposition", p. 133,
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In the centre of these rings is the story of the boar hunt.

Here Van Otterlo distinguishes two functions of ring-composition - framing

and anaphora. The inner ring has a framing function and the outer an

anaphorical and resumptive function:

Dieser anaphorischen Funktion der Ringkomposition 1st nun einer
Krscheinung verwandt, die ich die rekapitulierend-anaphorische Yer-
bindung benannt habe: man geht nicht sum folgenden Satze bzw.
Abschnittt){iber, ehe man zu Beginn desselben den bald in langerer,
bald in kurzerer Form rekapitulierten Inhalt des vorhergehenden
Satzen bzw. Abscknitts wiederaufgenomaen hat.1

he have taken Van Otterlo's description of ring composition for the structural

analyses of the digressions in Homer. It is a workable definition, but it

must be emphasized that exact repetition of wording is not always necess&jy

for ring composition to be present; repetition of thought and substance is
2

also an indication of the annular style.

Ring composition is important in the digressions, but there is another

sort of cyclic style which also occurs. This is what we shall define as

developing ring composition. In cases where this occurs, there is repetition

of thought and wording from the first member of the ring to the second, but

the situation has undergone a change. A good example of this appears in

Nestor's advice to Patroclus(XI.655-803), in the passage describing the

battle between the liana and the Kpeians. The section opens:

ovH^ep6y.so9a jidxri
* * *

kp&toc £vc5v SAov dwdpa, xdpiaoa b& i^vv2ka£. (XI.736-38)

and closes:

gyQ* &vdpa x^sCvcid. xdiiatov \Cxov, adtdp 'ax^loC

Si}.' &%6 BouxpaaCoto ih3Xov6* txov <|xja£ £xxovc»
x&vtsc 6* sdxs (XI.759-61).

1. Van Otterlo, "Ringkomposition", p. 149.

2. Kotopoulos, "Continuity and Interconnexion." TAPhA 82, pp. 97-98.
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The underlined, phrases correspond in both wording and thought, but a

different situation is expressed in the two passages. In the first the

Pylian3 pray to Zeus and Athena, in the second to Zeus among gods and

Nestor among men. In the first Nestor drives off the horses, in the

second it is the fylians as a whole. In the first member he kills his

first man and in the second his last. This developing ring composition is

not common in the digressions, but it does occur elsewhere, particularly in

the stoxy of Meleager.

Another important stylistic technique defined by Van Otterlo is Aitour-

nellkomposition.1 This is a completely different technique from ring com¬

position, for it is linear while by definition the annular style is cyclic.

In Ritoumellkomposition a line or phrase is repeated at the head of a number

of passages. His example is Agamemnon's mustering of the troops in Iliad

IV. As Agamemnon approaches each of the contingents in turn, the sections

are introduced by similar lines. First he approaches the Cretans:

&C 5 ye xotpavfiwv IxexwXetto otfxac dv6p©v.
?)X0e 6* £xC Kpfyteacu xt<Sv dvd odXapdv &v6pfi>v (IV.250-51).

After a conversation with Idomeneus he moves on to the two Ajaxes:

c5c gfat', *AtpeC6r)C 6e xap(pxeto rnO^auvoc xTjp.

7)X0e 6* &k* aC&visckh xtcuv dvd odXapdv dvfipffiv (272-75).
Then he addresses Nestor:

c5c etn&v todc Xfxev adtoO, ptj 6& p-et* &XXovc»
§v0* 8 ye Nfiotop* Stetpe, Xty^v lluXCwv dyopritfiv (292-93).

He approaches Menestheu3 and the Athenians:

(5c S<pat* *AtpeC6r)c xapiSxsto rn0<5avvoc x?)p.

e8p* vldv Iieteffio MeveaQfJa xX^gixxov (326-27).

1. Van Otterlo, "Eine Merkwurdiges Kompositionsform", pp. 19d-207.
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Finally he coses to Diomedes:

u>C eixoiv totfc p£v \Citev adtoCf £J?j 63 pst'
e$pe 63 Tv63o<; vS<3v 37v3pQu|j,ov atop-^ea.

The sane technique may also be found in the Odyssey. &s in Odysseus'

long account of his wanderings. Here the line SvQev 63 xpotdpw

it\£op.ev dxax^pevoi fycop is used frequently to leed into new adventures,

(in Book 9, for example, it appears at 62, 105, and 5&5 to introduce the

adventures with the Lotophagi, the Cyclops, and Aeolus.)

The great advantage of this teohnique is its flexibility, for as many

terms may be adued as the poet desires - simply by the repetition of the

catch-line or phrase. This is of course in direct opposition to the limi¬

tations imposed by the more rigorous enclosed cycle style. Hitournellkom-

position by its very nature is well suited for lists and catalogues, and we

shall find it in many of the catalogue digressions.

Akin to Hitoumellkomposition is composition by repeated theme. Here

the device is the same, except that the repetitions are generally those of

thought rather than wording. One of the best examples of this is Nestor's

tale of the return of the Greeks in Odyssey 3 (102-200). The repeated theme

which orders the story is the hostility of Zeus to the Greeks. This is

expressed in different ways throughout the story, but the idea is always the

same. Each of the three sections in the story is introduced by the repeated

theme:

,,, Qedc 6* ixibaaaev 'Axa-toiJc
xtti %6%e 6f) Zetfs, 6v£ cppeaC p^6eto v<5arrov

*ApYeCotc» 3xeC o$ tt vofjpove*; obbi 6Cxcuot

xdvtec 8aav* tS ocpeuiv xo\3e<; xax<3v oltov 3x3oxov
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p.fjvto<; ££ <5XoTjc y^cluxcSthSoc <$0ptH.ox£'CpTi<;»
f\ %' £piv 'AtpfitP jOi |UeT* dp.cpo'cfipofccjtv £0T}xe.

. ,. b%C ydp ZeO< fiptue xf}p-a xaxoto.

... Ze\5c 6* o(S xco ji,f)6eto vdatov,

axStfooc, &c jb* Sptv 2>poii xax^v &%C 6ei5tepov atStic*
Still another stylistic technique is the use of introductory expressions -

whether conjunctions or adverbs - to order the events of a story. Many such

ordering expressions are found in the digressions, but the most important ones

seem to be &XX* Sre 6^, adtdp, ana £v0a. One brief example of the use

of introductory expressions is found in Antenor's story of the behaviour of

Odysseus and Menelaus in Troy (ill.204-24). Here the important phrase is

dXX' Sxe 6^. The first section describes the appearance of the two men;

it is introduced with dXX' Ste 6^. The phrase also introduces the next

section, concerning the excellence of the two heroes in counsel. Both

Menelaus1 behaviour and that of Odysseus are introduced with dXX' S ee

and the phrase is used again to lead into a description of the actual speeches

by Odysseus. In all then it is used four times within twenty lines, and the

whole progress of the story depends upon the repetition of the introductory

expression.

Another important aspect of the Homeric style is what Samuel Basset calls

hysteron-proteron. This technique is defined as follows:

This principle - which is almost a law in Homer - may be stated thus:
V.hen two or more coordinate ideas are repeated, the order ceteris paribus.
is inverted: abba.1

The most famous example of this is found in Odysseus* encounter with his mother

1. Basset, The Poetry of Homer, p. 120.



in the underworld (11.132-224). Here Odysseus asks Anticleia a long series
(*> (k) (£)

of questions - how did you die, by sickness or the arrows of Artemis? What"

(d) (£) (f)
of my father and say son and uy wife? Anticleia takes all of these questions

in reverse order, so that the whole passage follows the form abcdef-fedcba.

Here the suspense and pathos of the passage is increased by the technique as

Anticleia assures Odysseus: "Disease did not slay me, nor the arrows of

Artemis, but I died of grief for you." Both C. M. Bowra and Basset relate

hysteron-proteron to the needs of the poet and his audience in remembering

several ltem3 in a list:

The reason for this is that in absorbing such lists the audience, in its
interest in what is coming later, may forget what is coming earlier, and
this technique serves to keep all the items fresh in the memory."'
These are soma of the techniques which are most important for the structure

of the Homeric digression. One or more may be at work in the same story, so

that there is infinite room for complexity and variety of style. It should be

noted here that the same elements are often present in the poems as a whole

apart from the digressions. The question of the relation of the structure of

the digressions to that of the poems as a whole is an important one, but it

lies outside the limited scope of this study. Here we must be concerned

principally with the digressions and only in passing with the structure of the

poems as a whole.

In this paper we have generally separated the digressions according to

genre and poem. The exceptions to this are the chapters concerning genealogy

and catalogue tales, for these contain digressions from both poems. The various

chapters are grouped into sections on the basis of subject matter. The eight

sections then, concern respectively the genealogy and catalogue tales, historical

1. Bowra, Heroic Poetry, p. 264



tales in the Iliad., tales of the gods in the Iliad, tales of Ate in the

Iliad, historical tales in the Odyssey, fiction in the Odyssey. tales of

the gods in the Odyssey, and fantasy in the Odyssey.



SECTION I: GENEALOGY AND CATALOGUE TALES

CHAPTER 2

GENEALOGY TALKS

This section includes Chapters 2 and 3 which deal with the genealogy and

catalogue tales respectively. It is convenient to consider the genealogy

and catalogue tales together since they are alike in several respects. Both

types of digression deal with lists; unlike the other digressions these are

generally not narrative - if they contain a story it is only incidental to

their primary listing function. Often both the catalogue and the genealogy

digressions are considered to be interpolations from tho Boeotian school of

poetry, and it is true that in some respects they resemble the poems of Kesiod

more than they do the rest of the Homeric corpus.

On many occasions in the poems the action is interrupted to describe

either the genealogy of one of the heroes or the descent of some piece of

equipment through a succession of owners. In this chapter we shall examine

the principal genealogical digressions with two purposes in mind - first, to

discover what artistic relevance (if any) the genealogies have to the rest of

the poem, and second, to determine whether there is a typical structure for the

genealogical digressions.

There are seven genealogy tales to be considered in the Iliad and one in

the Odyssey. These are; in the Iliad - the histories of Agamemnon's staff

(11.100-109), Ereuthalion's armour (VII.136-50), Meriones* helmet (x.261-71),
and the silver mixing bowl (XXIII.740-49)J the genealogies of Glaucus

(VI.150-211), Diomedes (XIV.110-27), and Aeneas (XX.213-41); and in the

Odyssey - the genealogy of the seer Theoclymenus.
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HISTORY OF A PIECE OF EQUIPMENT

Agapeanon'3 Staff

The stoxy of Agamemnon*s staff occurs at the beginning of Book II of

the Iliad (100-109), as Agamemnon prepares to address the Argives to test

their enthusiasm for the continuation of the war. It is extremely short

(ten lines) and is cyclic in form. Agamemnon rises, holding his staff

(Sotr) axTVAtpov 100); the descent of the staff is traced; and

the genealogy is concluded with the clause - "leaning on this, he addressed

the Argives" (tip B r' £peto&pevoc *ApYefotot jASTtjiSda 109).
The descent of the staff follows a direct line from Hephaestus to

Agamemnon. It follows a simple but consistent plan based around the re¬

petition of the verbs 5®XS and Astvts, as each owner of the staff passes

it on to the next. More interesting is the use of the introductory expression

0/5tdp. This occurs at the beginning of the verse in 103, 105 and 107 -

odtdp &pa in 103 and adtdp 6 aiJte in 105 and 107. In each of the six

verses from 102 to 107 one of the characters passes the staff on; the cnStdp
at the beginning of the odd-numbered verses serves to divide the section into

thirds and to punctuate the list of donors.

Ereuthalion's Armour

In Book VII (136-50) Nestor tells the descent of Ereuthalion's armour,

as a part of a longer digression concerning his own youthful prowess. Only
2

the section concerning the armour will be considered here. This is intro¬

duced and concluded in much the same way as the stoxy of Agamemnon's staff

1. See p. 1a for diagram.

2. The rest of the digression is discussed in Chapter 4.

3. See p. 2a.
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total 0* *Epev9a\Ciov xp<5p.oc latato, ta6deo<; <pd>c,

tei3xe' £x^v Sifoiotv 'aptjiOuglo £vaxa*o<; (136-37)

toO 5 ye te^x®' ^X^v xpcxaXf^eao xdvtac dpfatoue (150).

These lines bracketing the story of the armour are similar to the corres¬

ponding lines in Book II. In both cases the character stands up holding

or rearing the equipment, the possession of which is traced from a divine

source to the present human owner. After this the section is concluded in

a line which looks backward to tho digression and forward to the coming

action.1 In both cases this action takes the for® of a speech from the

character whose equipment is under discussion.

In other respects, however, the two digressions are not very similar,

as the story of the armour is both more complex and less direct. In Book II

the order of events is simple and chronological; from Hephaestus down to

Thyestes, each owner of the staff has passed it along in due course to the

next. This is not the case with Breuthalion*s armour, for in this story the

sequence of events does not follow a straightforward time scheme nor do
2

genealogical facts dominate the digression.

In the introductory lines (136-37) three elements are emphasised -

Ereuth&lion, the armour, and Areithoos, in that order. A careful reading of

the rest of the tale confirms that it is really about these three elements, and

1. This is the sort of technique which Van ftroningen calls "une cheville
retrospective." See La Composition Litteraire Arccaique Grecque.
PP. 43-44.

2. This is not to say that the story does not have some genealogical elements.
Obviously, it is concerned with the armour of Ereuthalion, and how he
came to get it; in the course of this, the poet of course touches
upon the various owners of the armour and why they relinquished it.
More specifically, however, there is a similarity in vocabulary and
phrasing between two of the lines (146-49) ana a corresponding pair
in the story of the staff in Book II (106-107). A similar line
concludes the descent of Meriones* helmet in Book X (270).



is not ordered as a genealogy at all. The brief introduction is followed

by a description of .Areithoos, whose prowess as a club fighter was of no

avail against the wily tactics of his slayer Lykurgos. hestor then returns

to the topio of the armour (^etfxea &' l%sv&pt£e, Trd oi x6pe xdXxsoc

"Aprjc 1^6) which Lykurgos took from Areithoos and ultimately gave to
I

Ereuthalion. In the concluding line all of the elements are once more

brought together, this time in reverse order - Areithoos (10O), the armour,

and Ereuthalion: totJ 8 ye tsdxe* &X.&V xpoxa\C%eto &pCctou<;
(150). The ordering of the various elements in the genealogy then is

abc-cb-cba. A similar scheme for the stoiy of the staff (taking a for

Agamemnon and b for the staff) would read ab-cdefgh-ab.

The differences in structure between the stories of the staff and the

armour may be accounted for by the contexts in which they appear. The stoiy

of Agamemnon's staff occurs independently, while that of Ereuthalion's armour

is only part of a longer digression. Thus, in Book II the stoiy can be

organized along the simplest possible lines, according to its own function as

a genealogy, while the stoiy of Ereuthalion*s armour must conform to the more

complicated structure of the longer tale in which it occurs.

Meriones1 Helmet

The pedigree of Meriones1 helmet occurs as a part of the scene in Book X

(254-72) in which Diomedes and Odysseus are armed for their reconnaissance of

the Trojan lines. The scene is cyclic in composition, with the similar
2

verses 254 and 272 bracketing the whole. There are two sections correspond¬

ing to the arming - first of Diomedes (255-59), and then of Odysseus (260-72) -

1. According to the scholia (Bekker, Scholia in Homeri Iliadem. p. 206)
Areithoos was a Boeotian fighting in a war against the Arcadians.
Lycourgos, an Arcadian, waylaid and killed him.

2. See p. 3a.



which have a certain symmetry with each other. Each hero is dressed in

borrowed equipment, for Dionedos has the sword, shield and helmet of

Thrasymedes, while Odysseus has Meriones ' bow and quiver, sword and helmet.

In both cases the principal article is the helmet.

The section which describes the arming of Odysseus is cyclic in form

(see 261 and 2715 and includes a brief histoiy of the helmet, describing its

various owners. Autolycus, characteristically, stole it, and then passed

it on, so that it has had five owners including Meriones, (This of course

does not represent five generations. since Autolycus is Odysseus' grand¬

father, ) Uniformity in the genealogy is maintained by the repetition of

in ?68, 269, and 270, as well as by the close similarity in syntax

between ?69 and 270;

*A,u<pt6djaac MdJup 6C5xe gstvfjtov el vat

atft&p 6 Mriptdvg 6Sxsv £ 7tat6f cpopfjvat (269-70).

The Silver Mixing Bowl

A similar pedigree-piece is the silver mixing bowl found in Book XXIII

(740-49) among the prises at Patroclus' funeral games. The short section is
2

bracketed by the similar lines 740 and 743. As in the case of the boars*

tusk helmet above, a description of the pedigree-piece is followed by a

chronological account of its owners. The purpose of the genealogy is the

same as in the case of the helmet above (as well as Agamennon's sceptre and

Ereuthalion's armour) - to increase the stature of the article and of its

owner, and to emphasize the importance of the situation being described.

1. This boars' tusk helmet which Meriones lends to Odysseus is one of the few
articles in the poem which most scholars agree dates from the
Mycenaean period. See Kirk, The Songs of Homer, p. 111j and
Lorimer, Homer and the Monuments, pp. 12-19.

2. See p. 4a.
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GENEALOGIES OF THE HEROES

Glaucus

The genealogy of Glaucus (VI.150-211) is a part of the long episode

(¥1.119-236) which describes the meeting of Glaucus and Diooedes on the

battlefield while Hector is on his way into the city. It is the direct

reply of Glaucus to Dioaedes* questions concerning his race and family.

Like the histories of equipment considered above, this genealogy has

an introduction and corresponding conclusion:1
ei 6* £o£Xeic xaC taCta 6af)jievat, Bq>p* el 6$<;

fyietfipriv Ysve^v* xoWoC jxtv &v6pec taaatv (150-51)

tatftTK 101 yevefte t® >^a£ atp-atoc etfxopru elvat (211).

The story follows a regular chronological sequence, but it is dominated by

the story of Glaucus' ancestor Bellerophon, which interrupts the direct

descent from Sisyphus to Glaucus for over forty lines. Indeed the story of
2

Bellerophon dominates the section to such an extent that one is inclined to

forget that the episode is genealogical in nature. Nevertheless, the

inclusion of a rather detailed story about one of the figures in a family

tree is fairly common, as we shall see in the other genealogies. The differ¬

ence here is the greater length of the story, and the fact that it is not

separable from the rest of the genealogy.

The story of Belle rophon*s rise to prosperity ends in 195 with his

marriage to the Lycian princess. From now on one might expect the tale to

concern only the next generation, that of Bellerophon*s children. This is

not the case, however, since Bellerophon appears again in 200-202, now hated

1. See p. 5a.

2. Here the story of Bellerophon is examined only in relation to the gen¬
ealogy. The whole episode will be considered more fully in
Chapter 6.



by the gods and wandering alone on the Aleian plain. The stoiy then

returns to the next generation with an account of the deaths of Isander and

Laodameia at the hands of the gods, and ends with the famous advice given

by Hippoloohus to his son Glaucua (208-10).
The reason for this intermingling of the stories of Bellerophon and his

children and the resulting confusion in structure is that the story of

Bellerophon has come to dominate the genealogy in which it occurs, so that

items in the genealogy are remodeled to conform to the needs of the story.

Thus, the fates of Bellerophon's children are not important entities in the

pedigree; rather they are told to emphasize Bellerophon's own reversals of

fortune.

Diomedes

The genealogy of Diomedes is told near the beginning of Book XIV of the

Iliad (110-27). The Greek arny is in dire straits, for their wall has been

overwhelmed and they are afraid that the TrojanB will be able to bum the

ships. Odysseus has just rebuked Agamemnon's suggestion that they sail home,

and Agamemnon now asks for advice from any of the other three Greek leaders

present - whether he be young or old (107-108). This is especially pointed,

since present with Agamemnon are both the youngest and the eldest of the

leaders of the Greek host - Diomedes and Nestor. Nestor's advice has already

been given (61-63), and it is exactly opposite to the counsel which Diomedes

is about to put forward (128-32).

In speaking out Diomedes is in an awkward position; he is young to be

taking part in such important councils and he hesitates to contradict the

words of the venerable Nestor, in spite of Agamemnon's encouragement in the

phrase mXat6c (108). In order to satisfy both the others and



himself that he is competent to be giving controversial counsel on such an

important occasion, Diomedes tells his genealogy, showing that although he

is vexy young, he is of noble birth. In the genealogy he concentrates on

the figure of his father Tydeus, and for good reason. In Book IV (370-400)

Agamemnon, urging Diomedes to the battle, recalled Tydeus* bravery. Here

Diomedes reminds Agamemnon of his own words. Agamemnon must admit (and

has admitted) the great prowess of Tydeus; now Diomedes takes the oppor¬

tunity to reinforce his memory of the family connection. The implication

is: "you admit that Tydeus was a great fighter; remember that he was my

father and honour ny advice."

The structure of the genealogy is cyclic.1 There are two concentric

rings bracketing the body of the digression. The outermost ring (110-12

and 127) expresses Diomedes* hope that the Greeks will not despise his advice.

The inner ring (113-14 and 126) refers to his noble birth. The correspon¬

dences between the members of the two rings depend upon content rather than

upon exact repetition of words and phrases.

There are two principal sections. The first (115-18) concerns Portheus

and his sons. Agrios and Melas are mentioned, but they are definitely sub¬

ordinated to Oineus, the father of Tydeus, of whom the poet says in concluding

the section: &pet?j 6* ?jv 8£oxo<£ adtSJ (118). Then the second section

(119-25) which concerns Tydeus himself begins. This is closed with the

phrase n&xaoxo 6e ttdvta^/lYXsf Q (124-25), which reminds us of Oineus

above, who was distinguished for his arete. Like his father, Tydeus was pre¬

eminent, and in a more tangible way, for his excellence was vdth the spear.

This repetition of thought is important for the structure of the two sections,

1. See p. 6a.



but it is also important in terms of the impression which Diomedes is

hoping to make on the other Greeks. Oineus was distinguished, as was his

son Tydeus, why not Tydeus' son Diosedes?^

Aeneas

The genealogy of Aeneas is related in Book XX (213-41). In order to

postpone the inevitable meeting between Achilles and Hector, Apollo has

decided to have Achilles first encounter Ms old eneay Aeneas. Likening

Mmself to Iycaon, Apollo appears to Aeneas to encourage Mm to fight AcMlles.

The two heroes then meet on the battlefield and before fighting exchange

insults. AcMlles taunts Aeneas with Ms previous displays of cowardice and

in reply Aeneas tells Ms genealogy.

TMs passage, like several other genealogical digressions, is suspected

of being a later interpolation. Walter Leaf places a great deal of emphasis

upon this point.

... The speech can hardly be made presentable unless 256 or even 257
follow immediately after 202. We cannot pretend to say whether the
weaknesses of the intervening lines are to be placed to the credit of
the poet of the "Aeneid", or of the interpolator who introduced the
genealogy - a piece of work not without intrinsic interest, but bearing
the stamp of the Hesiodean school, and obviously very late in origin.2
Once again, however, as in the case of the genealogies of Glaucus and

Diomedes above, the genealogical passage seems to be justified in terms of

both the content and the psychology of the poem. When Apollo (as Lycaon)

1. It seems that there is artistic justification for including the genealogy
as a genuine part of the poem, in spite of Leaf's remarks to the
contrary: "But the whole passage from 114 to 125 is not only need¬
less but incongruous, and quite alien to the character of Diomedes,
who is fond of alluding to Ms father's prowess, but could hardly
give a jejune catalogue of Ms relationsMps at such a moment. It
is no doubt an interpolation, like many others, of the genealogical
school connected with the name of Hesiod." (Leaf, ed., Iliad,
vol. 2, p. 62.)

2. Leef ed., Iliad. vol. 2, p. 299
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first approaches Aeneas to encourage him to fight against Achilles, Aeneas

is frightened. He reminds Lycaon of Achilles* seeming invincibility and

how Achilles once chased him from Ida. The only effective argument which

Lycaon can present is that, Aeneas, as well as Achilles, is entitled to the

protection of the gods. In fact, as I^yeaon implies, Aeneas' claim to

divine aid is far stronger than Achilles*, since Aeneas' mother was Aphrodite

and Achilles' a mere sea goddess (1QA-107).

Immediately, then, Aeneas is encouraged and sets off through the host to

find Achilles. Ihen he and Achilles do meet some fifty lines later, Achilles

mocks Aeneas, challenging his strength and reminding him of his former

humiliation on Mount Ida. The sight of Achilles, who is now as raging and

bloodthirsty as a lion (16^-73), might well strike terror into Aeneas' heart.

But he stands firm, sustained by the memory of his divine descent and the aid

which he expects to receive as a result of it. He replies to Achilles in

words very similar to those with which Lycaon had encouraged him earlier.

Lycaon had said:

¥jpu)C, 5,ye xaC ad Qeotc at et revitijoiv

eSxeo* xai 65 a5 <$>aat Atdc xodpTy; 'AfpoOCtrjc
^xyeY&ikev, xefvoc 65 x,epeCovoc 5x OeoO loxCv'

p5v Y&p At£od', f) 6* £$, dACoto y^povto*; (10^-107).

Now Aeneas repeats parrotlike to Achilles:

tpaoC a5 p.5v flrjXfloc dp.dp.ovoc Sxyovov elvat,

prytpdc 6* 5x ©5tt6oc xa\\tx\oxd,p,ov <l\oc^56vrlC,
adtdp lydv u£6c peyaX^topoc *AfxCoao

edxopat SxYeydpev, p-iytTlp 65 pol lax* *A<ppo6£vn (206-209).

Aeneas is impressed by his lineage, and he hopes rather naively that Achilles



will be too. Just in case Achilles has not been sufficiently awed by the

reminder that Aeneas is the son of Aphrodite, who is (after all) the daughter

of Zeus, Aeneas recites his entire genealogy from Zeus down to Anchises.

He gains courage by saying ovrt the names of his illustrious forebears, and

at the same time he is able to postpone the moment in which he will have to

come to grips with Achilles in hand-to-hand combat.

The genealogy itself, like the others we have discussed, has an intro-
2

duction and a corresponding conclusion:

el 6* £o6\ei<;, xaC taVxa 6a.fip.evai, 6<pp* e£6"jc

•flpetfipriv yevef\v' %o\\oI &£ jxiv &v6pe<; Caacnv (213-14)

TatftTte tot yeveTJc t© xaC afjxatoc ©Cxopat elvat (241).

These are exactly the same lines which Glaucus uses more appropriately in

Book VI (150-51 and 211) to mark off the genealogy from the rest of his con¬

versation with Diomedes. The two situations are similar. In both books

two enemies meet on the battlefield, and one (in both cases a Trojan) tells

the other his lineage. There of course the similarity ends, since Glaucus

and Diomedes part friends, and Aeneas and Achilles must fight.

Once having begun, Aeneas traces hl3 lineage back to Zeus, seven gener¬

ations before hi3 own time. This is a far longer 3pan of time than that cover¬

ed in the case of Diomedes, where the pedigree extends back only three gener-

3
ations, or in the case of Glauous where it covers four generations. The

1. Aeneas is descended from Zeus through both parents.

2. See p. 7a.

3. There are four generations if the use of Sisyphus1 patronymic Aeolides
(VI.154-) can be counted as representing another generation before
Sisyphus.



genealogy features a number of characters and traces the descent of the

collateral branches of the family. Ho doubt such detail is a reflection of

the preoccupation of early poetry with names,1 but from a psychological

point of view, the copious detail of Aeneas* genealogy serves a rather diff¬

erent purpose since it both delays the action and encourages the Trojan hero.

Of all the characters mentioned in the genealogy, only three are des¬

cribed in any detail. These are Dardanus, Srichthonios, and Ganymede. The

stories of Dardanus and Ganymede are too short to lend themselves to struc¬

tural analysis, but the story of Ganymede has an interesting parallel in the

genealogy of Theoelymenus in the Odyssey. There Theoclymenus' uncle Cleitus

is also snatched away by the gods because of his beauty. The crucial line

is the same in both cases, and these are the only two places in the poems

where the line and the phrase x&XXeoc etvexa ofo occurs. The line is

xdXXeoc etvexa o?o, Xv* deavdtofccn p-eteCrj (15.251 and XX.235).
The story of Boreas and the mares of Erichthonios has at least one inter¬

esting feature. This is the almost lyrical description of the foals sired by

Boreas:

a2 5' 8ts jj.£v axtpa^ev 1%C £sf6u>pov dpovpav,

dxpov &%' dvOepCxwv xapxdv dsdv cn5c>£ xa/tdxXwv.

dXX* 8te 6t*j axipt^ev &%' ei5p<5a vflVra daXdoarjc,

dxpov £xt, jSrriYpCvoc dXdc xoXtoto Ofieoxov (226-29).
The four lines actually consist of two pairs (226-27 and 228-29) which are

balanced and complementary, differing only in the landscape described. The

repetition is effective as the repeated line in a ballad is effective; it

1. Bowra, Tradition and Design in the Iliad. p. 69.



promotes the unity of the passage and places a strong emphasis on an inter¬

esting point.

The organization of the genealogy is very simple, based as it is upon

a straightforward pattern - "so and so begat so and so", with the verb

t£xeto used in each case (except for 231 where the verb is ko>e"Y £vo i>T°) •

Theoclymenus

The genealogy of Theoclymenus occurs in Book 15 of the Odyssey (223-52).

Telemachus has just parted from Peisistratus and is preparing to 3ail home

from fylos when a stranger appears asking to be taken on board. This is the

seer Theoclymenus, who h&3 killed a man in Argos and is now forced to flee for

his own life.

D. L. Page is harsh in his criticism of Theoclymenus and his function in

the poem, feeling that he is given an initial importance incompatible with

the minor paid; which (Page thinks) he has in the rest of the Odyssey. It

is true that Theoclymenus i3 a strange character, but the genealogy which

introduces him is well-suited to the role he is to play. His chief function

in the poem is to prophesy the downfall of the suitors, which he does in his

frightening vision in Book 20 (351-57). Theoclymenus is a seer, and his

genealogy emphasizes the justice of his claim to the title for he is descended

from three important prophets - Melampus, Amphiaraus, and Polypheides. The

genealogies in the Iliad confirm a man's heroic pretensions; the genealogy of

Theoclyaenus in the Odyssey has the same function in regard to the art of

prophecy.

The genealogy of Theoclymenus, like the genealogies in the Iliad, is

1* Page, The Homeric Odyssey, pp. 83-88.



26.

cyclic.1 The digression begins: axe6<50ev 66 o2 ^XvOev dv^p/

•XT}Ae6ax<3c (223-24). The genealogy is told, and the digression is closed
with the lines:

TotJ p.£v dp' v16q 6xf}X9e, ©eoxXT5p.evo4 6* 5vom.* ?jev,

6^ tdte TrjXep&xov x6\a<; laxa/co •••

The digression is straightforward in structure. It consists of three

sections - the story of Melampus (225-42), the descendants of Antiphates

(243-48), and the descendants of Mantius (249-55).
2

The longest section deals with Melampus. His story is so compressed

as to be almost unintelligible, for it is unclear why he is imprisoned by

Phylacus or what relation the cattle and Keleus* daughter have to the story.

Similar compression is found in other sections of the story, particularly in

the passage concerning Amphiaraus and his wife (245-47).

Melampus* story is cyclical. It opens (226-27) with the information that

he originally dwelt in fylos, a rich man, and concludes with a corresponding

account of his rise to prosperity in Argos (238-42). These two passages are

symmetrical rather than cyclic, but a true ring is found in 228-38: &XXtuv

6^pov &<pfxeto/6 6* &XXu>v Exeto dfyxov.

The Antiphates section (243-48) is dominated by the rather obscure fate of

Amphiaraus, who perished in Thebes "because of gifts to a woman." Here, as we

have noted above, compression has made the story unintelligible. If the story

of Eriphyle and the necklace were not known from other sources, the modern

reader would have no idea of the sense of the passage.^

1. See p. 8a.

2. The story of Melampus and the cattle of Jrhylacus occurs, in a slightly less
condensed form, in Book 11 of the Odyssey, in the catalogue of heroines
(11.281-97).

3. The story is found in many writers. It is told by the Odyssey scholiast on
11.326 and 15-246, and more fully in Apollodorus* Library III.VI.1-2.



The last section (249-55) oonoeming the descendants of Mantius tells

briefly about both Polypheides and Cleitus, rather than concentrating

exclusively upon one figure. In this it differs from the other two sections

of the digression, each of which was dominated by a 3ingle figure. The form

of the sections follows an abba pattern. Mantius begat Polypheides (a) and

Cleitus (b). Cleitus (b) was carried off by the darn and Polypheides (a)

left home in anger against his father.

Conclusion

As we have seen from the foregoing discussion, the genealogy tale follows

a rather definite form. It has a very short introduction and a corresponding

conclusion, which definitely set it apart as a digression from the rest of the

poem. Cyclic structure may characterize either the genealogy itself or an

item in the pedigree, but this is not always the case, particularly with some

of the shorter digressions. The tale is told quite simply because the sub¬

ject necessarily establishes the form. The order of events follows the

natural genealogical sequence, and ordinarily it is unnecessary to impose

another form from outside. The tale begins with a dim and legendary figure

such as Melampus, Portheus, or Sisyphus. It reaches as far as the speaker's

mind can probe into the distant past, and emerges with a distinguished, if

shadowy, ancestor. To make the genealogy more interesting, details are added

and characters invented for the ancestors. Occasionally, if there is an

interesting story about one of the ancestors, this is told in a brief and con¬

densed fashion. Sometimes, as we have noted in the case of Bellerophon, the

story becomes more interesting to the poet than the genealogy, and so is

allowed to overshadow the usual structure of the genealogy in which it occurs.

Of the eight genealogy tales only one is from the Odyssey. This is So



because the genealogy as a form is more necessary and appropriate to the

battle than to the domestic epic. In the Iliad the characters achieve

much of their stature from their heroic ancestry, but in the half-real,

half-fairytale world of the Odyssey the lineage of a character is less

important. The genealogy of Theoclymenus in the Odyssey follows much the

same form as the genealogies of the Iliad. It differs from them in one

respect, however, because it is the only one of the genealogies which is not

told by the hero himself, but by the poet for him.



CHAPTER 3

CATALOGUE TALES

The catalogue as a form has always been more closely associated with

the Boeotian than with the Ionian poetical tradition. For this reason many

of the catalogues occurring in the Homeric poems are generally regarded as

interpolations. With this problem in mind we shall examine the catalogue

digressions in an attempt to establish their literary relevance to the poems

as well as their structural characteristics. We shall also try to discover

what differences if any exist between the catalogue form of the Iliad and

that of the Odyssey.

There are six catalogues to be considered in the two poems. These are

the Achaean and Trojan catalogues (11.49^-759 and. 816-77), the sufferings of

the gods (V.381-4QO, 2eus» amours (XIV.313-28), and the Nereids (XVIII.37-50)

and in the Odyssey - the catalogue of goddesses who loved mortals (5.118-29),

and the catalogue of heroines (11.225-329) and the Nekyia of Book 11.

The Catalogues in Iliad II

The Catalogue of Ships (11.494-759) has been a bone of contention since

ancient times, and there are many problems involved in any consideration of it

It has been objected that it is inappropriate where it stands in the poem,

since such a ouster list belongs to the first rather than to the tenth year of

the war. Furthermore, it is said that it is a muster list from Aulis which

has been inserted into its present place. In many places the information

given in the Catalogue is inconsistent with that given in the rest of the poem

there are strange contradictions and omissions almost without number.

Some say it represents an historical tally of the actual forces drawn up

for the siege of Troy; others maintain that it is not historical, but merely
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based on a poem describing such an invasion. Most scholars seem to be

agreed that the geography of the Catalogue is primarily ffycenaean, although

a variety of reasons are given for this fact.

More important for our investigations, however, is the problem of inter¬

polation. Without going too deeply into this very vexed question, one must

point out that learned opinion on this subject varies from the analytical

remarks of Page ("Some poems achieve catalogues, this one has a catalogue
>|

thrust upon it.") to the more sober comment of H. T. Wade-Gery ("Homer's

poem was designed to include the catalogue of ships: it will not follow that

the catalogue of ships was designed for Homer's poem. He lifted it (as I

believe) from another context.")

Whatever the answers to these problems may be, our concern here is with

the structure of the Catalogue and with the way in which it has been ordered

and planned by the poet (poets). It may be possible to show whether, what¬

ever the historical origin of the Trojan and Achaean Catalogues, their position

in the poem is justified on literary and structural grounds.

The Catalogue of Ships (II.494-759), in spite of its great length and

wealth of detail, contains only four different structural patterns with their

variations.^ All of the patterns are fairly simple, their form being deter¬

mined by the content which the Catalogue has to present. Each entry must

contain, in some order, the name of the nation represented, the name of the

leader, and the number of ships. Everything else, such as detailed descrip¬

tion of the home of the nation, the tribes comprising it, and the history of

the leader, is incidental and subordinated to the central facts of the Catalogue.

1. Page, History and the Homeric Iliad, p. 133.

2. Wade-Gexy, The Poet of the Iliad, p. 53.

3. See pp. 9&-12a for an analysis of the patterns and schemes representing
their structure.



The four patterns are used more or less at random, with no apparent

system determining which pattern must be used for which catalogue entry, or

which pattern ought to follow another in the sequence. The most coramon

pattern is A, which is used for eighteen of th® twenty-nine entries in the

Catalogue; B is used four times, C three times, and D four times/ The

patterns themselves are not unlike each other since they must contain the same

essential points of information; it is only the order and emphasis which may

be varied.

Rather than considering each of the entries in the Catalogue with refer¬

ence to the pattern by which it is organised, we shall examine some of the

so-called "doubtful" passages in order to see how these fit into the structure

as a whole.

Only four of these passages will be considered here - Achilles (681-94),
Protesilaos (695-710), Pbiloctetes (716-28), and the Athenians (546-58), All

of these passages have come under fire for various reasons, 30 it may be

worthwhile to measure them against the patterns which have been established

for the rest of the entries.

The entry concerning Achilles and the Phthians falls without difficulty
2

into the pattern Aj, of which there are six other examples in the Catalogue.
The order is very straightforward, consisting of essentially three items -

the men who inhabited the place (which may be repeated n times), the leader

and the number of ships, and the story of the leader. It is this last item

in the Phthian entry to which so many commentators have objected. Leaf, for

example, says of 686-94: "These lines are somewhat awkwardly added, and have

all the appearance of an addition designed to adapt to the last year of the

1. See pp. 11a-12a.

2. See p. 13a.
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war a catalogue composed for its beginning."1
At first sight it is tempting to refute Leaf on the grounds that the

section concerning Achilles and the Phthian3 does fit into a specific

structural pattern, which allows for some story following the name of the

leader and the nuaiber of ships. This, however, is not strictly true. The

other entries which fall into the classification (Mycenae, Lacedaemon,

Arcadia, Bouprasion and Elis, Pherai, and the lands of Philoctetes) all have

some elaboration following the name of the leader and the number of ships

but (with the exception of Philoctetes, who is himself a dubious case) none of

these can be truly called stories. Generally they are too short, and the

information contained in them usually concerns some military detail, or a

2
brief genealogical reference. A further examination of all the entries in

the A group 3hows only two which contain real stories - Protesilaos and the

f^lians. The former of these is, of course, one of the suspect entries.

Thus, there is some precedent in the other entries for further elabora¬

tion following the leader and the number of ships, but in only four cases

(three of which are suspect) do we find actual stories in this position.

The story in the case of Achilles and the Phthians explains Achilles*

absence from the war. It is short (only nine lines) and is composed in a

cyclic style, with 6%. echoing 688-89.^

1. Leaf, Companion to the Iliad, pp. 85-86.

2. l^pieal is the section concerning Agamemnon (569-80). After the number of
ships the poet 3ays: "By far the most and the bravest men accompanied
him. Resplendent, he wore gleaming bronze and was preeminent among
all the heroes, 3ince he was the bravest and led by far the greatest
host." Rote the oyclic element in his leading the largest number of
men.

3. See p. 13a.



The entry concerning Philoctetes also falls into the A^ pattern. The
story of Philoctetes is cyclical in form (see 721 and 724),^ but it is

chiefly interesting in its likeness to the story of Achilles above. The

last line in the Achilles story is ffjc 8 ye xert' dx^wv > td-xa 6*
dvofr^oeoQat Sp-sWev (6%). This corresponds very closely to the final

lines in the explanation of Philoctetes' absence from the war:

Sv0* 8 ye xeft* &x£wv* tdxa && jxv^oeoOat 6|j,e\'A.ov

'Apyetot ... (724-25).
Both the lines and the situations of the two leaders are similar. Both men

are absent from the war and both will soon (tdxa) return. The two sections

seem to be cast from the same mould.

The entry concerning Protesilaos falls into the A pattern, the difference

between A and being that in the A pattern the number of ships, instead of

being expressed in the same line with the leader, follows separately after the

explanatory section. The story, once again, is used to explain the absence

of the leader from the war. This story, like the stories above, also has
p

cyclical features (see 703 and 708-709). It is interesting to notice that

verse 703 here ( od6£ od5* oI dvapxot- £aav, %6Qe6v ye p.Sv dpx<5v)
is exactly like verse 725 in the story of Philoctetes.

The three entries, then, all have several things in common. They all

fall into some form of the A pattern; they all have stories (rather than mere

explanatory sections). Furthermore, the stories have to explain the absence

of the leader from the war, and they all do this making use of the cyclic

style, as well as phraseology which is similar from one story to another.

1. See p. 14a.

2. See p. 14&.



It seems likely that at some time in the course of the Catalogue's

history additions (all similar in structure and language) have been made

to bring these three entries into conformity with the plot as it stands in

our Iliad, If, as most scholars seem to suggest, the Catalogue originated

as a Mycenaean muster list and was later taken over by the poet of the

Iliad, then this suggestion is logical and not surprising to anyone.

The Athenians in the Catalogue present rather a different problem.

Athenians in the Iliad have always been suspect, although as Whitman points
1

outt if the Athenians had been anxious to make themselves prominent in the

poem, they could surely have interpolated far more than has ever been attri¬

buted to them.

Actually the Athenian entry fits without difficulty into the A1 group,
2

along with the i^ylian entry. The only difficulty with the section comes

with the Introduction of Ajax and the twelve ships from Salamis in 557-58.

The lines have been controversial since ancient times, as it was thought that

the Athenians interpolated line 558 (ot^oe 6* Sytov, tv* *AOr)vattov
latavto <p&\ayyec) in ortier to support their claim to Salamis.^ Certainly

1. Whitman, Homer and the Heroic Tradition, p. 68.

2. See p. 15a.

3. Monro expresses a general feeling about the lines: "558. This line is
wanting in A (the Cod. Venatus) and some other mss. It was thought
by ancient critics to have been interpolated by Solon or Pisistratus,
in order to support the Athenian claim to Salamis against the
Megarians. Elsewhere in the Iliad we do not find the Telamonian Ajax
associated with Menestheus and the Athenians; see II. 11.7 and
13.681 (where the ships of Ajax are coupled with those of Protesilaus)
also the 1%r|<n<; of Agamemnon, where the Telamonian and the
Locrian Ajax are together and separated by a considerable interval
from Menestheus (4.327). The difficulty, however, is hardly met by
leaving out 1. 558. If Ajax is independent, he cannot well be dis¬
missed in a single line...On the whole it seems most probable that
the original form of the passage is hopelessly lost." (Iliad, vol. 1,
pp. 271-72). Whitman contradicts most of these arguments(Homer and
the Heroic Tradition. Chapter 1$.



they are out of place from a structural point of view if they are con¬

sidered as a part of or even an adjunct to the Athenian section. This

section properly ends at 556 with the number of ships which followed

Menestheus. In no other entry of the A pattern or one of its variations

is an addition taoked on in this way at the end.

If the lines are considered by themselves, however, they fall into

another pattern altogether - with the explanatory detail omitted. This

is still not a very satisfactory resolution of the problem, because the

entry is short, even for the D pattern, and since it omits one of the stan¬

dard features of this pattern, the explanatory detail. Furthermore, it is

the shortest entry in the Catalogue, the next shortest being two other entries

of four lines (Eurypylos 734-37 and the Magnetes 756-59). Perhaps the best

one can say is that if the lines are an interpolation of some sort, they were

probably added by someone who had a feeling for the style and structure of the

rest of the Catalogue, since they do not appear to be grossly out of place on

structural grounds.

By comparison with the Achaean, the Trojan catalogue (816-77) is very

brief and not very informative. The sixteen entries can be classified in
2

three patterns. These patterns roughly correspond to the patterns defined

for the Catalogue of Ships, except for the D pattern, which is unique in the

Trojan catalogue. The A patterns in both cases correspond., and the B-C

pattern of the Trojan section is like both the B and the C patterns of the

Achaean Catalogue. (This is so because one of the chief differences between

the B and C patterns was caused by the varying position of the number of ships,

1. See p. 15a.

2. See p. 16a.



which is irrelevant to the Trojan catalogue.) The D pattern in the Trojan

catalogue is by far the noat common, and is used for eleven of the sixteen

entries. It is a skeletal form, containing only the most pertinent infor¬

mation - the nation, ita leader, a verb, and a minimal amount of explanatory

detail which varies from one case to another. Because of its brevity, it

is not surprising that thi3 pattern does not correspond to any form in the

more diffuse Achaean muster list.

So much for the internal structure of the catalogues themselves, but

what of their position in the poem and their relation to each other? This

is an important question, not only for an understanding of the literary merit

of the sections but also as a means of approaching the question of inter¬

polation.

If one considers the two catalogues in their contexts from 11.441 to
1

III.14, an interesting and tightly-knit structure may be observed. The

section under consideration, then, begins at II.441. Agamemnon has made his

fatal speech, the Greeks have broken ranks and run for their ships, only to

be rallied by Odysseus. The men have returned to order and sacrifices have

been made. In a transitional passage (432-40) Nestor urges Agamemnon to

battle so that Troy may be taken soon. All this has gone before. Now (441)

Agamemnon summons the heralds to marshal the troops, which they proceed to do

with the help of the goddess Athena (441-54)•

As the Greeks march out across the plain, the poet heaps simile on simile

to describe what is indescribable - the glitter of their armour, their vast

numbers, their orderly divisions, and the preeminence of their leader Agamemnon.

1. See pp. 19a-20a.



The factor common to all of these si* similes is the huge number of the

Greeks. Three of the similes (their numbers are as great as those of

flocks of birds; they are as many as flies around milk pails) are specifi¬

cally concerned with the number. A fourth, likening the splendour of

their armour to a forest fire, implies numbers since there would have to be

thousands of bronze-clad men to create such an effect. The other two

similes liken the host to flooks of goats easily separated by the herdsmen,

and Agamemnon to a bull who is foremost among the herd; both similes also

imply large numbers. The massing of these similes together is tremendously

effective; no one of them could have given the impression of splendour,

number, and order which the six combined together create.

After the Catalogue the poet returns to his use of similes to describe

the progress of the artsy over the plain. There are only two similes here;

the Achaeans marched forward as if the whole earth was consumed by fire; the

earth groaned under them as if at Zeus' thunder. The description of their

orderly progress has been for the moment forgotten. Y/hat the poet still

wants to emphasize is the splendour of the host, and its vast numbers. The

two simile passages (455-83 and 780-85) then complement each other in several

respects. Both describe the marching of the host; both emphasize the same

qualities of the marching anay, and in one o&se (the use of fire to describe

the glitter on the armour) with the same image.

The Achaean Catalogue is preceded by a prayer to the muses, asking them

to tell; &C ttvec f}YSH<5vec Aavafflv xa? xofpavot ?jcav (487). Immed¬

iately following the Catalogue the poet says; GtStct ^yeiidvec
Aavctfflv xc.xoCpavot 'jaav (760). Then follows another prayer to the

muses ( ... alS {dot Svvstcs MoOaa 761) in which he asks the muse to tell him,

first who was the bravest man, and second, whose were the best horses. The



questions are answered in reverse order: the best horses wore those of

Eumelusj the bravest man was Ajax. Of course, really the best horses are

those of Achilles, and Achilles himself is the best warrior, but he and his

men have retired from the battlo. The poet then goes on (773-79) to des¬

cribe the idle scene in Achilles' camp,1 a scone in violent contrast to the

fire and pageantry of the rest of the araj'.

The Achaean Catalogue, thon, is deeply embedded in its context. It is

encircled by three closely related corresponding pairs - the massed similes,

the prayers to the nuses, and the repeated lines (4-37 and 760): q% tivsc

[oroStoi &p* ] davaffiv xaf xofpavot Tjaav.
The Trojan catalogue follows a similar but less complex schema with res¬

pect to its context. Immediately following the similes describing the motion

of the Greek arsy (780-85) the poet shifts the scene to Troy, where Iris (as

Polltes) has gone to break up the assembly of the Trojans end to urge them to

battle. Iris* speech end the resulting action taken by the Trojans are des¬

cribed in 786-810. Then follows a short paragraph (811-15) describing the

rallying point of the Trojan forces.

This paragraph begins iaii 65 xpox&poids %6\ioq atxeta

xoJUwVTj (811). As we shall have occasion to note many times in our discussion
of the digressions in the poems, the phrase 5ott &£ C is quite commonly

2
used both to introduce digressions and to indicate structural divisions. The

description of the Bateian mound is followed by the line SvQa toie TpOSc te

1. Note the repetition of the phrase discussed above in connection with
Philoctetes and Protesilaos (725 and 703). Here: 0% 6* &px<3v
dprjCtpiAov xo05cvtec (778).

2. See, for example, XI.711 and. 722 (in Nestor's advice to Patroclus).



6t£xpt0ev exCxoupoi (815), which looks both backward to 811 and

forward to the catalogue which follows. After the catalogue (which closes

Book II) the action is resumed with the line: A'otclp IxeC x6o{i.rj0ev 841'
fiY6p,<5ve00tv Sxaotot (III.1), which corresponds to II.815 above. This is

followed by the famous simile likening the din of the Trojan army to the

noise of flocks of migrating cranes. There seems to be less use of cyclical

composition here than in the case of the Achaean Catalogue, but nonetheless

the catalogue is firmly centred in its context. The corresponding but not

identical lines (11.815 and. III.1) have the same function as the identical

lines which bracket the Aohaean Catalogue. There is no prayer or invocation

to the muses; the description of the Bateian mound is used in place of this,

and of course there is no section following the catalogue to correspond to

the mound description. The passages depicting the action and marching of

the Trojans (II.786-811 and III.2-7) correspond to each other and separate the

Trojan catalogue fro® the rest of the poem.

After his simile of the migrating cranes the poet returns for a moment to

a consideration of the Greek host. Here (III.8-9) he contrasts their silent

steady progress with the violent and noisy onslaught of the Trojans. These

lines are doubly effective. They remind us of the Greeks and shift the

emphasis from the Trojans for a moment, but more important, they recall the

earlier similes of tho Greek progress over the plain. It was remarked above

that of the three important qualities of the Greek host (splendour, numbers,

and order) which were emphasized in the long list of six similes only two were

recalled in the later simile section; order was seemingly forgotten. Hero

it appears in the Greeks' silence and steadfastness, at a far more effective

place in tho poem.

A final simile (III.10-14) closes the scene of the marshaling armies.



After describing the silence of the Greeks, the poet says that the host

raised up as much dust under their feet as the mist which Kotos spreads

over the mountain tops. This simile refers to both armies and brings to¬

gether the whole section. Until now only one host at a time could be des¬

cribed, but here as they approach each other over the dusty plain, the poet

takes advantage of his opportunity to unite the two descriptions before the

battle begins.

Of course the two descriptions of the armies are also unified by their

close resemblances to each other. Both catalogues are preceded by assemblies;

both armies are set in motion by a goddess. The structural forms of the

Trojan and Achaean sections are not dissimilar. In many ways the Trojan

section seems to be a scaled-down version of the much longer Achaean Catalogue.

The theme in both cases is the same; the differences are present because of

the disparity in length (and hence in use of ornament and detail) and because

of the poet's artistry in moulding his theme to suit rather different circum¬

stances.

The catalogues seem to be very effective where they are placed in the

poem, for nothing could be more appropriate than a list of the troops just

before the initial shock of battle. It is further effective when one con¬

siders that this description of the hosts is being given at the precise moment

when they are marching towards each other across the plain.

Catalogue of the Gods' Sufferings

The catalogue of the sufferings of gods at the hands of mortals is given

by Dione in Book V of the Iliad (581-404). This catalogue is rather different

from the catalogues in Book II. It is short - less than twenty-five lines
A

long; and it is organized around a single repeated phrase, "endure". Dione

1. See p. 21a.
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tells the wounded Aphrodite to "endure, since many of the gods have endured

maltreatment from mortals." Each of the three entries in the little

catalogue is introduced by this same verb and contains a brief account of the

sufferings endured by the various gods.

Ares was bound by Otus and Ephialtes (who also appear in the Catalogue

of Heroines), but Kera and Hades were both wounded by Heracles, and the cat¬

alogue is brought to an end with the lines:

ox£t?uo<;, (SppfcjioepY^C» &G o$x BQbi* atouXa £>£%u)V,

6<; tdSotaiv £xtj66 0eot3<;, of "OXup-xov £xouch .

These verses evidently refer specifically to Heracles because of the tenses

as well as the mention of arrows, but they can also be taken as a general

comment on the foolhardiness of fighting with gods and as a conclusion to the

catalogue as a whole. This last function is supported by the similarities

in thought and wording with the first lines of the catalogue; of "OXujiKOV

gxouot (404) echoes 'oXtfpwua toSjAat* £xovteG (383) above.
The catalogue exhibits the same brevity and obscurity in storytelling

which was noted above in the case of some of the genealogy tales. For example,

it is unclear in Dione's recital whose stepmother (jj,T}*tpuCrj) Eeribola was.

Presumably she was the stepmother of Otus and Ephialtes, for as Leaf points
1

out, stepmothers are usually only too eager to harm the projects of their

stepchildren. Also unexplained in the catalogue is the occasion on which Hera

and Hades were wounded by Heracles.

Zeus' Catalogue

A vexy similar catalogue is that of Book XIV (313-28) in which Zeus re¬

cites to Hera a list of the goddesses and mortal women whom he has loved.

1. Leaf, Companion to the Iliad, p. 121.
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Each of th© short entries is introduced by a similar introductory expression'
and follows a similar pattern, containing the name of the woman and the

children she bore to him. The phrase "she bore ..." (f) t£xe) is repeated

for almost every entry, providing a strong interior unity for the section.

Catalogue of Nereids

The simplest catalogue form consists merely of a list of names without

further ornamentation. Such a catalogue is the list of Nereids (XVIII.37-

50). No one seems to doubt that this catalogue is more typical of Hesiod

than of Homer, for, as we have observed above, the catalogue style as a

whole i3 widely attributed to the Boeotian rather than to the Ionic tradition.

Leaf's comments on the passage are typical:

The 'Catalogue of the Nereids' was rejected by Senodotus as having a
'Hesiodean character', and this judgment is clearly right. Hesiod, in
fact, gives a longer list of Nereids, from which this seems to have
been selected. Such catalogues of names are very common throughout
the Hesiodean poetry, but are rarely found in Homer.2

In order to evaluate this judgment of the two catalogues it is necessary to

study Hesiod's own catalogue of the Nereids in some detail and to compare it

with Homer's.

Hesiod's list of the daughters of Nereus occurs in the Theogony. verses

240-64. It has a brief introduction and conclusion which set the passage off
3

from the rest of the poem. In between are listed the fifty Nereids. Homer's

very similar list also has an introduction and conclusion.^ In between are

1. See p. 22a.

2. Leaf, Companion to the Iliad, p. 299. Leaf also rejects the catalogue in
his edition, where he goes on to say, "The repetition of the greater
part of 38 in 49 as a 'catchword' is a familiar sign of interpol¬
ation." (Iliad, vol. 2, p. 224).

3. See p. 23a.

4. See p. 23a.
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listed thirty-three Nereids. Thus the form of the two passages is the

same, particularly when it is observed that both lists are broken at

regular intervals by very brief repeated connective expressions - 8v0*

ftp' £rjv and gV0a 6* Erjv in XVIII.39 and 47, and xaC MeXCtT] xapCeoaa
4

and xaC ^ap-dOrj xaP^ eooa-in Theogony 246 and 260.

There is little difference in structure between the two catalogues, but

we oust also examine their specific content. If Leaf is right, that Homer,

wanting a list of the Nereids for some reason, simply lifted the required

number from Heaiod's oatalogue and arranged them in his own poem, then one

might legitimately expect to find all (or at least most) of Homer's Nereids

in Hesiod's longer catalogue. This is not the case. Of Homer's thirty-
2

three Nereids, fourteen do not occur in Hesiod's list. Twelve of these

fourteen names do not occur anywhere in Hesiod, but two of them, K\VM.evr)
and ' Idvetpd, occur later on in the Theogony. in the list of the daughters

3
of Ocean and Tethys. There are suprisingly few verbal similarities in the

two lists; although some of the names are the same, they usually do not occur

in the same or corresponding lines in the two catalogues. There are only two

1. This is similar to the repetition of cuSt&p to relieve monotony in the
descent of Agamemnon's staff. See Chapter 1.

2. Aijavcfipeta (41), * la t pa (42), 'An<pi06rj (43), AeCa^vrj (44),
'Aji«ptv<5M.ri (44), KaXXtdvetpa (44), *A$ev6f\v (46),
KaXXtdvaaaa (46), KXu^VT) (47), 'idveipd (47), 'idvaaaa (47)#
Matpa (48), '&pei0vfa (48), 'Ap.d0iua (48). Moreover it is not
definite that ©6rj and 'AXirj occur in Hesiod's list. Verse 245 of
the Theogony may end either Odrj, ©aXft] t Ipdsooa or 0<5t) 0
*AXCrj t* Ipdsaoa. The latter was suggested by Valcknaer in order
to make the line agree with XVIII.40 of the Iliad.

3. KXujjUSvtj. Theog. 351 and 508.
'idvetpa. Theog. 356.



pairs of lines in which a strong parallel exists, and in only one of these

are the lines exactly the same.1
All of this seems rather strange, if the poet of this passage has

merely lifted his catalogue from the longer list in Hesiod. The names are

unimportant, so it is odd that Homer should invent (or borrow) fourteen new

ones instead of using the many possibilities with which Hesiod provides him.

The answer, if there is one, would seem to be an original common source sub¬

jected to changes in tradition rather than dii«ct borrowing from one poet to

the other.

Whatever the Hesiodic character of the passage, Homer's catalogue of

Nereids is interesting where it stands in the poem. Antilochus has just

come to tell Achilles of the death of Patroclus. Achilles, who had been

dreading this news, is anquished and falls weeping onto the ground. At this

point of extreme tension the poet brings in Thetis and her sisters the Nereids

Thetis hears Achilles weeping and is herself torn by sympathy for her son and

grief for his fate. She knovrs that while he lives he will grieve for

Patroclus, and that she will be unable to comfort him.

The catalogue of the Nereids comes as a respite between these two bursts

of emotion from Achilles and from his mother. The lovely names of the godd¬

esses follow one after the other to create an oasis of peace in the emotional

intensity of the poem. The catalogue also divides the grief of Achilles

from that of Thetis. If Thetis* lament had followed directly after the

1. a. XVIII.43= Theog.248; Awt<£ ts SpumS te $£pouod te Auvap^vrj ae

b. XVIII.45: AwpCc xaC liavdxrj xaC dyaxXeia^ TaAdteta,
Theog.250; AwpCc xaC Havdxeta. xaf edetAify; TaXdaeua



impassioned scene with Achilles, Antilochus and the captive women, much of

its effect would have been lost. As it is, there is a break between the

two scenes so that Thetis' lament can create its own effect, and the reader

(or listener) can appreciate the separate but no less intense tragedy of

Achilles' mother.

Calypso's Catalogue

This little catalogue (5.118-29) is recited by Calypso to Hermes when

he comes to tell her to release Odysseus. She is displeased by Hermes'

mission and rails against the gods because they begrudge goddesses' having

mortal lovers. As short as it is, this little catalogue of goddesses and

their ill-fated lovers is nevertheless interesting for several reasons.

As in Zeus' catalogue above, each entry in the catalogue is introduced by a

2
similar adverbial phrase, although the phrases are slightly different in each

case, to emphasize a certain chronological development within the catalogue.

The phrases are &C (121), 0* 6%.6t9 (125), and ^ av
vOv (129), which may be rendered "thus when," "and so again when," and "so

now again. " Also as in the case of Zeus' catalogue, there is verb repeti¬

tion within the entries, which unifies the catalogue and emphasizes the

similarities in the situations of the three goddesses. The most important

word is "begrudge", which occurs in the introduction (<^YAaoOe 119), the

1. This catalogue is strongly reminiscent of a catalogue in the Theogony
(963-1020) of goddesses who lay with mortals and the children they
bore. In Hesiod's long catalogue, however, there is no mention of
jealousy or revenge on the part of the gods. Demeter and lasion
appear, as does Eos (but without Orion), as well as both Calypso
and Circe with Odysseus.

2. See p. 2i».a.



story of Orion (fjy&O'aQe 122), and in Calypso's conclusion (dy^O'Se 129).

Both Orion and Iasion were slain by the gods - Orion by the arrows of

Artemis, and Iasion by Feus' thunderbolt. The operative verb here is

xatSxe<pvev/xaf£xe<pve (121j/128).

Catalogue of Heroines and the Nekyia

The catalogue of heroines (11.225-329), like the rest of Book 11 of the

Odyssey. ha3 long been subject to controversy arid harsh criticism, even from

those who try to defend other difficult passages in the poems. There are

many objections to the passage and the book as a whole on grounds of content

as well as style. Page analyzes the Nekyia at length, pointing out many

contradictions and discrepancies which prove to him the multiple authorship

of the book. Many of his objections are serious ones. For example, the

treatment of Hades seems to contradict what has been said of the fate of the

dead in the rest of the poems. There is also the matter of the drinking of

the blood which Odysseus has poured into the trench. Some of the shades

must drink this blood in order to recognize Odysseus and to talk to him;

others (namely Elpenor, and the ghosts in the end of the book) seemingly are

not troubled by this restriction. These are real problems to which no sol¬

ution is immediately available, but perhaps a systematic examination of the

structure of the book as a whole will shed some light on the Nekyia and the
2

relation of its parts to the whole.

There are four principal groups of characters appearing in four rather

1. Page, The Homeric Odyssey. See especially Chapter II.

2. See pp. 25a-30a.



different scenes in the underworld, with the so-called "Intermezzo"

occurring between the second and third scenes.

In the first scene (51-224) the shades of Elpenor, Teiresias, and

Anticleia approach Odysseus and converse with him. Then in the second

scene he sees the heroines who approach in turn, drink the blood and tell

their stories (225-329). After the Intermezzo (330—84-) Odysseus* dead

comrades approach and he talks to them (385-567). Finally (568-626) he

views the Interior of the underworld and sees Kinos, as well as Heracles

and the great sinners of the past.

As Webster points out,1 there is a certain symmetry and balance in the

presentation of these four scenes. Hot only are they grouped evenly about

the Intermezzo, but also the scene pairs have some correspondence to each

other. The arrival of Teiresias, Anticleia and Elpenor is balanced by the

arrival of the shades of Odysseus* comrades, and the spectacle of the hero¬

ines is balanced by that of the shades in Minos' underworld.

Whatever the relation between the four scenes, there is undoubtedly a

certain unity within the scenes themselves. Each one is essentially a list

of a certain category of shade encountered by Odysseus. The scenes are

held together by the similarity of their component units, as well as by the

similar introductions to each character.

In the first scene, for example, each of the characters encountered has

a definite and personal relation to the life of Odysseus. Anticleia is

bound up with his distant past; she represents Ithaca and recalls his life

there in terms of his personal relationships - to his wife, his father, and

(perhaps most important) his son. Elpenor, on the other hand, is a figure

from the immediate past; he is a part of Odysseus' life as a wanderer and

1. Webster, From Mycenae to Homer, pp. 2i*6-47.
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adventurer. The seer Teiresias relates the future; he has no personal

connection with Odysseus, and for that reason he is able to reconcile the

wandering and Ithacan hero by suggesting the means of placating Poseidon's

wrath. If Anticleia and Elpenor represent a tension between Odysseus'

past and present, Teiresias may be seen as the resolution of the conflict.

Each of the three characters is introduced in similar fashion* - "first

came the soul of Elpenor, and then came the soul, etc." This form is what
jP

Van Otterlo would call "Ritournellkooposition", since by means of the 3asae

or similar introductory line, a way is provided for attaching an indefinite

number of units. Indeed, the poet could, merely by resorting to his stock

introductcxy line, present almost an unlimited number of souls to Odysseus in

this scene.

3
As Van Otterlo goes on to point out, a primary function of this Rltour-

nellkomposition is in the formation of catalogues, and it is not difficult to

see that this scene in the underworld is in fact a sort of catalogue. It

differs from the catalogues in the Iliad because it is not an impersonal list

the entries of which are related to each other only by a superficial likeness,

but rather a more subtle and meaningful presentation in a catalogue form of

characters whose relation to each other is determined, not only by e likeness

between them but also by their individual importance to the hero.

Scene III (385-567) is similar in tone and structure to Scene I. Here

Odysseus meets the shades of his former comrades of the Trojan war. He

speaks to three - Agamemnon, Achilles, and Ajax. They are introduced with

1. fee p. 25a.

2. Van Otterlo, "Bine Merkwurdige Kompositionsform der "Alteren G-riechisohen
Literatur." Mnemosyne. III. 12, p. 193.

3. Ifcid.. P. 204.
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similar catch-lines, the same sort of lines, in fact, which introduced the

shades in Scene I."* A similar cataloguing spirit prevails, with the same

reservations as were observed in Scene I. Achilles, Agamemnon, and Ajax

are alike in that they are all dead comrades of Odysseus, but, like Anti-

cleia, Elpenor, and Teiresias above, they have a deeper relevance in their

importance for Odysseus.

Throughout the whole poem the story of Agamemnon and Clyteamestra

serves as a sort of negative paradigm for Odysseus. Here the relation is

again emphasized, with the appearance of Agamemnon and the others slain with

him, and by the story (which Odysseus hears now for the first time, although

it is by now well known to the audience) of Clytemnestra's perfidy.

Achilles and Ajax serve a rather different function. Achilles seems to

be introduced here for two reasons (aside from the fact that he i3 the great¬

est of the Creek heroes). First, to the discouraged Odysseus he is able to

extol the merits of even wretched life over death;

^ovAoCixrjv x* £'A&povpoc QryveySpev

dv6pC xap* dxXfip^, $ Pt) 0Coiq£ xoXtfc sCt),
f| xOatv vextfeacn xa/vafGt pivot chv dvdoastv (489-91).

Moreover, his questions about his son and his father (answered in reverse

order) give Odysseus the opportunity to relive the part he played in capturing

Troy. For, although ostensibly he is discussing only heoptolaaus* prowess,

such a discussion inevitably concerns his own as well.

There is no conversation between Odysseus and Ajax for the simple reason

that Ajax passes by in stony silence and refuses to reply to the words addre¬

ssed to him by Odysseus. Ajax in fact is the only one of the three

1. See pp. ?8a and 29a.
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character's with whom Odysseus had a personal relationship relevant here.

With Agamemnon, the relation depends on the likeness and differences in

the fates and situations of the two heroes, while with Achilles the relation

is through a third party, Achilles' son Beoptolemus. If in the first scene

Anticleia represents Odysseus' success in personal relationships, here Ajax

represents his failure. Similarly, Achilles corresponds to Elpenor in

feeing a figure (without any deep emotional connotations) from the past.

Agamemnon and Teiresias are both related to Odysseus on a more abstract level -

i

Agamemnon with his parallel story of a usurped kingdom and Teiresias with his

prophecies for Odysseus' future.

A completely different sort of catalogue is to be found in the second

scene, the so-called catalogue of heroines. From ancient times this section

of the poem has been rejected on various grounds. It certainly has no rele¬

vance to the situation of Odysseus, for the heroines (unlike the characters

of Scenes I and III) have no connection with the hero's past and no signifi¬

cance for his future. It is generally thought that it is the product of a

later interpolator and borrowed from the Boeotian eorpu3 of catalogue poetry.

A connection with Boeotian catalogue poetry seems certain. First, as

W. 1. Merry points out, almost all of the heroines are figures from i-'inyan

and Theban legend, the only exceptions being Leda (298-300, Phaedra, Procris

and Ariadne (321-23). Boeotia is notoriously the home for catalogue poetry,

as everyone agrees. But the strongest argument for the Boeotian origin of

the passage is the fact that several of the names occur in the Hesiodio cata¬

logues, and in on© case at least there are striking verbal similarities.

This occurs in the case of Tyro, who appears three times in the Boeotian

catalogue poetry. First, she is mentioned as the wife of Cretheus in the

1. Merry ed., Odyssey, vol. 1, p. 459.
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1 2
Catalogues of Women. Page discusses the other appearances at some length,

with particular reference to the papyrus fragment P. Tebtunis 271.

ooti <pt\6 [r) jft [fio]aet6&wva

aAgetc 6* AyXad -cexjva, ixet o£x Axo<p<S [Xioi sdvai
&8av&twv. atJ 6& t]ot)e xop,£et,v Aauta[\\£jj,eveu te

vtJv &' tpxev xpdc fi&p.ajd* tv* &r\ad tfixva t[£xTiat.
]. to. vejd-nacjiycof te [

<!)<; etxdv IvedAaet']' dYa[a]t6v4) £p,[xa\<, xdvty
] £(3ti clxdv&e [

] .. ov [ 5
\

Page says of this:

The second and third lines are identical with 11.2d9-50. They are not
conventional or fortnular phrases; it is therefore probable that the
relation between the Hesiodic poem and the Odyssey is one of direct
imitation. In both versions Poseidon is speaking to the lady of his
love; the outline of the story was identical in the two poems, and so
was a good deal of the detail

Most of the other heroines do appear in Hesiod's catalogue, although there

are no striking examples of verbal repetition, and few likenesses even in

regard to story.

A relation between the two schools of poetry is certain here, but it is

not necessary to say with Page that the only inference to be drawn from this
fl H

relation is that Homer borrowed from Hesiod. There is also the possibility

(mentioned above in the case of the Kereids) of a common source for the two

poets. This is the theory accepted by Webster, who postulates "a common

1. Number 13 in the Loeb edition. Hesiod. Homeric Hymns and Homerica (1950).

2. Page, The Homeric Odyssey, pp. 36-38.

3. Cat. 5 in Catalogi sive F.oearum Pragmenta. ed. by Augustus Traversa
(1951). P. Tebt. 271.

4. Page, The Homeric Odyssey, pp. 37-38.



1
ancestor in pre-migration poetry".

Almost all of the entries are accompanied by some elaborative detail,

and a few by stories of some length. An interesting and rather surprising

feature of all the stories is that they are told in a completely straight¬

forward style, in chronological order, with no repetition of lines and almost
2

none of thought. Doubling back is possible even within the space of a few

lines as we have seen above in some of the other catalogues (Catalogue of

Ships, Zeus* catalogue, etc.), so its complete omission is striking here.

Even though the stories are brief, most of them show no signs of a con¬

densed style, and there is little confusion as to what happened in the story.

A typical example of this is the story of Epicaste (271-80). In ten lines

the poet manages to tell the whole story of Oedipus and his mother, from the

murder of the old king to the suicide and curse of Epicaste. It is com¬

pressed but intelligible.

There are only two exceptions to this technique in the catalogue of hero¬

ines. In the story of Melampus and the cattle of Iphicles (281-97) there are

several obscure references. (This tale is even more obscure in its appear¬

ance in the genealogy of Theoclymenus 15.223-42.) In the first place Melampus

is never mentioned by name; he is called only a blameless prophet (p,&vci<;

1. Webster, From Mycenae to Homer, p. 178.

2. The one exception to this is in the story of Otus and Ephialtes (305-20),
where a certain repetition of thought is to be found. At the
beginning the poet says they were to be short-lived ( p.1 vuv0a6fu>
6£ x®v^o8r)V 307). ^be idea recurs at the end of the story.

They would have succeeded in reaching Olympus if they had been
allowed to grow up, but Apollo killed them before they reached
adolesoenoe.



&jAl5pa)V 291), and the motivation for his volunteering to drive the cattle

is completely unexpressed. Equally dubious ai*e the hard fate ( •••

jxotpa 292) which bound him, the will of Zeus which was accomplished, and

the nature of his prophecies to Iphicles. A similar situation prevails in

the little story of Ariadne (321-25). Here the reason for Ariadne's death

is left in doubt. Artemis slew her on the testimony of Dionysus (Af.ovi5aov

papau pC gat 325). "What is this testimony? Merry is also interested in
this point:

¥hat are the jiapTupCcu ? Some suppose that Dionysus informed Artemis
that Theseus had lain with Ariadne in the sacred grove in Dia; or that
Ariadne had been promised to Dionysus, but had surrendered herself to a
mortal lover."'

Scene II is strongly reminiscent of the Ship's Catalogue in the Iliad,

in that we are given certain pieces of information about each character, which

appear whatever their order, and regardless of what digressive detail is

admitted. In the Catalogue of Ships, for example, each entry included the

district, the leader and the number of ships. Here the content is slightly

less rigid. For all the longer entires (disregarding the two very brief

sections about Phaedra, Procris and Ariadne, and about Maera, Clymene and

Eriphyle) the standard information includes the husband (and/or lover) and

children, with optional mention of the father. The entries are all intro-
2

duced in a similar way, with the tag-line, "Then I saw

This section differs from the other catalogues so far considered in

Book 11 in that it presents a formal and impersonal list of characters who

have no relation to each otter or to Odysseus. It differs from the cata¬

logues of Book II in that it serves no function in the poem; it is an infor¬

mational catalogue, but the information is irrelevant to us as well as to

1. Meroy ed., Odyssey, vol. 1, p. 4-71.

2. See pp. 26a-28a.
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Odysseus, and does not enhance our understanding either of the specific

situation in the underworld or of the poem as a whole.

Scene IV* is equally unsatisfactory. Here OdyaBeus sees several

heroes and great sinners of the past. The scene now seems to have changed

completely. Previously Odysseus was above ground, sitting by the trench;

now he seems to be inside Hades, witnessing scenes in the interior.

There are six characters mentioned in this catalogue - Minos, Orion,

Tityos, Tantalos, Sisyphus, and Heracles. Like the heroines, they are all

introduced by similar lines ("and then I saw ..."). However, there is no

common feature which holds the six shades together on either a superficial

level (as in the catalogue of heroines) or a more subtle plane (as in Scenes

I and III). Rather, the section seems to consist of two groups. First

there are the great sinners of the past, with their punishments - Tityos,

Tantalos, and Sisyphus. This group has nothing to do with the other throe

characters, who form a group of their own., The shades of Minos and Orion

appear briefly at the beginning of the 3cene, each following the same pursuits

as when alive. Each is represented as holding his particular characteristic

attribute.

Minos, xptfoeov oxfjxtpov Sxovta, Qep-iatetfovca vfixuootv (569)

Orion. xepaSv $6%akov xayxdXxeov, ci£v day^C (575).

Heracles is a special case. The section in which he appears is far longer

than those devoted to Minos and Orion; alone of the characters in Scene IV

he recognizes and speaks to Odysseus (although without receiving any answer).

Furthermore, it is not really Heracles whom Odysseus meets, but only his

1.

2.

See pp. 29a-30a.

See pp. 29&-5Q&.
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sfdcaXov, for Heracles himself has teen transported to live among the gods.

There is another reason, however, for grouping Heracles with the shades of

Minos and Orion, for he too is represented as he was in life, and holding

his tow and arrow.

yujivdv t<5£ov Ix^v xaf I%C veupT)<piv oCotdv (607).

His equipment is further elaborated upon (609-15), but lines 607-608 carry

the principal points nf resemblance to Minos and Orion.

All of Scene IV appears rather strange and certainly different from the

rest of the book. Page i3 characteristically harsh on the section:

The whole of this passage, so contrary to the Homeric idea of Hades, so
ill-adapted to the story of Odysseus, and Introduced at such heavy cost
to the preceding episode, was beyond all reasonable doubt inserted in
its present place by a later poet."'

The passage seems to me to have been made up of two different catalogues -

one of sinners being punished, and the other of great figures from the past.

At some time they were brought together (perhaps by Homer himself), and In¬

corporated into the Nekyia. At this time changes were made in the case of

Heracles; he is important and interesting enough to merit more space than

Minos and Orion, and as Merry says:

There Is a peculiar propriety in the introduction of Heracles into the
group of the famous dead with whom Odysseus meets in Hades, because of
certain characteristic resemblances between the two heroes, both of
whom are under the particular protection of Athena.2

His entry was expanded to include the famous monologue to Odysseus (and per-
*

haps the description of his baldric as well).

There could be many possible reasons for such an addition; perhaps

1. JPage, The Homeric Odyssey, p. 27.

2. Merry ed., Odyssey, vol. 1, p. i+%.

3. Webster (in Proa Mycenae to Homer, pp. 185-86) has an interesting dis¬
cussion of this sort of recasting of ancient catalogues.



Scene IV was introduced to balance the catalogue of heroines, which it

resembles at least slightly* like the catalogue of heroines it is a

"spectacle" rather than an "action" section, such as Scenes I and XII,

Certainly it is interesting in itself and was perhaps introduced into the

account of the underworld for that reason alone.

The Nekyia, then, is symmetrically organised with the Intermezzo cen¬

tred between the two sets of catalogues. The personal catalogues (Scenes I

and III) are essential to the plot and give a deeper insight into Odysseus'

character and past. These catalogues are of a fairly sophisticated order,

since the items in them are related not so much to each other as to an ex¬

ternal factor, in this case Odysseus. The sight-seeing catalogues (Scenes
II and IV) are very different in tone. Here the catalogue entries are

related to each other on a superficial level and to Odysseus not at all.

Whatever the origins of the various elements which form the Nekyia (and

some of the internal inconsistencies indicate a rather stormy history) it

now represents a fairly well organized and symmetrical whole in which the

personal and emotional scenes in Odysseus' mission are balanced by the spec¬

tacle scenes of which he is a witness and not a participant. These spectacle

scenes have been thoroughly criticized by scholars and it may well be that

they entered the poet's repertoire late, but they are not out of place where

they stand. It is only natural that Odysseus, born tourist that he is,

should take time to see what inmates of Hades he can. The audience's interest

in these matters is assured, so -there is nothing against incorporating these

two catalogues into a visit to Hades, even if the cost in internal inconsis¬

tencies were greater than it is.
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Conclusion

From our detailed examination of catalogue digressions in the two

poems it may now be possible both to draw sob® general conclusions about

the nature and probable development of the catalogue style, and to compare

the catalogue style of the Iliad with that of the Odyssey.

It is difficult to date the origin of the catalogue technique.

G. 3. Kirk and Bowra, for example, both have very strong and very differing

views on the matter, It is interesting that the view taken is axiomatic

for each scholar, and hence neither offers any substantiation for M.3

assertions;

First Kirk;

Sometimes a particular manner of presentation, within the limitations of
oral poetry, is demanded by a particular kind of material. Thus a bare
list, whether of proper names or of things, allows only insignificant
variation. This is hardly a matter of true style • though we may for
convenience talk of a 'catalogue style* - but rather of a taste for a
certain kind of subject. Such a taste may in itself carry implications
of date; for example certain long and purely decorative catalogues in
Homer, notably the list of the Nereids at XVIII.39-49 typify the love of
codification that inspires the Theogony of Hesiod and is closely associ¬
ated with the Boeotia - which is prominent in the Catalogue of Ships in
II and the Catalogue of Heroines in 11 - and probably belong to a rela¬
tively late stage of the oral epic.^

Now Bowra:

Early poetry likes lists, whether of ancestors, or men gathered for
battle, or men slain...Originally no doubt such lists existed un-adomed,
like the genealogies in Genesis, but at a later stage they were slightly
expanded. Notes were added on the characters, and we get the llesiodic
lists of women. But the form survived and remained essentially primi¬
tive, and it is typical of early literature that it clings to this form
after it has lost its usefulness.2

It is possible of course, that Bowra and Kirk mean the same thing, but only

if we assume that what is early for Bowra is late for Kirk. However all this

may be, two points emerge; first, the un-adomed list catalogue (such as the

1. Kirk, The Songs of Homer, pp. 162-63.

2. Bowra, Tradition and Design in the Iliad, p. 69.



catalogue of Nereids) is the simplest and probably most primitive of the

catalogue forms.1 Secondly, in catalogues (as in genealogies) the content

in a large measure determines the form.

The Homeric catalogues are of three different kinds. First, in the

catalogue of Nereids, there is a simple list of names. This form is more

common in Heslod than in Homer, as v»e have scon above, and there are several

examples of it in the Theogoav as in the catalogues of the daughters of

Ocean and Tethys and of the daughters of Hereus.

The second category comprises the rhetorical catalogues - those of

Dione (V.381-404) and Zeus (XIV.313-28) in the Iliad, and of Calypso (5.118-

29) in the Odyssey. Each of these is told by one god to another, in

specific reference to the case at hand - whether it be the wounding of Aphro¬

dite, the desire of Zeus for Hera, or Hemes' mission to send Odysseus away

from Calypso. They are used for the sake of emphasis and example by the

characters. Furthermore, these catalogues differ from the other catalogue

digressions in that they are related by a character (as in the manner of

genealogies). None of the other catalogues is; rather, each is told by •toe
2

poet himself, and not through the mouth of any of the characters. In these

catalogues each entry is introduced by a brief phrase, which is similar

throughout the catalogue. This is the obvious and perfect device for organi¬

zing a mass of material into a coherent form; the repetition creates a sense

1. For a more sophisticated use of the list catalogue, see the catalogue of
the young Phaeacian noblemen in 8.111-19. This is a lis^t of seven¬
teen names, all connected with the sea (e.g. Hauteu£, SXatpeuc)*
There is no structural device to hold the whole together - no cyolic
introduction and conclusion or repeated adverbs (as in the Nereid
catalogues). It is a list rather than a catalogue for it displays
none of the structural techniques associated with the other cata¬
logues.

2. The catalogues in Odyssey 11 are not really an exception to this. It is
true that Odysseus is talking, but as an observer of the action, not
as a participant. In this his voice is more like the poet's than
that of an involved character.



of order and at the same time permits the addition of an indefinite number

of entries.

Interior unity in the three catalogues is also promoted by the use of

important repeated verbs. Usually the catalogue is bracketed by brief

introductory and concluding sections containing these verba, so the repeti¬

tion serves to knit the entries to the introductions and conclusions as well

as to the other entries.

This Bitournellkomposition is obviously a more sophisticated form of

catalogue composition than that found in the catalogue of Nereids. This must

b® so, because of the differences in purpose and content of the two kinds of

catalogue. The catalogue of the Nereids is purely ornamental. It has a

definite artistic purpose in being where it is, but the content is not too

important. At this point of the story any ornamental catalogue (in fact,

any digression providing a similar respite) would do. The simplicity of the

catalogue is essential to its function here; no sophisticated catalogue is

needed, for a bare list of names is enough. Obviously, because the catalogue

is just a list of names, there is no need for complicated ordering devices.

Ihen the catalogues become important in themselves, and their content

(and not just their presence) is relevant to the situation in which they occur,

it is natural that the entries should be expanded and elaborated upon in order

to emphasize the relationships of the entries to each other and of the cata¬

logue to the situation as a whole. At this point there arises a need for a

simplifying ordering device such as Ritournellkomposition.

The catalogues in Iliad II are of a third kind. Although the entries

in these catalogues are expanded, no use is made of Ritoureellkoaposition.

Rather, the entries follow different patterns. All of the entries must

contain certain precise facts, and may contain explanations as well; these

elements, grouped in different orders, form the few basic



patterns of which the catalogues are composed.

Shis pattern method of construction is as different from the bare list

catalogue as R1 tournslUvoaposifcion. showing that when a development i3 made

away from the simplest form of catalogue poetry, it may go in at least two

directions. It i3 difficult to go further than this, without becoming as

conjectural as Kirk and Bowra. Certainly one cannot determine whether the

pattern method is derived from Bitoumellkoaposition (or vice versa)i for

it is at least as likely that each is an independent development from the

list source.

Once again it may appear that the content has formed the style. The

catalogues of 2eua, Calypso, and Dione, are rhetorical catalogues, whose

effectiveness largely depends upon their applicability in a certain situation.

The appropriateness of these catalogues is enhanced by repetition - repeti¬

tion of phrases at the beginning of each entry, as well as repetition of

significant verbs throughout. The catalogues in Iliad II are informative.

Various items must be included for each entry; the repetition of these

throughout is an adequate ordering device. In those catalogues, rhetoric

and subtle relationships are not so important.

Fourthly we must consider the catalogues in Odyssey 11. These are of

two kinds, the lists of Odysseus' friends and battle comrades forming one

group, and the catalogues of heroines and mythological figures the other.

Both groups differ from the catalogue types we have so far discussed.

Scenes I and III in the Nekyia (the lists of Odysseus' friends) are

organized according to the principles of Hitournellkoraposition: furthermore,
1

extensive use is made of phrases and lines repeated from one entry to another.

1. Oee pp. 2^a, 28a, and 29a.



Here, however, likeness to the rhetorical catalogues ceases, for these

scenes are not 3hort, closely unified lists used to demonstrate a parti¬

cular point; they are long, diffuse, and used both as a part of the action

of the poem and to illuminate some of the many facets of Odysseus* charac¬

ter. The entries may be related to each other on the basis of superficial

likeness, but it is most important that they are all closely identified

with Odysseus* own life and character.

The spectacle scenes (Sections II and IV) are also organized according

to Ritournellkomposition. but very little use is made of internal repetition.

These catalogues do not serve either a rhetorical or a symbolical purpose in

the action of the poem. They exist as spectacle, and for their own sake.

They are a little like the catalogues in Iliad II in that each entry contains

a certain amount of information similar to that of the other entries, a fact

which is in itself a kind of organizing principle.

In the catalogues of the Nekyia, then, one can see two different uses

of Ritournellkomposition. In the spectacle catalogues we find a blend of

Ritoumellkomposition with pattern composition; the technique is that of

Ritournellkompoaition. while the purpose is informational rather than

rhetorical. The catalogues of Odysseus* friends, on the other hand, show

how the catalogue form can be raised from a material to an abstract level,

without significant change in the structure and technique.

It is difficult to make hard and fast distinctions between the catalogue

style of the Iliad and that of the Odyssey because of the small number of

catalogues, but it may be possible to see some indications of different

structure and purpose for the catalogue form in the two poems. One catalogue

type, the rhetorical, is found in both poems; this accounts for three of the

six catalogues - Dione*s, Zeus*, and Calypso*s. This rhetorical form, as



well as the pattern form found in the catalogues in Iliad II, is perhaps

a natural extension of the simplest list form like that of the catalogue

of Nereids. It is in the four oat&logues of Odyssey 11, however, that

we see differences emerging in the use of catalogues in the two poems.

The spectacle catalogues are a blend of pattern and Kitournellkomposltion:

that is, they combine the forms of the information and the rhetorical

catalogues. The catalogues of Odysseus* friends are in the ritournelle

style but introduce a symbolic and abstract element foreign to all of the

other catalogues.

In the Odyssey, then, we do not find an entirely new structure for the

catalogue, for both catalogues (Calypso's and the Nekyia) have structural

features in common with the Iliad catalogues. What is new, as we have

seen, is the symbolical use of some of the catalogues in Odyssey 11, as well

as the blending of the pattern and ritournelle styles. The Odyssey poet

was master of the Iliad catalogue style and was able to recast it to suit

his own rather different structural and artistic purposes.
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SECTION II: HISTORICAL TALES IN THE ILIAD

CHAPTER 4

NESTOR'S TALES IN THE ILIAD

This section comprises Chapters 4, 5 and- 6, concerning Nestor's tales,

the short historical tales, and the encounter between Glaucus and Diomedes.

The many stories have two things in common - their style, and the fact that

they may be defined as historical tales.

All of the stories (except for that of Antenor) make use of the annular

style; each is encircled by at least one ring, and some by two or three.

In the longer stories (Nestor's story of the war with the Epeiansand the stoxy

of Bellerophon) there are more complex structural patterns, but the basis is

still the cyclic style.

The term "historical tales" does not of course imply that the tales repre¬

sent what modem scholars would call historical fact. Here the term is used

to include all of the stories concerning events which fall into the realm of

saga and legend. Generally the protagonists are mortals, and the events re¬

lated are possible. This does not rule out the intervention of the gods (as

in the portent at Aulis or the story of Bellerophon), but the stories are

basically concerned with men and heroes and only interested in the gods when

their activity has eooe influence, direct or otherwise, on the lives of the

heroes.

There are three tales told by Nestor in the Iliad - how he slew Ereutha-

lion (VII.123-60), his advice to Patroclus (XI.655-803), and his youthful

prowess at the funeral games of Amaiynkeus (XXIII.626-30).



How Nestor Slew Kreuthalion

Nestor tells this story (VII.123-60) in order to encourage the Greek

chiefs to accept Hector's challenge to single-combat. Menelaus alone has

dared to respond, but h&3 been prevented from fighting by Agamemnon, who

describes Hector's invincibility in battle at some length (109-19). Mene¬

laus retires, but before Agamemnon's speech can have its full effect upon the

morale of the amy, Nestor rises to speak.

For all his garrulity, Nestor is a very wise old man, and his appeal to

the Greeks is based upon a sound understanding of their motives and state of

mind. By fostering their courage and appealing to their better natures

through their sense of shame, he is able to rouse them to face Hector.

In order to shame the Greeks Nestor makes use of undisguised sentimenta¬

lity. He describes the joy and pride of Peleus upon hearing the names and

lineage of the Greek force, but then goes on to say that if Peleus heard of

this present cowardice his former pride would be reduced to humiliation so

that he would pray for death to end his sorrows. This is sheer pa12108, but

its appeal is the stronger because of Peleus' great age and high position of

respect among the Greeks. The opinion of old men is veiy important to the

young and vigorous heroes, as Nestor is well aware. He even draws himself

into this appeal by contrasting his present weakened condition with the man he

once was. He is himself a very old man (as he never tires of telling us),

but if he had the vigour of his youth, he would be a match for Hector. In

fact he had once confronted and slain a far mightier man, so the young Greeks

now (it is implied) have even less excuse for their cowardice.

This 3hame-motif is present in the rest of the stoiy, but it is parti-

cularly strong at the extremities (sections A and B on the diagram). In the

1. See p. 31a.



centre of the digression is Nestor's attempt to bolster the courage of the

Greeks by relating the story of Ereuthalion. This story is parallel to

the present situation. Ereuthalion was the mightiest man in the Arcadian

host, as Hector is now supreme among the Trojans. His challenge, like

Hector's, panicked an arsy; of all the Fylians only Nestor (the youngest in

the host) dared to reply. In order to emphasize the might of Ereuthalion,

Nestor tells the story of his armour (137-50). This armour, like Agamem¬

non's staff, is a pedigree piece whose descent and divine origin increase the

stature of its owner.1 Nestor has already said that Ereuthalion was the most

formidable of the Arcadians, but the story of the armour informs us that his

equipment originated with Ares himself. After Ares it had belonged to power¬

ful men « first Areithoos, distinguished for his strength and his iron mace;

and then to Lycurgus, who won it by guile rather than strength. Hector is

powerful, but he possesses no such article as this; he is a mortal man with

nothing but mortal equipment. Eut crsuthalion - mighty as he was, and des¬

pite his wonderful armour - was easily defeated by the youngest of the Fylians.

All of this must encourage the Greeks; if the boy Nestor could thus slay great

Ereuthalion, surely a mature hero can easily defeat Hector.

This story is an excellent example of complex annular composition. Nes¬

tor's digression is short, but it includes no less than four rings concentric

about the pedigree of Ereuthalion's armour. By the gradual transitions from

one ring into the next the poet is able to lead smoothly from the situation at

hand to events far in the past. As soon as the furthest point in time is

reached - the fact that Ares gave Areithoos the armour (146) - the rings begin

to lead back again to the present. The furthest point in time also coincides

with the central fact of the pedigree, which is the divine origin of the armour.

1. Chapter 2 contains a fuller discussion of these pedigree-pieces.
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The story of the araour is a digression within a digression, and as

short as it is (fourteen lines) it follows an interesting pattern of its

own. By itself it is a member of the genealogy family since it describes

the descent of & pedigree-piece through a series of owners, but it is not

composed according to the straightforward chronological pattern typical of

genealogical digressions. Rather, it proceeds from the present encounter

of Nestor and Sreuthalion into the distant past and from that most remote

point back to the present.

The innermost ring of Nestor's story encircles the story of the armour:

tetfxe' Sx^v fij-tototv 'Apr)t*d<5oto iHvaxtoc (137).
toO # ys tetfxe' £x^v xpoxaXC^s'to Tt&vtac ApCaiouc (150).

The elements emphasized are the araour and the man Areithoos. In the first

member of the ring (137) the order is armour-Areithoos, but it is reversed in

the second member (150). Similarly, these ax^e the dominant elements of the

story of the armour; the first part (138-45) concerns Areithoos and his

death at the hands of lycurgos, and the second (146-49) deals with the des¬

cent of the armour. If one denotes the armour by a_ and Areithoos by b, the

section follows a pattern ab-ba-ba.

Nestor's Advice to Patroclus

.More interesting and complex than either of Nestor's shorter tales is

his long, speech to Patroclus (XI.655-803). This speech falls into two diff¬

erent and superficially unrelated parts. First, there is the story of the

war of the I-yliana with the Epeians (655-764), and then (765-803) Nestor re¬

minds Patroclus of his father's advice and urges him to fight using Achilles'

armour.

THE WAR WITH THE EPEIANS

The whole digression has been suspected as an interpolation, but critics



are particularly harsh with the section relating the war with the Epeians.

Leaf calls 665-762 "one of the clearest cases of interpolation in the

Iliad". going on to say:

It is singularly out of place at the moment when Patroclos has refused
even to sit down, owing to the urgency of his mission; and it has no
apparent connexion whatever with the message which Nestor is so anxious
to send to Achilles. It is moreover full of words and expressions else¬
where peculiar to ths Odyssey, and in one passage seems to show clear
evidence of a knowledge" of" the Catalogue. He need not therefore
hesitate to class it among the additions designed to glorify Nestor,
which so often disfigure the old man's speeches.''

It is difficult to settle this question of interpolation, but it may be possible

to shed some light on it in the course of our analysis of the internal structure

of the tale and its surrounding context.

The story of the war is the centre of two rings. On the outside (655-

68 and 762-64) is tho theme of Achilles* concern for the army,, with the

striking repetition of the phrase cnStdp AAeOq (^64 762) to empha¬
sise the annular structure."^ Nestor's regret for his lost youth forms the

inner ring (668-71 and 762), with $c gov ec xcyc» gov Ye ^ Av6pdatv
in 762 answering 6?0 above - cf9» 0£ti p.ot g^xedoc etrj.

The first member of the outer ring (655-68) is itself organized in annular

fashion/*" with Nestor's catalogue of the wounded chiefs (which is essentially a

1. Leaf ed., Iliad, vol. 1, p. 355. 0** this same story Monro says: "The
story which Nestor tells of the war between the Fylians and Hpeiana
(670-762) is probably a later addition. It is quite out of keeping
with the situation, and spoils the effect of the characteristic story
which follows (765-90)." Monro ed., Iliad. vol. 1, p. 364.

2. See pp. 32a-37&.

3. Leaf considers these phrases to be indications that the passage between
them is interpolated. (Companion to the Iliad, p. 213.) Milamowitz,
however, refutes this idea and argues for the genuineness of the
passage. (Die Ilias und Homer, p. 202.)

4. See pp. 32a-33a.



summary of the preceding events in Book XI) centred between the two refer¬

ences to Achilles' concern, or lack of it, for the Greeks. It is this

last reference whioh contains the important phrase cnSt&p *AXlXXfd5<;.
The introductory section is also characterized by the repetition of the verbs

pdAAw a,nd Gi$a"&£u) • the former occurring five times in fourteen lines and

the latter twice. Her© it is part of the catalogue technique in which an

indefinite number of items may be added, each with & similar phrase accomp¬

anying it. The effect of this repetition together with the cyclic elements

of the section is to emphasize most strongly the plight of the Ach&eans in

contrast to the indifference of Achilles.

The body of the digression, however, is not principally dependent upon

an annular structure. There are cyclical elements, but in general the order¬

ing principles are of a different nature. What is most interesting about the

structure of Nestor's story is that there may be several different structural

methods in use at the same time. This makes for a very compact, as well as a

very complex story.

One of the most important elements in constructing the story is the use

of time. Nestor is always precise about this, enumerating each event in

relation to the exact time of its occurrence. Furthermore, the time refer¬

ences are used to divide and order the various parts. There are four sections

in Nestor's story - the cattle raid (670-8^), the division of spoils (685-707),

preparation for a second engagement (707-34) and the battle (735-61). The

last three sections are all introduced by a time reference, and the first is

ooncluded in this way. The third section (707-34-), in addition to being

introduced by a time reference, also contains other references to time which

order the events of the passage. The time element is the constent structural

factor of Nestor's long story; it gives the events continuity and perspective

in relation to each other.



Apart from this general structural technique, however, each of the four

short sections is independently constructed around ideas prominent in the

particular passage.

The cattle raid (670-8d) is ordered around the idea of driving off

booty, the most important element being the repeated verb £\cu3v<h, and its

compound auveXatfvto. If one denotes these ideas by a and the intervening

sections (the death of Itymeneus and the catalogue of booty) by b and £ res¬

pectively, the passage is found to follow the pattern abaca.

The division of spoils (665-707) makes use of a similar technique, al¬

though the introduction of several repeated motifs and the use of cyclic

composition increase its complexity. The principal theme (a) of the debt

(XPs£oc) owed by the Epaians to the byliana is introduced briefly in the

opening lines (685-86). The secondary ideas are the reasons for this debt,

and the division of spoils (either 5aftpeyoyor efXeto/I^SAsT") by the

tyliana. If one also denotes the reasons by £ and the division of the spoils

by b (b^ for ) ( the pattern describing the whole section is
seen to be a-Wc-tfjlftcb^ -b.

There are two short sub-sections (687-95 and 696-707) almost identical

in structure. First, there is the division of spoils by ths chief citizens,

including the debt motif and the reason for this debt. This is followed

1. This debt has been foreshadowed in the preceding section, in the word
frSoia in 674. beef says of this: n£h5cHa does not recur in Horaerj
it is used in the sense usual in later Greek, 'reprisals', property
seized as a pledge for reparation." leaf ed., Iliad, vol. 1, p. 389.

2. See p. 34a.



immediately by Neleus' appropriation of his own share, also including the

debt motif and the reasons for the debt. The only structural difference to

be observed in the two passages is the fact that the Neleus sub-section is

composed in annular style, with the talcing of the spoils by Neleus (b^ on
the diagram) forming a ring around the story of the loss of his chariot. A

further use of ring composition is to be found in the section as a whole in

the repetition of the verb 6aCtpe\>ov/6attpeii5et v (b in the scheme) which

forms a ring enclosing both subsidiary passages. Certainly this indicates

great complexity of style, especially since this intricate arid symmetrical

structural system is developed in only twenty-three lines.

Equally complex is the next section which concerns the preparation for a

second engagement (707-34).^ An important feature in this section is the use

of time; each of the two sub-sections - the preparations of the Epeians (707-

13) and the preparations of the Julians (714-32) - is introduced with a time

reference. Furthermore, the longer Pylian passage is also subdivided and

ordered around time references.

Here, as in the division of spoils section above, the two sub-sections

are similar in content and form. The first oontains the arrival of the Epeians,

including the Molione who are inexperienced in war (6' It* lovt *, oC %u>

p.d\a e£d6t© 0otfpi6oc 710). This sub-section is concluded with a

mention of the city Thxyoessa ( Sott 6l tic ©pvdeooa ftdXlC 711) which the

Epeians besieged. The next sub-section, which concerns the preparations of

the fyliana, is longer and more detailed, but it iB organized along the same

lines. Athena's rousing of the fyiians encloses the description of the gen¬

eral arming, and the part taken by Nestor. Nestor, like the Molione above,

was thought to be untrained for war (0$ Y&P wS tC p.* £<pt] ?6pev

1. See p. 35a.



7toXen^t.o. Spyo- 719), but this basic fact is elaborated upon at greater

length, and used to increase Nestor's glory in the subsequent battle. As

in the sub-section above, the preparations are followed by an account of

the rallying point ( Sate. 66 -cie; xotay-dQ Mtvv^Coc 722), but this, like

the inexperience of Nestor, is used as a jumping-off point for further des¬

cription, rather than as a conclusion to the section. from the river

Minysios the pylians must still travel for half a day before they reach the

river Alpheios near which the Bpeians are encamped. Once there, they sacri¬

fice to the appropriate gods and go to bed. The likenesses between the two

sub-sections concerning the Epeians and the rylians may be obscured by the

greater length and detail of the Pylian passage, but the skeleton of the two

is the same - time reference, preparation, the inexperience of the foremost

participants, the rallying point, and the subsequent action. After the

eighteen lines describing the action of the fylians, the poet returns to the

Epeians with a repetition of the final line in the Epeian sub-section above

(see 713 and 733).

Unity is preserved in the passage as a whole by the basic similarities of

its two component sub-section3, by continual references to time, and by repeated

lines and phrases. One of the most interesting uses of repetition is that of

the verb awpfaoeoQcu in its various forms (709, 715, 718, and 725). The

passage is a description of the arming of both sides, and the repeated verb

serves to emphasize this.

Annular composition plays no part in the structure of the section.

Rather, as we have seen above, it is organized around repetitions of both words

and thought, with a certain interlocking of parts as a result. If one takes a

for the preparations of both sides, b for the rallying point, and 0 for the

action taken upon arrival at this point, the whole section may be expressed
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abc-abc-c.

In contrast to the foregoing sections, that dealing with the battle of

the lyiians and the Speians (735-61) seems relatively uncomplicated in its

presentation. Here also there are two sub-sections, the first (737-52)

describing Nestor*s prowess in the battle, and the second (753-58) describing

the action of the Julians as a whole. There is none of the interlocking

repetition which was a standard feature of the other sections.

In the passage describing Nestor's prowess, a pattern is formed by the
2

alternation of Nestor's actions with those of the Epeians. The brief fylian

section describing the pursuit of the eneay is opened with the line Sv0a

Zetfc EvXCofcOt xpdtcx; 5YYba.Xf,£ev (753) and closes . . . 80ev

a^Tt,c dx^Tpcwte Xadv *A0^vtj (758). (This action on, the part of the two

gods is also interesting in view of the fact that it was to Zeus and Athena

that the i-ylians prayed upon entering the fray.)
A rather similar phenomenon may be observed in the lines which open and

close the battle section as a whole:

aujx9ep<5p,eo0a jidxQ T* stixdnsvot xag 'AOfivn.
• • •

xp&roc Iv&v £Xoy &v6pat x6p,tooa 65 £xx°i5c (736-38)

5v0* &v6pa xteCvac Ktiu-atov \C%ov* adtdp *AxcuoC

&\jf &x<3 BouxpaaCoto UtiXovd* 6xov |xxouc»
xdvte<; 6* sflxetdtovto OeSv AtC N'gatopC a* dv6p5>v (759-61).

The repetition of certain important words and phrases (underlined above) from

1. See p. 36a.

2. Note that Nestor's conflict with hi3 old rivals the Molione is fore¬
shadowed in the preceding section, where they are the only Epeians
mentioned by name, and where their inexperience in war is parallel to
Nestor's own. Suoh foreshadowing (also found with the debt theme
above) brings the separate sections closer together.



the last lines to the first is reminiscent of the annular style, hut this

cannot he called ring composition because the extremities do not express

the same situation. Rather, there is a development between the two groups

of lines. That is, in the first, the Pylians praise Zeus and Athens, but

in the last Nestor. In the first sub-section he is first to kill a man and

in the second he kills his last man and leaves him. In the first sub-section

Nestor takes the horses of Mulius, in the second the Pyliana drive off horses

of the Speians in general. The correspondences are close, but always with

the difference caused by a development between the two passages.

The whole story of the war with the Epeians, then, is tightly organized.

Ring composition and the U3e of time weld the whole together, and each of the

four component sections is constructed according to a more or less complex

pattern of its own. These patterns differ from each other in detail, but

not in kind, the only exception being the developing annular style of the

last section.

Leaf has condemned this section as being irrelevent to the rest of the

story and a waste of Patroclus' valuable time. This is not so, for Nestor

(irritating as he undoubtedly is) is not a fool by any means, and his remarks

are generally well suited to the context in whioh they appear.

Here Nestor is using his own experience as an example and a reproof to

Achilles. Nestor, young and inexperienced as he was, cared for his people,

who were few and mistreated as a result of the ravages of Heracles and the

subsequent raids of the Epeians, He distinguished himself in both the cattle

raid and the battle. As a result of all this the iyiians drove home much

booty, and they praised Nestor like a god.

Achilles* situation is not too different from Nestor's. His people too

are in desperate straits, and if he wanted to, he could help them, winning



praise for himself and booty for them. But, brave as he is, he is not

going to help until it is too late, and the Trojans have set fire to the

ships. If Nestor's valour was a source of gloiy, Achilles' will be a source

of grief, because of his present indifference.

Nestor does not expect Patroclus to tell all this to Achilles, but he

want3 Patroclus to understand it, and to use his understanding to influence

Achilles. In the second part of his advice to Patroclus Nestor will remind

him that influencing Achilles is the duty once enjoined upon him by his

father.

PATROCLUS' RESPONSIBILITY TO ACHILLES (765-803)

Nestor's speech about Patroclus' responsibility to Achilles is composed

of two sections - Nestor's visit to Pbthia when he was mustering an army to

fight against Troy (769-81), and Nestor's advice to Patroclus (782-89)/
The most interesting feature of the narrative section i3 the repetition

of the verb , which occurs six times in a space of only thirty

lines. The whole point of this section is the advice of Menoitios to his

son (and secondarily that of Peleus to Achilles), and the continual repetition

of the verb emphasises that fact. Its initial and final occurrences frame

the story and set It off from the preceding and following parts of Nestor's
2

long speech. This repetition is reminiscent of that found in the intro¬

duction and the first two sections of Nestor's story of the war with the Epeians

above, but in those cases there were secondary themes whose development was

1. See p. 37a.

2. Of thi3 repetition Mlamowitz says: "Hfiader 1st durch den schliessenden
Rahmen das Bild geschutztj dieselbe Kunst des Dichters ist unver-
kennbar." (Die Ilias und Homer, p. 203.)



also important to the structure of the passage. Here there is no other

element to distract our interest; even the intervening lines (769-81) des¬

cribing the arrival and welcome of Nestor and Odysseus in Phthia, depict

only a standard scene of sacrifice and hospitality, the events in which are

so familiar that the whole scene slips by almost unnoticed.^ No complex

structural pattern emerges, but only the insistence upon Kenoitios* advice.

The climax comes in 790, when hestor sums up his reproof of Patroclus -

"thus he advised, but you forgot.*

This is what Nestor has been leading up to all along - Patroclus* res¬

ponsibility to be a good advisor to Achilles. In the brief concluding

passage (791-803) he outlines exactly what Patroclus is to do - "for you might

yet persuade him." Nestor is too realistic, however, to hold much faith in

this idea, so he passes on to his next suggestion, that Patroclus must per¬

suade Achilles to let him fight in Achilles' armour. There is no repetition

of thought or complicated structural development in this sub-section. One

idea follows naturally, although (knowing Nestor) not idly or spontaneously,
2

from another. This is typical of Nestor's tactical and advisory speeches,

and of course, this last sub-section i3 tactical rather than narrative.

Nestor's whole long appeal, then, has consisted of three parts - the war

with the Epeians, Menoitios' advice to Patroclus, and what Patroclus must say

to Achilles. Each of the sections has its own interest, but, more important,

each is absolutely indispensable to what Nestor is trying to achieve.

1. Leaf (following Aristarchus and Aristophanes) takes 762-84 to be an inter¬
polation because they are prosaic. (Iliad. vol. 1, pp, 393-94.)

2. for examples see Iliad VII.323-43 or Nestor's advice to Antilochus in
Iliad XXIII. 306-4.8.



A direct appeal to Achilles (the embassy in IX) has been made and has

failed, but the presence of Patroclus in Nestor's hut both indicates that

Achilles is still interested in the plight of the Greek &my and gives Nestor

an opportunity to approach him by more subtle means. He must now reach

Achilles through Patroclus. The story of the war with the Epeians, far from

beiiig irrelevant, is the foundation upon which his whole appeal rests.

Nestor wants to make Patroclus aware that Achilles* refusal to use his strength

to help his comrades can lead him only to grief and suffering. This is the

whole point of the story. Nestor helped his people, and they prospered from

his valour, but "Achilles will benefit alone from his bravery, and he will

weep when his people perish" (762-64).

An appeal to Patroclus to use his influence with Achilles based only on the

sufferings of the Greeks would be bound to fail, and Nestor rightly skips over

this in his brief catalogue of the wounded chiefs. If he hopes to reach

Achilles through Patroclus, he also understands that the best way to gain Pat¬

roclus ' sympathy is through his regard for Achilles. The story and its moral

provide the motive which is to inspire Patroclus to intercede with his friend.

Nestor speaks more directly in the story of the visit to Phthia. Menoi-

tios understood then, as Nestor does now, that Patroclus' gentler nature is

the foil to Achilles' violent temperament, and that Patroclus must temper

Achilles* excesses with his own good counsel. Now Nestor reminds Patroolus

of this duty. In the last part of his story, leaving nothing to chance or

whim, Nestor tells Patroclus exactly what he has to do - that is, the practical

application of his duty to Achilles as outlined both by his father and by

Nestor. The three-fold attack succeeds, and Patroclus leaves the hut, ready

to follow Nestor's advice.
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Nestor's Youthful Prowess

Nestor tells this story (XXIII,626-50) after the chariot race in the

funeral games for Patroclus. The prizes have been distributed, and Achilles

presents a cup to Nestor remarking that his age prevents him from taking

part in the games. This is Nestor's cue to embark on another story of his

long-departed youth. The tone in this story is different from that of the

tales in Books VII and XI, Here Nestor's regret for his youth and vigour is

disinterested, and the story is a simple and rather pathetic reminiscence of

former glory.

It is appropriate to its context, for Nestor describes how he took part

in the funeral games for Amarynkeus, although he is now unable to participate

in those for Patroolus. Antilochus, in spite of (or perhaps because of) his

father's crefty advice (306-48), has lost the chariot race to Diomedes, and

Nestor now tells how he himself was once victorious in each event except for

the chariot race.

Because of its length this 3tory corresponds more closely to the story in

Book VII than that in Book XI. It is less tightly organized than the tale of

Ereuthalion, but it also makes use of the annular style.^ The rings corres¬

pond to each other in thought, but the closest verbal parallels occur in

Nestor's remarks about his age (£ in the diagram) which encircle ths story of

his exploits. The contrast is made between Nestor's present weakness and his

, former greatness:

oil? tic M.ot 6jiotToc dv^p oiK' dp*
ofH* ad'tOv iiuXiwv o&t' Aftu)Xffiv (632-33)

&C iot' 6ov* v0v aS-ce ve&tepot dvTto&VTov

£pywv Totodtwv (643-44).

1. See p. 38a.
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The one-line B rings do not correspond closely at all, except that each is a

transition between the story and the present action; 6^6 is spoken to bring

us back to the funeral games for Patroclus ("but come now and bury your

comrade"), just as 626 ("you have spoken these things justly") took us away

from it.

The story of Nestor's youthful prowess follows immediately after the

chariot race, just as his over-subtle advice to Antilochus immediately pre¬

ceded it. Such framing with an advice-giving or tactical speech and a narra¬

tive speech by Nestor may also be observed in Book VII, where the story of

Ereuthalion preoedes the duel and his advice about the wall and the burning of

the dead (324-43) follows it.

Comparison of Nestor's Stories

The three stories of his past prowess told by Nestor in the Iliad have

many points in common in spite of the great disparity in length between the

tales of Ereuthalion and the funeral games and the story of the war with the

Speians.

Each is introduced and concluded in annular fashion by characteristic

references to the contrast between Nestor's present aged weakness and his for¬

mer vigour. Even the language is similar. In the story of Sreuthalion, the

lines are;

aC y&p, 2etJ te xdiep xaC *Adr]vaCr] xaC "AxoWov,

•?)£${l' <&£ (VII.132-33)

etQ* t5e fipt&otut, 6e giAwe&cc (vil.157).
In the story of the funeral games for Amarynkeus:

et0* , pCr) pot SjiAefioc e£r},

£>C &x6te ... (mil.629-30)

&Q XO%* gov ... (XXIII.643).



Finally, in the story of the war with the Epeians;

etQ* <£<; f}0<5onii , 0fr) it jiot §M.?te6o£ cCt),

<!><; (xi.670-71)

c&c Sov, e£ xoi' £ov ye» jiet* dv&pdcHV ... (XI.762).
The structure of the three stories is also similar, although of course

the greater length of the story in Book XI permits greater complexity of

composition. Annular style is the characteristic feature of the two shorter

tales, but it is only a part of the longer narrative, in which patterns based

upon word repetition, as well as a complete time scheme, also have a vital

role.

From these stories and the contexts in which they appear it is possible

to build up a rather complete picture of heator himself and the role he plays

in the poem as a whole. He is both garrulous and old, but more than this, he

is a wise counsellor with an excellent understanding of the men he is dealing

with. Each of his stories is extremely relevant to the context in which it

appears, and there is always a strong parallel between the situation at hand

and that which he describes from his own experience. It is true that each of

the tales relates his former prowess, but these tales are not used, as Leaf

has felt, for mere self-glorification. Nestor's experiences are used rather

as jumping-off points from which he can present his meaning to his audience.

They are personal paradigms, with a specific psychological purpose.

This is the effect of Nestor's reminiscences as they appear in our Iliad.

but what of the origin and history of the tales, and how did they come to be

incorporated into Homer's poem? Like all questions involving the sources of

the Homeric poems, this is impossible to answer with any degree of assurance.

There seems to be no basis for postulating a long tyiian epic from which Homer

drew these tales, as we have no evidence for the existence of such a poem



(unless it would be the tales themselves). It is possible, however, that

there were- short lays (or at least some sort of traditional material)

associated with Fylos which provided the subject matter for Nestor's tales

in the Iliad. The age of this source material is also open to doubt.

G. S. Kirk says it is not much older than the Homeric poems, but both Webster

mid Page would trace the material baok to Mycenaean times. Page says:

As for Nestor, his place in the Mycenaean Epic is certified by the story
which he tells at the end of the Eleventh Book of the Iliad: it is a

tale of border warfare between the kingdom of Fylos and its neighbours
in the north, two generations earlier than the Trojan War; and it is
told against a geographical background which existed in the Mycenaean era
but never existed in the world again...In its present form it is a
brilliant piece of late Ionian composition; but it has a continuous
pedigree ascending to the Mycenaean era.1

The Fylian tales are somewhat different in structure from Nestor'3 other

speeches in the Iliad. The only other story of any length by Nestor in the

Iliad is the story of Menoitios* advice to Patroclus, and as we have seen

above, this follows a different pattern altogether. It is only partially

cyclical, and depends for its organization upon the repetition of one verb.

This is in marked contrast to the detailed interlocking repetition of the

story of the war with the Epeians as well as to the complex cyclical style of

the stories in Books VII and XXIII. The short section concerning Nestor's

advice to Patroclus (XI.790-803) is not really a story at all, but one of

Nestor's m&iy advice-giving speeches, which obviously have a different style

from the narrative passages.

1. Page, History and the Homeric Iliad, pp. 2%.-55.



CHAPTER 5

SHORT HISTORICAL TALES

There are several short tales scattered throughout the Iliad which are

historical in character and for the most part cyclic in style. Each is

told by a different character and for a different purpose, but because of

their brevity, as well as their similarities in genre and style, it will be

convenient to consider them together here. There are five of these stories:

the portent at Aulis (11.299-332), Menelaus and Odysseus in Troy (III.204-

24), Tydeus' prowess (IV.370-400), the sack of Andromache's city (VI.407-32)
and the story of Niobe (XklV.599-620).

The Portent at Aulis

It falls upon Odysseus in Book II to counteract the damage done by Aga¬

memnon's speech to the troops and to restore order to the assembly. After

Odysseus has prevented the flight of the host and chastised the insolent

Thersites, Athena (in the likeness of a herald) calls for silence, and Odysseus

begins his appeal to the G-reeka to remain until they have conquered Troy.

The story of the portent at Aulis (11.299-332) is the core of this plea.

In purpose the story is not unlike the tales of Nestor, for Odysseus also

tells his story in order to make the Greeks behave as he wants them to. Both

heroes are clever psychologists and have a good instinct for what will be most

appealing to the amy at a given time. Nestor, of course, urges the Greeks

with tales from his own brave past, but Odysseus has chosen to remind them of

an event in their own experience - the portent and Calchas' interpretation of

it. The time is right for such a supernatural appeal, and the assurance that

Troy will definitely be taken within the year adds the saving practical touch.
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The character of Odysseus Is clearly shown in this short speech to the Greek

host. He understands the anxiety of the amy to return home after their

long absence, since "a man grieves when he has been away from his wife for

only a month" (292), but feels that it would be foolish for them to give up

now when success is so nearly in their grasp according to Calchas* prophecy.

This same combination of sentiment and practicality is the distinguishing
■j

feature of Odysseus* character in the Odyssey.
2

The story of the portent is cyclic in style, but there is not always

exact repetition from one member of the ring to the other. Often the corres¬

pondences depend upon content, with a key word indicating the annular style.

The tale is bracketed by a single ring (299-300 and 331-32), the key word

in both members being "wait" (psivat in 299 and pipvete in 331).

Slightly different thoughts are expressed in the two members of the ling. In

the first, Odysseus urges the Greeks to wait until (6<PPa 299) they find out

if Calchas prophesied truly; in the seoond, he asks them to wait until (

332) they take Troy. The repetition of the pfifvat/pCpvete combination,

however, is enough to indicate the cyclical style.

The tale itself falls into two sections - the portent (305-21), and

Calchas* interpretation (322-30). In section A (the portent) there are two

rings framing the central event, which i3 the devouring of the sparrow and her

fledglings by the snake. The outer ring has several repeated words:

fjlieCc 6*Ap.fi %epi xpf|VT)v iepotfc xatd popods
gpdopev d9av&Toi,at -ceXTiAaacu; £xa/s6p0a<; (305-306)

^ipetc 6' &aiadtec Oaupd&opev, o2ov AtAxOrj
&<; oAv 6etvd xAXujpa OeSiv eto1)\Q* fcxatAppac (320-21).

1. See Chapter 11.

2. See p. 39a.
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The inner ring, however, depends on content. First (308-10), Zeus makes

the snake appear during the sacrifice. In the second member (317-19),

Zeus again takes action - this time turning the monster into stone. Ring

composition, however, is not the only interesting compositional feature of

this section. Each of the structural divisions in the centre of the story

(that is, the portent itself, 308-16) is indicated by the introductory ex¬

pression IvQq, at the beginning of the line. The portent is introduced in

308: gy(j' |<p&vrj oTjjxa. After the description of the snake, Odysseus
introduces the family of sparrows: SvOa 6* Eaav otpouQotO veoaooC

(311). Next (314) the snake devours the eight fledglings:

Ev9* 8 ye to0<; EXeetvA xaT^oOts tetpiY^0^ (314).
Section B (Calchas* interpretation of the portent) is also cyclic, for

his prophecy is bracketed by lines 322 and 330:

K&Xx&c 0* aAtCx' Exeita QeoxpoxEwv AvApevey (322)

xetvoc AvAoeve (330).
Calchas encourages the astounded Greeks by accounting for the prodigy. He

says that since there were eight fledglings, and their mother was the ninth,

this indicates that the Achaeons will fight for Troy for nine years but take

it in the tenth. Odysseus has reserved this prophecy for the end of his

speech, where it will have the maximum effect upon the Achaeans. After their

thunderous approval of his words (333-35) the prosy advice of Kestor (336-68)

appears onticlimactic.

Menelaus and Odysseus in Troy

This little story is told in Book III (204-24), as a part of the Teicho-

1. Rote that 327 in Calchas* prophecy is the same as 313 in the portent
above.



skopia. Helen has identified Odysseus for Priam, describing him as a man

"who knows all sorts of schemes and crafty counsels" (200-202). How the

old man Antenor seconds her judgement from his own experience of the time

when Odysseus and Menelaus came to Troy on an embassy concerning Helen herself.

This story is the only one of the short historical tales which is not
1

cyclic in style. It is ordered very simply, without repetition or doubling-

back in thought. There is an introduction (204-208) followed by two short

sections, the first (209-11) describing the appearance of the two men, and the

second (212-24) their counsel. These are the two qualities with which An-

tenor says he became familiar during their visit to Troy. He makes this

statement in the last line of the introduction:

pwv 6& $dt)v Eodrjv xai lidded xvxvd.

The two qualities are subsequently described in the same order (first appear¬

ance, then counsel).
The most striking structural characteristic of Antenor's story is the use

of the introductory expression dXA* 5te 6^ to order the facts which he has

to present. This phrase occurs four times in the sixteen lines of the story

(209, 212, 216 and 221). It opens the two seotions and serves to subdivide

the section describing Odysseus' behaviour as a speaker. The use of d\\*
8te here is similar to that of EvQa in the story of the portent at Aulis.

The Bravery of Tydeus

After the wounding of Menelaus by Pandarus, Agamemnon rouses the Achaeans

to aria and fight. He ranges through the host addressing the various leaders,

until he reaches Diomedes. He rebukes him sharply for shrinking from battle,

telling the short story about Tydeus in order to emphasize that Diomedes is a

1 * See p. 4Oa.



worse man than his father.

The structure of the story (IV.370^400) is cyclic/ with two concentric

rings about the body of the tale. Once again, as in the story of the por¬

tent at Aulis, the cyclic style does not depend upon exact repetition of words

and phrase3, but rather upon content.

The outer ring (370-71 and 399-400) is concerned with Diomedes and his

supposed lack of bravery. Agamemnon asks Diomedes why he is cowering and

afraid of battle (370-71)» and after the story of Tydeus he concludes (399-

400) that Tydeus' son is a lesser man in battle although he is a good talker.

The inner ring (372-75 and 399) concerns Tydeus* bravery: he did not shrink

from battle but excelled all the rest (372-75). The second member of this

ring - toSoc TudeOc AittuXtoc (399) - follows a rather familar form.

Similar expressions are frequently used to conclude a story and to form the

second member of a ring. This is particularly true in some of Nestor's

stories.^
The story Itself falls into two sections (376-81 and 382-98) correspond¬

ing to the two embassies undertaken by Tydeus. In the first he and Polyneicea

approach the Mycenaeans in the hope of obtaining allies in their war against

Thebes. The lycenaeans are eager to help, but are prevented from doing so

when %eus sends adverse omens (381).

In contrast to this friendly mission, Tydeus comes as an eneny ambassador

to Thebes in the seoond section. The likeness and the contrast between the

two sections is emphasized by the repetition of the word getvo^ (377 end

387). There are three phases of the action in this section, but there are no

clear structural divisions to indicate them. Tydeus goes to Thebes as an

1. See p. 41a.

2. See XXIII.643 u>c not* gov and XI.762 <5$ gov, et kot* gov ye.



ambassador (382-86), challenges and defeats the Cadmeians in athletic con¬

tests (387-90), and slays the Theban ambush (391-98).
The story of Tydeus' bravery compresses many events into the small space

of thirty lines and shows signs of Kirk's abbreviated-reference style.1
More important thaxi this, however, are the similarities between this story

and the story of Bellerophon in Book VI. The ambush theme in which a single

man slays the many foes sent to waylay him, is common to both. Also occurr¬

ing in both stories is the cryptic phrase: Qsfflv tspdeaot 7;(.0f}aa<;« ^
Bellerophon is able to slay the Chimaera because he "obeys the portents of the

gods" (VI.183), and Tydeus spares one of the fifty in the ambuscade, "obeying

the portents of the gods" (IV.398). Undoubtedly a further story lies behind

the expression in both cases, but it is used to summarize and gloss over

events which are not relevant to the situation at hand. Similar stories may

lie behind the other brief references to the gods in the tale - the sign sent

by Zeus (381), and the aid rendered by Athena (390).

Agamemnon's tone in this sceno is insulting, but Diomedes does not res¬

pond in kind because he respects the king (401-402). No 3uch reticence curbed

Odysseus' tongue in the previous scene, however. When Agamemnon accused

Odysseus and his men of cowardice, he received an angry retort (IV.350-55).
There is a rather subtle bit of character-depiction in the poet's treatment of

the two scenes. Diomedes is a young man and diffident in the presence of his

1. Kirk, The Gongs of Homer, pp. 16^-65.

2. The expression Qeffiv aepdeocn A:t,0f]Oa<; occurs only in these two places
in the poems, but the plural 7tefc0<5p.evot tepdeoot 0sG)v (jy.408)
is found in the same scene, in the irate reply which Sthenelos makes
to Agamemnon. Here also it seems to summarize what may have been a
well-known story, the means by which the Epigonoi managed to take
Thebes.
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elders, as is emphasized on several other occasions, but Odysseus is a mature

hero and refuses to be lectured by Agamemnon.

The Destruction of Andromache's City

The farewell scene between Hector and Andromache in Book VI is opened
2

with Andromache's story of how Achilles sacked her father's city (407-32).

She tells this story in the hope that she can convince Hector to stay in Troy

and to avoid battle on the open plain.

The cyclic oharacter of Andromache's story is more pronounced than that

of either Odysseus' or Agamemnon's tales; correspondences between the two mem¬

bers of a ring are close, and words and phrases are often repeated exactly.

There are two concentric rings framing the body of tie story.' The outer ring

(407-409 and 431-32) contains Andromache's plea that Hector will pity her, so

that she will not be a widow and Astyanax an orphan:

6cup.<5vt.e, <p0Cosi ae td adv o$6* £XeaCpet,c
ts vt)7cCcixov xaf Sp.* fi,p.;aopov, ^ tdx<x X^P"n

aetr Sfao^at, (407-409)

vtJv £\£cnpe xaC £xC
xat6* <5ptpavtx<5v efjip; x^P^v ts yuvatxa (431-32).

1. See, for example, Book XIV.109-27, and Chapter; 2 for the discussion of
Diomedes' genealogy.

2. Andromache's speech is continued to 439, but 433-39 contains taotical advice
and is not relevant ±0 the story., The scholiast (A) rejects 433-39
since AvoCxeiot oX \3yot Avopo^xafBekker. Scholia in Homeri
lliadea. p. 196.) The lines also fall outside of our structural
pattern, but this may be because the story itself ends with 432.

3. See p. 42a.
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The inner ring (413 «nd 429-30) is similar in tone, but leads into the

story itself:

... pot £ccu xaC x<^v(.a pfytrjp (413)

"Extop, dtdp atf pot loai xat^p xaC x<5vv ta pfrcrjp

f\€>& xaofyviTtoc, od £>& M-ot 0a\ep<3c xapaxoftK; (429-30).
The basis of Andromache's plea is that she has neither father nor mother,

and that Hector takes the place of all her family as well as being her hus¬

band. There are three sections accounting for the deaths of her father (414-

20), her seven brothers (421-24), and her mother (423-28). Achilles killed

them all, even though his responsibility for her mother's death was only in¬

direct. The pathos of the tale is heightened by the fact that it is Achilles

who will kill Hector later in the poem - depriving Andromache of her family

for a second time. This time he will not even restrain himself from des¬

poiling the corpse, as he had done in the case of Andromache's father (416-20).
Andromache's words, however, have no effect (except an emotional one), for

Hector must leave her and return to the battle.

The Legend of Kiobe

Achilles tells this story to Priam in Book XXIV (599-620) after he has

released the body of Hector. He insists that the old man have a meal with him

and tells the story to show that even in the midst of grief a man must provide

for the needs of his body.

Both Achilles and Priam are in deep grief; but both will yield to the
demands of the flesh; they will dine and drink together, then they will
sleep, Priam in the porch outside Achilles' hut and Achilles inside his
hut with Brisais. Viho has not experienced in his own life-time this hard
struggle between the soul, immersed in grief, and the flesh with its
necessities ever more imperiously demanding satisfaction - till those
necessities finally conquer?''

1. Kakridis, Homeric Researches, p. 97.
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Kiobe's grief is akin to Priam's for both have lost many children. For both

(as for Achilles) there is the conflict between the sorrowing mind and the

practical needs of human existence; all three oust yield to the body and con¬

centrate on the living rather than the dead. This is the meaning of Odysseus'

advice to Achilles in Book XIX:

dXXd XP-^ xataOdxtetv, 5c xe ddvrjat,

vr}X£a 0updv &xovtaCf fyxati Saxptfavtac*

6aoot 6* &v xoX£p.oto xepC aavyeporo XCxwvtat,

p,6p.vf)a0at %6oioq xaC SdiytudG* 5<PP* £tt p.£XXoV

dv6p&ot 6uap©vdeoat p.ax&p.sOa vu>Xfip.£c aCeS,

^aodjievot xpoC xo-^-kdv &teip£a (XIX.228-33).
Achilles did not understand then, but by Book XXIV he has come to see the truth

in Odysseus' words. In the story of Niobe, he tries to impart this wisdom to

Priam.

The structure of the tale is somewhat more complex than that of the other

stories considered in this chapter. There are three concentric rings en¬

circling and leading into the tale of the revenge of Apollo and Artemis on

Iliobe's children. The outermost ring (599-601 and 619-20) concerns the present

situation of Achillas and Priam; Hector i3 ransomed, and Priam may take him

back to Troy. The relation of the two members to each other is determined by

content. The other two rings are more closely allied to each other. The

second ring (601 and 618-19) is an injunction for Priam to think of food:

... vtiv 61 iivr)o<wM.s0a 6<5pxov (601)

dxx* dye 6^ xaC v®t jxedtSjisda, 6te ye pat 5,

aCxou (618-19).

1. See p. 43a.
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The third and innermost ring (602 and 613) recalls that even Kiobe remembered

to eat:

xaf yap %* fySxoiaoc Ni<50r) £jj.vf)aa.To a£tou (602)

■?j 6* &pa aCtov M-vfjaat', Ixef x&p-e odxpu xeodoa (613).

In this story, as in the story of Andromache above, our structural study

may help to shed some light on textual problems. The scholia reject 614-—17»
the lines relating to hiobe's petrifaction: "dQsToOvTCU otCxot 6*,
odx dx<5\ou0oi xtpt '"?) 6* fi-pa oCtov jivfTOc/t'»* eC ycip dxeXtGdOrj.

4

x&e otxCa upoariviyxaio; xaC xapap-uOfa yeXofa."
2

Johannes Th. Kakridis also rejects the lines, but on the ground that the

petrifaction myth and the eating myth are irreconcilable and from different

traditions. Certainly 614-17 fall outside of the regular cyclic structure of

the story. They are classified as transitional on the diagram, but this does

not adequately describe their function (if any) in the story. Since this is

the case, then, we may agree with the scholiast and Kakridis in passing over

the verses.

Summary

As we have seen, four of the five stories considered in this chapter

employ the cyclic technique; the fifth (Antenor1 s story in Book III) makes use

of a simply-ordered ritournelle structure, based upon the repeated phrase dX\*
In this, however, it is not unique, since the story of the portent

at Aulis employs the introductory expression SvQa in a similar way.

All of the stories are historical, and except for the story of Kiobe, they

all relate events from approximately the same period, for the events have all

1. Bekker, Scholia in Homeri Iliadem. p. 647.

2. Kakridis, Homeric Researches, pp. 97-98.



occurred within the living memory of the Iliad characters. The tales of

Odysseus and Antenor deal with the early days of the enmity between the

Trojans and the Achaeans; Andromache's story is slightly earlier in dramatic

date and Agamemnon's is earlier still. Only Agamemnon's story shows signs

of the same compressed style observed in some of th© genealogy tales (parti¬

cularly those of Diomedes in the Iliad and Theoclymenus in the Odyssey).

The exception in terms of content and dramatic date is the story of Kiobe.

It is similar in style to the other stories, although its structure is more

complex, but it does not relate the same sort of history. It is difficult to

determine its dramatic date from the Iliad: certainly it occurred long before

the Trojan war or even the birth of any of the present heroes. It also

differs in the active role assigned to the gods. In Antenor's story and that

of Andromache, the gods are of no importance; Athena helps Tydeus in Agamem¬

non's story, and Zeus sends the portent at Aulis. In none of the stories,

however, does the entire action and purpose of the tale depend upon the constant

and active participation of the gods as characters in their own right. In all

of these respects the story of Niobe will be found to be most like the story of

Dionysus and Lycurgu3 (VI.119-43) to be considered in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 6

THE ENCOUNTER OF GLAUCUS AND DIOMEDES

The encounter between Glaucus and Diomedes (VI.119-236) takes place

between Hector's departure from the battlefield and his arrival at the city

gates. It is used both to fill a time vacuum and to give the audience an

impression that a certain length of time has elapsed during Ms journey. In

this sense it has the same technical function as the Teichoskopia of Book 3 -

to preserve the epic continuity of time.

Time is continuous and the epic convention does not permit of breaks in
it; it is measured only by what happens in it, and therefore in epic
sometMng must happen all the time.'

2
At the same time, as Leaf observes, the episode provides a fitting conclusion

to the Arlsteia of Diomedes.

These are the technical functions of the Diooedes-Glaucus exchange, but

it is only through a detailed examination of the episode that we may determine

its structure and its artistic relation to the rest of the poem.

Surprisingly enough, this digression has aroused little criticism as an

interpolation, and even Leaf accepts it (except for the story of Dionysus and

Lycurgus).^ For this reason it will not be necessary to discuss the authen¬

ticity of the episode as a whole here, and we can proceed directly to an exam¬

ination of the story and its structure. The episode falls naturally into

three sections^ - Diomedes' challenge and the story of Lycurgus (119-4-3), the

story of Bellerophon (144-211), and Dlomedes' reply (212-36).

1. Lorimer, Homer and the Monuments, p. 470.

2. Leaf ed., Iliad, vol. 1, p. 198.

3. Leaf, ibid.

4. See pp. 44a-47a.
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THE STORY OF LYCURGUS

After Hector has left the battlefield, Glaucus and Diomedes meet, both

eager to fight. Diomedes speaks to challenge Glaucus, and as a part of this

challenge, tells the story of Dionysus and Lyourgus. Because of the refer¬

ence to Dionysus this passage (130-41) has often been considered a later

addition to the poem. Leal*, for example, says:

The allusion to the worship of Dionysus in 130-41 is probably a mark of
later origin in that passage, which can however be cut out without injury
to the context.1

The problem of the date of the introduction of Dionysus-worship into Greece is

a difficult one, the full consideration of which would take us too far afield.

It is fair to say, however, that the late origin of Dionysus seems less cer¬

tain than it did in Leaf's day, so that his appearance in Homer is not necess-

arily a late (or later) addition.

There is another, more interesting problem connected with Diomedes'

challenge. This is the apparent disparity between his present reluctance to

challenge a god, and his ichor-thirsty conduct in Book V. The disparity is,

however, more apparent than real, as a glanoe at the relevant passages in both
3

books will show. In Book V Diomedes was raised to a special plane by Athena;

with her aid and under her protection he was enabled to attack Ares and Aphro¬

dite. This special prerogative is only temporary, and with the departure of

Athena from the battlefield (V.907-909), he returns to his mortal footing.

Now, in Book VI, he understands that he is once again as vulnerable as any other

mortal in the face of the gods.

1. Leaf ed., Iliad, vol. 1, p. 198.

2. See, for example, Guthrie, The Greeks and Their Gods, pp. 160-65.

3. V.1-8, V. 12^-32, V.826-34.
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Even at the height of Diomedes' Aristeia warnings were given about the

risks involved in attacking the immortals. Both Diomedes and the audienoe

are warned explicitly by the gods themselves. In Dione's consolation of

Aphrodite (V.406-15) a general admonition 13 issued as a part of the story of

the sufferings inflicted upon the gods by mortals. Only a little later

(V.44O-42) Apollo reminds Diomedes (at the height of his Aristeia) that he is

not a god. There is menace in his words:

<ppd£eo Tu6et*6r|, xaC x<5£so, p.r]6s Oeototv

Zo' SdeXe <ppov£etv, IxeC o$ xote q?0Xov djdotov

ddavdTwv ts OeOv x^M-aC £pxom.£vcov a' dvOpdixwv (V.440-42).
Diomedes understands his situation and has taken Apollo's warning to

heart. The story of Dionysus and lyourgus is told almost as a self-reminder"

of the precariousness of man's position when he dares to pit himself against

the immortals. The story is an exemplum to justify his position to himself

and to Glaucus: odx dv deototv ixovpavCoiot p-axoCji/nv

(VI.129).1
In the behaviour of the hero Biomedes we may observe a strong contrast

with the character of Patroolus. The contrast is not specifically pointed

out by Homer, but it is still an important one. Biomedes knows who he is,

and the extent of his own power; he does not attempt to transgress the limits

of mortal behaviour. Because of this he is both a less intense and a less

tragic hero than Patroclus, who does not heed the warnings of Apollo (XVI.705-

11) and dies as a result of his folly.

The speech of Diomedes is composed in the cyclic style, with three rings
2

concentric about the story of Dionysus and Lycurgus. The outermost ring (A)

1. Diomedes is making a serious point about the relation of man to the gods,
but there is inevitably a certain amount of humorous irony in his
sudden change of heart.

2. See p. 44a.
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is concerned, with the identity and parentage of Glaucus; here there is

correspondence of subject matter, but little verbal resemblance. Both

inner rings (B and £) are concerned with the exeaplum to be related by

Diome&es.

THE STORY OF BELLEROPHOK

Glaucus' reply to Diomedes is in the form of a genealogy, with an in¬

troduction and a corresponding (although one-line) conclusion. The intro-

duction (144-51) is brief, but in the cyclic style. Glaucus says:

o'trj Ttep cptfXXu)v yevefi) xoCr} && xaC &v6p©v.
<pi5XXa trd t* Svep-cx; xap.d6t,q; , SXXa 6£ Q* ftXrj

-crjXeadwaa fdst , Sapoc &' IstY^Yvetai Sprj*

oj<Z Av&pffiv Yeve^ jd^v qrtSet, ^ 6* &xoX/)Yet (VI.146-49).
Men perish, and are replaced in a constant cycle of growth and decay, as

Glaucus will illustrate in his genealogy. More important, however, as we

learn in the story of Bellarophon, the continual mutability of the human con¬

dition may also be exemplified in the fate of a single man, who rises from

wretchedness to good fortune, only to succumb in the end to misery.

In his long reply to Diomedes Glaucus unites these rather different

threads, concentrating now on the "generations of men" (the genealogy) and

now on the fortunes of one man alone - his ancestor Bellerophon. Up to the

end of Glaucus' speech the general structure is not radically different from

that of other genealogical tales. Such digressions list a chronological

sequence of ancestors, pausing frequently in the course of the pedigree to

describe one figure in greater detail. This is the pattern followed in the

1. See Chapter 2.

2. See pp. 45a-47a.



present digression, in which we are given the pedigree from Sisyphus to

Bellerophon, with great detail about Bellerophon. A change in structure may

be observed, however, in the sequence from Bellerophon to Glaucus himself.

There is no clear line of demarcation between Bellerophon and his children;

Bellerophon is not abandoned for an account of his descendants, but rather he

continually intrudes in their story (see 196-210). This interweaving of

Bellerophon with his children comes about because Homer is accomplishing two

things at the same time. First, he is completing the genealogical sequence

of Glaucus' ancestors; but secondly (and more important) he wants to show

that the deaths of the children are only the culmination of Bellerophon's own

reversal of fortune. The genealogy is subordinate to what has by now become

the predominant thread - no longer the generations of men, but the mutability

of one man's condition.

The story of Glaucus* ancestor Bellerophon falls into three sections, with

additional introductory and concluding passages (152-55 and 206-10) to describe

the genealogy which falls outside the story.

The first section in the story of Bellerophon (156-70) describes the

treatment received by Bellerophon in Argos. The thought, although not the

language, of this passage is cyolio, with Proitus* evil designs and the subse¬

quent expulsion of Bellerophon from Argos (157-58) corresponding to Proitus'

wrath and the errand to Lycia at the end of the section (166-68). Encircled

by this ring is the reason for Proitus' anger - the deceit of Anteia and her

revenge upon Bellerophon,

The next section (171-99) tells of Bellerophon*s rise to fortune in Lycia.

It falls into three shorter sub-sections. In the first of these passages

(171-77) he is entertained by the king for nine days, but on the tenth he is

forced to show the baneful signs. In the next (178-90) the king, in hopes



that he oan dispose of Bellerophon through forcing upon him dangerous and

impossible tasks, proposes three ordeals, but Bellerophon undertakes them all

successfully. The only one of these which is described in any detail is the

slaying of the Chimaera, which follows the cyclic style even in its brief

compass of five line3. The operative word in the annular lines is

7te<pv£|Jiev/xat£'xe<pve (179 and 183); in between is the description of the

Chimaera. Each of the ordeals is introduced by an ordinal adverb ( xpGKov ,

Oedtepov, *t<3 tpftov), thus lending coherence and unity to the section, as

1
well as emphasizing the traditional three-fold nature of the ordeal. Bell¬

erophon, however, is not to escape with three exploits, for the king also sets

an ambush for him; naturally "blameless Bellerophon slew them all." This

final deed lies outside the triple challenge of the king, for it is the result

of a secret plot among the Lyeians, and not an open demand upon Bellerophon.

In the third and final sub-section he is recognized to be divinely bom (191),
and the king gives him his daughter for a wife, as well as power over half the

kingdom.

There is a very strong fairy-tale element in this whole section; one is

reminded of all the stories in whloh the young prince in disguise comes to a

strange land, performs a series of ordeals, is recognized as a man of noble

birth, and ultimately gains the hand of the prinoess as well a3 half the king-
2

dom. The marvellous also plays a large role; to be sure, we hear nothing

1. Other introductory expressions are also important in this section. See
atadp (171, 178) and &XX* 5-te Pfj (172, 175, 191 and 200).

2. One of the most famous tales of a hero performing an ordeal for the hand
of a princess is the story of Pelops and Hippodameia (Apollodorus,
x, pi tome. IX. 2-10). A similar ordeal is, of course, the archery con¬
test in the Odyssey for Penelope*s hand. Grimm's fairy tales contain
several stories of triple-ordeals performed for the hand of a prin¬
cess. One of the best examples is "The White Snake."



directly of Pegasus, but the Chimera herself is a dragon worthy of the most

hoary folk-tale. The whole story of Bellerophon is full of folk-tale motifs -

from the Potiphar"s wife theme of the first section to the ruin and degradation

of the hero in the end, but the fairy-tale element is strongest here.

The final section (200-205) describes Bellerophon's fall. It is com¬

pressed and brief. All that Homer tells us is that Bellerophon was loathsome

to the godsj no reason for this is given. Disaster falls upon disaster for

the once happy man, and two of his children are slain by the gods.

Thus, the fortunes of Bellerophon have risen and declined more than once

in the course of the story. He begins in good fortune, for originally he was

favoured in looks and strength by the gods (156-57). Then he was driven from

Argos because of the wiles of Anteia, rising again to prosperity in Lyoia, only

to end his days in misery because of the wrath of the gods.

I

The story of Bellerophon as Homer gives it omits several interesting details

known from other sources. This is not the same sort of omission as in Phoenix"

story of Meleager, where one version of a tale replaces another.1 Here no sub¬

stitution of alternative details is made, and the gaps are allowed to stand in

the story.

In order to understand the nature and magnitude of these omissions, it will

be convenient to consider first the story as told by Homer, and then the versions

of other authors. Glaucus tells us here that Bellerophon was the son of his

remote ancestor, another Glaucus. The young Bellerophon was favoured by the

gods in looks and strength, but the king Proitus contrived against Mm and drove

him from the land of Argos. He did this on the false testimony of Ms wife

Anteia, who claimed that the virtuous Bellerophon had tried to ravish her. The

truth of the matter, of course, was that he had refused her amorous advances,

1. See Chapter 8,



and she, consumed by rage and disappointment, had Had to her husband. Proitus

was angry with Bellerophon but, fearing to kill him, sent him to his father-in-

law in Lycia, bearing "baneful signs" on a folded tablet, 30 that the father-

in-law would see to it that he died. For nine days Bellerophon was royally

entertained in Lycia, but on the tenth he showed the tablet to the king.

Thereupon lie was submitted to a series of ordeals. After he had performed all

of these successfully, the king recognized his power, and gave hi® his daughter

and half the kingdom. Bellerophon had three distinguished children by her.

Later, however, he lost favour with the gods, and wandered alone on the Aleian

plain. The gods also slew two of his children.

The scholia^ tell us that Bellerophon was in reality the son of Poseidon

and that he was called Bellerophon from his murder of Bellerus, a prince of

Corinth. Fleeing the consequences of this homicide, he came to Argos to seek

purification. After Proitus sent him to Lycia, he killed the Chimaera with the

aid of the winged horse Pegasus. Re later incurred the wrath of the gods by

attempting to spy upon them from the tack of this same steed. Zeus sent a gad¬

fly, which stung Pegasus, and Bellerophon was thrown to earth. Maimed from his

fall, he wandered on the Aleian plain.
2

Kesiod knows the legend of Bellerophon's parentage and the fact that it

was with the help of Pegasus that he killed the Chinaera. Pindar (01. 13) calls

him the grandson of Poseidon and tells about his capture of Pegasus and his

later battles with the Chimaera, the Amazons and the Solymoi, (Ke mentions the

flight to Olympus in Isth. 7.)

In all then, Homer has omitted three elements of the story as it was

1. Bekker, Scholia in Homeri Iliadsa. p. 183.

2. Hesiod, Foiae. no. 7 in Loeb, p. 158.



commonly known - at least to our scholiast, Hesiod, and Pindar. He begins

his tale with Bellerophon already in Argos with Proitus; no reference (how¬

ever veiled) is made to his murderous past. Re is represented as the son of

Giaucus, not Poseidon, although there is a line in the story which hints at

his divine parentage. After Bellerophon has completed the ordeals in Lycia,

the king changes his treatment of hi®, because "he knew that he was the strong

son of a god." (uXX* 6^ y^YVWOxe deoO ydvov tfyv £<5vta VI. 191.)

Pegasus and the gadfly do not enter the story at all.

The question now is why Homer omitted these important elements in the

story. The obvious view is that these details were simply unknown to Homer

because they were invented by later legend. The other possibility is that he

knew them, but omitted them for some motives of his own, A definite answer is

impossible, but one is still able to form some opinion from the evidence at hand.

The fact that the missing details were known to both Hesiod and Pindar indicates

that they were part of an early tradition. The nature of the omissions is also

helpful. Homer, it may be noted, consistently omits the wrongdoings of Bellero¬

phon - his murder of Bellerus and his spying upon the gods. This consistent

omission implies deliberate suppression of unpleasant elements in the character

of Bellerophon; the reason for such suppression may become apparent on further

examination of the story and its relation to both the specific situation and the

poem as a whole.

Leaf has maintained that the story of the flight from Corinth is late, be¬

cause the concept of blocd-guilt is un-Homeric;^ the same reason is often given

for the omission of Pegasus - that such a fantastic creature is "un-Homeric."

Both of these points seem dubious unless one is willing to go through the poems

with a scalpel, excising every bit of malignant, and subjectively judged,

1. Leaf ed., Iliad. vol 1, p. 207.



un-Homeric tissue. For indeed, free use is made both of blood-guilt and of

fantastic elements. Both Patroclus in the Iliad, and Theoclymenus in the

Odyssey were forced to flee after committing murder. As for fantasy, there

is the Chimaera in this very story, to say nothing of the talking horse

Xanthus later in the poem.

It is possible, of course, that the omissions were made because of the

general familiarity of the story, that Homer, relying on the audience's know¬

ledge of these details, could gloss over them rapidly for the sake of brevity.

This may be true, in terms of the technical requirements of the poem, but it

seems not unlikely that there may be some valid artistic reasons for the

omissions as well.

The important omitted details concern flaws in Bellerophon*s character as

they give an all too specific picture of his transgressions. Glaucus, in

telling of his ancestors, naturally will not wish to emphasize these points,

especially in talking to an enesy. Better to gloss over them and to present a

picture of one's ancestor as "blameless Bellerophon" rather than Bellerophon the

murderer and spy upon the gods.

More important, however, two of the omitted details - the slaying of

Bellerus, and the use of Pegasus to spy upon the gods - are specific reasons for

Bellerophon's reversals of fortune. If we know these aspects of the story it

seems as if Bellerophon's difficulties were partly brought upon himself. This

is not the picture, however, which one gathers from a consideration of the story

as Homer tells it. There, Bellerophon's fortunes are inexplicable; they seem

1. A similar omission is found in Diomedes* genealogy (XIV.110-27). Diorae&es
says that hi3 father was a wanderer, but neglects to mention that he
was forced to flee his native land after committing murder (Bekker,
Scholia in Homeri Iliadem. p. 386). The motive for his wanderings is
glossed over with the cryptic phrase y^P a,ov Zei5<; f^deXe xaC
OeoC fiXXot, (120). Diomedes, like Glaucus, is reluctant to rattle
the family skeleton in the course of a noble pedigree.
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to descend upon him arbitrarily because of the capriciousness of the gods;

his good fortune is equally unrelated to his own merits. All proceeds from

the gods.

The omissions are also reflected in the style of the digression. Kirk

has a long discussion on the style in his consideration of the abbreviated

reference technique, listing many of the cryptic formulae and expressions which

give the story its unique character. It is interesting to note that many of

these are connected with the gods, and the part they play in Bellerophon's
2

story. These expressions are used to pass over as well as to summarize the

content of the omissions in the story. They also contribute to the impression

of capricious and arbitrary divinities who may prosper or ruin a man at their

whim.^
It is not improbable that this is the reason for some of the omissions

made in the story by Homer. G-laucus is emphasizing to Diomedes the general

mutability of the human state; mankind's reversals are arbitrary, like the wind

which dashes the generation of leaves to the ground.

This story, like that told by Biomedes above, has its relevance to the rest

of the poem. It is a general comment on man's condition, and an intimation of

the reversals of fortune which will come upon Trojans and Aohaeans alike from

the will of the gods.

1. Kirk, The Songs of Homer, pp. 16^.-66.

2. Examples:

1) ... ZeOc Y&P oi ^<3 oxf)Xbp<p £6dp.aoaev (159)•
2) cuSt&p 6 AvxCrjv&e 0eflv dx' dp.dp,ovt. xom.xJ| (171)-
3) xaC p.£v xa/t£xe<pve 9e©v bep&eocu xtO^aac (183).
4) dXX* She 6r} xaC xetvoc dxifadeho xflkH GeoCotv (200).

3. This is the same impression created by the cryptic phrase in XIV.120 in
the genealogy of Diomedes. See p. 101, note 1.



DIOMEDES' REPLY

Diomedes, however, has no time for deep speculation about the nature of

the human condition. He does not question, but rather acceptB. % replies

(212-36), therefore, only to the genealogy of Glaucus. He claims Glaucus as

a guest-friend by virtue of the fact that his grandfather Oineus once enter¬

tained Bellerophon. This short section has a closely knit structure, with

the theme of the £eCVO£ dominating the stoxy. The structure is abaca, if

one takes a for the guest-friend motif and b and £ to denote respectively the

story of Oineus and Bellerophon, and Diomedes' proposal to exchange gifts.

The stoiy ends on a humorous note, as Glaucus is duped by the clever Diomedes

into exchanging his valuable golden armour for the armour of Diomedes which is

only bronse.

Conclusion

The encounter between Glaucus and Dioraedes is an interlude in the strenu¬

ous action of the poem, but it is more than time-filler, although it has that

function and performs it well. In it we are given insight into the characters

of the two heroes - the young man-of-the-world Diomedes and the naive Glaucus,

whom sentimentality traps into foolishness. Each has a different view of life.

Diomedes is a mortal and has learned his place in relation to the gods; he is

confident that all will be well as long as he does not pit himself against

them. Glaucus is a pessimist; his story reflects a view that the actions of

men are irrelevant in the face of arbitrary divinities. Even a man once loved

by them may fall from their favour into misery. The gods are accountable to

no man, and we remember equally the Greek sacrifice faithlessly accepted by

Zeus in Book II (see especially 11.419-20) and the useless plea which the Trojan

women will make to Athena in this same book (VI.311).
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This is the artistic relation of the two 3tories to each other, but what

of their origin and historical relation to each other? Webster believes

that the stories of Lycurgus and Bellerophon, together with Achilles' story

of Peleus (XXIV.534-42) were all originally entries in a catalogue poem des¬

cribing the mutability of human fortune.

... yet it is still possible to see behind Diomede's account of Lycurgus,
Glaukos' account of Bellerophon, and Achilles* account of Peleus a
shorter poem in which the three heroes were listed probably with others as
instances of prosperity which turned into adversity. The Bellerophon
story is linked to the Lycurgus story by the line 'but when he too became
hateful to all the gods.' The Bellerophon story starts 'on him the gods
bestowed beauty and lovely courage,' and the Peleus story starts 'So also
the gods gave Peleus glorious gifts* Peleus* transition to adversity comes
in much the same form; but on him too the god laid evil.1

2
This appealing suggestion is accepted by H. L. Larimer. Gilbert Murray pro¬

poses a similar relation between the stories of Lycurgus and Bellerophon based

on the connectives, but instead of a catalogue he suggests that they originally

belonged to the cyclic poem Corlnthiaoa.^
Of oourse, none of this can be proven since the stories themselves are

the only evidence for such a catalogue, but some such connection between the

tales is an excellent explanation for the otherwise awkward which intro¬

duces Bellerophon*s fall: Sue 61^ xcn> xetvo£ x&ot
Oeototv (200). Omissions have been made in the stoxy of Bellerophon, but a

version which included the spying escapade would provide an excellent mate for

the Lycurgus stoiy, perhaps as part of a catalogue relating the evil fates

suffered by mortals who transgressed against the gods.

The stories of Lyourgus and Bellerophon are classed here as historical

1. Webster, From Mycenae to Homer, p. 186.

2. Lorimer, Homer and the Monuments, p. 471.

3. Murray, The Rise of the Greek Epic (second edition), pp. 197-99.



tales, but they differ both from the other historical tales and from each

other in several respects - the most important of these being their dramatic
1

date and the role assigned to the gods.

The stories of Odysseus, Agamemnon, Antenor, and Penelope (although not

Niobe) considered in the last chapter all took place within the life-span of

the generation present at the Trojan war, while Nestor's tales (since he is a

very old man and has survived two generations of men 1.250-52) belong to a

somewhat earlier era. All of these tales then are recent enough to be re¬

lated by the very characters who took part in them. The stories of I/ycurgus

and Bellerophon, on the other hand, belong to the remote past.

Bellerophon is only Glaucu3' grandfather and as such apparently belongs

to the same generation as Nestor, but there is nothing comparable in the con¬

tents of his story and the tales of Nestor. Nestor tells of ancient battles

and feats of arms against mortal antagonists, but Bellerophon fights fantastic

monsters and follows the pattern of a fairy-tale prince until his final des¬

truction at the hands of the gods. Both Nestor's stories and the story of

Bellerophon are considered histories here, and surely they are accepted by all

of the characters as such, but Nestor belongs to the world of saga and

Bellerophon to that of fairy-tale.

Prom the Iliad account it is difficult to ascertain the dramatic date of

the story of Lycurgus and Dionysus. Certainly it does not belong to the world

of the characters at Troy, and it appears to represent a more distant period

than even the story of Bellerophon. Of all the stories so far considered it

is most like the story of Kiobe in Iliad XXIV, which is also of indefinite

dramatic date. Both stories are told as exempla in order to justify a position

1. It must be emphasized that references to date, period, era, and so forth do
not concern the age of the stories, but the fictional time in which the
events in them were supposed to have occurred.



taken by one of the characters. That is, Achilles tells the stoxy of Niobe

in order to support his request for Priam to eat, and Diomedes tells the

stoxy of Lycurgua to show that making war on the gods is dangerous. Indeed

the purposes of the two stories are different, but their message is substan¬

tially the same, for both Lycurgus and Niobe offended the gods and paid for

their insolence. Furthermore, the gods take an active role in these two

stories unequaled in any of the other historical tales.



SECTION Ills TALES OF THE GODS IN THE ILIAD

CHAPTER 7

THE STORIES OF HEPHAESTUS AND ZEUS

The gods of the Iliad are firmly controlled by Zeus and subject to his

domination. They may argue and try to deceive him, but no one seriously

questions his power or right to rule. That this was not always the state of

affairs on Olympus is frequently brought out during the course of the poem,

both in passing allusions and in brief tales of violent deeds among the gods.

In Book I (396-4-06), for example, Achilles reminds Thetis of the debt owed to

her by Zeus, since she rescued him when all of the other gods sought to bind

him. Later in the same book (590-94-) Hephaestus urges Hera not to oppose Zeus,

for none of the gods could help her against him. Hephaestus himself had once

tried to defend her in an earlier quarrel, but Zeus hurled him out of heaven.

In Book XIV (24-9-62) Hypnos is reluctant to help Hera in her scheme to seduce

Zeus; after he had once lulled Zeus to sleep so that Hera could shipwreck

Heracles, Zeus had wanted to destroy him.

There are also two stories relating the past violent conflicts among the

gods - how Zeus bound Hera (XV.14--33) and Hephaestus1 debt to Thetis (XVIII.

393-409).

How Zeus Bound Hera

At the beginning of Book XV Zeus wakens from his sleep, and sees that the

Greeks are routing the Trojans with the help of Poseidon. He realizes that

Hera has deceived him, and in anger he reminds her of what happened on an

earlier occasion when she opposed his will by trying to harm Heracles (XV.14-33).
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1
The stoxy is very brief, but still cyclic. There is one ring:

?j o$ • •• 0®)

tffiv o' jxv/jow ... (31).
This encircles the two brief sections of the story - how he hanged Hera with

anvils dangling from her feet (18-24) and how Hera had shipwrecked Heracles

and driven him over the sea to Gos (24-30). The transition between these two

sections is the most interesting structural feature of the story. In the

first section Zeus says that even though the gods pitied Hera they did not dare

to help her; anyone that he oaught he would hurl brutally from Olympus to

earth (5cpp* &v £ xiycat/Y^v 23-24). The next section begins:

"so unceasing anguish for godlike Heracles never left my heart" (24-25). The

suffering of any god trying to help Hera is thus likened to Zeus' own grief

for his son, and the transition between Hera's punishment and the reason for

it is achieved in this novel way.

Hephaestus' Debt to Thetis

Similar in feeling and content is the story of Hephaestus' debt to Thetis

in Book XVIII (393-409). Hephaestus himself tells the story when Thetis comes

to him to ask for new armour for Achilles. It accounts for the kindly feeling

he has for her and the friendly welcome which she is to reoeive. The story is
2

extremely short, but it still follows the cyclic pattern. There are two

rings. The outer ring (394 and 406) concerns Thetis' presence in the house of

Hephaestus. The correspondence between its members depends upon content rather

1. See p. 48a.

2. See p. 48a.
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than upon repetition of wording:

T\ £>d vd p,ot 6eiv^) te xaC dldoCrj Qedc £v6ov (394)

fj vCv fi}i.fitepov 66}xov Xkgi (406).

The inner ring (395 aJid 403-405) is indicated by the repetition of the verb

"to save" lodwo'/odwoav (393»405):

^ V-" *qd^Q*« 8ve p.' &Xyo<; &<j>CxeTo tf)Xs xea6vca (395)

&XX& 0£ii,£ ae xai E\5pvv<5{j.T} Uaav, at pe adujoav (405).

Summary

Behind the comparative peace and civilization of the Iliad Olympus lies

a darker and more barbarous world in which the gods strove against each other

for power with cruelty and violence. fro® the five brief references to this

state of affairs which we have considered here, it is impossible to determine

anything about any earlier parent corpus for the stories of the gods in the

Iliad.

There are, however, some points of interest which ought to be noted.

first, of the five references, three apparently concern the same story, the

shipwreck of Heracles by Hera, and Hera's subsequent punishment. This includes

Zeus' story in Book XV, Hypnos* in Book XIV, and apparently Hephaestus' story

in Book I. Hephaestus' story tells how he was hurled from heaven by Zeus when

he tried to help Hera; this fits in with Zeus' story that he hanged Hera and

threw from Olympus any of the gods who tided to help her. Thus, these three

stories concern the famous enmity of Hera to Heracles, an enmity which Agamem-
•1

non will describe further in his allegory of Ate in Book XIX.

On first consideration the remaining two stories are related neither to

1. See Chapter 8,



each other nor to the other three, for in Book I Achilles tails how the gods

bound Zeus, and in Book XVIII Kesphaastus tells how Hera hurled hi in from

Olympus. In both of these tales, however, it is Thetis who comas to the

rescue. Furthermore, in Book XVIII the familiar motif of" a god's being

hurled from heaven is repeated for the third time in the five stories, but

this time Hephaestus is thrown from Olympus not by Zeus, but by Hera, who is

elsewhere his ally.

The point which emerges from all this is that in the stories we have

there are a limited number of characters (principally Zeus, Hephaestus, Kera,

and Thetis) as well as only three different plots - the binding of Zeus, the

shipwreck of Heracles, and the hurling of Hephaestus (whether by Hera or

Zeus) from heaven. This shows a close relation among the stories and perhaps

indicates a small original nucleus of legends concerning the family struggles

of the gods.
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SECTION IV: TALES OF ATE IN THE ILIAD

CHAPTER 8

PHOENIX' SPEECH AND THE ALLEGORY OP AGAMEMNON

In this seotion we shall consider a third type of digression - the

allegory with its attendant illustrative example. Both of the digressions

considered are concerned with the dead-goddess Ate, the daughter of Zeus.

The digressions are Phoenix* speech to Achilles (IX.434--605) and Agamemnon's

allegory (XIX.86-136).

Phoenix* Speeoh

The speeoh of Phoenix to Achilles (IX.434-605) is one of the most impor¬

tant digressions to be discussed, because of its extraordinary length as well

as its complex structure. The speech must be considered not only by itself,

but also in relation to the poem as a whole and to the specific context of the

scene in which it occurs. This is the more important as the presence of

Phoenix in the embassy is a controversial point, and since the relation of the

embassy to the total poem is a matter of some dispute. In order to clarify

and evaluate the problems involved we shall first consider generally the whole

embassy scene (IX. 182-655) &n.d then discuss in more detail the role of Phoenix.

Most of the hostile criticism of the embassy is directed at two points:

the famous use of the dual in line 182 and the following section end the ignor¬

ance of the reparations offered by the embassy which Achilles supposedly dis¬

plays in the later books.

The use of the dual in 182 has been a matter of concern since ancient

times, for there are five men in the delegation - Odysseus, Ajax, Phoenix, and

the two heralds. As Paul Mason points out, no one would question the dual if

1. Mason, Introduction a 1'Iliade. p. 176.
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it were not for the presence of Phoenix, since the heralds are not really a

part of the delegation. Phoenix is the problem, since the use of the dual

would seem to imply that he was an afterthought to an embassy of which

originally Odysseus and Ajax were the only members. Because this point is

so disputed, it may be helpful to examine the history of the problem.

The scholiasts1 were interested in the use of the dual (although not

apparently worried about Phoenix* presence), and they provided various ex¬

planations for it whioh have been used by modern scholars as a basis for both

attacking and defending the passage. The scholiasts say that the dual is for

Ajax and Odysseus since Phoenix has gone ahead, and they question whether

Phoenix is to be considered as an ambassador. Their alternative explanation

is that perhaps the poet is using the dual without regard to the actual num¬

bers involved, and they cite two other passages to exemplify this usage. In

one of these (8.48), the dual is used not for three or five, but for fifty-two

people.2
Page refutes all of these arguments, maintaining that the dual is not used

3
for the plural in Homer,' and that Phoenix did not go on ahead of the others

since he takes $oCv(,£. .. fjYHodadu) (IX.168) in Nestor's orders to mean "let

Phoenix be the leader" rather than "let Phoenix go in front." Of the embassy

as a whole he says:

1. Bekker, Scholia in Homeri Iliadem. p. 249.

2. xot5pu> 6i xptvQiwe xai ftevt^xovca
8^-trjv ... (8.48-49).

The other line, 1.567, is more dubious since the dual depends upon
the scholiast's taking f 6vd* to mean £<5vte, while modern editors
take it to be £<5vca.

3. Page, History and the Homeric Iliad. pp. 279-525 and 524-30. He does not
mention Odyssey 8.48, and rejects the other passages in which a dual
appears used of more than two persons as "not useful evidence" (l.566f.,
IV.452 ff., VIII.185 ff.).
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Here the unprejudiced will quickly recognize two facta: first, that the
large part played hy Phoenix in this embassy has been superimposed upon
an earlier version in which only Ajax and Odysseus were sent to plead
with Achilles; secondly, that this earlier version was itself super¬
imposed upon an Iliad which knew nothing of any such embassy at all.1
Mazon does not go into the matter in such detail, but relying on the old

argument that Phoenix is not really a member of the delegation, presents a more

literazy discussion to defend the use of the dual and the presence of Phoenix

in the scene:

Les envoyes le considerent comme un allie, non comme un collogue...S'il
prend la parole apres Ulysae, ce n'est pas au nom des Grecs, c'est dans
I'interet d*Achille, comme un conseiller, pour lui montrer qu'il se fait
tort a lui-meme en repous3ant 1*offre d'Agamemnon.^

This literary argument, together with the scholiast's suggestions that Phoenix

went ahead of the other members of the delegation and that the dual may be used

for the plural, seems to indioate that the mysterious dual is in accordance

with the other information given about the embassy in the poem. Certainly, on

a poetic level, the use of the dual suggests the isolation of Phoenix from the

other members of the delegation.

It has often been objected that although Achilles rejects the embassy in

Book IX, he later behaves as if no reparations had ever been offered to hio.^
This argument is based on two passages:

6Ce MevoitidOr], xe,XApiO|J.£ve

6Cu) nepC xotivat* Sjid ot^oeoQat fAx,atoOc

\toooji5vouc" Y&P Sxdvetat dvextdc (XI.608-10)

1. Page, History and the Homeric Iliad, p. 297.

2. Mazon, Introduction a l'lliade. p. 177.

3. Page, History and the Homerio Iliad. pp. 30^-13.
Leaf ed., Iliad, vol. 1, p. 285.
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xeideo 6*, tot £y<^ P-SQov x&Xoq £v <ppeoC OeCw,
Ac &v ixot |ieY^4r)v xaf x06oc &pr)cu

xpdc xdvxcuv AavaCJV, dtdp o2 xep(,xaXX£a xoi5pr)v

&\jf dxovdaauxHv, xoti 6* dYXad Sfflpa xdpwotv (xvi.83-86).

On the other hand., the embassy is definitely assumed in two other passages:

... tdv \Coaovxo \&povxe<;

*ApYeCu>v, xaC xoXXd xepixXwd 6<Sp* 6v6jj.o£ov
gvd* a^tdc H&v Sxeix' f|vaCveto Xoiyov dp,Ovat (XVIII.448-50)

6Spa 6* lytiv 56e xdvta xapaaxdM-ev f booa tot £X0dv
X0t£<3c £v£ xXtof r,]Otv ^xfioxeto 6to<; *06uooei5c (xix.140-41).

A detailed examination of all these passages together with a consideration of

their authenticity would lead us too far afield. Here it is sufficient to say

that the passages in Books XVIII and XIX sake definite and specific references

to the embassy of Book IX# and that the passages in Books XI and XVI do not

specifically deny that an embassy has approached Achilles. These last two

passages are not really valid as evidence, since they neither deny the presence

of the embassy in Book IX nor support it conclusively. It seems best to follow
1

the critics who say that the reparations offered in Book IX were rejected

because Achilles did not feel that Agamemnon was sufficiently humiliated or

that his offered gifts were anything but an attempt to buy back his services for

the Greeks. He wants recognition and the honour due him as a hero, and in

Books XI and XVI he feels that these have not yet been offered him. As David

Eiohholz and others point out, the embassy and its rejection are necessary to

1. Whitman, Homer and the Homeric Tradition, pp. 189-99.
Eichholz, "The Propitiation of Achilles," AJP. vol. 74, pp. 137-38.
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the tragedy of Achilles.

The remorse that strikes Achilles when he hears of Patroclus' death is
only intelligible when it is viewed against his refusal of amends in
Book IX. bith the memory of that lost opportunity to prompt it, his
remorse is a proper, and in fact a noble, expression of self-condemnation;
without it, it is merely an outburst of hysteria.1
The embassy is a failure in that Achilles does not accept the gifts of

Agamemnon and agree to fight again, but Aohilles is persuaded to alter his

original Intention of sailing for Phthia the next day. As each of the three

ambassadors speaks Achilles is increasingly softened, until after the speech

of Ajax, he says he will fight when the fire reaches the ships (IX.649-55).
This decision to remain in Troy is as vital to the development of the

tragedy of Aohilles as the rejection of the embassy itself, for had he kept to

his original intention, neither Patroclus nor he himself would have been killed.

The crux of Achillea' tragedy lies in the fact that he is as yielding to his

friends as he is obdurate to his enemies. In yielding (however slightly) to

the embassy, he increases his own grief and brings about the inevitable loss of

Patroelus. The same combination of humanity and pride prevails in Book XVI,

where his obduracy prevents him from returning to battle, but his love for

Patroclus lets him lend the armour and send his friend on his final and fatal

errand.

Each of the three ambassadors appeals to Achilles on a different level.

Odysseus appeals to 3elf~interest and describes the miserable plight of the

1. Eichholz, o£. cit.. p. 139. Miss Loriraer has a similar interpretation of
the significance of the passage; "The death of Patroclus would be
rather a lamentable stroke of fortune than the work of the man whom
he loved and who within the limits of a haughty and vindictive nature
did love him. Nothing short of the consciousness of guilt could have
broken Achilles and so given us a glimpse of the nobility which in
spite of all had its part in him." (Homer and the Monuments. p. 480).
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1
Achae&ns; Ajax appeals to friendship. Both of these are pleading from the

standpoint of the Greeks, but Phoenix tries to appeal, not as Agamemnon's

emissary, but as a counsellor to Achilles.

The speech of Phoenix and Achilles' reply are centred between the speeches

of Odysseus and Ajax (with Achilles' replies to these). The pattern of threes

is further observed within Phoenix* speech itself. As an exordium (434-95)

Phoenix tells his own story, then (496-523) he relates the allegory of the

prayers and Ate, and finally he tells the story of Meleager (524-99) as a

paradeigma to illustrate the allegory. The speeoh closes with a short admoni¬

tion (600-604) that Achilles will be without honour if he enters the battle

later without any gifts.

The three sections of Phoenix' speeoh are closely related both to each

other and to the general position of Achilles, but it will be instructive first

to examine them separately in some detail, and then to discuss the various

relations involved.

PHOEKIX* YOUTH

After rejecting Agamemnon's offer, Achilles suggests that Odysseus and

Ajax return to the Greek camp, leaving Phoenix with him, since he plans to sail

for Phthia the next day. The first section of Phoenix' reply (434-95) is com-

2
posed of three sections, all in the cyclic style. The first and the last of

these (434-45 and 485-95) are concerned with Phoenix* longstanding friendship

1. Jaeger (Paideia. vol. 1, p. 26) makes a rather different distinction
between Odysseus and Ajax, classing them respectively as "the speaker
of words" and the "doer of deeds" of Phoenix' speech.

2. See pp. 49a-50a.



for Achilles and Peleus; they frame the stoiy of Phoenix' youthful quarrel

with his father and his flight to Fhthia.

The structure of the centre section (445-84) is not so easily recognizable

as that of the introductory and concluding sections, although it has cyclic

elements in 447-48 and 478-80. Here the annular character depends upon the

repetition of the verb <pei5yw( cpetfywv in 448 and<Pe®TOV ±n There is

very little clear separation or ordering of events, and the division between

this section and the introduction is not even marked by a new sentence. The

transition between the two sections is achieved by a long run-on sentence

(444-52) which manages to include Phoenix* old age, the possibility of becoming

young again, the flight from Amyntor, his father's wrath, and his mother's

prayers.

This lack of clear order can probably be accounted for by the garrulity of

old age on the one hand, and the desire to compress a great deal of material

into a small space on the other. This technique is different from the abbre¬

viated-reference style in that all the important details are mentioned and

there are no obscure or unexplained references. Phoenix wants to get quickly

to the central point of this section, and consequently skips over the back¬

ground material as quickly as possible. After 452 the pace of the narrative

slows, while he describes the curse of his father, his imprisonment by his com¬

panions, and his eventual flight to Phthia. The cyclic structure of this

section is reinforced in 480-84, in which Peleus receives Phoenix kindly and

treats him like a son. Thus in 447-48 Phoenix leaves Hellas, fleeing the

wrath of his father, and in 478-84 he flees Hellas to a man who will cherish

him like an only son.

The relationship between parents and children is very important in Phoenix'

story. Aajyntor and Phoenix do not behave to each other like a real father and

son, and Phoenix can find paternal affection only in Peleus, a man to whom he



is not related by ties of blood. In his wrath Anyntor prayed that his son

might never have any children of his own, but Phoenix has made Achilles his

son(..« &XXd ot xat&a, Qeotc £%i&CxeX* 'AxtXXeO/xcaeu^rjv

494-95).

The whole section is an appeal to Achilles based on affection, and Phoenix

seeks to emphasize the bond between himself and Aohilles and Peleus by ex¬

pressing it in terms of the closest possible family relationship. The story

of the wrath and curse of Amyntcr is important in the context of this section

in order to deprive Phoenix at one stroke of both father and son, so that he

may stand in those relationships with Peleus and Achilles. Looked at in this

way, the section presents Phoenix* credentials and establishes ids claim on

Achilles' attention. As Achilles' father by ties of affection, he is entitled

both to Achilles' protection in his old age (495) ana to the right to advise

him for the best.

THE ALLEGOHY

He begins his advice with an allegory (496-523). The section h&3 an in¬

troduction (496-501), followed by three sub-sections which describe the nature

of prayers and Ate (502-507), the general applications of the allegory (508-

12), and the specific application to Achilles (513-23).^ The cyclic element

here is not strong, although the phra.se &XX* *AxtXetf in X96 is repeated in'

513, and 513-14 are similar in thought to 522-23. More interesting than the

cyclic element is the fact that each of the three sub-seetions falls naturally

into two antithetical parts. In 502-507 the poet describes the nature of

prayers and contrasts to that the nature of Ate. The two different results of

heeding and denying prayers are described in 508-12; in 512-13 Phoenix says

1, See p. 50a.
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that if Agamemnon did not send gifts he would not urge Achilles to fight,

but since Agamemnon will give many gifts, Achilles must head the prayers.

The connection between this allegory and Achilles* present situation is

clear, for in the allegory prayers (XiTGt) follow Ate to heal the wrong she

has done, but if the wronged party rejects the prayers, they turn upon him

and he is himself subject to Ate, That is, Agamemnon in his folly has

wronged Achilles, but now he is sorry and has sent the embassy to placate himj

if Achilles rejects Agamemnon's overtures, he is turn will be in the wrong

and disaster will result,

AGAMEMNON* S ALLEGORY

The theme of prayers and Ate occurs again in Book XIX (86-136) in the re¬

conciliation scene between Achilles end Agamemnon, This allegory is rather

different from that of Book IX even though both are concerned with the nature

of Ate and its applications to the situation in which Achilles and Agamemnon

find themselves. The allegory itself is short (XIX.91-9k) and is more a

physical description of Ate than a detailed account of her behaviour and re¬

lations with mankind:

xp£o0a Aids dvydxrip "Aar), xdvxac dttxat ,

oiSXopJvrj* jaIv 0* dxaXoC od ydp o#6et

xCAvataif dXX* dpa ¥| y© xax' dvSp&v xpdata pa£vet ,

pxdxioua* dvOputftouc* xaid 6' oZv Sxepdv ye x£dqoev (XIX.91-SA).
This is in contrast to the allegory in Phoenix' speech, which is a symbolic

representation of the whole situation between Achilles and Agamemnon - the

initial wrong, the offered reparations, and the rejection of the embassy. For

thi3 reason it is perhaps best to regard the account of Ate in XIX as a per¬

sonification rather than an allegory.



The story of Hera's deception of Zeus follows (like the story of Meleager

in IX) as a parade!gma illustrating with a specific case the truth of the

general precepts contained in the allegory. Agamemnon's point is that Ate

deceives everyone, and as the best possible proof of this he tells how Ate

once enmeshed Zeus himself and brought about the sufferings of his son Heracles.

The cyclic element is not strong in Agamemnon's speech; more important are

the patterns formed by the balance and repetition of motifs.1 The section con¬

taining the allegory (86-%.) follows an abab pattern, with the a's corresponding

to Agamemnon's disclaimers of responsibility for his behaviour and the b's to

his explanations for it. Agamemnon is ill-at-ease, especially since he is

faced with an audience neither attentive nor sympathetic. Re is not having an

easy time beginning his speech, a3 this section shows. He is anxious to blame

someone else for his mistakes, and in his hurry, begins his speech twice - each

time emphasizing his own helplessness and the responsibility of the gods.

The story of Kera's deoeption follows (95-133). It falls into three

parts - Zeus' oath (95-113), Hera's treatment of Alkmene (114.-%), and Zeus'

subsequent grief (125-33).

The first part follows a complicated interlocking structural pattern. It

is cyclic, with the folly of Zeus at the beginning recalled at the end of the

section: xo-C yAp 6*1 vd ftote Zfjv* ftaorco (95)/... fixetta 6^ xoXXdv

Adopt1 (113). Running through the whole section, however, is the idea of

Hera's cunning (6oXo<ppoadv"n), This recurrent idea forms a pattern with the

speeches of Zeus and Hera, so that the section as a whole may be represented

a-bcbcb-a. taking a for Zeus* folly, b for Kera's cunning, and c for the speeches.

Thus the two elements most important for the content (the Szrr) of Zeus and the

fioXofpoodvr) of Hera) are balanced against each other in a symmetrical fashion,

with the two speeches in contrast and also balancing each other.

1. See p. 53a.



The next section (114-20, which describes Ksra's behaviour after Zeus

shears his oath, is not very interesting in structure. It is straight

narrative, without recurrent theses or cyclic elements. It falls into two

sub-sections: Hera's treatment of Alkmene (114-19), and her gloating words

to Zeus (120-24).

In the last section (129-33) Zeus is grieved and hurls Ate from Olympus,

swearing a great oath that she shall never return. There i3 a repetition of

thought (Zeus' grief) from 125 to 132, framing the oath.

Agamemnon returns to the principal idea of the whole passage in 136s

od 6uvdp,rjv XsXaQ&oQ* fihnic# $ xpffltov AdaOr|V. The notion of Ate is con¬

stantly in his mind whenever he recalls his behaviour to Achilles, and it is a

3trong motif linking Book IX to Book XIX. Before sending the embassy to

Achilles he acknowledged his folly, admitting it three times in his words pre¬

liminary to the list of gifts promised to Achilles:

S Y^pov, 00 tt $etJ6o<; fi/tac xaYd\e£a<; (ix.115)

&acdp.rjv, odd* adt<3<; dvaCvo^tai (IX.116)

A\\# I'&cC daodp.riv cppeaC Xsvra-MjOf, (IX.119).

Moreover, the allegory in Phoenix* speech in Book IX is concerned with Agamem¬

non' s original Ate as well as with Achilles' present folly.

Indeed, the concept of Ate1 is both a strong poetic link between IX and XIX

1. The word &YT} occurs nineteen times in the Iliad (1.411; 11.111; III.100;
VI.356; VIII.237; IX.18, 115, 504, 512; X.391; XVI.805; XIX.88,
91, 126, 129, 136, 270; XXIV.28, 480). Three of these (III.100,
VI.356, and XXIV,480) are disputed readings. Of the remaining six¬
teen, ten are found in Books IX and XIX, and an additional two (1.412
and VIII,237) are part of the Ate-motif for Agamemnon. A similar
situation exists with regard to the verbAdu). Of thirteen occur¬
rences of this in the Iliad, nine are found in Books IX and XIX. The
word &TT) occurs five times in the Odyssey, and ddu> seven.
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and an argument for the inclusion of fhoenix' speech in its present position.

The folly of Agamemnon and his recognition of it are vital to the development

of the poem. The idea is introduced as early as 1.412, where Achilles wants

Theti3 to intercede with Zeus so that yv$ xaC *AtpeC0r\q eipi5 xpeCwv

'AYdj-iSp-Vtov/fW &Tr)V (1.411-12). Agamemnon has acknowledged his Ate by
VIII.237 &Tg daoac xaf pwv isiya. xtJ6o<; dxr]dpa<;)# and in IX he
tries to overcome it by making reparations. This makes way for the second

part of Phoenix* allegory - Achilles' rejection of the prayers, and the disa¬

ster which follows as he in turn becomes subject to Ate. In XIX Agamemnon

summarizes and accounts for his blindness. The Ate-motif for the two heroes

is brought to its conclusion by Achilles in the same book:

Zet> xdtep, ?i {xeydXac dtac SLv&peaat 6i&ota0a,

odx dv 6fj xote 0vm.<3v 6vC otfjQeaotv itiotavv
'AtpeC&rjc Spt-ve 6tap.xep£c xe xodpriv

ifoev djiet) dfixovtoc dp.fptavoe* dXXd xodt Zedc
f)0e\' 'Axatorofcv Odvatov xoXfieaot YsvSoOat (XIX.270-74).
Thus the idea of Ate links together the two books, but the allegories them¬

selves are rather different in purpose and effect. Phoenix by means of alle¬

gory describes the entire situation between Achilles and Agamemnon, and he is

able to predict the consequences of Achilles' behaviour. Agamemnon's allegory

is less complex, since he has only one goal in mind - to absolve himself of all

guilt by shifting the responsibility to Ate. Ate deludes everyone, even Zeus,

so how can anyone possibly blame Agamemnon for his errors? The allegory is

neither so detailed as that of Phoenix nor so apposite to the situation, but it

fulfills its function so far as Agamemnon is concerned.

the Story of melrager

After Phoenix' allegory follows the famous story of the wrath of Meleager
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(324-99). This tale is interesting not only for its structure and its

artistic relation to the poem as a whole, but also because scholars have seen

in it an opportunity to glimpse (however dimly) the sources from which the

epic was formed.

There are two versions of the death of Meleager. In Homer, of course, his

mother curses him and prays for his death. The other story is that Meleager's

life was bound up with a brand snatched from the fire when he was bom; he

would live as long as the stick remained unburnt. Eventually he died because

his mother, in a rage, threw the stick back into the fire. This story of the

life-token is wide-spread in European folk-tale, as well as in modem Greek
1 2

legend. It is usually assumed that the story of the brand is older than the

story of the curse as it appears in Homer, but there is no agreement as to who

remodeled the legend - whether Homer or one of his predecessors.

kakridis feels that there was an epic intermediate between the story of

the brand and Homer's story of the cursewhile Wolfgang Schadewaldt^ insists

that Homer himself took over the old folk-tale and remodeled it for the Iliad.

It is impossible, of course, to prove absolutely which if either of these posi¬

tions is correct, but perhaps we can form some ideas on the subject based on an

examination of the style and structure of the story in Homer.
5

The story as told by Phoenix is very complex in its structure. It, like

1. Kakridis has an interesting discussion of the fire-brand as life-token in
Modem Greek folk-lore. (Homeric Researches, pp. 127-48).

2. Kakridis, oj>. cit., p. 14.
Schadewaldt, Iliasatudien. p. 139.

3. Kakridis, 0£. cit.. pp. 24-25.

4. Schadewaldt, o£. cit.. p. 141.

5. See pp. 51a-52a.
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the other sections of Phoenix* speech, is divided into three shorter sections.

Each of these follows an involved pattern of its own.

The first section (529-49) describes the war between the Kouretes and the

Aetolians and its cause. Here, as in the stoiy of the wrath of Anyntor above,

a large body of information is compressed into a small space, but the present

technique is rather different. Phoenix starts Tilth the battle and then goes

baok to the beginning of the stoiy to account for the battle by the wrath of

Artemis, the boar hunt, and the quarrel for the spoils. The order is strictly

chronological, with the exception of the opening lines (529-32) which introduce

the battle. These lines, together with verse 549, frame the story of Artemis*

wrath in cyclic style.

The behaviour of Artemis is a continuous thread running through the story.

She is mentioned by name once fopuotfOpovoc "Aptep.1 c 533). The second

mention of her is by epithet only - 6Eov y&voq £ox£&tpa (538). Finally

she is denoted by a pronoun alone (■?] 547). Even so, the goddess is kept con¬

tinually in the forefront of the story, and her wrathful actions are strong

enough to counter-balance the few references to her by name.

The internal structure of the section is further complicated by the use of

framing in the two sub-sections (533-39 and 540-46). In the first case the

wrath of Artemis forms a ring about the negligence of Oineus, and in the second

the ravages of the boar encircle the description of the boar hunt. In the case

of the first section about Artemis* wrath, there is & rather interesting pheno¬

menon to be observed. This is the use of developing ring composition. The

bracketing lines are 533-34 and 538-39. There are three factors common to

both sets of lines - the vsrath ( x^GCtyAfivrp'x.QXuaaiu.Sv'n) , the goddess

£tpua<50povo<; "Apaent^ijtov y^voc £ox.£atpa), and the verb of rousing

(&poev). The only difference is that in the first lines she is rousing up



strife and in the second she is rousing up the boar. By this technique the

poet is able to avoid doubling-back; he can preserve the impression of cyclic

composition, and at the same time carry the action forward without destroying

the chronology of the section.^
After describing the causes for the war, Phoenix proceeds to the wrath of

Meleager (550-74). This is a good example of complex ring composition, with

three concentric rings encircling the story of Kleopatra's mother (557-64).

The outer rings (A and B in the diagram are not particularly alike in wording,

but their content is quite similar; the members of the inner ring (£ in the

diagram) do have a verbal similarity to each other.

The section as a whole is difficult to follow. This is particularly true

in the story of Kleopatra's mother and in the reason for Meleager's wrath

against Althaea. In the story of Marpessa and Kleopatra it is difficult for

the modem reader to discriminate between the mother and daughter, to determine

which was kidnapped and which was called Alkyone. Meleager's wrath against

his mother is introduced in 553, But not accounted for until the story of the

curse which begins in 565. Furthermore, the reason for Althaea's anger is

itself almost unintelligible. She is grieved at the slaughter of her brother

(567), but it is not mentioned that Meleager killed him, or why. This section

is an extreme example of the abbreviated-reference technique and (more important)

the only case of the technique in Phoenix' whole speech to Achilles. There

have been other instances (445-53 and 529-49) of compression of a long story

into a small space, but these did not contain enigmatic reference of the kind

found here.

1. The same technique was observed in Nestor's story of the war with the Epeians
XI.738-39 and 759-60. See Chapter 4.



It may be significant that the abbreviated-reference style is used in

the very part of the story which contains the curse of Meleager's mother -

the crucial element in the discussions about the sources and development of

the old folk-tale. Ordinarily the abbreviated style is used for one of two

reasons. Either the poet himself is not sure of the events he is narrating,

and so skips hastily over them, or else the story is so familiar both to the

poet and to his audience that he does not have to be too explicit about each

well-known detail.

Keither of these reasons is consistent with Schadewaldt's position that

Homer himself invented Althaea's curse for artistic effect. for surely, if

the poet had invented the motif he would know all the details, and he could

not expect his audience to be familiar with them. If he himself had intro¬

duced the curse he would have been careful to express it clearly and in detail.

But if, with Kakridis, we postulate some earlier form of the curse-motif

between the original life-token stoxy and Homer, the problem is more easily

understood. If this had been the case our poet would have had a familiar

source (not necessarily a verse "Meleagris," but perhaps mere prose legend or

folk-tale) upon which to base his story of Althaea's curse. This intermediate

source would have to be well enough known that Homer could count on his

audience's understanding the story told in an abbreviated style.

In the final section of the story (574-99) Phoenix tells how Melaager was

persuaded to re-enter the battle. This is essentially a catalogue of suppli¬

ants, with the various entries consistently employing the same verb of be-

seeching. It is not necessary to believe in Kakridis' "ascending scale of
2

affection" to understand the effect of the passage. Meleager can remain

1. See p. 52a.

2. Kakridis, og. cit.. pp. 19-24 and 152-64.



obdurate to the offers of gifts from the elders, as v>-ell as to the pleas of

his relatives (especially the mother who has cursed him), but only affection

for his wife will induce him to fight. Ultimately he saves the Aetolians,

but receives no gifts. Phoenix concludes his long story by warning Achilles

that his honour will be lessened if he enters the battle later without gifts.

Obviously the story of Meleager is very like the story of Achilles, and

it is this very similarity which has led some critics far astray in evaluating

the two. On the one hand it has led to the hard-fought and irreconcilable

controversy of the causal relation between the two tales - that is, is the

wrath of Meleager based upon that of Achilles, or vice versa? On the other

hand, it has also fostered the attempts of critics to demand an even greater

similarity between the two tales than now exists. Page, for example, insists

that the story of Meleager is totally irrelevant because Achilles will receive
1

gifts and Meleager does not. Kakridis worries because the position of

Meleager's friends is not at the pinnacle of the "ascending scale of affection"

in the catalogue of suppliants; if Achilles* friends have the greatest influ-
2

ence on him, why are Meleager's friends not so highly esteemed?

These difficulties are created through attempts to establish exact corres¬

pondences in every detail. Such attempts are bound to fail simply because

Homer is not a mechanic who has to force identity of detail on his parallel

poetic situations. The two stories do not have to be exaotly alike any more

1. Page, History and the Homeric Iliad pp. 312-13. Page insists that if the
reconciliation scene is valid (which he doubts) the story of Meleager
loses its point.

2. Kakridis, op. oit.. pp. 2^-25. Kakridis is so anxious to refute Schade-
waldt's equation Patroklos=Kleopatra that he fail3 to appreciate the
poetic similarity between the two characters as both being the
highest in the esteem of the respective heroes.



than it is necessary or desirable for a simile to correspond in every aspect

to the action it describes.

«ith these reservations in mind, then, we will now proceed to a con¬

sideration of the two atories, and the relevance of the wrath of Meleager to

that of Achilles. In their justified anger both heroes retire from the

battle, spending their time with the person who is closest to them - Meleager

with Kleopatra, and Aohilles with Patroclu3. All attempts at placation fail;

the friends and the offers of gifts are turned away, and the pleas of the

original guilty party (Althaea or Agamemnon) are ignored. This brings us up

to the present situation of Achilles, but fhoenix goes on to finish the tale

of Meleager, which is to be so indicative of Achilles' own future. Meleager

is finally persuaded to fight by his beloved wife Kleopatra, but even though

he defends the Aetolians he receives no gifts:

... 6* oiSxfitt 6&pa tSAeooav

7to\\d are xaf XAPCevxa, xaxdv &' fiixvve xa£ afltwc (598-99).
The reason for Meleager's being deprived of his gifts is not the ill-will of

the Aetolians, but the fact that he is not alive to receive them; his mother's
1

curse has its effect and he is killed in the defense of his city.

Achilles, of course, will be persuaded by Patroclus - not to fight, but to

agree to the loan of the armour, which will lead both to Patroclus' death and

to his own. The death of Achilles is not related in the poem, but the con¬

sciousness of impending doom hangs over the latter part of the Iliad, and

everyone, (including Achilles himself) knows that he is to die.

1. Schadewaldt (lliasstudien. p. 141) in defending his proposition that Homer
himself introduced the curse-motif, discusses the relevance of the
death of Meleager to that of Achilles. "Fnoinix erzahlt den Tod des
Meleagros gen&u so wenig wie Homer in der Ilias den Tod des Achilleus,
und genau so wirksam wie der Tod des Achilleus in letz£en Iliasdrittel
ist auch der Tod des Meleagros am Ende der Phoinix-erz&hlung zugegen,"



The story of Meleager, then, is not only admonitory hut also prophetic,

although the most important implications of its prophetic function are not

expressed openly by axy of the characters at the time. At the conclusion of

his speech (600-605) Phoenix skips over the obvious parallel between the fate

of Meleager and that of Aohilles, and concentrates on the fear that Achilles

will lose face if he has to fight later without gifts. Achilles refutes this

notion, but makes at least a veiled acknowledgement of the meaning of the

paradeigaa:

$oCvi£t &rCTa yep<u£, 6votpecpfis, o$ p.e xaHi-qc

Xpe<£ ttjiflc* <ppov£u> 61 fsttp.fio0at Air3c

pt' ggei xapct vrjuo? xopcavfotv, eCc 5 x* &vcd3
Sv oa'^iQeaat. u.3vq xa.f uot, cpCXa yotivax' 3pc5pq (607-1Q).

He is obdurate, but not a fool, and ha understands better than anyone else the

significance of his own actions and their probable implications. He is pre¬

pared for death. The tragedy is that he does not anticipate the death of

Patroclus, or understand that his actions are going to affect the safety of his

friend.

Achilles also has a deeper appreciation of the meaning of honour than

Phoenix. for Phoenix, as for the other heroes (including the Achilles of Book

I), honour depends on gifts; without these the hero is nothing. This is the

original reason for Achilles' wrath, since Agamemnon had taker? his gifts away

and thereby dishonoured him. By now, however, Achilles has progressed to a

different understanding of the role of the hero and the meaning of honour.

G-ifts are superficial, but Achilles' honour is from Keus.

Summary

Phoenix* 3peeoh to Achilles consists of three separate but not unrelated



sections, each of which emphasizes a different aspect of Achilles' present

situation. The stories are all of different genre (personal reminiscence,

allegory, folk-tale) as if to reflect their different functions in relation to

the hero.

In the centre is the allegory of the prayers and Ate, which is the clear¬

est statement of the problem. Phoenix tells Achilles that prayers follow

behind Ate to heal the damage she has done; but if the injured party refusea

the prayers, Ate follows him instead. Achilles is not left to understand the

implications of thi3 for himself, for Fhoenix fills in the parallel for him.

Agamemnon was guilty of Ate, but he has offered prayers; if Achilles rejects

these, he will be guilty of irreparable folly, and may expect disaster because

of it.

More subtle are the other tales of Phoenix. It is true that both of them

are concerned with wrath and prayers, but neither is an exact reflection of the

words of the allegoxy, and they are also rather different from each other.

The stojy of Phoenix* own youth, as we have seen above, justifies Phoenix'

claim upon Achilles' affection and presents his credentials as an advisor to

the younger man. But it is also a prophetic statement relevant to the actions

and fate of Achilles. Phoenix' mother is the cause of his initial difficulties

with his father (451-53). He yields to her entreaties and thereby receives

the curse of his father Amyntor. Thereupon he himself becomes wrathful, and

resolves to leave Ms home. His friend3 beseech Mm to stay (?.ta0<5}*£VOl

xaaepfyroov fv jueydpoban; 465), but he escapes their watchfulness and slips
away in the night.

Phoenix is like AcMlles in that he is inconsistent. He refuses the

prayers of Ms friends, but from affection, yields to those of his mother, and

the yielding is more disastrous then the obduracy. The order of events is



inverted, as far as the parallel with Achilles' situation is concerned, since

Phoenix* yielding precedes his implacability; but the result is the same in

both cases. By his fatal inconsistency Phoenix lo3t his home, liis father,

and his posterity, as Achilles is yet to lose Patroclus and his life.

The story of Meleager is also concerned with a parental curse and thus

reminds us very strongly of the earlier story of Phoenix. The chief function

of the story is prophetic, however. Here also the parallel is not exact,

since Achilles vdll not die because of a curse but (more tragically) through

his own. decision to remain at Troy.

The three sections have several ideas in common - the chief theme being

that of prayers and their acceptance or rejection. The wrath and parental

curse, as well a3 the idea of the hero's yielding to affection before any other

consideration are common to both stories. These common themes promote the

unity of Hioenix' long speech, but the importance of the sections lies not in

their similarities but rather in their presentation of three separate (and re¬

lated) aspects of Achillas' situation.

In summary, then, the presence of Phoenix in the embassy scene and the

embassy itself are both necessary to the development of the tragedy of the

Iliad. For, without the embassy and Agamemnon's offered reparations, where is

the tragedy? The whole point is that Achilles has been offered the chance to

avoid disaster and has refused it. On this basis the embassy finds artistic

justification, and evon the arguments alleged against its inclusion in the poem

on technical grounds need not convince us, since they are by no means con¬

clusive ones.

The speech of Hioanix within tho embassy also finds its justification, for

however sincere and convincing the speeches of Odysseus and Ajax may be, they

cannot carry the force with Achillea that Phoenix* utterance does. Achilles'
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rejection of Phoenix' plea enhances the tragic value of the scene, which is,

after all, the crux of the epic. Moreover, the speech of Phoenix is strongly

linked to the earlier part of Book IX as well as to the reconciliation of

Book XIX by the repeated Ate motif.



SECTION V: HISTORICAL TALES IN THE ODYSSEY

CHAPTER 9

CYCLIC TALES IN THE ODYSSEY

This section includes Chapters 9 and 10, concerning cyclic tales and the

tales of Nestor in the Odyssey. Unlike the historical tales in the Iliad.

those in the Odyssey are not uniform in structure. The stories of this

chapter are cyclic, but Nestor's tales are less complex in style, depending

for their structure on various compositional devices unique to the Odyssey.

Cyclic composition as the principal ordering force in a long digression

is much less common in the Odyssey than in the Iliad, although many of the

Odyssey stories do have some annular characteristics. The best examples of

the complex cyclic style at work in the Odyssey are the story of the scar (19.
386-470) and the story of the bow (21.8-41).

The Story of the Scar

The story of the soar (19.386-470) occurs in a scene which has aroused at

least a ripple of controversy among both ancient and modern critics - the re¬

cognition of Odysseus by Eurycleia. There are two aspects of the problem.

First, if Odysseus does not wish his scar to be recognised, why does he ask for

Eurycleia to bathe his feet? Secondly, how does the recognition of the scar

fit in with the other recognition devices - the bed and the archery contest?
•j

The ancient critics rejected 346-48, arguing that Odysseus would not

deliberately ask for the only person who would recognize his scar to wash his

1. dOetoOvat o£ tpsTc, xpfflnrov 8-ct aSpeftau tt^v 6uvap.5vtjv
iTurv&vat* elta xaC y^olov id fjttc f£t\T)xe* iCq
Y&p q>0ove£ axov6aCu>vj M. V. (Dindorf ed., Scholia Graeca
in Homeria Odysseam. vol. 1, p. 679.)



feet if he did not want to be recognized. Proa here this argument may be

taken in either of two directions.

Some say that Odysseus desired to be recognized at this point by both

Penelope and Eurycleia and that in fact there was an earlier version of the

Odyssey in which this recognition took place. The passage in Book 24 in which

the ghost Amphimedon relates the slaying of the suitors is often quoted to show

that such a version of the Odyssey existed, since the ghost thinks that Pene-
2

lope was a party to Odysseus* plot from the beginning. The most relevant

lines are?

afodp 6 fi-Xoxov KoXvxcp&eCyot v Hvwye

t<5gov p-vrpt^peaot 0i\iev no\t<5v te afSrjpov

afvojxdpototv xaf <p6vou dpx^v (24.167-69).

The most vehement apologist for this side of the controversy is Page, who main¬

tains not only that the recognition scene (as well as 24.167-69) is evidence

for an earlier version, but also that Penelope's behaviour later in Book 19^

1. Page, The Homeric Odyssey, pp. 123-28. Woodhouse also maintains that there
was an earlier version of the story in which Odysseus intended the
recognition by Eurycleia to be followed immediately by the recognition
by Penelope. He will not, however, accept the idea that the Odyssey
ever existed in a form different from the one we have. (The Composi¬
tion of Homer's Odyssey. pp.. 75-79.)

2. Monro (Odyssey, vol. 2, p. 270) says of this point: "The discrepancy has
been much insisted upon by modern scholars, as pointing to the exist¬
ence of a different form of the story; but surely it is not one upon
which any conclusion can be founded." The most telling argument, how¬
ever, against the use of 24.167-69 to prove Penelope's early complicity
with Odysseus is the fact that Amphimedon himself cannot know what went
on between Odysseus and Penelope. All he can know is what happened to
the suitors, and from this he makes a wrong assumption to account for
their death at the hands of Odysseus. Amphimedon may be a ghost, but
he is not thereby omniscient.

3. This is the scene (559-81) in which Penelope says that she will hold an
archery contest among the suitors and that she will marry the winner.



proves that in some version she had recognized Odysseus through his scar and

from that point assisted him in his scheme of revenge.

Penelope's pretended surrender to a new husband is left entirely without
a motive; indeed, it occurs, in our text, at a moment when she has more
reason than she has ever had before to expect her old husband's immediate
return. That is vexy well, if she has recognized Odysseus already; it
is a serious fault in the structure if she has not."'

On the other hand, there is no need to seek far for Odysseus' motives in

asking for Euxycleia's services, for the clue lies in Odysseus* own character

as the poet has depicted it. Odysseus is daring; he likes danger and is

always intrigued by the possibility of a "close shave." There are many in¬

stances of this facet of his character in the poem, but the one which comes

most readily to mind is his behaviour with Polyphemus in Book 9. His sole

motives in approaching the Cyclops are curiosity (9.172-76) and the hope of

gift3 (228-30); there is no real need to go near the place. Even after his

escape from the Cyclops he is as rash as ever and insists on calling out taunts

as he sails away, while Polyphemus, guided by the sound, hurls huge boulders

at the ships. Odysseus likes to put his head in the lion's mouth,but with the

Cyclops he gets more than he bargains for. It is the same in Book 19. The

idea of fooling Penelope with his disguise must appeal to Odysseus' daring

spirit, and overconfident, he thinks that he will enhance the danger by allowing

his old nurse to come near enough to bathe his feet. In all this, however, he

has forgotten one crucial detail - the scar, by which Buxycleia will undoubtedly

recognize him.2

1. Page, The Homeric Odyssey, p. 128.

2. Monro in his note on 3^6-48 (Odyssey, vol. 2, pp. 163-66) has an excellent
discussion of the literacy relevance of the passage, in which he makes
the point that Odysseus has forgotten the scar.
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... afodp *06uooedc

i£ev &%' £ax&P6cpivt %o%C 6& ax6tov ^pdxet' a£tya'
ai5t£xa ydp xatrd Oup.<3v 6faaio, p.fl & Xa^oOoa

o£\^v ajjupp&ooatto xaC &p.<pa6& Spya. y^vovto (388-91).

Indeed, Eurycleia knows him immediately, although the result of this recog¬

nition is kept in suspense for over seventy lines, while the narrative flashes

back to the story of how Odysseus came to have the scar. Burycleia's recog¬

nition adds to the excitement of the story, and the digression serves to

increase the suspense.

In almost every tale or romance there is a point at which the author
allows the fortunes of his hero to be brought to the brink of ruin by
the intervention of some unforeseen agency. In the highly wrought
story of the Odyssey the recognition by the nurse is just such a criti¬
cal moment, and has probably heightened the interest of every hearer or
reader of the poem.1
The episode with Eurycleia is thus relevant in two ways. It is both

typical and indicative of the dare-devil streak in Odysseus' character, and it

heightens the suspense and makes us even more aware of the precariousness of

the hero's position.

Now, how is Eurycleia's recognition of the scar related to the other re¬

cognition tests - the archery contest, and the bed? It is true that each of

the tokens could be taken by itself as a proof of Odysseus* identity, so that

one might consider the other two as unnecessary duplications. There are

several arguments against this. First, there is the use of the number three,
2

which as T.oodhouse points out is a convention in popular tales. More impor¬

tant than thi3 is the differing nature of the three tokens and their ascending

importance. The scar is an external physical sign by which only Laertes and

1. Monro ed., Odyssey, vol. 2, p. 165.

2. Woodhouse, The Composition of Homer's Odyssey, p. 79.



1
the retainers know Odysseus. In the archery contest, which reveals Odysseus

not through his physical appearance, but through his unique skills, he is

indeed recognized by the large number of suitors. Penelope alone is still

unconvinced, for neither the scar nor the token of the bow has been personal

enough to assure her completely that the wanderer is Odysseus. The token of

the bed is the high point in Odysseus' homecoming, and a climax in the poem

second only to Odysseus* appearance to the suitors in Book 22.

The story of the scar then, takes place within the context of the first re¬

cognition scene. It follows immediately after Euxycleia's glimpse of the scar;

only at the end of this seventy-line digression, which relates how Odysseus was

wounded on Mount Parnassus, does the poet return to the scene in Odysseus'

palace. Nothing has happened in the meantime, and Odysseus and Euxycleia are

still frozen into the same positions they occupied seventy lines earlier. The

narrative is resumed, Eurycleia speaks, and the spell is broken.

This digression is an excellent example of complex cyclic composition, for

there are three concentric rings encircling it, as well as annular elements
2

within the stciy itself. The outer ring (A in the diagram) takes place out¬

side the digression, for here is described, first, Eurycleia's preparation to

wash Odysseus' feet, and then her consternation after recognizing the scar. In

B the poet is still describing the scene in the palace - the approach of the old

woman and her handling of the scar; the most important aspect in this cycle is

Euxycleia's recognition of the scar:

vC&b 6* Joaov iotJoa &vax0 £6v# ai5tCxa &' Syya)

otfXfjv ... (392-93)

1. Eurycleia, of course, recognizes him in this scene. Odysseus proves his
identity by means of the scar to Eumaeus and Philoetius in Book 21
(217-20; and to Laertes in Eook 24 (330-35). Laertes, unlike the re¬
tainers, receives further proof of Odysseus* identity, as his son re¬
calls the orchard Laertes once gave him (24.336-44).

2. See pp. 54a-55a.
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YPtl^C xeCpsaot xaiaxpr}v£aat XapoOaa

YV£ (4-67-68).

The two members (393-94- and. 4-65-66) of the £ ring are nearly identical in

wording, and in this ring we find ourselves plunged completely into the story

of the scar (395-466), having been led from ring to ring from the present into

the distant past. This is the same use of the cyclic style which has been
1

noted above in connection with Kestor's story of Ereuthalion's armour.

The story itself consists of three sections - Autolycus* visit (395*4-12),

Odysseus' visit to Parnassus (4-13*62), and Odysseus' return home (4-63-66).
The first and third of these sections fulfill introductory and concluding func¬

tions; they are not interesting from a structural point of view. It is

important, however, that neither section is separated from ring £ by a full

stop; both are jointed by relative constructions.

The mo3t important part of the story is the visit to Parnassus. This is

separated from the rest of the digression by an additional ring - the almost

identical line pairs 413-14 and 4-59-60 (with 459-60 reversing the original

order).
x&v Svex' fas* 'o&vaetic, Xva o£ x6poi dyXod 6ffipa.

t<5v p.£v &p* a£t6Xux<5c te xaC u££ec AiStoXtfxoto (413-14)

t<3v p.£v &p* A$t6Xux<$c ts xaC ul£e<; AdtoXtfxcno
e5 Cr^odixevot f|6* dyXad 653pa xopdvtee (459-60).

The visit to Parnassus contains two sub-sections - the welcome by Autolycus

and his family, and the boar hunt - although the welcome is an extension of the

same sentence as the annular introductory lines (413-14). This is the same

technique noted above with the sections describing the visit of Autolycus and

1. See Chapter 4.



Odysseus* return home. The boar hunt, then, is the central feature of the

whole digression - in terms of its structure as well as its content. It is

framed by three concentric rings A, B and £, preceded by Autolyous' visit,

followed by Odysseus' return, and further encircled by its own cyclical

line-pairs.

The boar hunt itself falls into three sub-sections - tracking the boar

(4.28-53), slaying the boar (4.39-54) and the return to Autolycus (455-58).
The passage which describes the tracking of the boar follows the complex

<|
structural pattern abab. In the first a sub-section (428-31) dawn breaks

and thej set off for the hunt - the dogs, the sons of Autolycus, and Odysseus.

In the first b sub-section they arrive at the mountain. Now the pattern is

repeated. In the second a sub-section there is another time reference (the

sun just touching the fields); a phrase to describe the movement of the hun¬

ters (here ofi 6* ^7)ooav txavov &AaxTT}pe<; in 435 corresponds to £dv

j!>* fjiev !c dfjpT]V in 429 of the first a sub-section); and finally the lines

referring to the members of the party - first the dogs, then the sons of Auto¬

lycus, and Odysseus, bringing up the rear. In b^ the second destination,
which corresponds to the arrival at the mountain above, is the boar's lair (439).

The next sub-section in the hunt describes the slaying of the boar, and

here an entirely different structural technique is employed. There is no

cyclic composition in this sub-section, nor is there any significant use of re¬

petition. Rather, the parts are marked off from each other by the use of rela¬

tive pronouns in the accusative case, plus the particles or $£ - all at

the beginning of the line. For example, the passage begins in 440 with the

expression p,£v, thet^y referring to the boar's lair, which is described
in 440-43. The next sub-section begins in 444 with t<3y 6* , withtdv refer¬

ring to the boar, which, roused by the noise of the hunters, confronts them,

1. See p. 55a.



140.

and wounds Odysseus (444-51). In the next verse, 452, the initial tcJv 6*
refers back to the boar, killed by Odysseus in this sub-section. The same

technique is carried over into the next sub-section of the story, in which

the hunters return with the wounded Odysseus to Autolycus (455-56). This

section begins t<3y pi£v, with tdv still referring to the boar, around

which the sons of Autolycus busy themselves.

Relative constructions are important throughout the digression. In

this connection it may be helpful to return to a consideration of 392-96

above. The poet begins with the scar "WHICH (tf}v) Odysseus got while hunt¬

ing with Autolycus and his sons, AUTOLYCUS. his mother*s father, who excelled

in chicanery. By means of the relative t^y in 393 and the appositive in

395, "the poet quickly and smoothly carries us from the scar to Odysseus*

grandfather, as well as many years backwards in time. He makes use of a

similar technique in 413, in the transition between the naming of Odysseus and

his visit to his grandfather. In 409-12 Autolycus promises that if Odysseus

will visit him after he is grown up, he will send him away rejoicing with many

gifts. In 413 the poet resumes with the expression tfflv £vex' "because of

these things, Odysseus set out, so as to acquire shining gifts." Here the

relative transition also accomplishes a change in time, from Odysseus' babyhood

to the time when he arrives in Parnassus as a young man.

The Story of the Bow

The stoxy of Odysseus* bow (21.8-42) is short, but most interesting in

both its structure and its literary quality. The style must be classified as

cyclic, but it is a cyclic style rather different from that used in the Iliad,

and even from that used in the stoxy of the soar. In order to see what these

stylistic differences are, it will be convenient to examine the stoxy in some

detail.



<1
First, the outside ring (A on the diagram), Athena has given Pene¬

lope the idea of confronting the suitors with Odysseus' great how to test

their skill in competition for her hand. Before the story of the bow and

Odysseus* friendship with Iphitus (9-41) the poet describes how Penelope goes

through the house, carrying the key to the storeroom where the bow is kept.

The last lines before the digression (8-9) may be translated as follows:

"And she went on her way to the distant chamber with her serving women." The

digression follows, but the thread of the story is taken up again in 42:

"ii/hen the beautiful lady arrived at the chamber..."

The poet has thus made use of a most interesting and unusual device in

the construction of the whole episode. That is, the digression with its back¬

ground of the bow and Odysseus* friendship, is told while Penelope is en route
2

to the storeroom. For in 8-9 she is only setting out, but by the end of the

digression in verse 42 she has arrived. This is a sophisticated technique

and seemingly more advanced than that used in Book 19 in the story of the scar.

In Bock 19 Eurycleia recognizes the scar; this recognition is followed by a

long 3toxy of the boar hunt. The digression is then concluded and a return to

the action at hand made by another verse telling that the nurse recognised the

scar. Nothing has happened during the digression; all of the action ceases

when Eurycleia begins to bathe Odysseus' feet; it is resumed from the same

1, See p. 56a.

2, The story of Bellerophon which is related in Iliad VI while Hector is on
his way to Troy is not a real parallel. In VI the encounter of Glaucus
and Diomedes is an event which actually takes place during Hector's
journey; the story of the bow is only part of a digression - Odysseus'
encounter with Iphitus was many years before, and the story is re¬
counted in the description of the storeroom. The encounter of Olaucus
and Diomedes is a real part of the story; the tale of the bow is a
digression and not part of the action.



point. In the case of the bow, however, the poet is able to go in two

directions at once; he can tell his story and at the same time have Pene¬

lope oarry out her actions more or less independently of his. Usually of

course, Homer represents simultaneous actions one after the other and not

concurrently.

The B ring forms a smooth transition between Penelope's journey and the

story of the bow, for here are described the contents of Odysseus' storeroom.

In 9-12 a resume of the treasures is given in the catalogue style, with the

repeated phrase £v0a &£...xetto. The correspondence between this short

passage and 38-41 is primarily one of content (Odysseus' possession and

cherishing of the bow), although the verb x^oxst* in line 41 recalls xetto

above.

Ydthin the central part of the digression the cyclic composition is de¬

pendent upon recurrent ideas and situations rather than upon exact repetitions

of words and phrases.

The central theme of the story is the meeting of Odysseus and Iphitus

and Iphitus' gift of the bow. It is first mentioned in 13-14, to complete the

description of the bow and arrows which form a part of the treasure laid up in

Odysseus* storeroom.

6©pa %& oS getvoc Aaxe6aCjj,ovt 6fflxe tvx^ckk

*I<ptToc S^putC6T)c, ixisfxeXoc deavdtotcH (13-14).
It is repeated in verse 31 after the description of the missions of Odysseus

and Iphitus and again in 37-38 (without reference to the meeting of Iphitus and

Odysseus) after the exchange of gifts. The theme frames the whole story of

Iphitus and Odysseus, as well as its two component sections, the missions and

the exchange of gifts. The situation, however, is not simple as this resume

would suggest. First, it must he observed that the verb "to meet" is diff-



erent in all three places in which it occurs. In line 13 it is tux^oa^;1
in 15 gunpXfjTriv; and in 31 ouv^vtsto. This appears to he a deliber¬

ate attempt to avoid repetition, even though the situations described are the

same.

More important than this is the fact that each of the three occurrences

of the glft-and-meeting theme is also a part of another section. Lines 13-14

are in apposition to 11-12 in the section cataloguing Odysseus* treasures,

while 37-38 are part of a sentence telling about Heracles* murder of Iphitus.

The most Interesting example of this use of one phrase for several different

structural purposes is verse 31. This line is used in three ways. First, it

is the concluding member of the ring encircling Iphitus' mission and murder by

Heracles. It is also part of the principal cyclical structure and divides the

first and second parts of the story from each other. It finds its third

function in the exchange of gifts, to introduce Iphitus* gift (31-33/ which

corresponds to Odysseus' present of a bow and spear (34-35). This is similar

to the running-together of sections described above In connection with the story

of the scar, although the use of this technique is certainly more extreme here.

411 of this differs from the cyclical technique of the Iliad, In the Iliad,

no matter how complex the structure in a particular section nay be, each item is

used only once, and has but one function in ordering the story.

One is bound to agree with Kirk here, that the structure of this section is

1. Professor A. J. Beattie has suggested to me that tuyx<£vw does not mean
"meet" in Homer, end he translates line 13 "the gifts which his friend
gave to him when he happened to be in Lacedaenon." This gets over
the apparent contradiction in the story caused by the fact that in
verse 15 Iphitus and Odysseus are said to have met in Kessene -not
Laoedaemon.



"convoluted';^ certainly a detailed analysis is difficult, because of the

poet's free use of structural punning.

Almost equally difficult to analyze is the them© of Heracles' murder of

Xphitus. In verse 2? the poet tells how Heracles slew him, against all the
2

dictates of hospitality and without concern for the just anger of the gods.

After emphasising this breach of the moral code he returns to the fact of

Iphitus' death and Heracles' possession of the horses in verses 29-30. The

idea is mentioned once more, after the exchange of gifts, for Iphitus* death

prevents him from onjoying Odysseus' hospitality. The best one can do here is

to note the connection between death and hospitality; in spit® of the repeti¬

tion of the thsae it is impossible to schematise it satisfactorily in a diagram.

Conclusion

The cyclic tales in the Odyssey, like most of the historical tales of the

Iliad, are concerned with events occurring in the life-time of the present

characters. The story of the scar is a straightforward account of an experi¬

ence in Odysseus' youth, but the story of the bow i3 complicated by the intro¬

duction of Heracles, who appears in the Iliad only in catalogue tales (Clone's

catalogue in V) and stories of the gods (see Chapter 7). Y<ith the mention of

Heracles the time pattern is telescoped, and a legendary, semi-divine person¬

age (elsewhere associated with the distant past) appears in order to take part

in events occurring in Odysseus' own life-time. It is almost as if Nestor

had slain the Chimaera instead of fighting the Epeians,

Both of these stories of Odysseus' past differ from the cyclic digressions

1. Kirk, The Song3 of Homer, p. 370.

2. It is interesting to compare this passage with Dione's account of Heracles'
wounding of Hera. The relevant lines are V.403-40K and 21.28-29.
In both cases Heracles i3 ox^Xto<;.



of the Iliad in that the narrator is the poet and not one of the characters,

for in the Iliad each tale is related by seme character in order to prove a

point or illuminate a situation. Some of the catalogues belong to the poet,

but of the genealogy tales (except for the pedigree pieces) only the lineage

of Theoclymenus (also in the Odyssey) is told by the poet in his own person.

The stony of the scar is generally very similar to the cyclic digressions

of the Iliad, but the story of the bow has some different characteristics.

It is more sophisticated in its use of time than any of the Iliad digressions

(or the story of the scar), since the poet tells this story while another event

is taking place and thus violates the theory* that simultaneous happenings must

be related concurrently in Homer.

The 3tory of the bov. is cyclic, but sections run into each other, and one

line may have several different structural functions. Thero are repeated

ideas, but it is sometimes difficult to fit these into a precise structural

pattern. In this story it seems as if the poet, although working within the

traditional cyclic scheme, has gone beyond it to a more sophisticated techni¬

que, in which the structure is subordinated to the content, and repeated

motifs may bo used independently of a rigid organisational plan.



CHAPTER 10

NESTOR'S TALES IN THE ODYSSEY

The tales of Nestor so far discussed, all occur in the Iliad and are con¬

cerned with events in the remote past of Nestor's youth. Turning to the

Od.yssey. we find Kestor relating events from a different body of legend, for

his tales are concerned now not with ancient history in Fylos, but with the

more recent return of the Achaean heroes from the Trojan war. The story¬

teller is the same, but the poems and the tales themselves are different, and

it remains for us to see what effect (if any) these differences have on the

structure of the digressions. In order to determine this it will be necessary

to make a detailed examination of Nestor's stories in the Odyssey and a com¬

parison with his tales in toe Iliad.

Nestor tells two stories in the Odyssey - the return of the Greeks (3.102-

200) and Orestes' revenge (3.253-312).

The Return of the Greeks

Nestor tells this tale (3.102-200) in response to Telemachus' questions

concerning the fate and whereabouts of his father. Nestor has no idea where

0dysseu3 is or what has happened to him, and it would spoil the story if he did.

The audience knows quite well where Odysseus is (1.10-15), but Telemachus oust

be kept in suspense until he actually meets his father in Ithaca in Book 15.

In the meantime, however, it is important for everyone (the audience as well as

Telemachus) to know something of the events following the sack of Troy. This

story - like that of Orestes' revenge later in this book, and the story of

Menelaus in Book 4 - is used for informational purposes, and to tie some of the

loose ends of the story together.

All of these are the poet's reasons for including the story. But what of



Nestor? Vibat does he hope to achieve by regaling Tele&achus with these past

events? From the Iliad we remember Nestor as a wily counsellor whose tales

(no matter how lengthy) always had a direct effect in influencing the actions

of the other characters. There he was subtle and calculating in his garrulity,

always able to gauge the exact result which his story was to have on its par¬

ticular audience.

In the Odyssey, however, he apparently has no axe to grind; he is a retired

warrior, many years older than he was in the Iliad (where his great age was al¬

ready a strong feature of his character),1 and it pleases him to entertain his

young guest with long tales from the past. This is one view which may be taken

of Nestor in the Odyssey, but we must not be too eager to assume that the old

man is in his dotage or that his stories are the mere ramblings of old age.

His tales have a very real point for Telemachus.

In telling of the return of the Greek heroes, Nestor is concerned with more

than the sufferings endured on the way home. The principal point of his story

is to be found at the end in the very brief account of the death of Agamemnon

and Orestes' revenge. Throughout the Odyssey, the fate of the house of Atreus

is held up as parallel to that of Odysseus and his family. (indeed, the like¬

ness is not complete, for although we may equate the suitors and Aegisthus and

Telemachus and Orestes, Penelope's faithfulness is the deliberate antithesis of
c

Clytemnestra's treachery, and Odysseus' homecoming is to be far different from

that of Agamemnon.)

In this story, then, Nestor is trying to influence Telemachus with the

example of Orestes, just as in the Iliad he used himself and his youthful ex¬

ploits as an example to encourage the Greek chiefs. Telemachus is young and

diffident; by drawing a parallel between him and Orestes, Nestor hopes to make

a man of him. The whole Xalemachy i& the story of Telemachus' progress from

1. See especially I. 2^6-53.



youth to manhood, and Nestor's stories are early lessons in that development.

2
Nestor's story of the Greek homecoming falls into three parts - an intro¬

duction (102-1£9), the story itself (130-83) and a conclusion (184-200). The

most striking feature of the structure is the comparative absence of cyclical

patterns and exact repetitions, all of which were so important in ordering

Nestor's digressions in the Iliad. Instead, the tale depends for its structure

upon repeated ideas which order the events in a linear rather than a cyclical

manner - more like Ritouraellkomposition than ring composition.^ By defini¬

tion this style is more flexible than ring composition, since any number of

elements may be added simply through repetition of the central theme - in the

manner of the catalogues. Therefore, we may expect organization of this di¬

gression to be less rigid than that of Nestor's speeches in the Iliad.

The introduction consists of two short sections - an enumeration of the

dead Achaean heroes (108-12) and praise for Odysseus' excellence in counsel

(118-29). Each section is introduced with the repeated theme of the sufferings

endured by the Greeks, although the wording of the two passages is not the same:

& <p<X', k%sC E^vnaac kv kxeCvy

6^ dv5t\r]|i.ev ...(103-104)

te ak%C tot<; %&Qop,ev xaxd •

This is not cyclic style, for verse 113 is not a repetition of 103-104, but a

1. iilamowitz (Die Beimkehr des Odysseus, p. 106) disagrees with this view and
says that character development is found only in Hellenistic literature.
He sees the Telemachy as a sort of finishing school for Telemachus, an
opportunity for him to mingle with the sophisticated Nestor and Menelaus
and to acquire the polish which rustic Ithaca lacks.

2. See pp. 37a-39a.

3. Although this structural technique is close to Van Otterlo's Ritournell-
kompositlon. as we have noted, this term is better applied when the re¬
peated theme also includes close verbal correspondences and when it is
used for a static situation (such as a catalogue or a catalogue of
events like the mustering of the troops in Iliad IV.)



continuation of it; it looks ahead to the remarks about Odysseus in the war

and not back to the catalogue of the dead.

The first section in the introduction, then, is a catalogue and in the

catalogue style, with the continual repetition of the expression £v0a (five

times in four lines) used to promote the unity of the short passage. The

section about Odysseus is also ordered around introductory expressions. The

section is begun (after the lines about the sufferings of the Greeks) in 118

with eiv&etec at the beginning of the line. The introductory expression

SvOa is used in line 120 to lead into the theme of Odysseus' excellence in

counsel, and again in 126 to return to the same idea after a brief digression

to comment upon Telemachus' likeness to his father.

Even in the introduction Nestor is trying to build Telemachus* confidence

in himself. He does this first by praising Odysseus, and then by exclaiming

upon Telemachus' likeness to him. He even goes on to add praise for Tele¬

machus ' maturity as a speaker (124-25).

Now Nestor turns from the Achaeans' sufferings at Troy to their sufferings

on the way home. The story of the return of the Greeks falls into three

sections - the assembly (157-52), the first separation (155-60) and the second

separation (162-85). The repeated idea which is the basis of this story is

Zeus' hostility to the returning Greeks because of their crimes, and his hind¬

rance of their homecoming. In the first occurrence of this motif (151-56)

Nestor also includes Athena as a partner of Zeus in hindering the Greek return.

It is Athena herself who first rouses up strife between Menelaus and Agamemnon.

The three relevant occurrences of the divine wrath motif are as follows:-

... 0e<5c 6* £x€daooev 'AxatoOc,
xctC t<5ie 6^ ZeOc \i>yp<3v IvC <ppeof p^Se-co vdoiov

*ApYefotc> &xeC ofl ft vof^povec ofi&i &Cxatoi



150.

xdvaec £oav* t© o<pewv ftok£e<; xax<3v ol%ov i%&0%ov
jifjvto*; 6\otJc Y^uxuktdoc &PPfcM.ox&'tp'n<;,

t* £piv 'ATpeCd^ot net* dn<potfipototv £0Tpte. (131-56)

... Ixf y&P ZeOc fjptue xf)p.a xaxoto (152)

... Zei3c 0* oflflw n^Seto v6otov ,

oxfitXioc, &C f>' £p£v u)poe xax^v IxC dedtepov ai5t«,<; (16Q-61).
In 160-61 it is Zeus himself who precipitates the second quarrel.

Because the whole story is rather loosely constructed we will not find

complicated structural patterns within the principal sections as w© did in

Nestor's stories in the Iliad. The first section (A in the diagram), for

example, tells in a direct fashion of the three principal events - the assembly,

the quarrel of Henelaua and Agamemnon and the breaking up of the gathering.

In section B, which describes the first separation of the Greeks, the

structure is more interesting. The divine wrath motif (152) is followed by a

very short introduction to the action (153—54-), beginning with the adverb

•fylSQev. (A similar pattern of ordering motif plus adverb plus introduction
can be observed in section B of the introduction, in which the Greek suffering

theme is followed by an introduction - beginning e I v&etsc; - telling how the

Ach&eans besieged Troy.) After the introduction to section B in the story

follow two short sub-sections, both with f)p,to£e<; as first word in the line.

Half of the Greeks remain with Agamemnon; the other half set out for home with

Menelaus. In this brief passage there are three central ideas - the Greeks set

out with Menelaus, a god helps them (lot6peoev 6i Qed<; )ieYaxf}tea x6vtov

15S), and they arrive in Tenedos and sacrifice.

The pattern followed in section C, which tells of the second separation of

the Greeks, is very similar to that of section B. Thi3 also consists of two
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short sub-sections, the first of which tells that Odysseus returned to Aga¬

memnon (162-64). (This of course corresponds to the first sub-section in B,

which described how half of the men stayed on with Agamemnon.) The second

sub-section in £ describes the return of Nestor, Diomedes, and Menelaus (165-

83). Here the similarities between £ and B may be obscured by the double ring

which exists in C.2. but the centre lines (168-79) are parallel to the corres¬

ponding passage in B. In both sections the sequence is the same - the action

of the heroes, the help they receive from the gods, and the thank-offerings

they make to the gods upon reaching their destination.

The conclusion (184-200) returns to the present in fylos. Its principal

content is a list of the returned heroes - Neoptolemus, Philoctetes, Idomeneus,

and Agamemnon. This is & catalogue, but it does not follow the catalogue

style, since there is no continuously repeated operative word to order the items.

The most important person in the catalogue is Agamemnon. After telling of his
I

murder and Orestes' revenge, Nestor again returns to the present with his homily:

&<; dyaOdv *&£ xatda xata$0ip,£vcno Xtx£a0at,

dv6pd<;» £«eC Ka^ ttetvoc ItCaato xatpocpovtla,

AtY^odov doXditryttv, 8 o£ satlpa xXut(3v Sxta (196-98).

In case Telemaehus has not understood his point, Nestor closes his speech with a

direct appeal:

xa£ 015 <p£Ao<;, p,dXa y&P a* dpdoj xaXdv te p-^yo-v te,

&Xxi,p.oc £oa*, Eva iCc as xaC 6ftY8va>v £4 (199-200).1
The principal device, then, by which Nestor's digression is ordered is the

1. It is sometimes considered that these lines do not belong here because of the
remarks of the scholiasts: xaC xapd Apicrccxp&vei xpor)0etOuvto
oStou oI 6do ottxoi* £x y&p toO X<5yov tTjc *A0?ivae
peTfjx0r)oav £v0d6e. h. M. Q. (Dindorf, Scholia Graeca jn Homeri
Cuyssoaa. vol 1, pp. 138-39). But repetition of lines is not always
proof of interpolation, and the sentiments expressed in 3.199-200 (as
in 1.301) are appopriate to Telemachus' situation.



repetition of a theme - first the suffering of the Greeks and then the hosti¬

lity of Zeus - but there are other factors also at work. In opposition to

the animosity of the gods is the divine aid given to the Greeks on their home¬

ward journey. In line 158 a god smoothes over the sea for them; again in

173-76 Nestor and Menelaus receive a divine sign indicating the correct route,

as well as a good wind to sail by. Another frequent then® is that of sacrifice.

Originally (14-3-45) Agamemnon wanted to stay on at Troy to perform sacrifices to

placate Athena. Menelaus and his men sacrifice in Tenedos, and again in

Geraestus. The three motifs - the wrath of Zeus, sacrifice, and divine assis¬

tance - are closely related, and together they form one great theme which domin¬

ates the story.

Introductory expressions, as we have noted briefly in our discussion, also

play a consistent part in the construction of the story, although their role is

not so important here as it will be in some of the other digressions in the

Odyssey - the tale of Menelaus in Book 4-, for example, or the false tales of

Odysseus. The idea of time is used as a structural factor, although this breaks

down a little in C, where Nestor does not directly account for each day as he did

above.

There is a very small amount of cyclic construction in this story. We have

noted a double ring in C.g around the journey from Tenedos. The correspondences

are not always exact, but the cyclic spirit is certainly present. In the outer

ring, for example, Nestor says:

adtdp £yi5 ai5v v7]uoCv doWfioiv, at not Sxovto,

<pe0yov, &%eC ytyvwaxov t 6rj xaxd nfjde'co Satf-uov (165-66)

• •• adtdp lv<£ ye nt5Xov6# ixov, a(>6£ xot' £a0r)

o$po<;, 61^ xpSta Qedc xpofirptev &?)vat (182-83).
Here the atfi&p is & sign of the annular style. In 165-66 the flight of
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Nestor corresponds to Ms arrival in iylos in 182-83, and the angry hindrance

of the gods to the fair wind they have 3ent. A development has taken place

between 16.5-66 and 182-85, since although the line-pairs are similar, the

situation they describe is different. (Developing ring composition has also

been observed in Nestor's tales in the Iliad.)

A symmetrical approach is also demonstrated by the fact that the intro¬

duction and conclusion are balanced against each other - the one with its

catalogue of the dead and the other with a catalogue of the returned heroes.

The Story of Orestes' Revenge

In the story of the Greek return, as we have seen above, Nestor has briefly

introduced the story of Agamemnon's murder and Orestes' revenge. A short con¬

versation follows, in which Athena (Mentor) rebukes Telemachus for his general

lack of confidence in the gods and refers again in passing to the Agamemnon

story and the different fate of Odysseus.

6* &v Y® ko-C SXfea xoWd piOY^oac

o{xa6£ t* £\0£ji.evat, , xaC vdcmjuov fcsfiadat,

^ l\8cSv dxoXlodat Icpfiattcx; <&<; rAYap.6ji.viov
&\eQ* $%' AtyCaQoio 6<3X<p xa£ ?jc dxdxoto (232-35).

This last reference to the story is too much for Telemachus, and Ms curiosity

impels Mm to ask Nestor for the details.

This story has an introduction (253-61), followed by three sections - the

seduction of Clytemnestra (262-75), Menelaus* return (276-305), and Orestes'

revenge (304-12). Once again the cyclic style is absent from the digression.

The structure is similar to that in Nestor's first story, but the emphasis here

is more on introductory expressions used to divide sections than upon repeated

themes.

1. See pp. 60a-6la.



The introduction is principally a comment upon Telemachus' question,

"where was Menelaus?" Nestor muses upon what would have happened if Menelaus

had arrived in Argos to find Aegisthus alive. Aegisthus would have been
/

killed and left unburied, his carcase a prey for the dog3 and vultures.

Kestor passes from this grisly vision to the story itself. The theme

which introduces the first section (262-75) is the activity of the Greeks;

p.2v y&P xetOt %o\&<x$ te\£ovtec &.&Q\ovc,

VeO' (262-63).
Kestor says, "We toiled at Troy, but kg (Aegisthus) beguiled Clyteanestra in

Argos." He makes the transition from the suffering of the Greeks at Troy to

the scene in Argos, and plunges into an account of Aegisthus' treachery. This

first section falls into two parts corresponding respectively to the initial

failure of Aegisthus' advances and his eventual success. The sequence of

eventB is straightforward. The second sub-section is divided from the first

by the line AXX* Ste 6^ jdtv jiofpa Oeffiv I'ASdrjoe fianTJvcu (269),1 which is

introduced by the familiar phrase &XK* 8te 6^.

The second section of the story (276-303) describes Menelaus' return to

Argos. A scene-change is again required, and is accomplished by returning to

the previous theme: y&P &p& %a£o|j,ev TpoCr]0ev £ovts<;
(276). The likeness between the theme as it occurs here and above in 262-63 is

increased by the repetition of p.£v y&P at the beginning of the line.

This section also has two sub-sections, the first (278-85) accounting for

Menelaus' separation from the other Greeks, and the second (286-302) describing

1. There is a certain amount of doubt as to which character is meant in this
line - Aegisthus, the singer, or Clytemnestra. Merxy supports the
view that it is Aegisthus, but the argument for Clytemnestra is at
least as strong. (Merry ed., Odyssey, vol 1, p. 113.)
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his separation from the other ships of his own contingent. Each of these

sub-sections is begun by an introductory expression - &XX' e in 278, and

&XX* Sfe 6^ in 286. furthermore, in the second sub-section, there are

three tiny passages describing the three-fold division of Menelaus* fleet,

and each is begun with a characteristic introductory expression. The most

interesting of these is 6ott 66 fie Xioo^ atxeVa te etc x6tpT)

(293). This Sott 66 Ttc construction is often used in both poems to marie

important points in a story and to introduce new sections. It appears twice

in Nestor's longest story in the Iliad ( the war with the Epeians in Book XI),
each time to describe the rallying point of the armies. In XI.711 he says:

Scm 66 ©pudeooa %6\\»Ct and in XI.722: Scftt 66 tic %oia\xdc

Mtvu^Coc,

The whole of the section describing Menelaus' return is an account of the

gradual isolation of Menelaus from the other Greeks - first by the death of his

helmsman, and then through the storm sent against his fleet by Zeus. The same

process of isolation was observed in Eestor*s story of the Greek return, in

which the once enormous army is split twice - first by the quarrel of the sons

of Atreus and then by the defection of Odysseus from Menelaus and Eestor. The

idea governs the whole of the Odyssey. for in it Odysseus is gradually stripped

of his companions until he is forced to finish his journey alone.

The final section of Nestor's story (304--12) is a brief account of Aegis-

thus' punishment by Orestes. Again a scene shift must be accomplished - from

Menelaus in Egypt to Aegiathus in Argos. This is done in a rather different

manner from the ■fy-uTtc p.6v y&p device employed above. The transition is not

so abrupt, as it is made in two stages. At the end of section B Nestor tells

how, while Menelaus amassed a fortune: tdeppa 66 TaUt' AtyiaQcx; djjtfjaaTO
oCxoOt Xuypd (303). This mention of Aegis thus prepares for the change of

subject which is made in the next lines:



Sxudetec 6* ^vaooe xoXvxptfaoto Mvx^vtic

xteCv<xq *Atpsf6r)v, SldiATyco bl Xadc $%' ai5tcj> (30^-305).
Here time is the chief factor - Aegisthus ruled for seven years; in the eighth

Orestes slew him, and Menelaus returned on the very day of the funeral feast.

Now we are able to see the reason for Nestor's insistence in the introduction

that Menelaus would not have buried Aegisthus. But, as Nestor tells in this

final section, Menelaus arrived too late to have any say in the matter. This

repetition of the idea of Aegisthus' funeral from the introduction to the end

of Nestor's speech rounds off and unifies the tale.

The structure of this tale is similar to that of the story of the Greek

return, as we have seen, but it has characteristic features of its own, chiefly

the use of introductory adverbs and adverbial phrases to indicate the sequence

of events. Each of the three sections is introduced by an expression to mark

a scene change (262-63, 2/6, 30^-305), and in the first two sections this change

is accomplished by the use of a repeated theme. Mthin the sections, the

ordering of events is accomplished through the use of introductory expressions.

These are not uniform throughout the story, but the expressions used are similar

within a given section. In sections A and B, for example, the major divisions

are achieved through either dXX* bte or dXX* 5te 6^. In section C the

divisions are marked by time expressions.

The story of Orestes' revenge, like the story of the Greek return above, is

followed by advice to Telemachu3. The advice begins in the same words; xa£

0111 qpfXoc 099, 313). Nestor is still thinking of Menelaus and the trouble
in Argos during his absence, when he urges Telemachus not to remain too long

from home (313-16).

The point of the story is the same as that of the Greek return. Telemachus

oust be brave like Orestes, and be prepared to kill the would-be usurpers of his



father's throne. It night he argued here that this is inconsistent with the

rest of the poem, since Telemachus does not, in fact, take the foremost role

in slaying the suitors, and Odysseus arrives home to do it himself. This

does not show that the Odyssey is a conflation of two versions of the story -

in one of which Telem&chus killed the suitors, and in the other Odysseus slew

them. Nor does it demonstrate (as Page suggests)1 that the Telemachv was com¬

posed for separate recitation. All of tliis is unnecessary; the point is not

that Telemachus should slay the suitors, but that he should he prepared to do

so. Teleaachus is a very young man; his journey to Nestor (and to Menelaus

in Book 4) is necessary for his development to real manhood - not so that he

may kill the suitors single-handed, but so that he can be prepared to be a full

partner with his father in the slaying.

Nestor's Stories in the Iliad and in the Odyssey

Some comparisons have already been drawn between the structure of Nestor's

tales in the Iliad and that of his stories in the Odyssey, but it may be help¬

ful to make a detailed comparison here.

The principal fact is that Nestor's tales in the Iliad are cyclic in struc¬

ture, while his tales in the Odyssey depend largely on other factors (repeated

themes and the use of introductory expression) with very little use of cyclic

construction.2
Of Nestor's stories in the Iliad two (how Nestor slew Ereuthalion, VII.123-

60; and Nestor's youthful prowess, XXIII.624*50) are exoellent examples of

complex cyclic composition. Both are short (thirty-seven and twenty-six lines

respectively), and feature a series of concentric rings about the principal

point of the story. The story in Book VII has four rings around the story of

1, Page, The Homeric Odyssey, pp. 170, 174.

2. See Chapter 4, and pp. 31a~3Sa.



Ereuthalion's armour, and in Book XXIII there are three rings. There is

nothing in either of Nestor's tales in the Odyssey which can correspond to

this use of the involved annular style. The story of Orestes' revenge has

no cyclic element at all, and there is only one real example (3.165-83) of

cyclic construction in the story of the Greek return. Thus, there is no

basis for comparison between Nestor's tales in the Odyssey and his two short

tales in the Iliad.

Nestor's third story in the Iliad, however, presents more opportunity for

contrast and comparison. This is Nestor's appeal to Patroclus (XI.655-803).

This digression is too long to be constructed like Nestor's other tales in the

Iliad - through a series of concentric rings leading to and from a central

focal point. Nevertheless, cyclic style plays an important part in the story.

The introduction is annular, and the story itself is opened and concluded with

a remark about Nestor's advanced age - the standard cyclic tag for Nestor's

stories in the Iliad. One section of the story (the battle, XI.735-61) is

ordered by ring composition, but the others are dependent upon other devices -

chiefly structural patterns formed by repeated ideas.

At first sight, this might seem to correspond to the repeated theme tech¬

nique of the Odyssey, but this is not the case. In XI the repeated ideas

occur within a small sub-sectionj they are not used to group large passages

as they are in the Odyssey. For example, in the section describing the divi¬

sion of spoils (XI.685-707) there are three themes at work: the debt owed to

the Pylian3, the division of spoils, and the reason for the debt. The division

of the spoils theme is u3ed to form a ring both around the section as a whole

and around a sub-section. The two sub-sections of 685-707 are identical in

content - division of spoils, debt, reason for debt.

It is true that this is the most complex long section within the story, but

the others are similar in their construction, with various motifs used to form



patterns within a single section. There is no ordering repeated theme to

govern the story as a whole, a3 we found in the stories of the Odyssey.

The themes are concerned with a specific activity which is relevant for the

brief duration of a single section of a much longer tale; they are not gen¬

eralities which can remain external from the detailed events of a section.

The structure of Nestor's long story in the Iliad is far more complex

than that of his tales in the Odyssey. In the Odyssey, as we have 3©en, there

is a repeated theme which is U3ed to divide the major sections from eaoh other,

and organization within the sections is achieved either through time express¬

ions or through repeated introductory expressions. Each section of Nestor*s

tale in the Iliad follows its own detailed structural pattern, find unity with

the whole is accomplished through ordering the various sections around a time

scheme.

The only point that Nestor's digressions in the Odyssey have in common with

the long story in the Iliad is the use of repeated motifs, but as we have seen,

tiiere are basio differences both in the kind and in the use of these repeated

themes. The Iliad stories are basically cyclical and complex; the Odyssey

tales linear and relatively simple in structure.
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SECTION VI: FICTION IN TIE ODYSSEY

CHAPTER 11

THE FALSE TALES OF ODYSSEUS

This section includes Chapters 11, 12, 13, and 14, concerning Odysseus*

lies, Odysseus' arrival in Scheria, Eumaeus' story, and Penelope's web. The

lies of Odysseus are depicted as inventions on the part of the hero, while the

story of bis voyage to Scheria belongs to the fabulous world of Odysseus*

wanderings as related to the equally fabulous Phaeacians. Eumaeus' story is

supposedly genuine, but it is closer to fiction than to the sort of historical

tales we have been considering, for Eumaeus himself is not a hero and his story

does not belong to the world of saga. The same is true of the story of Pene¬

lope's web; the stratagem of the web belongs to the realm of folk-tale and is

far removed from heroic legend. Fiction does not play a role in the Iliad,

for there historical tales predominate. The Odyssey, then, is characterized

by fiction (for only Nestor's tales and the cyclic tales are from saga) and the

Iliad by history.

From the very moment of his landing in Ithaca in Book 13 until his final

reunion with Laertes at the end of the poem, Odysseus tells one lie after an¬

other. He spins his false tales to almost every important character in Ithaca -

Penelope, the suitors, Euraaeus, Laertes, and even his own patron goddess Athena.

The lies are interesting in themselves, but they also pose several important

problems about both the character of Odysseus and the sources and structure of

the Odyssey.

Throughout the poem there are two principal aspects of Odysseus' character.

First he is the "much-enduring (rcoXtfTXac) man" who struggles in vain for almost

ten years to return home 3afely with his companions. This is the Odysseus whom
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the poet depilots weeping with homesickness on Calypso's island and behaving
1

with sorrowful dignity at the court of the Phaeacians. This may be the

nobler and more tragic aspect of his nature, but it is not the most famous, or

the one most emphasized in the poem, for Odysseus is also "the man of many

wiles" c), He is, as W. B. Stanford points out, the grandson of

the crafty Autolycus, and retains much of that old rogue's love of profit and

deception for its own sake. This is the Odysseus whose insatiable curiosity

and desire for rich gifts led him to the Cyclops' cave, where he avoided des¬

truction only through the use of deception and guile. It is the same man who

lies 30 constantly and at times so unnecessarily in Books 13-24.
4

It seems certain to many scholars that the Odyssey is composed of many

different elements, including Marchen. saga and invention on the part of the poet

himself. It is not unreasonable, therefore, to imagine that originally the two

different aspects of Odysseus' character came from two very different sources.

5
The "wily lad" is a conventional folk-lore personage; from him Odysseus in-

6
herits his love of trickery and deceit. Prom saga or heroic tradition comes

1. See 3.149-59 and Book 8.

2. Stanford, The Ulysses Theme. pp. 8-24. Stanford describes the two aspects
of Odysseus* oharacter in terms of his parentage; through his mother
(Autolycus' daughter) he is clever and wily, but from Laertes he in¬
herits the more socially-acceptable traits of the conventional hero.

3. See 9.1/2-76, 224-29, 325-414.

4. Woodhouse, The Composition of Homer's Odyssey.
Stanford, The Ulysses Theme. pp. 8-42.
Carpenter, Polk Tale. Fiction and Saga in the Homeric Epics.

5. Stanford, op. pit.. p. 10.

6. The universal appearance of such a character in folk tale is shown by the
many different occurrences of some form of the Cyclops legend in which
a cruel monster is defeated by the trickery of his daring opponent.
See Stanford, p. 9, and Page, The Homeric Odyssey, pp. 1-20. Frazer
has collected many more examples in the appendix to his edition of
Apollodorus' Library (vol. 2, Loeb).



the serious and more conventional character, as truly a son of Laertes as

the wily lad is the descendant of Autolycus.

It remained for the poet to fuse these two traditional figures into a

single Odysseus, Obviously, in doing so, he did not retain his prototypes

exactly as he found them, but changed and moulded them until they became as¬

pects of a single hero whose character was more than the sum of its component

parts. If this supposition about Odysseus and the composition of the poem

is correct, one would expect to find that the two aspects of his nature are

not irreconcilable, that his lies have a purpose in the development of the

poem, and that they are comparable in structure and style with the other di¬

gressions in the Odyssey. There are many lies to be discussed - the stories

to Athena (13.256-86), and Eumaeua (14.199-359), the cloak story (14.462-506),
and the stories to Antinous (17.415-44), Penelope (19.165-202, 221-48, and

262-307), and Laertes (24.265-79 and 302-14).

Odysseus' Story to Athena

When Odysseus wakens on the shore of Ithaca where the Phaeacians have left

him, he fails to recognize the land-scape, for Athena has disguised it in a

heavy mist. He is understandably disappointed, for he thinks that Alcinous*

men have deceived him and broken their promise to give him safe conduct home.

In the speech which follows (13.200-16), two points are emphasized - his dis¬

tress at this new predicament, and his concern for the rich gifts he has brought

from the Phaeacians. His gestures (217-21) follow the same two-fold pattern.

In his grief he drags himself to the shore and weeps for his home^ - but this

only after counting his gifts to see whether anyone has robbed him while he

slept. Nowhere in the poem is there a clearer statement of Odysseus' dual

character. To the modern reader it may appear inconsistent for the same man to

1. Cf. his earlier homesickness on the shore of Ogygia, Book 5.149-59.
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grieve with such apparent sincerity for his home and yet to show such prac¬

tical concern for his gifts - what Woodhouse calls his "pots and pans." The

inconsistency, however, is more apparent than real. Odysseus is a man with

a strong sense of personal ownership of material things; he wants what be¬

longs to him. It is this very trait which provides the motivation for many

of his other actions and emotions in the poem. It is the source of his anger

when he thinks that someone has moved his bed in Book 23 (i81-202*.), one cause

of his wrath against the suitors, and the primary source of his homesickness.

A man to whom personal possessions and material wealth were unimportant would

not yearn for his home and what belongs to him there as Odysseus does.

v.hen Athena, disguised as a shepherd boy, tells him that he is really in

Ithaca at last, Odysseus rejoices but his native cunning does not desert him,

and he immediately begins to spin a tale to account for his presence in Ithaca

and the gifts which lie stacked around hi® (256-86).

His little story to Athena falls into three sections which are indicated

and unified by the use of a repeated theme, his murder of Orsilochus.^ The

three divisions correspond to his motive for the murder (258-66), the murder

itself (267-70), and his flight with the Phoenicians (271-86). The story is

opened with a brief prologue (256-58).

The first section (A in the diagram) is artfully composed to 3how that he

is making up his story as he goes along. It is all one sentence, strung to¬

gether by a series of relative constructions. Odysseus begins with the fact

of his presence in Ithaca and works back through a series of "because" clauses

to the fictitious initial quarrel with Idoraeneus, some twenty years before.

These three clauses occur at three-line intervals, the line which contains the

conjunction also containing the important fact, with the next two linea being

1. See p. 62a.
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in the nature of mere expansion. Thus if one takes verses 259, 262 and 265

in order, omitting the intervening lines, the section reads: "I am a fugitive,

since (&%e£) I killed the son of Idomeneus // because ( otJvexd) he wanted to

deprive me of all my booty // because ( ot5vex') I did not curry favour with

his father by serving him." In this section there is a certain amount of com¬

pression of many events into a small space, but this alon® does not account for

the peculiar, breathless style. Odysseus has been caught momentarily off

guard by Athena, and he plunges directly and somewhat rashly into the middle of

his tale; as he does so, he finds himself obliged to make up one falsehood to

account for another, so producing the long sentence and the three "because"

clauses.

The next section (267-70) is begun with the repeated theme and tells of the

ambush and murder of Orsilochus. The brief section is not interesting in it¬

self, but rather for the problems it presents in the classification of stylistic

techniques. Here, it is apparent that there are similarities between the cy¬

clic style and the repeated theme, for it might also be considered that verse

267 (tdv |i£v xcfudvTa 0&Xov SoupC) is the second member

of a ring introduced in line 259 above (tpertyw» &K&C <p£Xov ufa xa/rSxtavov
*

I6oji.sv^o<;) • The composition of the rest of the stoxy, however, is against

this interpretation, for the theme is repeated again in 271 to introduce the

Phoenician adventure. Moreover, verse 267 i3 not a conclusion to the fore¬

going section, but rather it looks forward to the new section which describes

the murder.

The final section (271-86) differs from the first in that it presents a

straightforward, chronological sequence of events. The four stages in the ac¬

tion are all indicated by introductoxy expressions (ai5irdp &%e£ p?1; &XX*
aot 276; xs1T9ev 278; ifvd9 282), but there i3 no pattern followed in



the selection of these. how Odysseus is on firm ground, for the story of

the Phoenician sailors is not too far from the truth; all he must do is sub¬

stitute "Phoenician" for "Phae&cian," and the story practically tells itself.

He ends Kith the rather pathetic sentence cuSt&p Xtvc6jj,r)v dxaxfyievoc

?)top (236), perhaps his only ti-uthful utterance in the entire tale.

There is good reason for the lie to Athena, for Odysseus knows from "atr¬

esias* warning (11.112-123) that he will have many enemies to contend with

upon his return to Ithaca. Also in Book 11, Agamemnon, speaking from his own

bitter experience, urged him to return home secretly (11.454-56)• To Ody¬

sseus the shepherd boy represents a potential danger, for he may be in league

with the suitors. Odysseus is thus concerned for his own safety, but he still

has not forgotten his gifts from the Phaeacians, which he is most anxious to

protect. His stoiy of murdering the last man who tried to rob hi® is well

calculated to frighten the shepherd out of any possible designs on his wealth,

as well as to disguise his identity and account for his presence on the island.

Athena, of course, is delighted with Odysseus' quick-thinking and amused by

his tale. She commends his cleverness, but then proceeds directly to her own

two-fold purpose - to hide his treasures and to warn him of the troubles he has

yet to endure at home (303-10).

Odysseus' Stories to Suaaeus

Odysseus leaves Athena and, according to her instructions, proceeds up the

hill to find the swineherd Euaaeus. Ke is given a kindly welcome, but after¬

wards the swineherd questions him about his identity and how he arrived in

Ithaca. Odysseus knows from Athena (13.404-406) and from his own conversation

with Euraaeus that his old retainer is loyal to him, so he does not lie to him

for fear of betrayal. He does want to maintain his disguise, however, at least
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until Athena returns with Telemachus, and at the same time he wants to en¬

courage the swineherd and to prepare him for Odysseus' return to Ithaca.

The most difficult task for Odysseus is to gain Eumaeus' confidence, for he

is waxy of strangers, and particularly of those who claim either to have seen

Odysseus or to bring news of him.

The story which Odysseus tell3 to Eumaeus is very long (over one hundred

and fifty lines) and extremely complex in structure. Like Ms lie to Athena

it is composed according to the repeated theme technique, with time and intro¬

ductory expressions used to mark the sequence of events. It consists of an

introduction (199-234) and four long sections describing Ms adventures - the

Trojan war (235-42), Egypt (243-86), the Phoenician trader (287—313), and

Thesprotia (314-359).1

INTRODUCTION

The introduction falls into three sub-sections corresponding to Ms par¬

entage (199-206), what happened after Ms father's death (207-15), and a dis¬

cussion of Ms own character (216-34).

In the first sub-section Odysseus represents Mmself to be the illegiti¬

mate son of Kastor, a wealthy Cretan. This is one of the few places in the

story where use is made of the cyclic style. He begins: £x pu5v Kprft&wv

y£vo<; eCxopxu eupet&cuv 099). TMs is followed by an account of Ms
parentage, and the ring is concluded with the line: K&otup ' YXaxf6r], toO

y6vo<; eCxopat el vat (20^).
In the next sub-section (207-13) the introspective spirit which charac¬

terizes the story first asserts itself. Here the beggar tells how he fared

after the death of his father. The legitimate sons divided up Kastor's wealth

1. See pp. 63a-69a.

2. Compare the first line of Odysseus' lie to Athena: auv0av<5fir)V ' IO&xtjc
Ye xaC iv Kpfycrj etfpefrj (13.256).



and gave their brother less than his fair share, but he managed to compensate

for this by marrying a wealthy woman.

^YaY<5pTlv 6& y^vatxa xoXuxX^pcov dvOpcSxcov
etvex* dpetfy;, 4*eC oi5x &xo<p<SXto<; ?ja
6$&£ cpuYOXTdXepoc (211-13).

This information occopies the first part (207-13) of the sub-section; in the

next ( v0v 6* fi&rj xdvta X&Aotxev , 213) he makes the generalization that h®

has lost evezything and is only a shadow of the man he once was. It is thus

possible to divide sub-section 2 into two parts on the basis of content and

tone, for the first part is narrative and the second reflective.

This reflective tone is carried on in the third sub-section (216-34).

Here Odysseus gives an excellent character sketch of the person he claims to

be - a man eager and brave in war, but one not suited for the drudgery and

steady plodding which everyday life demands. The two ideas, his bravery and

his dislike of hard work, are skillfully balanced against each other in the

first part of the sub-section (216-38).

The repeated theme for the stozy (the intervention of the gods in the beg¬

gar's life) appears for the first time here. It introduces the sub-section:

p&v 6^ Q&pooc j-iol "Apric t' Sdooav xa£ 'Ad^vrj (216). This verse

is used, however, not only as the theme which will be the principal ordering

force in tho story, but also to form a ring with verse 227: cuStdp gpoC td
<p£X' goxe T& xov 0sd<; Iv <ppeaf Qfjxev. Between is the important tran¬

sitional line: totoc £a &v xoXljitp* Ipyov 6i pot od <pCAov Saxev (?22).

This looks both back to the description of his prowess in war and ahead to his

dislike of work and thrift. One of the most interesting aspects of this tran¬

sitional verse is its use of the word ^CXov , which occurs three times in

verses 222-27. ?>ork was not dear (qpCXov) to him (222), but the oared ships
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were always dear (<pCXai 224); indeed those things were dear to

him which the god placed in his heart (227). This technique is reminiscent

of that used in the first part of Odysseus* story to Athena in Book 13, in

which he arrived at his principal point through a series of "because" clauses.

Her© the word %ChOQ corresponds in function to the "because" in the earlier

story although of course the words themselves are substantially different.

A3 in the story to Athena, the verses which occur between the lines containing

the operative word are relatively unimportant, mere explanations of what has

gone before.

The beggar's alleged character is extremely important in the story which

follows, for it determines the adventures which he is to have. The gods are

sometimes held responsible for his successes and vicissitudes, but the basis for

everything is the man's own nature. His bravery in war will bring him partial

success, but ultimately everything will be destroyed by his wanderlust and his

inability to stick at aqy one thing.

The second part of this third sub-section (229-34) is a brief demonstration

of the beggar's words about his ability in battle. Here only the success is

emphasized; his daring raids had given him much wealth, as well as a great re¬

putation among the Cretans.

TROJAfl WAR

Kow follow the four long adventures whioh describe the beggar's further

career. The divine intervention motif opens the first - a brief account of his

adventures during the Trojan war (233-42):

5te St} tfjv ye otuysp^v 6s<3v eiSptfom Zei)c

Icp p&oaQ *... (235-36).
The beggar denies any responsibility for his participation in the war; he was



forced to go by the will of Zeus as well as by popular opinion in Crete.

There are two sub-sections in this brief account - the first (235-39) telling

how he and Idomeneus had to lead the Cretans, and the second (240-42) telling

how they fought for Troy for nine years but took it in the tenth. This three-

line summary of the Trojan war and the Greek return is very similar to the

account which Nestor gave to Telem&chus in Book 3 (see especially 3.118-31).

There are three elements common to both descriptions - the nine-year siege, the

ultimate victory, and the scattering of the Greeks 6' lx£6aoaev

'Axatotfc in both cases). Of course, the point of the two stories is different.
Nestor is telling about Odysseus' wisdom in a council of war in order to lead

into a discussion of the quarrel of the Atreidae which split the Greeks. The

beggar is trying to pass over the whole story as quickly as possible and thus

compresses the important points into the smallest possible space. As C. E. Tra-

hman1 points out, the story of any wanderer's experiences must include the Trojan

war; to have fought at Troy is the most important part of his credentials. For

this reason, then, Odysseus includes some mention of the war, but he skips rap¬

idly over it because it is too near the truth and thus more apt to give him away.

ADVENTURES IN EGYPT

The next long section (243-86) concerns his adventures in Egypt. Like the

first section, it is introduced by the repeated theme; adtdp 5|J.oC &ei\$ xaxd

p.^6eto p.rjaCe'ca Zetfc (243). There are three sub-sections in this adventure -

the preparations and arrival in Egypt (244-58), the raid and battle (259-72), and

his rescue by the king (273-87).

In the first sub-section there is an almost contrapuntal use of ordering de¬

vices. The most obvious is the use of time to indicate the sequence of events.

1. Trahman, "Odysseus' Lies" Phoenix, vol. VI, pp. 31-41.



In the space of fifteen lines there are four strong and specific time ex¬

pressions occurring in the first place in the line - jifjva in 244, &£f),i.ap
in 249, £{36QH&trj in 252, and xepxtatoi in 257. Each of these introduces
a new portion of the 3ub-section. In addition to the time expressions, how¬

ever, the word cuStdp is used to mark structural breaks in the passage. Of

course, the whole Egyptian adventure (and hence the first sub-section in it)
is introduced with the expression aptdp IjaoC in verse 245, hut there are

also two other important occurrences of it in the sub-section - atftdp Sxetta
in 245, and adudp in 250. In both cases the word is used to intro¬

duce some new turn in the course of events; it immediately follows the sen¬

tence begun with the time expression and is loosely connected to it. The

phrase adtdp 6/tei.ta follows the jJ.?)va sentence, and a^tdp £yt£v follows

the first of the three sentences which begin with an ordinal time expression -

in 249.

In the next sub-section (259-72) which describes the raid and battle there

is less regular use of ordering devices; three different ones are employed for

the four-part passage. Both the first and the last parts are begun with the

adverb |y0a (Iv0* ?} tot (d£v in 259 and£v0* in 271). A time expression

$lp.*rjot <paivop.£vr]<piv in 266) introduces the second part, but the repeated

theme

... £v 6d Zei3<; tepxtxlpavvoc

<pi5£av Ijiotc £tdpotoi xax^v pdXev ... (268-69)
leads into the third. In this sub-section the Cretans run amuck and ravage

the shores of Egypt, but Zeus makes them cowards in the ensuing battle so that

they are defeated.

The last sub-section of the story (273-86) tells how the Cretan throws

himself on the king's mercy and is saved. It begins with the repeated theme:



afa&p SiioC Zetic atitdc &vC <ppsaCv 2>6c v<5r)p,a

KOCtio'... (273-74).
A rather interesting practice nay be observed here. The previous sub-section

ended with all the other Cretans either slain or in captivity, but the beggar

is distinguished from these in the phrase which begins the new sub-section -

atirdp £|doC * Zeus has brought destruction on the rest, but he helps the

beggar to save himself. Throughout the story the beggar makes a habit of dis¬

tinguishing himself from other men in this way. In the introduction, for ex¬

ample, he admit3 that war and its implements are hateful to other men, but to

him (a^tdp Ipof in 227) the gods made them pleasant. At the end of his

story of the Trojan war he tells hovr a god scattered the Achaeans, but for him

( atftdp £p.oC in 243) 2eus himself contrived sufferings. A god has intervened

in all three oases. Similar occurrences of this pattern will also be observed

in the other adventures.

In this third 3ub-section the four component parts are all begun vdth in¬

troductory expressions - o.d'C&p IjioC in 273, cn3tdp in 278, ?) jjl^v tot

in 281, and 5v0a pJv tedete<; in 285.

THE PHOENICIAN TRADER

The beggar remains in Egypt for seven years and grows wealthy, but once

again he becomes restless. This leads to his next adventure - with the

Phoenician trader (287-313)This adventure is not begun with the repeated

theme, but rather with a time expression together with an introductory adverbial

phrase;

dXX* St} 6ySo6v p.ot £xiacXdM,evov gtoc ?|X0e (287).

In the first sub-section (287-92) he agrees to accompany the trader, but remains

1. Here Odysseus represents the Phoenicians as villiuns in contrast to his
story to Athena above. See the discussion of Eumaeus1 story in
Chapter 13.
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with hia only a. year:

gvOa Kap* cli5t§ petva TeXeacpdpov e£<; Sviawdv (292).
This line (292) is very similar to verse 285 above, which concluded the

beggar's adventures in Egypt. Like 285, it is followed by a new development

in the story, a development which is introduced by &XX* 5te 6^, together

with a time expression:

&XX* 5te 6^ iifjvec te xa£ fp£pat IgeteXeOvto

xeptteXXojJ.£vov £"esoc xa£ IxfjXoOev tSpat (293-%).

In the second sub-section (293-300) the treacherous Phoenician ships the

beggar aboard a craft bound for Libya, where he plans to sell him for a tre¬

mendous sum. The voyage is duly begun, but the sub-section ends on an ominous

note for the Phoenicians, with the divine intervention theme:

o<ptai iifi&et' 6Xe0pov (300).

The third sub-section (301-309) follows a very similar pattern. It is

also introduced with the familiar &XX* 5te 61% although this time there is no

accompanying time expression. The storm at sea is described, and the passage

ends with the repeated theme: •••0e<3c 6* dxoaCvuto v<5otov (509).

In the final sub-section (310-13) may observe again how the beggar dis¬

tinguishes himself from the other characters in the stoxy. All the Phoenicians

are lost in the storm at sea, but for him ( cuStdp C ±n 310) "eus plans an

escape. This is the same technique as was observed above in connection with

the Egyptian adventure. Three of the four sub-sections in the Phoenician ad¬

venture, then, begin with dXX* Ste 6^ > and the fourth begins with the fami¬

liar cu&T&p SjM)C device.

THE BEGGAR IN THESPROTIA

By the agency of Zeus, the beggar is rescued and he now finds himself a

castaway in Thesprotia, where he is befriended by the king and his son. This
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long adventure (314-59) also opens with a tine expression:

Ivvfjiiap <pefx5jj.riv, Sex&t.i 65 n® vuxtf p.e\aCvg
Y&£\1 ©eaxpwtfflv x5\ciaev n^Yo^^0- xvXCv6ov (314-15).

There are three sub-sections - his rescue by the king's son (314-20), news

of Odysseus (320-33)* and his arrival in Ithaca (334-59). The most striking

factor in the Thesprotian adventure is the use of Iv0a, which both Introduces

the various sub-sections and indicates the order of events within them.

First (Evda n® ©eaxpu/cfflv 0aat\e\)<; 5xop.Cooato $ef6a>v 316) he is

rescued by the king's son and welcomed by the king himself. The most impor¬

tant feature of this welcome is the new cloak which they give him: &mp£ 65

(i.e x^afvdv te xtt®v& te e1Cp.ata Socev (320),
The second sub-section is more interesting both in its content (for it con¬

cerns Odysseus himself) and in its structure. It also begins with 5v0a:

SvQ* "06i>aT)O<; 5yd& xuddii/nv (321). Pheidon, the king of the Thesprotians,

(so the beggar implies) was proud to have Odysseus as his guest. Odysseus

himself (disguised as the beggar) is on difficult ground here, for he knows

that Eum&eus is apt to be suspicious of any claims to have met or heard of his

master. For this reason, he doe3 not assert that he himself saw Odysseus,

but emphasizes the hear-say nature of his news from the Thesprotians. If any¬

one is to be mistrusted, it should be Pheidon, and not the beggar. To empha¬

size the character of the news he brings, he introduces each of the four parts

of this sub-section with some expression referring to the king's claims about

Odysseus. These are followed by the alleged news which he is relating to

Eumaeus. For example, the four parts begin: xetvoc Y&P S<Paoxs (320),

xa£ not xtfina/c' S6et£ev (322), xdv 6' 6w6tSvrjv cpdto (3fjnevai (327),
and &P.QQS 65 xp<3c En' ai&Tdv (331). He does not claim that the news which

he brings is true, but it has the ring of truth about it, and it is calculated

to encourage the swineherd and to prepare him for his master's return. There



is even a hint that Odysseus may return in disguise, for the king has told

the beggar that Odysseus is visiting the oracle at Dodona to see whether he

should return to Ithaca dpcpa&cJv f|d xpucpr]66v (330),

Odysseus reveals his characteristic intelligence in the telling of his

tale, for he does not overemphasise the Thesprotian gossip, but returns to the

story of the beggar and the hard times he encountered on the way to Ithaca.

This story is told in the third and final sub-section (334-59). The king

of Thesprotia has a ship ready to sail and offers transportation to the beggar,

but the Thesprotian sailors conspire against him. This sub-section, like the

others, begins with EvQa: 2v0* 5 ye p.* fivcSyet ^dp-tat paoiXtJC

'Axdattj} (336). There are five parts to the sub-section, each beginning with

an introductory expression - £v0a is used three times (336, 345# and 353),

with AW* 5te (339) and autdp dp.of (348) used to introduce the other two

parts.

The beggar accounts for his present dress by explaining that the sailors

stripped off the fine clothing which Pheidon's 3on had given him (341), giving

him rags instead. This is a small point, but it indicates the constant care

taken by Odysseus in his lies to account plausibly for each detail of Ms cir¬

cumstances. In Ms first story, to Athena, for example, he made a careful

explanation for the wealth wMch lay beside Mm on the seashore.

The most important aspect of this tMrd sub-section, however, is the re¬

appearance of the repeated theme. The sailors bind the beggar and go ashore

for their dinner, but the gods loose Ms bonds: adtdp dpx>£ 6eap,dv p-dv

dvdyvap^av 0eo£ adtof (348). He swims to shore and, again with the help

of the gods, eludes his pursuers: ^nd 0* Sxpufav 0eoC adtoC (357).

Finally the gods lead Mm to Humaeus.
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SUMMARY OF ODYSSEUS' STORY TO EUMAEUS

In this vexy long story Odysseus has accomplished several things. He

has accounted for his presence in Ithaca, and at Euraaeus' house; he has ex¬

plained away his tattered garments. More important, he has begun preparing

the swineherd's mind for the appearance of his master. The story is well

calculated to convince Eumaeus, for it presents a credible portrait of a cer¬

tain type of man, a type which must have been common in the troubled times after

the Trojan war. The character of the beggar is consistent throughout the

story; the same quality of rashness and daring which makes him a good soldier

also makes him unfit for a settled, everyday existence. This is exactly the

sort of person most likely to convince Eumaeus, for Odysseus' characteriszation

of the beggar is both unflattering and realistio enough to appear true. At

the same time, however, he carefully avoids appearing to be a real scoundrel,

for Eumaeus would obviously pay no attention to anything said by such a man.

This long stoxy to Eumaeus is extremely complex in its structure, but it

differs from other digressions in the Odyssey in degree rather than kind, for

it employs the same structural technique - repeated theme, and ordering of events

by introductory expressions and time references. Cyclic construction is mini¬

mal, and there are only three instances of it in the whole stoxy (sub-sections
1 and 3 of the introduction, and D.2.).

The repeated theme is important in the construction of this story, but it

is not used consistently throughout to introduce all the major sections. In

this the stoxy is unlike the earlier (and much shorter) story to Athena in

Rook 13, as well as the stories told by Nestor in Book 3. Of course, the re¬

peated theme of the intervention of the gods in mortal affairs is the same as

the theme of Nestor's stoxy of the Greek return. It is a useful theme, for it

1. See pp. 63a and 67a.
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provides a motive force for the sequence of events in the story, without being

too much a part of the story itself. Furthermore, it lends a certain mystery

and stature to the events being narrated. In Book 3> Nestor i3 emphasizing

that the sufferings of the Greeks were brought upon them by the gods because

of their own misdoings, and the effect is increased by repeating the divine

wrath motif at the structural divisions in the story. In the story to Eumaeus
1

Odysseus wants to portray the beggar as the favourite of the gods, so the divine

intervention motif i3 used in a rather different way. There is a tension in

the story between the generally helpful activities of the gods and the destruc¬

tive influence of the beggar's own weak character.

Throughout the story, time and time expressions are very important. The

element of time first asserts itself in the account of the Trojan war. After

describing how the Achaeans fought at Troy for nine years and took it in the

tenth (24.O-4.2), he goe3 on to introduce his Egyptian adventure. At this point

it seems significant that some mention either of date or of extent of time pre¬

cedes each of his adventures from 24-0 on.

In the Egyptian voyage, for example, the whole adventure follows immedi¬

ately after the account of the ten-year battle for Troy. Each subsequent stage

in the preparation and voyage is also preceded by an expression of time, occurring

always in the first place in the line (244, 24-9, 252, and 257). For a month he

stayed home before he thought of making the voyage; for six days he feasted; on

the seventh they sailed; after five days* sail they arrived in Egypt. The ad¬

venture is also closed (285-86) with a mention of time.

In the story of the Phoenician trader, much the same thing may be observed.

The story begins with a mention of time (287). After spending a year (292-94-)

1. The divine intervention theme occurs eleven times in the story. In only
one case (24-3) are the gods hostile to the beggar. Usually they help
him, although sometimes (235-36 and 268-69) they bring ruin upon his
friends.



with the trader, he embarks unwillingly on a voyage to Libya with the Phoeni¬

cian sailors. This adventure is concluded and the next one begun with yet

another mention of time (314). for nine days after the wreck of the Phoeni¬

cian ship he drifted, and on the tenth arrived in Thesprotia.

Time is a familiar structural device, but in this stoxy it plays a special

role. Odysseus is telling his tale as he goes along, and he must be able to

account to Eumaeus for the twenty years which have elapsed since hi3 alleged de¬

parture from Crete. This is easiest if he reminds himself of the passage of

time during the course of the story. So he says, "I spent ten years in Troy,

eight and a half in Egypt, and one in Phoenicia."^ In order to appear plaus¬

ible he must make his time consistent; the best way of doing this is to bring

it in at the beginning and end of each little section.

There are, then, three principal ordering devices constantly at work in this
2

long stoxy - the repeated theme, time, and introductoxy expressions. Time end

the repeated theme, as we have seen,fulfil both a structural and a literary pur¬

pose in the stoxy, but the introductory expression is solely a structural device.

It is a familiar tool in the composition of the Odyssey digressions, but this

1. Woodhouse believes that this attention to time is an indication that the
stoxy to Eumaeus contains the genuine saga account of the adventures of
Odysseus after the Trojan war. "fhat I venture to suggest here is that
this story, in the main, gives the real experiences of the real Odysseus
on his way home from Troy - the adventures, in fact that justify the re¬
ference in the exordium to his vast experience of men and cities...A
noteworthy feature of the stoxy is the care taken over the chronology...
This careful correspondence was imported by the poet, who realized that
it would be felt to be unsatisfactory if the genuine adventures of
Odysseus, when converted into yarns for the purposes of the Odyssey, did
not fairly square with the time-scheme of that poem." (The Composition
of Homer's Odyssey, p. 132). "*"*"*

2. Very often time and the repeated theme appear in conjunction with introduc¬
tory expressions. See summary diagram on pp. 68a-69a.



story is unusual in that it uses introductory expressions consistently and

very often uses the same one almost exclusively within a section or sub-section.

Introductory expressions are used twenty-six times to marie structural

divisions in the story, whether these are sections, sub-sections, or parts of

sub-sections. The three phrases most used are dXX' 5te 6i^ (or dXX 5te) ,

6v0a, and a5tdp Ijiof (or a5tdp • It is significant that these

three expressions are used in all except five of the twenty-six places in which

a structural division and an introductory expression coincide.'' The distri¬

bution is as follows: dXX* 5te four times, dXX* 8te once, Sv0a ten

times, a$tdp five times, and adtdp once.

These expressions dominate the story, but it is also interesting to note

that each is used fairly consistently - aitdp lp.oC, for example, is always

used to introduce the repeated theme (227, 243# 273, 310, and 348). Three of

the four appearances of dXX' bte 6ir) are in the story of the Phoenician trader

(287, 293, and 301)5 it is used once in the Trojan war section (235), and dXX*
bte appears in the Thesprotia section (339), but neither dXX' 8ts nor &W
8te 6^ occurs in the long section describing the voyage to Egypt. The more

common 8v0a is well distributed through the 3tory, although five of its ten

appearances are in the Thesprotian section (316, 320, 336, 345. 353). Further¬

more, it is used three times with a time expression, to fulfil a specific struc¬

tural purpose (240, 285, and 292). In these three oases it Is used to intro¬

duce an indication of the time elapsed before another adventure is to begin.

In telling of the Trojan war, for example, the beggar says, "There ( 8v0a) we

1. See pp. 68a-69a. The other five phrases are: 6t) (216),
f) p,ev p.01 (281), ftpCv y&P (229), dXX fj tot (207),
vOv 6' F|6t) (213).

2, adtdp £jao£ is also used in 210, but here it comes in mid-sentence and
serves no structural purpose.



fought for nine years, etc." This is followed by the Egyptian adventure,

which is closed in a similar fashion; "There (gyQa) I stayed for seven

years." The end of his sojourn with the Phoenician trader is announced in

similar fashion "There (6v0a) I stayed for a year."

Thus the story of Odysseus to Eumaeus differs from the other digressions

of the Odyssey in its extensive and consistent use of introductory expressions.

These, of course, are used in the other stories - particularly the stories told

by Nestor in Book 3 - tut they are never so numerous, and elsewhere they do not

seem to fall into the patterns found here. This difference is one of degree

rather than kind, however, for in other respects the story is like the other

digressions in the Odyssey in its use of time and the repeated theme. The more

extensive use of introductory expressions here may be partially explained by the

great length of the digression. (Only the story of Menelaus and Proteus in

Book 4 is comparable in this respect.) The shorter digressions make use of in¬

troductory expressions as a structural device, but lack of 3pace prohibits them

from falling into consistent formal patterns.

The Story of the Cloak

Odysseus' efforts are in vain, however, and Eumaeus refuses to believe the

"news" from Thesprotia, Then Odysseus tries to bargain with him - if his news
A

is true, Eumaeus is to give him a new cloak and send him to Dulichium, if not,

Eumaeus shall be free to slay him. Eumaeus is still not convinced, and very

sensibly dismisses this extravagant offer.

After feasting with Eumaeus and his men, Odysseus decides to "test" Eumaeus

to see if he will give him his cloak.

1. Odysseus is clever at maintaining his pose, for it was to Dulichium that
the king of the Thesprotians had promised to send the beggar (334-35)*



tote 6* *G6vaetf<; p.et£ei'/te, ovp&tew xei prytC&ov,
et %&c o£ Sx6i)e x^atvav %6pou, ^ ttv* £tafpwv
&XXov ^xotptfyet, ev, Ixef So xf^6eto XCt]v (459-61).

In the story which follows the begg&r tells how he was on a night patrol with

Odysseus during the Trojan war. He had come without his cloak, but Odysseus,

by trickery, managed to get him one from one of the other Greeks. This tale

is one of the most difficult of Odysseus' lies, for it appears almost entirely-

pointless; by this time there is no need to test the swineherd's loyalty, and

the tale of the cloak is irrelevant to the major plot.1
Undoubtedly there are any number of objections which could be made to this

little story, as well as any number of defenses for it, but it does seem fair

to say that it is inconsistent neither with the situation in Suaaeus' hut nor

with Odysseus' general character. On the purely practical level, Odysseus is

dressed in rags (342-4-3) and the weather outside is cold and wet (457-58). It

is therefore not unnatural that such a thoroughly practical and material-minded

max. as Odysseus has already shown himself to be should set about getting himself

a cloak. As we observed in the story to Athena, the practical side of Odysseus'

nature goes hand in hand with the "heroic" side; Odysseus would not be Odysseus

without his constant love of possessions and his concern for material things.

Thus, he is not too high-minded to try to persuade the swineherd to give him a

warm wrap. Furthermore, the whole situation must appeal to the dare-devil
2

streak which is such an important part of his character. It is risky to keep

1. Kirk objects: "The flagging tempo after Odysseus has reached Eumaeus' hut
is emphasized by one of the poorest digressions in the whole poem (14.
457 ff.), the stoiy which the hero tells in order to secure the loan of
a cloak or other warm clothes for the night. No such elaborate trick
was necessary, since Eumaeus had already shown himself the soul of hos¬
pitality; and the stoiy that Odysseus concocts, of how he had once won
the use of a cloak in an ambush or» a cold night, is weak and rather
pointless." (The Songs of Homer, p. 360.)

2. See Chapter 9.
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talking about Odysseus, and a more cautious man would have either modified

hi3 tale or refrained from telling it. Thus, his love of deception for its

ovm sake and his constant attention to material considerations can account

for Odysseus' telling this unnecessary lie to Eumaeus.

The structure of the story is simple; events are told in their chrono-

logical order, and there is no doubling-back of events or ideas. There is an

introduction, (462-67), followed by two short sections - hov/ the beggar needed

a cloak (472-82) and how Odysseus provided him with one (483-502).
2

These two sections are encircled by a single ring:

st0 (3c 0CTI Slot £p,xe6oc gcri (468)

(3c vtJv 8frj %& fi.01 Sjixe6oc eft] (503).
The lines which form this ring are familiar from Nestor's digressions in the

3
Iliad, although here they are certainly used with less heroic effect, for the

story told by the beggar does not really justify his claims to former youthful

prowess. Rather, it emphasises his own thoughtlessness as opposed to the

quick thinking of Odysseus. Whether or not this is deliberate parody of the

high heroic style, the effect is ironio.

1. See p. 70a.

2. It is best to reject 504-506:
6o£\j x£v tve /wXatva-v evC otaOixotcu cnxpopp&v,
Amxtaepov, <pt\6TryEt xc,£ at&ot 9cot<3c
vOv &£ p.* dttiud^ouot xaxd %,po£ etp-at' £xovta,

They spoil the whole point of the story, since Odysseus wants to hint
for a oloak, not to ask for one. (See Dindorf, Scholia, "raeca in
Homeri Odvsseam. vol. 2, p. 600.)

3. See VII.132-33 and 157, XXIII.629 and 643, XI.670 and 762.



The first section (472-82) falls into two parts - the discomfort of the

ambush (473-77) and the plight of the beggar who has no cloak (478-82). Each

of these two sub-sections is begun with an introductory expression: &XX*

5*^ in 472, and SvOa in 478. The second section (433-502) is also in¬
troduced with the familiar dXX* 6^ (483), but the form is rather differ¬

ent from that of the first section because the structural divisions are not

created by adverbial expressions, but ratter fall naturally at the breaks in

the dialogue. First, the beggar describes his plight to Odysseus (433-89).
The next sub-section (490-98) begins: $4 £<p&p.T]v, d 6* vdov

ox£0s t<5v6' lv£ (490). Odysseus tells the beggar to hold his peace

and addresses the soldiers, asking for someone to go for reinforcements. The

third sub-section (499-502) begins in a similar manner:

Stpat*, Sfreo 6* tjxetta *Av6paCp.ovoc v£<3c (499).
Thoes runs back to the Greek camp, and the beggar slips into hi3 cloak.

Time is important in the construction of this story; nightfall (475) in¬

troduces the beggar's plight, during the third watch (483) be speaks of it to

Odysseus, and by dawn and the story's end (502), he is safely wrapped up in

Thoas' cloak. The time expressions, however, are not separable from the rest

of the story, and. only the mention of the third watch in 483 coincides with a

structural division. Both of the other time references are subtly blended into

the action, and occur inconspicuously at the ends of their respective sentences.

The story of the cloak is in some ways irritating to the modern reader, for

it is unnecessary and reveals a ratter unpleasant side of Odysseus' nature. On

the other hand, it is also a clever piece of characterization of the beggar by

Odysseus. There is a thin line between daring and foolhardiness, and the

beggar's basic irresponsibility and weakness of character are well depicted in

this brief episode. This aspect of the beggar's nature agrees very well with



the portrait presented in the much longer stoxy to Eumaeus earlier in Book 14.

Odysseus' Story to Antinoua

Odysseus' next lie is found in Book 17 (415-44). The swineherd has

brought him to the palace where Telemachus and the suitors are feasting, and

Odysseus makes the rounds begging food from each of the suitors. He is cour¬

teous]^ treated by all until he stops before Antinous.

The story which Odysseus tells Antinous is substantially the same as that

of the Egyptian cattle raid which hehad related to Eumaeus in Book 14 (259-72).
The body of the stoxy (427-41) is exactly the same as the corresponding part

(14.259-72) in the earlier talej Obviously, then, the story to Antinous has

the same structure as the stoiy of the cattle raid. In Book 14, however, the

cattle raid is part of a longer stoxy, and its structure is seen in relation to

the structure of the tale as a whole. In Book 17, the cattle raid appears by

itself, and the same structure which was shown to be homogeneous with the long

story to Eumaeus seems here to bp choppy and inconsistent, for each 0? the four

sub-sections is introduced rather differently - sub-sections 1 and 4 with £v0*

2 with a time reference, and 3 with a repeated theme.

Moreover, the contexts, as well as the outcomes, of the two stories are

very different. Each of the stories is introduced with the divine intervention

motif:

adtdp IjaoC detXffi xaxd p.^Se'co jXTytCeta Zetfe* (14.243)

dXXd Zedc dxdxa^e Kpovfcov - fjQsXe ydp fiou - (17.424).

In the stoxy to Eumaeus this motif is followed by a detailed account of the pre¬

parations made for the Egyptian voyage, but in Book 17, this process is summari¬

sed in a few lir,e3 (424-26). The motives for the expeditions are also

1. See pp. 65a and 71a.



different. In Book 14, the bagger attributes it to restlessness and the

lure of adventure; in Book 17, he is more frank, admitting that he went in

search of booty with a band of pirates, He and his companions are defeated

in battle by the Egyptians, but he alone is saved. In the story to Eura&eus

he is kindly received by the king of Egypt and subsequently grows rich. In

his story to Antinous, however, he is given to Dine tor, an ally of the Egypt¬

ians, and taken away to Cyprus (442-44),
At first sight it is difficult to account for these apparently unnecessary

differences between two stories which are otherwise so similar, W. J. Wood-

house comments on the problem:

It is not easy to guess why Odysseus, or the poet for him, should have
indulged in this variation faros the story as told to Sumaios, seeing that
Euiaaios was then in the hall, sitting near Telemaohos, and perhaps able
to overhear what was said - though it should not be forgotten that the
suitors, one hundred and eight souls, all told, not counting their ten
henchmen, naturally made a good deal of noise over their meals,1

Unfortunately, however, this comment on the acoustics of Odysseus' palace does

not clarify the relation between the two stories or account for the differences

between them.

In Book 17 Odysseus is confronting an entirely different audience from the

friendly Euraaeus, and he has varied his tale accordingly. There is both menace

and warning in his words to Antinous. He begins his tale by commenting on

Antinous' high position among the suitors:

6dfc» (pCAoc* oi ixoi 6ox£etc d x&xtotoq *Ax<h©v

Snnevow , &XX' Spiatoc, IxeC £aatX?H §<nxa<; (415-16).
But the beggar also used to be a rich man, until Zeus sent him on his fruitless

voyage to Egypt. How he is ruined, and must beg for the very food he eats.

The warning to Antinous is clear: he may be powerful now, but it is possible

1. Woodhouse, The Composition of Homer1s Odyssey. p. 129.
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even for the prosperous man to succumb to disaster. This is the reason for

altering the details of the story. Odysseus deliberately represents the ex¬

pedition to Egypt as sheer piracy in order to increase the parallel between his

story and the present situation of the suitors in Ithaca. The consequences of

the voyage are ruinous for him (contrast the "happy ending" of the episode in

the stoxy to Eumaeus), and only disaster can result from the conduct of the

suitors.

Antinous of course does not understand or heed the warning and, enraged at

the beggar's effrontery, hurls a stool at his head, as if to set the seal upon

his own doom.

Odysseus' Stories to Penelope

In Book 19 the beggar tells three false tales to Penelope - how he enter¬

tained Odysseus in Crete (165-202), what Odysseus was wearing at the time (221-

48), and the stoxy of Odysseus' return (262-307). He lies to Penelope not from

distrust, for he knows that she is loyal to him, but in order to presex*ve his

disguise and at the same time encourage her to expect her husband's speedy return.

These motives are the same as those for his long tale to Eumaeus in Book 14, but

there is another factor to be considered as well - a sort of perverse curiosity

on Odysseus* part about other people's reactions. This was one of the chief

motives for the stoxy of the cloak; Odysseus wanted to test Eumaeus, just to see

whether he would react as he expected him to after his previous hospitable con-

2
duct. How, as Athena had predicted in Book 13, he wants to test Penelope:

1. Lines 419-24 are the same as 75-80 in Book 19. On that occasion the lines
are addressed to Melantho, who has just been reviling Odysseus. The
menace is even clearer, however, than in the words to Antinous, for
Odysseus goes on to add a direct threat (19.81-88).

2. Of course, this is just the function of the lies from Odysseus' standpoint;
for the poet they present an opportunity to give us a description of
the interesting scene between the long-separated husband and wife, the
poignancy and suspense of which are increased by Penelope's not
recognising Odysseus.
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doxocfwc ydp x* SLXAoc Av^p &AaXf]p.evo<; £X0(0v
tst* £vf pey&poic i6£eiv xatdcu; t* AXoxAv "ce*

oof 6* oOTtu) spfXov latf 6a^p.evat oAdS xv0£a0o,t,

ftpCv y* Stt ofy; Axdxov Ttetpfjoeat, ^ i& tot afltuc

T^omt IvC pey&poicnv ... (13.333-37).

THE FIRST STORY

The first stozy (165-202) is told in answer to Penelope's repeated questions

as to his identity and parentage. Once again Odysseus claims to be a Cretan,

but this is a different Cretan from the ones he has created in the earlier

stories to Athena end Euaaeus. How he is Aethon, brother of the famous Idomeneus.

The story consists of an introduction (165-715» followed by three short seo-

tions - a description of Crete (172-84), Odysseus' arrival in Crete (185-93), and
1

how Aethon entertained him (194-202). The introduction is brief, but cyclic in

form:

AXX* £x "Got Ipfiw ... (167)

dXXd xaf &c !p£u> ... (171).
The story proper begins with an asyndeton: Kpf|tr] tic yat' £cm (172);

similar expressions have been used at important points in several of the other
2

digressions in the poem. There are two sub-sections - the first (172-77) des¬

cribing the land of Crete, and the second (178-84) telling about Cnossus and the

supposed genealogy of Aethon.

There is no particular structural device which dominates the story, but

1. Bee p. 72a,

2. 4.354 v?)ooc £xeit& tic 8cm ...

7.244 *2yvyfTi tic v?)ooc ...

15.403 HTJaoc tic 2upCri •••
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each of the next two sections is introduced by a repeated theme, that of

entertaining Odysseus;

£v0* *06uoT)a £6<5h-t}v xaf £s£vta 6®xa (185)

t<5v p.£v xp8<; SiSuat* Sy^ov lit l^eCvioaa. (1%).
This is the only important structural feature of the story. Introductory ex¬

pressions are used (see diagram), but not consistently, and there are no cyclic

features except in the introduction.

Penelope weeps bitterly as she listens to this tale, but finally she gains

enough presence of mind to demand proof that the beggar had really entertained

her husband. Of course, this is the easiest thing in the world, and Odysseus

at once begins to describe the clothes he wore as lie set off for Troy.

TIE SECOND STORY

This second lie is not a story so much as a catalogue of the distinguishing

features of Odysseus* appearance. The introduction (221 -2k.) is followed by

three sections, each of which describes in detail some important attribute of

Odysseus - his cloak (225-31), his tunic (232-43), his herald (22+4-48).1
In the introduction Odysseus once again reveals his cleverness in deceit,

for he pretends to ponder over Penelope's question; it is difficult, he claims,

to remember exactly what Odysseus had looked like after so many years, but he

will try.

The first section describes Odysseus' fine purple cloak, and the brooch he

used to fasten it. It begins with an asyndeton;

XXatvav xopqpupSrjv oSXrjv 5x,e 6toc *06uoost3c (225).
The most important feature of the section is, of course, the famous brooch,

1. See p. 73a.
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which is generally supposed to be an article dating from the seventh century,

so implying a late date for this portion of the poem.^
In the next section Odysseus describes his tunic. Like the brooch, this

was a wonderful possession. Everyone marvelled at the brooch ( 63
® Y *\

0au|d&£soxov, 5* Ewsavtes 229), but all the women were fascinated ( rj M-Sv
%o\\at Y* Q-vtdv £0T]^aavTO ywaCxec 235) by the sight of Odysseus in his

gleaming tunic. Thus there is parallelism in the composition of the two

sections, although the correspondences are not exact. In the first section

there is mention of the cloak and the brooch, then description, and finally

public reaction. In the second, there is the tunic, the description of it, and

public reaction (which really includes 235-43, since all of the various guest-

gifts are the direct result of Odysseus* popularity). By this time, of course,

the centre of the admiration is no longer an appurtenance of Odysseus, but the

man himself. Odysseus obviously enjoys talking about himself in this way, Just

as in Book 14 he enjoyed praising his own cleverness in Hie stoxy of the cloak.

Finally, almost as an afterthought, he describes Odysseus* herald Sury-

batea. Once again we are bound to notice the importance of the number three.

There will be three recognition tokens for Odysseus later in the poem (the soar,

the bow and the bed), but here he has three attributes whioh must be most con¬

vincing to Penelope.

THE THIRD STORY

Penelope weeps again, for as Odysseus knows vexy well, it was she who pre¬

pared the cloak and tunic and provided the brooch. Now that the beggar has

Penelope's complete confidence, he is ready to tell the most important part of

his stoxy, which is also the least likely to be believed. This, unlike any of

1. Lorlmer, Homer and the Monuments, pp. 511-15.
Kirk, The Songs of Homer, p. 185.
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the other false stories, also contains snatches of Odysseus' "real" experi¬

ences - his encounter with the cattle of the sun, for example, and the

hospitality of the Phaeacians. The rest is taken from his long stoxy to

Eum&eus in Book 14, and tells about the news of Odysseus related to the beggar

by the king of the Thesprotians.

The story has an introduction and a conclusion and two narrative sections -

Odysseus* gathering wealth (269-86) and what the king of the Theaprotians said

(287-99).1 The introduction (262-6?) begins in the same way as the introduc¬

tions to the other two stories:

S Y^vat aiOoCr) Aaep-tt&fieu) *Q&vaT}oc (165)

Z ydvat, dpyaXdov tdoaov XP<5vov <5pupC<; Sovta

etx&ixev (221-22)

Z Y^vat, afSofri Aaepatd6eco *06uaf}o<; (262).
It is oyolic, for Odysseus* modest comments about his own excellence as a

husband are encircled by his admonitions to Penelope not to weep (263-64 mid 268).
The structure of this little story is much more interesting than that of

the first two tales to Penelope, although it is not complex. Each of the two

sections is introduced by a repeated theme - the news of Odysseus from the

Thesprotians;

^6ri *0&uafJoc £y& %ep£ v6oiov dxouoa

dYXoO» Qeoxpwrfflv dvSpffiv Iv xfovt Sfjjjup,
&00O (270-72)

&C jiot ©eoxpu/rfflv 8aatA.sdc M.u0^aato fceCSwv (287).
The first section is cyclic, for a ring is formed by lines 272-73 and

1. See pp. 74a-75&.
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283-8**.:

a^tdp dyet xstp^Xta TtoXXd xaC £a0Xd

aCtC&cv dv& 6?|u.av (272-73)

dXX* Spa o( t<5 ye x£p6iov sCoaTO 0up§,

XpfiM-at* dyupt&£etv xgXXt^v 1%C yatav t6vit (283—84-) •

Here it is important to notice that exact repetition of words between the two

members of the ring is avoided. In 272, for example, the word for wealth is

xetp.fjXia* but in 284- similarly, in 273 aitf&ov is used for his

begging, but in 284 dyvprd£etv« This is characteristic of all three stories

in this book; even in cases where cyclic constructions, parallel sections (suoh
as A and E in Story II), and repeated themes exist, correspondences are not

exact, and exact repetition is usually avoided.

There are two sub-sections in this first section - the fate of the com¬

panions (273-77) and Odysseus' reception by the Phaeacians (278-82). The first

is cyclic, but once again exact repetitions are avoided:

dtdp !x(r)pac Atafpovc
2>Xeae xaC v?)a yXacpupi^v otvoxi x<5vccp, (273-74)

oi p.£v x&vcec SXovto xoXuxXtfat^ £vC x<5v-ccp (277).
The second sub-section is too short (five lines) to be very complex in style.

It is the shortest possible summary of Odysseus' stay with the Phaeacians.

The second major section of the story is substantially the same as the cor¬

responding passage in Odysseus' story to Eum&eus.1 The various sub-sections

1. See discussion of the passage in the story to Euiaaeus ana the diagram on
p. 67a. Basically, 293-99 in Book 19 are the same as 323-30 in the
earlier book, but the lines in which Pheidon sends Aethon to Ithaca
(14.331-35 and 19.288-92) occur after the king's news of Odysseus in
Book 14 and before it in Book 19.
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are all characterized by some expression of telling or showing - ffi|AVVe in

288, lsd©{.&evin 293 > and <P&*0 in 296. liere again it is possible that the

beggar is hinting that Odysseus will arrive in disguise, for Fheidon told him

that Odysseus had gone to Dodona to see whether he should return home openly

or in secret ( f} &p.<pa$<3v xpv<pr)6<5v 299). A similar hint may be con¬

tained earlier in the story where he says that Odysseus is now a beggar (272-86).
The beggar concludes his story by saying that Odysseus is safe and will

return home soon. Like the introduction, this passage is cyclic:

3<; 6 ju£v o&a%C o6oq xa? £\ei5osTcn fj6t]

&rxt )d4x•... (300-301)

toOS' atftotf Xvxdpavtoc IXetSqsTRH *06uaacO< (306).

SUMMARY OP THE STORIES TO PENELOPE

The three stories to Penelope all occur in the same scene, and they are

separated from each other only by Penelope's brief replies. They have some

structural features in common, even though the last story is the most complex,

exhibiting definite cyclic characteristics. As we have noted above, each of

Odysseus* speeches to Penelope begins in the same manner (165, 221-22, and

262)After their introductions, the first two stories begin with asyndetons

(see lines 172 and 225), end the first and third are characterized by re¬

peated themes. Hone of the stories makes a systematic use of introductory ex¬

pressions, although these are occasionally employed to indicate structural

divisions (see diagrams).

In all of these lies Odysseus tells hardly anything about the supposed

character and life of the beggar. The beggar mu3t say who he is, for Penelope

1. Obviously this i3 the formula for Odysseus' address to Penelope in this
book, for it is also used in his reply to Penelope when she offers him
a bath and a warm cloak (336), as well as in Ms first speech to her
(107).



has asked him this on several occasions, but he does not tell about any of

his own misfortunes, even when they would fit in with the story of Odysseus

as in the Thesprotia section. Hie are left completely in the dark (at least

in terms of Book 19) as to how Aethon came to Thesprotia or what he did there.

This is in complete contrast to the earlier stories to Eumaeus and Antinous.

The reason for this may be the poet's desire to avoid repetition, and it must

be admitted that Penelope already knows something (although very little) of the

beggar's history from Eumaeus (17.522-27). Nevertheless, in all of his con¬

versation with Penelope, the beggar reveals as little of himself as possible -

perhaps in order not to detract from his stories about Odysseus, and perhaps

through fear that Penelope may recognise him.

The strong emotion which Odysseus feels when he sees Penelope weeping for

him (19.209-12) does not prevent him from deceiving her or even from enjoying

himself in the process. In all of the stories he emphasizes what a marvellous

man Odysseus is, and he is not even above trying to make Penelope jealous by

saying how attractive he was to women (235).

Odysseus to Laertes

The last lies told by Odysseus are those to his father in Book 24-. Book

24. is usually assumed to be an afterthought to the poem and has been so con¬

sidered since ancient times.^ This being the case, then, it may be permissable

to cast a critio&l eye upon the whole behaviour of Odysseus to his father in

their recognition scene. On at least two occasions in the poem Odysseus has

lied unnecessarily to his friends, but his deception of Laertes here seems as

ill-motivated as it is cruel, although it is possible that it is only the logi¬

cal extension of his earlier behaviour with Eumaeus and Penelope. For, as he

1. Dindorf, Scholia Graeca in Homeri Odyaseam. vol. II, p. 722.
Monro ed.. Odyssey . vol.Tl. pp. 256-57 and 261.
Kirk, The Songs of Homer, pp. 24.8-51.
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had tested his wife and the swineherd earlier, he now wants to test his father -

to see how he will behave and what he will do. He first states this intention

to Telem&chus:

adtdp xatpde xet, pfjoop.cn fyxstdpoio,

at xl ji'£xt-Yv<Sg xaC tppdaaetat 6<pOaXp.otot v

?}5 xev dYvovtKH ftoXdv xpdvov d|A<pCc 5<5vta (216-18).
Later on his resolution weakens, and he is tempted to reveal himself immediately

to Laertes, but then he decides to carry out his original scheme:

nepp^pt,£e 6* Ibtetta xatd <pp£va xaC xatd Gvp.dv

xtiaaai xaC xepKpOvai tdv xatdp* f|6d Exaata

efxetv, tic SXdot, xac txott' lc xatpC6a yo-tav,

?) xpSt' Igspdotto Exaatd te xet pfjoatto*
3)&e 65 o£ $pov5ovtt do&oaato x5pdtov elvai,
xpGJtov xeptop.Cat<; &x5eaoiv xeipr}0?}vai (235-40).

He tells two lies to his father, but neither is long enough or suffici¬

ently developed to be called a story. First (266-79) he tells of entertaining

Odysseus. This lie follows a very simple pattern:1 there are two sections -

how he entertained Odysseus (266-70) and a catalogue of guest-gifts (271-79).

Both are introduced by a repeated theme - that of entertaining Odysseus:

&v6pa xot* IZeCvuPQa <pCXy IvC xatpCfit (266)

tdv p.5v xpdc 6<Lp,at* S/yuw ICsCvioaa (271).
This theme, and hence the whole idea of the story, was used in his first lie to

2
Penelope, but for some reason Odysseus has abandoned the Cretan - the pro¬

tagonist of all his other lies. He is now impersonating a character named

1. See p. 76a.

2. See p. 72a.
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Eperitus, a native of Alphas. This information is given in the next lie

to Laertes (302-14). This passage is too short to lend itself to structural

analysis, but there are four tiny sections which relate somewhat diajointedly

his parentage, his name, how he arrived in Ithaca, and how he entertained

Odysseus. These are really the answers to four questions put by Laertes (287-

301), but the order is entirely different (and not merely reversed). Laertes

asks his questions in this order: how many years is it since you entertained

Odysseus? who are you? what is your city and parentage? how did you arrive?

If one labels these questions respectively a, b, £, d, and gives Odysseus' cor¬

responding replies the same initial, the order (which is no order) is abcd-cbda.

The brevity of Odysseus' stories to Laertes makes it impossible to draw

definite conclusions based upon either their structure or their content, but

there are some faint indications that the stories are not homogeneous with the

other lies and the rest of the poem. For example, in all of the other stories

he has represented himself as a Cretan; this was the one constant factor in a

sea of conflicting details. Low for no apparent reason he has assumed an en¬

tirely different pseudonym and nationality. Of course, Odysseus is at liberty

to change the details of his falsehoods to suit himself, but in all of the pre¬

vious stories there are definite reasons for suoh changes. Furthermore, there

is the lack of order in the questions and answers of Laertes and Odysseus, with

which we must contrast the intricate reverse sequence in Odysseus' exchanges

with his mother in Book 11. Such reversing is not mandatory, but it is very

2
frequent, and where it is lacking one often finds a simple abo-abc sequence

rather than the random order observed here. Book 24 itself is suspect, and we

have found nothing in the stories to Laertes to make us eager to defend it.

1. See p. 76a.

2. Bowra, Heroic Poetry, pp. 264-65.
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Summary of Odysseus' Lies

The lies told by Odysseus in the second half of the Odyssey are generally

similar in structure, relying upon familiar devices - repeated theme, asyn¬

deton, introductory expressions, and (to a lesser extent) the cyclic style.

Each of the lies (with the possible exception of those to Laertes) is well-

suited to its situation in the poem and to its audience. Odysseus frequently

varies the details of a story in order to make it meaningful or acceptable to

the person he is addressing. Furthermore, the lies reveal interesting aspects

of Odysseus' character as well as that of the beggar whom he claims to represent.

Particularly in the stories to Penelope we may observe the tension between the

heroic and the "Autolycan" sides of his nature, for he hides his sympathetic

emotion and concentrates on presenting a plausible account of the beggar's en¬

counter with Odysseus and news of him. He enjoys his own cleverness but is not

entirely forgetful of Penelope's grief, for he urges her to stop weeping and

predicts an early and triumphant return for her husband.

1. There is, of course, a similar conflict in the scene with Laertes. See
especially 24.235-40.
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CHAPTER 12

HOW ODYSSEUS CAME TO SCHEHIA

In the last chapter we considered the lies of Odysseus, but now it night

be profitable to turn our attention to the "true" stories of his wanderings

as related to the Phaeacians. The whole of this story would be too long to

examine in detail, but fortunately there is one part of Odysseus' wanderings

which is related separately from the rest, so that we can study a complete, yet

comparatively short example of his "truthful" slyle of story-telling.

This is the 3toxy told in Book 7 (241-97) of Odysseus' voyage from Ogygia

to Scheria, the home of the Phaeacians. Odysseus has just arrived at the

palace of Alcinous, where the Fhae&cians give him a meal and promise to escort

bira home. He tells his story in response to Arete's questioning:

-rCc ft<50sv elc dv&p&vj tC<; tot t&6e stp-at' £6wxev;
od 6^ <p7)c %<5vtov dX(£ixevoc lvQ&6* JxdaOai (238-39).

Arete asks three questions: who are you? who gave you. these clothes? did you

say that you arrived here by sea? Odysseus answers the questions in reverse

order;1 indeed, the revelation of his name is postponed until the beginning of

the long narration of his adventures in Book 9 (9.19).

The story consists of a very short introduction (241-43) and conclusion

(297) and three longer sections - Odysseus with Calypso (244-60), the voyage

from Ogygia (261-77), and Odysseus in Scheria (278-96).
The introductory and concluding sections are formal in nature, both con¬

taining the familiar idea that he has suffered greatly but nevertheless will tell

his story. The same idea is found in the first story to Penelope in Book 19

(165-71).

1. Bowra, Heroic Poetry, pp. 264-65.

2. See pp. 77a-78a.
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The first section in the story falls into two sub-sections - Calypso

(244-53) and Odysseus in Cgygia (253-60). The first sub-section (and hence

the story as a whole) begins: *2*fUY^'n vTJooc (244). This is not an

uncommon way to begin a story; indeed two other stories considered in this

section begin in a similar fashion - the first story to Penelope (Kpfyrr}

trtc Y°-£* » 19.172) and Eumaeus' story to Odysseus ($1\q6q 2upCr],
15.403).

There is very strong parallelism between the two sub-sections,. Each be¬

gins with some mention of the island of Ogvgia, followed by identical words

describing Calypso:

'^YVYCTI vfjooc • . .

5v0a p£v "AtXavuoc QuY&fHP 60Xdecaa KaXvtytJi
va(1st &uxX6xap.o<;, Cede ••• (244-46)

... 6exdtp 6fi M-e vvxtf freXafvQ
vffcjov *2YVYt^v xeXaoev OeoC 8v0a KaXuijfti
vaCet IbxXdxajAOc» 6etvr} 0e<3<; ... (253-55).

Then there is a short passage of elaboration: in the first sub-section Odysseus

says that she mingled with neither gods nor mortals, and in the second he says

she treated him kindly and asked him to be her husband. All this is contained

in the first parts (244-47 and 253-57) of the respective sub-sections, but the

other two parts have something in common as well. This is the use of intro¬

ductory expressions, for the second parts both begin with &XX* (dXX*
in 248 and &XX* Ijidv in 258), and the third parts with Svda (8v0* in 251

and SvQa in 259). This is one of the few occasions in the digressions where

the introductory expression completely supersedes the content in ordering the

tale. The two sub-seotione of A are not close in oontent but the parallel use

of introductory expressions brings them together to form a unit. This is



similar to some of the adverbial techniques used in Odysseus' long story to

Eumasu3 in Book 14.

It is in the second sub-section (253-60) that the principal ordering de¬

vice of the story is introduced - time. At the end of the first sub-section

Odysseus says that he was carried over the sea, clinging to the keel of his

wrecked ship, for nine days (252-53). In the tenth night ( fcsx&ty 65 ji.6

vvxt£ ^isXafvy, 253) the gods brought him to Ogygia. The sub-section also

closes with & time expression, for Odysseus remained with Calypso for seven

years:

£v0a Ixtdetec p.5vov Sp.xs6ov (259).

We have already pointed out some points of similarity between this story

and the first story to Penelope, but there are also similarities with Odysseus'

long story to Eumaeus in Book 14. For example, 7.253 is the same as 14.314:

lvv?lH.ap epepdjxrjv* dex&ttj 65 p.e vvxt£ jxeXcuvy ,

The situations described in the two passages are very similar. In both, Odysseus

has been in a shipwreck in which all of his companions were killed; he manages

to hold on to a part of the ship (the keel in Book 7, and the mast in Book 14)}

and he is carried for nine days over the sea until he arrives in a friendly land.

There are also structural likenesses, for the poet makes use of the same techni¬

que of ending a section with sv0ct and a time expression, beginning a new section

in the next line with &XX* 5te 5^ and another time expression. For example,

in Book 7, section A is ended with: SvOa ji,5v SftTdstes jj,5yov gjixsSov (259),
and section B begins: &XX* 8te 6^ 8y6o<5v jpoi lxk%\6\xevcv 5to£ (260).
This is almost identical to 14.285 and 287 (the transition between the Egyptian

and the Phoenician adventures), and similar to 292-93» (the transition between

his sojourn with the Phoenician and the fateful voyage to Libya).

The second section of the stoiy (261-77) describes Odysseus' voyage from

Ogygia. It has three sub-sections - Calypso releases Odysseus (261-66), Poseidon
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wrecks his ship (267-75), arid Odysseus is saved (275-7/). Each of these is

introduced with either an introductory expression or a time reference, but the

device is different in each of the three cases. In 261, for example, there

is an introductory expression with a time reference (dXX* 5te 6^ 6y66ov

p.ot IxtxXdjievov §*toc ?)XQe), in 267 a time expression alone (ilxtd 6d
xa£ a p-dv xXdov fijiata xovtoxopedatv) , and in 275 an introductory

expression alone ( a3idp £y* Y®)*

The final section tells of Odysseus' experiences in Sciieria and his meeting

with Nausieaa. The structure of this section is not complex. It falls into

three short sub-sections - Odysseus lands (273-36), he sleeps (286-89), and he

meets iiausioaa (290-96). The first is introduced by £vQcl (278). The second

sub-section is cyclic, the only part of the story to fall into this structural

classification (see 286 and 289). The last 3ub-secticn is not introduced in any

special way, for it has neither time reference nor introductory expression to

mark it off from what has preceded. The only Idling to distinguish it is its

content, which, &3 it concerns the meeting with K&usicaa, is a matter of great

interest to 0dysseu3 and Arete, as well as the audience. For that reason, per¬

haps it does not need such a structural marker; the content alone will define

its place in the story.

In structure this story is closer to the long story of Odysseus to Eumaeus

than to any of the other lying tales. It does not have a repeated theme, and

cyclic construction is practically non-existant, but otherwise it is like Ody¬

sseus' lie to the swineherd. This is clearest in regard to the introductory

expressions. The phrases most important in the story to Arete are the same

ones which we found to predominate in Book 14 - 8v0a, dXX*8te 6^, and

adtdp (with which dXX* £p,d/&XX' Ipc3v seems to be an alternate, at

least in terms of content). Because the story is short, there is no oppor-
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tunity for the development of complex patterns of introductory expressions as

in the tale to Euaaeus, hut the germ of such a development is present, parti¬

cularly in the first section, as we have observed above.



CHAPTER 13

EUMAEUS' STORY

Eumaeus tell3 this story in Book 15 (403-84) in answer to Odysseus'

questions as to hew he came to Ithaca. The two men are sitting in the swine¬

herd's hut after supper; the time is right, as Eumaeus points out (390-402),
for exchanging stories and renewing old memories.

This is the only story so far considered in this section which is not told

by Odysseus. It is, however, told to Odysseus, and it is a tale not unlike

Odysseus' lies in content and style. The digression consists of an introduc¬

tion (403-13) end four sections - the seduction of the nurse (415-37), the

nurse's Instructions (438-53), the flight from Syrie (45^-76), and the voyage

to Ithaca (477-84).1
The introduction begins in a familiar manner: ttC SupCT) (403).

There are two sub-sections. The first (403-11) describes the idyllic charac¬

ter of the island, and the second (412-14) tells how Eumaeus' father ruled over

both of the principal cities. The whole character and form of this introduc¬

tion is very similar to section A in Odysseus* first story to Penelope in Book

19. That story begins: Kpffcu Y&t' Eatt (19.172). There are two

sub-sections in it - the first a description of Crete and its mixed population

and the second a statement of the beggar's position in the island. Obviously

there are no strong verbal similarities, but the pattern (which is an extremely

useful one for beginning any number of different stories) is the same. Both

sections are followed by Sv0a (15.415 snd 19.185) and by the beginning of the

story itself.

The first section of Eumaeus' story falls into two sub-sections - the

1. See pp. 79a-80a.



seduction of the nurse by the Phoenician (415-23) and the conversation between

lh8m (424-37). 4s we noted above, the first sub-section begins with the

familiar £v0a. The Phoenician traders arrive in the island, laden with their

tempting merchandise and they seduce Eumaeus' nurse. Eumaeus naturally has

reason to hate the Phoenicians, since they sold him into slavery, and he calls

them "rogues" ( tpSxtat , 416). Of course, this is what Odysseus called the

Phoenician trader in his story to the swineherd in Book 14 ( tp&KfnCi 289).

He ha3 no reason for disliking the Phoenicians, and indeed, in the earlier story
1

to Athena, he represented them as honest and helpful. As Trahman points out,

Odysseus undoubtedly would know of Kumaeus' feelings about the Phoenicians, and

he exploits this hatred in his long lie to the swineherd.

The second sub-section is organized around the conversational exchanges be¬

tween the nurse and the traders. The nurse's first words are of the same pattern

as the opening line of Odysseus' long 3toxy to Eumaeus;

£x ji,iv Kprjt&wv ySvoc eflxojmi eiSpei&wv (14.199)

ix }j.&v xoXux&Xxov e$xo|dCH e7vat (15.425).
This sub-section ends with the Phoenicians agreeing to the conditions set by the

nurse and swearing the oath to bring her home safely.

Section B giving the nurse's instructions (438-53) is begun with an intro¬

ductory expression ( cdStdp C, 438), and its two sub-sections are clearly

indicated in familiar ways - the first with an imperative (<HYtl VtJv, 440) and

the second with AXX* 5te xev St^ (446). It is striking here that, although

the nurse has been seduced by the Phoenicians, she is able to dominate them and

to follow them on her own terms. They swear to the oath which she dictates, and

they obey all of her instructions. This character vignette is indicative of the

care taken in composing the story, for from the outset the nurse is represented as

1. Tr&hman, "Odysseus' Lies." Phoenix. VI, p. 39.
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a strong and intelligent woman ( xaXf] te jieydXr) te xaC dyXaa Soya
£6vta, 418). She is deceived by the blandishments of the Phoenicians, but

then sex will turn the head of even a sensible woman (420-21). The nurse

wants to return home and will use any means to do so, even when it means kid¬

napping her young charge and stealing from her master. In all of this she

retains her own strength of character, arid avoids becoming a mere tool for the

Phoenicians. She is not a totally unsympathetic character, and Eumaeus is

desolated by grief when she dies during the voyage ( ctdtdp lyti \tx<5p,r)v

dxax^evoc ?jtop, 481).1
In the next section Eumaeus tells of the flight from Syrie. This is in¬

troduced with a time expression:

o£ 6* IvtautcSv dxavta xap* ^|i.Cv addt nSvovtec (455).

There are three sub-sections corresponding to the arrival of the Phoenician

messenger (457-63), the flight of the nurse (464-70), and the departure from the

island (471-76). Each of these 3ub-sections is introduced differently and

follows a different pattern. The first begins with the familiar &XX' 5te

6^ (457). This takes us back to the nurse's instructions above:

dXX* free xsv vr]0£ xXeCr) f3t<Stoto y£vr)tat,

dyyeXCr) p.ot Ixetta 9o©c 6<3p.ad' £x£odu> (446-47).

dxx' 8ts xoCXti vrjflc fixoeto total, vlsaoat,

xaC t<5t* dp' dyyeXov ?jxav, 5<; dyyefXete yuvauxf (457-58).
The likeness between the two passages depends on the content and is increased

by the repetition of dXX* 8te 61^, but exact repetition of the wording from

446-47 to 457-58 is avoided.

The second sub-section begins with an unfamiliar introductoiy expression

( ?| tot, 464). The nurse responds to the messenger's nod by taking valuables

1. These words are also used to conclude the false tale to Athena (13.286).



from the palace and leading Eumaeus away with her. The sub-section closes:

odtdp £x6pt]v d.ecu<ppoat3vr()CH (470). The third sub-section is

symmetrical, for it begins and ends with time expressions:

Ptfoetd %' axt<Wt<5 te x&acu dyvtaf (471)

Sgfykap 6jj,u5c xX6op.ev v\5xt<x<; te xat ?ipap (476).
The fourth section of the story describes the voyage to Ithaca. It also

(like section C) begins with a time expression:

dXX* 5'cs 6^ Sp6op.ov ?jnap Zei3c OTJxe Kpovfwv (477).
This is the same technique which we have already noted in connection with Odysseus*

long story in Book 14 and his story to the Fhae&oians in Book 7. That is, one

section is ended with a time expression, and the next begun with another time ex¬

pression preceded by aXX* Ste 6t}» This section has two sub-sections - the

nurse's death (477-81) and the selling of Eumaeus to Laertes (482-84). The

first sub-section ends: adtdp dxax^evoc fytop (481). This

is similar to sub-section 2 in section C above; there, the sub-section is also

ended with an aiStdp expression: adtdp &-fd>v 5x<5|ir)v deatcppootfvQOt
(470). In both cases the passage registers Eumaeus' response to the nurse's be¬

haviour, whether it be her flight or her death.

This story by Eumaeus follows a familiar pattern. It is not cyclic, but is

composed according to various time and introductory expressions. There i3 no

single technique which is used consistently to order the story, and it lacks a

repeated theme. The most important introductory expressions a3 before are §v9a.

(used twice - 412, 415 - at important structural divisions), dXX* 5ire 6^ (used
three times - 446, 457, and 477), and udtdp ( adtdp l%eC in 438, adtdp

^ydvin 470 and adtdp lY<n in 481).
It is homogeneous in style with the stories considered in Chapters 11 and 12,



and on many occasions the structural technique is the same as in one of the

tales of Odysseus. Sometimes, as in the case of 15.4-81 and 13.286, lines are

repeated from tale to tale.

The story of Eumaeus, unlike Odysseus* lies, has no very clear function in

the poem, except to show that the swineherd coises naturally by his nobility of

character, since by birth he is a prince and not a slave. loodhouse feels that

the story represents an. old folk-tale motif:

hot content with this careful and sympathetic portrayal of the swineherd,
Homer has also used him as a means of conserving a familiar folk-tale
motif - that of the Stolen Prince or Blood will Tell...It is the immortal
story of the Kidnapped Prince; but Homer perforce has omitted the normal
happy ending, in which, by means of birthmark or other tokens, the prince
is ultimately recognized in the outcast, and restored to home and kindred.

1. Woodhouse, The Composition of Homer's Odyssey, p. 197.



CHAPTER 14

FEKELOPE'S WEB

From the stories told by Odysseus and Eumaeus we must now turn our

attention to a rather different series of digressions - those containing the

story of Penelope's web. It is difficult to discriminate here between fiction

and folk-tale, for Penelope's web, like the story of the stolen prince in

Chapter 13, is clearly a legacy of some folk tradition,1 while the various

stories related by Odysseus appear closer to fiction. The distinction between

fiction and folk-tale, however, is not the important one at this point. %hat

is important is the difference which clearly exists between fiction/folktale

and heroic saga of the kind familiar from the Iliad, and relatively infrequent

in the Odyssey.

The story of Penelope's web is interesting for several reasons, and not

least because it appears in substantially identical words on three separate

occasions in the poem. Bach time it is related by a different character in

the context of a different situation. In order to examine the structure of the

tale and its relevance in each context it will be necessary to discuss eaoh of

its occurrences separately in some detail. Such a treatment may also be

useful in order to appreciate the poet's method in recasting the same tale to

be appropriate in several places in the epic. The story of the web then,

occurs three times in the poem - 2.85-112, 19.123-63 and 24.120-90.

Antinous' Version

The story of Penelope's web is first told during the assembly called by

Telemachus to challenge Penelope's suitors. After Telemachus has oomplained

of the suitors' presence in his house, their ringleader Antinous rises to

speak. The central point whioh he is trying to make in his reply to Telemachus

1. Carpenter, Folk Tale. Fiction and Saga in the Homeric Epics.



ia that it is Penelope who is at fault,not the suitors. In order to do

this he tells the story of how Penelope deceived them with the stratagem of

the web. The tale of Penelope's cleverness occupies little more than half

of Antinous' speech,* and the rest is devoted to advice to Teleaachus to get

his mother married as soon as possible. The whole speech falls into two

principal sections (85-112 and 113-28) - the one narrative and the other

rhetorical in nature. Because of this dual quality of the speech it is

important to note any differences of structure between the narrative and the

rhetorical sections.

The speech makes use of the familiar ordering technique of the repeated

theme, both throughout the whole and within the two component sections.

Thus Antinous introduces his remarks with a defence of the suitors: 00C 6*

oi5 iAVTj0tf)pe<; *Ax<ufflv aCtiof efotv (87). After the stoxy of the

web he again refers to the suitors: oof 6* $6e pvr)CJ'V?lpec

flxoxpfvovtat tv* efdlJC (111). The correspondence is not exact, but the

similarity between the two lines depends upon the repeated reference to the

suitors and upon the parallel phrases (oof 6* o$ ti \xvrjotflpec and OoC
6* &6e jAvrjat^ps^) • If there is a central repeated theme for the speech

of Antinous it is this "suitor" line.

The first section of the speech employs a similar technique, for the two

sub-sections (91-105 and 108-10) are also ordered by a repeated theme - here

the idea of time:

f^Grj rdp tpCxov lo%£v , t&xa 6* slot tfitaptov (89)

&£ tpfetec 8\t]0c 6dXq) xaf SxetOev 'Ax&ioISg*
&XX' 5ts Trfitpatov ?)X6ev S'coc xaf IxfjXudov <5pat (106-107).

1. See p. 81a.



The time thorns serves to separate the two important parts of the story -

Penelope's deception and the sequel in which she is forced to finish weaving

the shroud. Within the first section (91-105) the poet has employed a

symmetrical balancing of ideas, for the speech of Penelope to the suitors (96-

102) is centred between the two descriptions of her activity with the loom

(91-95 and 103-105).

A feeling of balance is still more important in the second section of

Antir.ous' speech, which is opened and concluded with rath-sr similar remarks:

pryrg pa ct*,v ditdxcjifov, SLvwxOt i-uv YO-MdcoQat

5^6$ te xat^p x^Xstat xaC dv6dvet (113-14)

dp-stc 6* Ixf gpya x&pcx; y* tp-ev ofite xg &XXg,

%p£v y* yfijiaodat *Ax<uC3v ?j.x* &8£X$ot (127-28).
Neither the language nor the sentiment i3 similar enough in the two line-pairs

to warrant calling the section an example of ring composition. The simila¬

rity depends upon the repetition of two ideas from 113-14 to 127-28 - Pene¬

lope's marriage, and her being allowed to choose a husband. This symmetrical

arrangement of ideas framing Antinous' advice is part of the speaker's

technique rather than a manifestation of the annular style. The poet, however,

has made use of the repeated theme in this section, for the idea of Penelope's

cleverness (115-16 and 122) serves to divide the two brief sub-sections from

each other. The first (117-22) describes Penelope's unquestioned superi¬

ority to the heroines of the past, and the second (123-25) is advice to Tele-

maohus that his mother's misplaced cleverness is costing him his inheritance.

In all of this the use of the repeated theme is rather different from that

noted in regard to other digressions, principally because there are several

themes employed simultaneously in a small space, rather than a single theme

carried throughout a long digression. This results in part from the brevity



of Antinous* speech, which is about forty-five lines in all, as well as from

the fact that this short speech is further broken up into two genre units,

the narrative and the rhetorical.

Antinous, then, has used the story of Penelope's web a3 a paradeigma to

illustrate her treachery towards the suitors and the alleged faot that

Penelope and Telemachus are bringing trouble upon themselves by not contracting

a marriage with one of the suitors. The cleverness of Penelope is a motif

running through both sections of the speech; this together with the repeated

theme of 85-88 and 111-12 serves to unify the whole.

Penelope's Version

Penelope herself makes a rather different use of the story of the web in

her conversation with the disguised Odysseus in Book 19. To her questions

concerning his nation and identity "the beggar" replies, asking her not to

probe into his past and complimenting her on her own fame and beauty. Pene¬

lope now replies that her youth and beauty have been wasted away by grief, and

she tells her plight to the beggar. The story of the web is an illustration

that she has come to the end of her resources; it was her last stratagem, and

has been foiled by the suitors. She is now on the point of having to marry

one of them. If Antinous mentioned the web as an illustration of Penelope's

guile, she herself tells about it to heighten the suspense and pathos of her

situation in this dramatic encounter with her disguised husband.

Penelope's reply to Odysseus has a brief introduction and conclusion and

two principal sections which outline first her emotional situation (129-36)

and then her physical plight resulting from the presence of the suitors in her

house (137-61 ).1 The short first section is certainly symmetric and probably

cyclic, for although the repetition of words i3 not exact, the duplication of

1. See p. 82a.



sentiment in the opening and olosing lines is striking as Penelope centres
•1

her account of the suitors* presence and her own resulting neglect of her

duties towards guests and suppliants between two references to her grief for

the absent Odysseus:

vtJv fitxoncu* t<5oa r&P k"3*- £ft€aoeuev xaxd daifiwv (129)

&XX* 'oduoTj xo03ovaa fCXov xaTar^xotiai Ifrop (136).
In contrast, however, to the cyolic construction of the first section,

the second is ordered according to the repeated theme technique. The two

sub-sections (138-56 and 158-61) are introduced with the idea cf Penelope*s

impending marriage to one of the suitors, and the wiles she is trying to

employ to escape the match:

ot o3 vdiaov ox£u6ouchv* 63 66xouc toxuxsvo.) (137)

vtJv 6* oCt* 3x<pvy^etv Otfvapicu y^m-ov oflte ttv' &XXtjv

liTfttv gQ' edpfoxa) (157-58).
It must be noted, however, that the content of 137 and 157-58 is not identical,

and that a development in the plot is expressed in their dissimilarities.

That is, in 137» the suitors are urging the match, but Penelope is contriving

against it. After the failure of the web device, and to introduce the final

statement of her plight in 158-61, Penelope puts a much more pessimistic con¬

struction upon the two ideas of marriage and guile, for now she is unable to

escape the marriage, and she can find no other device to postpone it. The

use of the repeated theme in thi3 speech of Penelope's is rather unusual be¬

cause of the close involvement of the theme with the story it governs.

Usually, as we have seen in the stories of Nestor, Odysseus and Eumaeus, the

theme is general enough to be applied in a number of situations; sometimes

(as with the intervention of the gods motif) the same theme may even be used

1. Merry brackets 130-33.
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in two different 3tories by different narrators. Obviously, the ideas of

marriage and guile employed in this speech are neither so general nor so

universally applicable. When the repeated theme becomes so specialised as

this its usefulness to the story-teller decreases, for he is no longer able

to string an indefinite number of ideas together simply by the use of his

repeated theme, How it appears as more an ornament than a tool of compo¬

sition, although its relation to the more useful variety of repeated theme is

clear.

Amphimedon* 3 Version

The final occurrence of the story of the web is in the conversation of

Amphimedon with Agamemnon in Book 2The shads of Agamemnon has asked that

of Amphimedon how so many fine young men came to die all at once, and in reply

Amphimedon tells the story of the suitors' destruction including the tale of

Penelope's web.

Amphimedon's speech, unlike those of Antinous and Penelope, is entirely

narrative. It has an introduction and similar conclusion and two principal

sections (125-46 and 151-85) corresponding to Penelope's web and the destruc-

tion of the suitors. It is interesting to note that in this long narrative

the poet has made no use of the repeated theme device. Rather, the story

depends for its structure upon introductory expressions, at least in the second

section.

The first section relates the story of the web. It begins, if not with

asyndeton, at least with striking abruptness:

li.vujp.eQ* 'oOuaotjoc CUXOM-^vcho 6&M.apra (125).
In the story of the web itself, as was true in the other occurrences of the

motif, there is no consistent use of structural devices although two important

1. See p. 83a.



points of the story are marked by familiar introductory expressions. The

description of Penelope's duplicity following her persuasive speech to the

suitors begins with SvQa, and the next 3ub-section, in which she is

denounced is begun with ciXX* 5te. Rather, one event follows another

chronologically and without great concern for a pattern to govern the whole.

Here it is necessary to observe a detail in which both Amphimedon's and

Penelope's versions differ from that of Antiaous in Book 2. Antinoua intro¬

duces his story of the web with a mention of time (2.89-90). This is used as

a repeated these in the story, for another time reference (106-107) introduces

the discovery of Penelope's trick. This time theme is not present in Pene¬

lope's version or that of Antinous, for in both of these stories there is only-

one mention of time - that which introduces the betrayal of Penelope to the

suitors.

It is in the second section that the use of ordering devices appears.

Here Amphimedon tells of the return of Odysseus and Telemachus, the archery

contest and the final destruction of the suitors. The section is connected

to the first by an important transitional section:

e$0' <p&pos £deu£ev, fl^vooa {a^yclv tatdv,
x\tfvaa* f\e\Cq> ivakCvKiov ae\^v$»
xaC 6"^ £>' *06uo?la xax<5c %od&v fyra-Ye 6aCpuuv

dypot? h%* loxo-tt^v, 5(H fiiSjiata vate av0<£tri<; (147-50).

Here, for the first time in all the occurrences of the story of Penelope's web,

the sequel is given to her detection by the suitors and finishing the web

under constraint. Thus, in the first two lines of the transition, Penelope

washes the cloak, but in the second two lines Odysseus returns to the house of

the swineherd.

Amphimedon's account of the destruction of the suitors falls into two



stages corresponding to the alleged plotting of Odysseus and Teleaachus in

151-61 and the archery contest sot up by Penelope in 162-85. Each successive

stage of the action in the two sub-sections is marked by a characteristic

introductory expression,^ There are six such expressions, but only three

different ones EvQ* (151), cttftdp (162, 176) (with cti5tdp Ixett' in 180),
and &XX* 5te in 172 (6Xk' 6^ in 164). These three expressions are

commonly used to introduce changes of plot in other stories as well, parti-
2

eularly in the long story of Odysseus to Eumaeus in Book 14. This similarity

in technique between the two digressions is important, particularly since the

authenticity of the whole of Book 24 and especially of the so-called "Second

Nekyia" has so often been called into question. Obviously there are many

factors which must be taken into consideration in any attempt to establish or

refute the episodes of Book 24 as part of the real Odyssey, but this episode

at least, is structurally homogeneous with other parts of the poem.

Summary

Thus, the story of Penelope's web is related on three separate occasions in

the Odvssey. first by Antinous, then by Penelope, and finally by Amphimedon.

The 3toxy Itself remains the same; indeed even the choice of words in the

three tellings is substantially identical. What differs is the purpose for

the story, the speaker, and the structural framework in which it is plaoed.

Here it is that we can best observe the poet's treatment of his identical

theme, and how he places it in the centre of a suitable context. The two most

important factors, then, are the structures of the several contexts in which it

occurs, and the artistic function it plays at the three different moments in

the poem.

1. See p. 83&.

2. See Chapter 11, pp. 177-78.



The structure is sin&li&r in the versions of Antinou3 and Penelope,

based &a it is around the repeated then® device. Amphimedon's version, on

the other hand, does not employ this device, but rather relies upon intro¬

ductory expressions, a technique which w® have often observed in conduction

with the repeated then®. In Books 2 and 19 the story of the web dominates

one section of the speech, while the other is devoted to non-narrative des¬

cription, but in Book 24 both major sections of the speech are narrative, and

the story of the web is used as part of a larger tale rather than as a para-

deigma to illustrate any assertion on the part of /mphimedon. Indeed, the

structure of the speeches of Antinous and Penelope seems very similar, while

that of Amphimedon is rather different. It seems however, that these differ¬

ences are not an argument for the exclusion of the episode in Book 24 (or

indeed of Book 24) from the poem. Bather, they are indicative of the differing

purposes for which the story of the web is told by the three characters. It

is hardly surprising that the speeches of Penelope and Antinous should be

similar in structure (as well as different from that of Amphimedon) when each

uses the story of the web as a paradeigaa of the point he is trying to make.

Moreover, the structure of Ampbimedon's speech is similar to other digressions

in the poem in its use of introductory expressions.

The 3tory of the web is so placed as to be a thread running the length of

the poem. Antinous tells the story at the beginning (Book 2) and Amphimedon

at the end (Book 24). It is interesting that the tale at these two crucial

points should be related by the suitors - Antinous triumphant, and using it to

make a specious point in debate, and Amphimedon overwhelmed, and citing the

tale merely as an episode in the downfall of the suitors. In between is the

version of Penelope, who relates the story to the beggar in Book 19. It is

1. See Chapters 10 and 11.
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her telling which is the most exciting and suspenseful to the reader, for

she represents the hated marriage as imminent and herself as at the end of

her devices. How if ever is the moment for a rescuer to assert himself and

save the day &s Odysseus is soon to do. This is another example of the

poet's art of "brinksmanahip," for he takes Penelope as far as she can go

without actually being married to one of the suitors. The best other example

also occurs in Bock 19, with Eurycleia's recognition of Odysseus' scar. This

pushing of a situation to the edge of disaster is a device to heighten the

interest and suspense of the plight in which the characters find themselves.

Each of the three versions takes the story a step further. Antinous,

for example, tells the story down to the fact of Penelope's being forced to

finish her weaving. He concludes by advising Telemachus to find his mother

a husband as soon as possible. By the time that Penelope tells the tale, the

marriage urged by Antinous in Book 2 appears to be imminent, and she mentions

the restlessness of Telemachus and the anxiety of her parents that she should

be married. (The germ of these facts about her parents and Telemachus is

certainly present in the conclusion of Antinous' advice to Telemachus in which

both the uncertainty of Telemachus' own position and the possible intervention

of Penelope's father are mentioned.) The version of Amphimedon, told after

the slaying of the suitors, includes the whole story, Ke adds the detail that

after Penelope finished her weaving she washed it and it shone as brightly as

the sun or the moon (24.147-48), and uses this as part of the transition

leading into the destruction of the suitors which follows.
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SECTION VII: TALES OF THE GODS IN THE ODYSSEY

CHAPTER 15

THE LAYS OF DEMODOCUS

In this chapter we shall oonsider the three songs of Demodocus in Book 8

Odyssey. In the major song (the story of the loves of Ares and

Aphrodite 8,266-569) is represented a completely different Olympus from that

of the Iliad digressions. In the stories of the gods in the Iliad, as we

recall, there were brutal and desperate conflicts for power among the gods.

In the Odyssey on the other hand, the reign of Zeus is secure, and the princi¬

pal story about the gods is light and frivolous. Demodocus' story is not

concerned with violent struggles for power, but with the amorous misbehaviour

of A-res and Aphrodite. The issue at stake is not control of Olympus, but

whether Ares will pay a fine to Hephaestus for his aisoonduct. In the Iliad

the tales of the gods (with the exception of Achilles* story to Thetis in

Book I) are always told by the gods themselves to illustrate a serious point,

but the story of Ares and Aphrodite is told as a diversion by the bard

Demodocus at the court of the Phaeaoians.

The art of the blind singer Bemodocus forms a large part of Odysseus*

entertainment in the land of the Phaeacians in Book 8. Alcinous' hospitality

begins with a banquet, at which Demodocus sings of the quarrel between Achilles

and Odysseus over whether Troy should be taken through force or treachery.

The tactful king, seeing that the story has made Odysseus weep, quickly pro¬

poses an athletic contest. Unfortunately this event is a fiasco, sinoe it

culminates in a quarrel between Odysseus and the young Phaeacian nobleman

Euryalus.
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Again Alcinous changes the nature of the entertainment for Odysseus'

benefit, Demouccus is summoned again, the dancers take their places, and the

story of Ares and Aphrodite begins. The tact of the Fhaeacians, as well as

their natural Joie de vivre. is reflected in the choice of subject. It is

obvious that serious songs about the Trojan tsar grieve their guest; further¬

more, there has teen an unpleasant scene between Odysseus and the young

Phaeacians. Deaodocus' song is light and amusing enough to dispel these ten¬

sions and to improve the atmosphere of the gathering.^
But it is with the song itself and its structure that we are primarily

concerned. Demodoeus* lay is particularly interesting since this is the only

case in Homer in which e long digression is attributed to a professional bard.

Furthermore, it is possible that in depicting the work of a court singer, Homer

makes use of different techniques and styles. In our examination of the

structure of this long digression we will attempt to discover what stylistic

peculiarities (if any) exist and to see how the typical bard - as opposed to

Homer himself - might have set about constructing his song.

The story consists of three long sections, with an introduction and cor-
2

responding conclusion. The three sections are: Hephaestus' trick (270-99),
the arrival and comments of the other gods (300-42), and the release of Ares

1. There is a mild amount of controversy about this song, as about other
humorous or risque passages in Homer (particularly the seduction of
Zeus in Iliad XIV), but few critics are disturbed enough about the
passage to suggest that it is an interpolation. Walter Burkert has a
helpful artiole on the function of humour in Homer, and in particular,
the relation of this story to the seduction of Zeus and the battle of
the gods in Iliad XX. ("Das Lied von Ares und Aphrodite," Eh. Mua.
103> PP. 130-44.)" Monro is less sympathetic to the passage; "The
whole tone und style of this piece i3 unworthy of Homer, and indeed is
below the level of serious epic poetry." (Monro ed., Ofesse.v. vol. 2,
P. 318.)

2. See pp. 8Aa-85a.



and .Aphrodite (343-66). The song is ordered according to a form of the

repeated theme style, for its structure depends on the many comings-and-goings

of the various characters.

The first section, which describes the wiles of Hephaestus, is itself

broken into two sub-sections, each of which is composed of three tiny parts.

Each of the six parts, then, is introduced and divided from the rest of the

story by some expression describing the arrival or departure of one of the

characters. The expressions used are: 0?} jb' t;aev tc0 x°-XxeG5vci in 273,

pfj f>' Cpev !<; O&Xapov in 277, erac.T* fnev Is AttHVOV in 283, PI 6*
tpevat xp<5c xspfcxXvtofl 'H^afatoio in 237, lpX°M.6vr) xat' &p
S£e0' 290, and tx5 0* i<; d£(J.vi.a 0&VT£ xa*cl6pa0ov in 296. Eaoh of

these phrases comes at the beginning of a line, although not necessarily at

the beginning of a sentence (see diagram). The most common is some form of

[3?) £>* £{J.ev, with the alternate eXaai* t[xev in 283, but it is not im¬

perative that the verb in all cases be the same.

The use of this idea is not quite so striking in the last two sections of

Demodocus* song, but it is still present and affeotiv®. The arrival of the

other gods (300-42) has three short sub-sections, two of which are introduced

by the coming-and-going theme - 5* £usvat xp6 c, Sffiuapn 303 end Ms
EooeiSdujv Yaifjoxos, jM' ipioivric/'Epnetas, Ti19sv Si lva5
fexdsPYOC *AX<5X\u>V in 322-23. The third sub-section describes jocular

remarks on the occasion by Apollo and Hermes.

In the final long section of the story we find two shorter sub-sections -

the first a conversation between Hephaestus and Poseidon (343-4-8), and the

second an account of Hephaestus' release of the culprits, and their subsequent

hasty departures ( f?.ej3Axet in 361 and fxavs in 362).

The consistent use of this simple stylistic device over a space of nearly



a hundred lines might appear to be dull and monotonous after a time. This

is not so for two principal reasons. First, the device is very well suited

to the story in which it occurs; much of Hie point of the tale is involved

with the many and sometimes simultaneous arrivals and departures of the

several gods - Hephaestus* pretended departure for Lemnos, Ares' arrival at the

home of Hephaestus, Hephaestus' return, the arrival of the other gods, and so

on. The amusing climax is reached in the last section, with the speedy and

none too decorous flight of Ares and Aphrodite from the scene of the crime.

Homer (in the person of Demo&oeus) has ohosen to exploit this natural pattern

in his story and has added some arrivals and departures of his own in the first

section to emphasise this aspect of the tale.

Monotony is also avoided for the simple reason that Homer always has more

than one string to his bow. Vve do not have the almost oontrapuntal use of

different structural patterns here which was observed in some of the digressions

in the Iliad, but there are still some subordinate devioes at work in this

story. The principal device is the use of the sun as a messenger to Hephaestus.

This occurs at the beginning of the first seotion (270-71) before Hephaestus

forges his net, as well as at the beginning of the second section (302) before

Hephaestus summons the other gods. The motif is humorously reflected in the

behaviour of Ares after the pretended departure of Hephaestus to Lemnos. The

three relevant passages are;

... &pap 6& o£ &rrsXoc fa-Qev
"HXtoc, 5 o<p* Ivonoe <pt\<5ar)'ct (270-71)

od5* dXaoaxoxt f|v elxe xpvafjvtcx; "Apn<S»

<!>C f6ev "Htpaioaov xXutotfixvriv v<5a<pt xvdvta (285-86)

ydp o2 axoxt^v &xev elx£ te jdOQov (302).



Ares, of course, is no messenger, but he does keep watch; in turn, of course,

the sun observes the actions of Ares and Aphrodite and reports them to

Hephaestus.

Conversation is also an important element in the story; the serious

talk of Hephaestus and Poseidon is balanced by the light banter of Apollo and

He noes. In connection with this latter passage, it is worthwhile to note the

humorous use of epithets between the gods. The ornamental epithet which gen¬

erally has the effect of dignifying its subject is used here with intentional

inconguity. Hermes addresses Apollo as &va£, £xatr$d\* "AxoAAov (339),
which might or might not be an ironic use of the usual epithet for Apollo, but

the long-winded proliferation of epithets which Apollo applies to Hermes cannot

be anything but deliberate humour; *Ep(J.eCa, Aide vii, fitdxtope 6®rop

&<tuov (335).

The arrival and departure motif which orders the story is a type of re¬

peated theme. It differs from the other repeated themes which we have con¬

sidered in that it occurs so often within a few lines (usually a repeated theme

occurs at most three or four times in the course of a story) and that it occurs

so often in the same words. This continual and frequent repetition of the

theme makes the device obvious to the reader or audience and in a story of this

frivolous type it seems not unlikely that the technique is used for humorous

effect.

Thus, the use of ordering devices is different (at least in emphasis and

effect) from that of the other stories employing the repeated theme technique.

This is particularly interesting since this is also the only occasion in Homer

upon which we are given a verbatim account (fictitious as it is) of the work

of another singer.

No one imagines that Homer was the only oral poet of his age; he worked



within the framework of a long poetic tradition, and no doubt shared the

heritage with many of his contemporaries. Why then, did Homer's creation

survive, while the works of all these others perished? The answer, obviously,

is to b© found in his literary genius and his ability to surpass the tradition

which he had inherited. His rival poets, one may well imagine, would have

seemed as important and as relevant to us as their modern Yugoslavian counter¬

parts. Bearing these things in mind as we examine "Demodocus'" lay we may

consider the possibility that Homer has composed it in the style of a "typical"

oral poet.

The song of Ares and Aphrodite is of high quality, but the style in which

it is composed could easily become monotonous and flat, and no doubt often did,

in the hands of a mediocre poet. The simple atylistic device - "he came" and

"she came" - is one which even the most talentless singer might master after a

fashion; it is for Homer to find its appropriate niche and to take advantage

of its humorous possibilities. Perhaps it is not too far-fetched to imagine

that in the song of Ares and Aphrodite Homer was making a conscious parody of

his rival singers and their techniques.

Demodocus sings two other songs in Book 8 of the Odyssey, although these

are only summarised by Homer. The first of these, concerning the quarrel of

Odysseus and Achillea (72-82) is too short for analysis; it is the briefest

possible summary o£ a much longer tale. The song of the wooden horse (499-

321), although it is also a summary, is longer and lends itself better to struc¬

tural analysis.

The structure of the tale of the wooden horse is simple, consisting as it

does of three short sections, framed by introductory and concluding sections in
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the oycHe style.1 The principal device used to order this summary is the

use of the verb "to sing," which is repeated twice at suitable points in the

story. This device is closer to Otterlo'a Hitournellkoapositlon than it is

to the technique used in the song of Ares and Aphrodite. The repeated verb

is not a part of the story like the verbs of arrival and departure in the

longer passage, but rather an external ordering device. For this reason, it

would be possible to repeat it an indefinite number of times, and to add to

the story any number of details, in the catalogue style. Furthermore, the

use of the repeated verb serves to remind -the audienoe that this is only a

summaryi on® is kept from becoming too deeply involved in the story, and is

constantly aware that the scene Is still the court of Alcinous, and not Troy.

This is also different from the technique in the longer story, in which the

audience is deliberately transported to Olympus and kept there for the duration

of the song.

The subject matter of the two short summaries is entirely different from

that of the longer lay. The theme is the Trojan war and the part Odysseus

has played in it. If the song of Ares and Aphrodite was a diversion and an

escape, these songs are Just the opposite. It is important for the audience

to know of Odysseus' past, and the poet exploits his opportunity of giving this

information in the presence of the hero himself so that we may observe its

effect upon him. This is the reason for the brevity of the lays; Homer does

not intend for our attention to stray too far from the immediate seem and

Odysseus' part in it. By this device he is able to present the character of

his hero in more than one dimension.

1. See p. 86a



SECTION VIIIj FANTASY IN THE ODYSSEY

CHAPTER 16

THE TALES OF &EKELAUS AND HELEN

In this section as in the last there are two genres to be disoussed, for

while the long story of Proteus is sheer fantasy, the two companion tales of

Menelaus and Helen are historical - their world (like that of the two short

lays of Demodoeus) being that of the Trojan war. But because all the stories

together form a unit comprising the entertainment of Telemachus in Sparta, it

is convenient to oonsider them together.

From fylos Teleoachus proceeds to Sparta, where he is to be entertained

for some time by Menelaus and Helen. This visit, like the earlier visit with

Nestor, is important both for the information it gives to the audience and for

its influence upon the development of the character of Telemachus in the poem.

Thus, from Telemachus' conversations with Menelaus and Helen we learn several

things about the course of events from the fall of Troy to the "present."

Some of the information is new in this book - such as the circumstances of the

Locrian Ajax' death or Menelaus* wanderings in Egypt but use is also made

of themes introduced in Book 3, particularly the Oresteia story, and the cap¬

tivity of Odysseus. Most important of all, however, is the opportunity to

see the famous (but not really repentant) Helen in her domestic surroundings.

Nothing could be a better example of the differences between the two poems than

the change of Helen from the tragic heroine of the Iliad to the domestic chate¬

laine of the Odyssey.

Book 4 is also important from Telemachus' standpoint - in terms of his own

character development in the poem as well as for the news he receives of his

father. If Ithaca is rough and provincial, and itylos a stronghold of sound



(if not exciting) advice, then Sparta ia a sophisticated and glamorous place

indeed. From his visit to the elegant kingdom of Menalaus, Telemachus is to

gain polish and experience of the world.1 The change from Ithaca and Fyloa

is an important one in his development from a willing but diffident boy to

Odysseus' confident partner in the slaying of the suitors. Telemachus is

truly Odysseus' son and he must make his own odyssey before he is completely

ready to take part in the great deeds of his father. In his wanderings he

must gain both knowledge of the world and an understanding of the nature of

Odysseus.

To that end, then, three tales are told in this book - Helen's story of

Odysseus* spying expedition into Troy (240-6*.), Menelaus' stoxy of Odysseus'

cleverness in the wooden horse (265-89) and Menelaus * long stoxy of his en¬

counter with Proteus (347-592). The first two form a single scene, and for

that reason will be considered together.

The Tales of Menelaus and Helen

These stories are told at the feast on the first night of Telemaohus'

visit to Sparta. The occasion is an emotional one, since it has reminded each

of the characters of the personal losses sustained during the Trojan war and

the return of the Greeks. When they have finished weeping Helen introduces a

drug into their wine to make them forget their sorrows, and suggests that they

tell stories for entertainment. She begins.

Helen's stoxy is brief and straightforward in structure. There is no

hint of the cyclic style, and one event follows another in natural and orderly
2

succession. The tale consists of an introduction (240-43), and throe short

1. See also Wilamowits, Die Heiakehr des Odysseus, pp. 106-107, and
Woodhouse, The Composition of the Odyssey. pp. 209-10.

2. See p. 87a.



sections distinguished from each other by introductory expressions. There

is no consistent use of the same expression, for each of the sections is

introduced differently.

After the introduction Helen passes rather abruptly into the story with

the line: a5t<5v jhv TcXTjYtSotv deixeXfrjot 6ajJ.dooac (22s4). Whether

or not this is a case of asyndeton, it is certainly a strong break from what

has preceded it, and serves to separate the story itself clearly from the

introduction and Helen's general remarks about Odysseus' achievements. In

this brief section (244-51), she tells how Odysseus came in disguise to Troy,

and how she alone recognized him, although he evaded her questions.

In the next section (252-58) Odysseus relents after enjoying Helen's

hospitality: dXX* jhv £y<& X<5eov xaC XPtov £x&tcp (252). He

tells her the strategy of the Greeks, kills many Trojans, and returns to the

Greek camp.

The final section (259-64) is introduced still differently: 6v0* &XXat
Tpwaf XCy* £xtfixuov (259). All of the Trojan women were grieved, but

Helen rejoiced since she now wanted to return to Menelaus.

Menelaus* tale is similar in structure to Helen's.1 It also has an

introduction and three sections, each of which is introduced by some adverbial

device. In the first section (274-79) Helen tries by a trick to make the

Greeks inside the wooden horse give themselves away. In the last two sections

(280-84 and 285-89) Menelaus tells how Odysseus twice saved the Greeks from

succumbing to Helen's trick. These two short sections are similar to each

other both in style and in content - with the first part of each relating how

some of the Greeks wanted to answer Helen, and the second part telling how

Odysseus prevented the®. The passages begin differently ( adtAp ^Y^in 280

1. See p. 87a.
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and £vO* in 285), but Odysseus' action is introduced in the sane way on

both occasions - dXX' 'Ofiuoetfs (284 and 287).

Neither of these stories is of great interest in itself, but together

they form an artistic unity in both style and content. The stories are

exactly the same length (twenty-four lines) and each is preceded by similar

remarks from the two story-tellers.

ftdvca odx &v wvO'fcjop.at odd' dvojjifivu,

Sooot '06vaa?loc taXaat^jppoydc e£atv dfiOXot*
dXX' ofov %66* Spege xa£ EtXrj xaptepdc dv^p

6f)tuup Evt Tp&ov ... (240-45)

dXX* otS tototJtov ly^v E6qv d<p0aXjj.otatv

ofov *06vooT)o<; taXaofjppovoc Eaxs (pCXov xTjp,

ofov xaC t<56* Spege xaC EtXrj xaptepdc dvT)p

Exx<j) Evt ... (269-72).
Even where there are differences in these two introductory passages, these

are carefully balanced against each other - %%'Kixt Svt in 272, for

example, corresponding to Cfyup Evt TpcSwvin verse 243 above. This use of

similar sections standing at the head of the two stories has an effect like

that of the repeated theme in Nestor's tales in Book 3. It also brings the

stories closer together and unifies the whole scene. The structure of both

stories is the same, for each consists of three short sections, separated from

each other by introductory expressions. Neither story has a formal con¬

clusion stated by the teller; they both end abruptly. It is interesting to

note, however, that there is an intermediate conclusion to Helen's tale given

by Menelaus and a final conclusion to both tales made by Telemachus. At the

end of Helen's story, and before beginning his own tale, Menelaus says: vaf



6*! ye *dvw*» ydvat , xa-rd potpav Setxec (266). Telemachus'

conclusion to the whole is more significants

*ATpeC6Ti MevdXae dtotpecpSc > Spxane Xafflv,

&Xyfcov' ofl ydp y" f)P*eae Xvypdv 5Xe0povf
006* et o£ xpa6frj ye ot6r]plr] Ev6o0ev ?iev (291-93).

The stories of Helen and Menelaus, however, in spite of their similarity

and apparent simplicity are at the same tins more different and more subtle

than one might at first suppose. Ostensibly eaoh tale is concerned with the

daring exploits of Odysseus, but the real subject is his cunning and how it is

played off against that of Helen.

In Helen's story Odysseus enters the city in disguise and is found out by

Helen. In Menelaus' story Helen's trick of imitating the voices of the wives

of the Greeks inside the horse is recognized by Odysseus, Thus, both Helen

and Odysseus are revealed as crafty deceivers and recognizers of deceit, with

their roles changing in the two stories. In Helen's story it is Odysseus the

deceiver and Helen the undeceived and in Menelaus1 story the opposite. But of

course, in Menelaus* story the principal cunning is not Helen's but rather

Odysseus', since he was the contriver of the wooden horse; Helen's trick is

subordinate to the greater deception.

Zn this light then, Menelaus' story is an extension of the previous tale.

In the first story, Odysseus enters Troy in disguise and is detected by Helen,

In the second, Odysseus once again enters the city in disguise (that is, inside

the horse), but this time is undetected by Helen, who cannot penetrate his

disguise.

Moreover, the two stories reveal not only the craft of Odysseus, but also

the duplicity of Helen, who cannot refrain from playing both ends against the

middle. In her own story she is sympathetic (so she says) to the Greeks and
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aids Odysseus in his reconnaissance and slaughter. But In Menelaus' story,

the action of which must take place after that in Helenas story, she has

changed sides again and is trying to help the Trojans against the Greeks.

And so far from yearning for her husband Menelaus, she is now escorted around

the horse by Deiphobus.^

Menelaus in Egypt

After the tales of Helen and Menelaus Telemachus comments that all of

Odysseus* cleverness was not enough to save him, and suggests retiring for the

night (290-95). The next morning he asks Menelaus for news of his father, and

in reply Menelaus tells the story of his own adventures in Kgypt and his en¬

counter with Proteus, the old man of the sea.

Kerkelbach notes that there are certain parallels between the events in

Menelaus* story and the general situation of Odysseus and particularly his en-

2
counter with Teiresias in Book 11. Both men are trapped in a desolate place

by adverse winds (Menelaus on Pharos and Odysseus on the island where the

cattle of the sun are keptj both consult a mysterious semi-divine creature con¬

cerning their return home and the wrath of the gods which delays them. There

is, in addition, the general similarity between Telemachus* behaviour with

Helen and Menelaus with Odysseus' behaviour at the court of the Phaeacians.

Both are told stories of Odysseus; both weep and cover their faces with their

cloaks; in toth cases their distress is noticed by a kindly host. The

1. The scholiasts HQ (Bindorf, vol. 1, pp. 200-201) athetise line 276, since
the marriage of Helen to Deiphobus is supposed to be later. Such a
marriage is, however, implied in Demodocus' story of the wooden horse
in Book 8, verses 517-18:

au&t&p 'oSvaatJa xpetC d&\xGss<x &rjt<p£8cno
pfyisvat 3 "ApT^a, cn3v MevaX&q;.

2. Reinhold Merkelbaoh, Untersuchungen zur Odyasee. pp. 179-61.



argument which Merkelbach draws from all this is that the section concerning

Telemachus in Sparta (including Menelaus• story) is modeled after the cor¬

responding scenes of Odysseus in Phaeacia (including Odysseus' long story of

his wanderings). The Telemachus portions of the poem must be in imitation of
•«

the Odysseus portions because they are far less suitable to their context,

lie distinguishes two poets here - A, "Dicker der alteren Qdyssee," and T,
"Dichter der Telemachie."

In order to understand the relationship between the two portions of the

poem, we must consider two points: what similarities actually exist, and how

these may be accounted for. In his argument Merkelbach has lumped together

the tales of Odysseus and Menelaus with the behaviour of Odysseus and Tele¬

machus at their respective hosts', but the two are not the same and must be

considered separately.

An examination of Menelaus' story in Book 4 (351-586) and Odysseus'

account of his encounter with Teiresias (11.100-37) and his story of the cattle

of the sun (12.260ff.) reveals certain general similarities of plot between the

Telemachus and the Odysseus sections of the poem.

In the underworld Teirosias tells Odysseus to avoid the cattle of the sun

if he wants to get home safely. He then describes the situation in Ithaca,

and tells Odysseus how he must make one more journey in order to propitiate Pos¬

eidon, so that he may enjoy a long and prosperous life and an easy death.

Proteus in the corresponding passage (460-570) tells Menelaus how to get home,

what has happened at home (as well as the fates of Ajax and Odysseus), and how-

he will be transported alive to the Elysian fields.

1. "Da aber die SzenenfUhrung in beiden PSlien sehr Ihnlich 1st, ist es k&um
denkbar, dass sie unabhangig voreinander entstanden sind. Der Hergang
bei den Phaaken ist viel eindrucksvoller als die znar hSbsche, aber
kurz® und etwas blasse Szerse der Telemachie} das Motiv ist sohon etwas
abgebraucht. Dass Telemach erkannt wird, ohne selbst ein Wort zu sagen,
ist k&um der ursprdngliche Hergang, sondem eine Variation der anderen
Szene." Ibid.. pp, 179-80.



Leas similar is the situation of the two heroes on their respective

islands (4.351-69 and 12.303-34). Both men are trapped by contrary winds

(Menelaus by calm, and Odysseus by gales), and their men are driven to fishing
•j

to avert starvation. At this crucial point each hero leaves his men and

goes to another part of the island (4.36? and 12.333-37). Row of course, the

stories diverge, since Me we laus meets the nymph Eidothea, but Odysseus* men

slaughter the cattle of the sun.

Two questions now arise. first, are these general similarities strong

enough to be important? If they are, how is one to account for them? As we

have noted in the discussion above, the resemblance between the wanderings of

Odysseus and Kenelaus is a general one. The plot of the two stories is very

roughly the same, but the specific details are not identical,nor are lines or

whole passages (except for 4.369 and 12.332) repeated In them. Even so, the

abundance of parallel events, as well as the similarities in the conversation

of Teiresias and Proteus make one inclined to believe that there is a genuine

resemblance between the two passages which ought to be accounted for.

It does not, however, appear necessary to adopt Merkelbach's solution of

a second poet aping the work of the primary composer. In any case where imi¬

tation and borrowing is alleged, it is usually legitimate to counter with the

suggestion of a common source. The units employed by a traditional poet are

2
not words only, but formulae and themes as well. The use of composition by

theme is clear in cases of assemblies, sacrifices, landing a 3hip and so on,

but it can also be part of the poet's stock-in-trade when he is telling a story.

In the present case, there are two such themes - the stranded sailor, and the

1. 4.369 is the same as 12.332:

Yvaii'/ttotc &YxCatpot0t,v, S-tetpe y^^PO.

2. See Lord, The Singer of Tales, and Bowra, Heroic Poetry, pp. 179-214.
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wanderer'3 consultation of a prophet.1 The general outline of events is more

or less subject to a general pattern, just as the poet has a standard pattern

to follow when he is describing a sacrifice or an assembly. But even though

the events are fairly similar the poet is at liberty to remodel the theme to

suit its place in his stoxy and he may use it as many times as he needs to.

This can be seen in many of the so-called "doublets" in the Odyssey - Circe-

Calypso, Eidothea-Leucothea, as well as Teiresias-Prcteus. Such employment

of story-patterns in various places in the poem is inconsistent neither with

liter&iy merit in the poems nor with unitarian authorship.

The same solution can easily apply to the similarities between Telemachus

in Sparta and Odysseus in Phaeacia. Their behaviour is really quite alike,

although the wording is not particularly close.

<p&-ro, 6* &pa %atpdc i5<p* Epepov Spas r<5ot,o

6dxpv 6' d%6 pXecpdpwv x&M-d6t<s (3dXe xatpdc dxodaac,

XXaCvav xop<pup6r]v 6<p0aXpotiv dvaoxdv

&p<pot6pgotv xepoC* vdqcJS 66 ptv Mev6Xao«; (4.113-16)

tatfc* dp* dot6d< deeds xeptxXutdc: adadp *06vaaet)c

xop^dpeov p.£xa <p&po<; 6Xuv xepaC oxifiap?\ot

xdx xe<paXT}c stpvaae, xdXvtye 6i xaXd xpdauxxa (8.83-85)

• ••

*AXxCv»oo<; 66 ptv o?o<; 67te(^>pdoa1^, f)6* 6v<5rjoev (8.94).

Here, however, it seems not too far-fetched to imagine that the poet is re¬

casting his theme of the weeping hero for a conscious artistic purpose. Read¬

ing of Odysseus' weeping and covering his face with his cloak in Book 8, one is

1, "Theme" is perhaps not the best word for this, as it is so closely associ¬
ated with static rather than narrative units in the story, and with
places where close similarities in wording as well as thought are
found. A better expression might be "stoxy patterns."
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strongly reminded of Telemachus in Book 4. The poet is fond of insisting

upon the likeness between father and son (3.121-25 and 4.142-46), and he

can increase the resemblance between them if their behaviour is conspicu¬

ously similar.

Menelaus* long story to Telemachus consists of an introduction and con¬

clusion and five intermediate sections of varying lengths - Menelaus' plight

(351-62), Eidothea (363-430), the capture of Proteus (431-59), Proteus (460-

570), and the resolution of Menelaus* plight (571-86).1

MENELAUS' PLIGHT (351-62)

The first section (A in the diagram) describes the island on which Mene¬

laus and his men are marooned by the gods. It is an example of the simple

annular style, with a single ring:

lat 6e0po 0eoC |j.efj.a©ara vSeoQat

Soxov ... (351-52)

SvOa n* l£txootv fyiat* Sx©v Oeof ••• (360).
These bracket the description of Pharos. This section (and hence the story

as a whole) is begun with asyndeton (see line 351 above). This figure of

speech, however, is contained in the first member of the ring which encircles

the section; the central part, the description of the island, is introduced

by another strong expression: vT\ao£ Sxetad ate Scat (35k). Section A

then, is composed of familiar elements - cyclic 3tyle, asyndeton, and a vari¬

ation of the Scat 6£ ate device -, but it is the only section of the story

so constructed.

1. The prologue (332-46) in which Menelaus predicts the destruction of the
suitors is not relevant to the story. See pp. 88a-93& for diagrams.

2. This is a familiar expression. A similar and more usual phrase, £0^1
&£ ate > Is often used (3.293, XI.711 and 722) in the same way - to
introduce a section or sub-section by leading into a description of
a place.



EIDOTHEA (363-430)

In the next section (363-430), Menelaus describes his encounter with the

nymph Eidothea and his conversation with her. There are three sub-sections -

Menelaus' meeting with Eidothea (363-69), the conversation (370-425) arid

Menelaus' return to his companions (426-30). It is in section B that the

symmetry characteristic of Menelaus' tale first asserts itself, for the first

and third sub-sections balance each other in content. The first sub-section

is primarily concerned with two ideas - the hunger of the stranded Achaeans

(a), and Menelaus• meeting with Eidothea (b). These ideas appear in the order

aba. After talking to Eidothea Menelaus returns to his men and they eat and

go to bed. His return is balanced against the meeting with the nymph, and the

meal which he enjoys with his men corresponds to their former hunger.

In between, of course, is Menelaus* long conversation (370-425) with Eido¬

thea. Conversation is not unheard-of in the digressions,1 but usually it is

confined to one or two exchanges, and never reaches the length and complexity

which this reported conversation (as well as the one with Proteus later in the

story) achieves. There are five speeches, in the order E-M-E-M-E. and the

long sub-section is ordered around the conversation and the changes of speaker.

Any other ordering device is unnecessary, when the pattern ready-made and dic¬

tated by the content is so well suited for the purpose. Each of the changes

1. See, for example, the conversation of Hephaestus and Poseidon and Apollo
and Hermes in the Lay of Ares and Aphrodite (8.335-56), of Kurycleia
and Autolycus in the story of the scar (19.403-12) and of the nurse
and the Phoenicians in Eumaeus' 3tory (15.424-37). In the Iliad
there is no real conversation in the digressions except for the single
exchange of Zeus and Hera in Agamemnon's story of Zeus' ate (XIX.101-
13), although single speeches are sometimes reported (as in Kestor'a
account of Menoities' advice to Patroclus - XI.786-89).
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seen as at least a slight departure from the more usual epic practice of

repetition,

PROTEUS (460-570)

Now follows the longest section in the story, Henelaus' conversation with

Proteus (jD, 460-570). There are three sub-sections? Menelaus' return (46O-

80), the returns of the other Greeks (481-540) and the fates of Odysseus and

Menelaus (541-70), Each of these sub-sections contains three speeches, so

that the order of the whole is PMP-MPM-PMP. This conversation is of course

much longer than the earlier one with Eidothea, but the plan of its structure

is similar, and the exchanges of the two speakers follow the same natural

form. More variety is introduced into the lines which indicate a change of

speaker, but the most familiar ones are:

Menelaus: &c £<pat'f dStdp dnst(3<5|xevoc xpoa£eixov (464)

Proteus: ©c l<p&M.r}V, 6 66 ji' atftfx' <l|jieip6M.evoc xpoaSeixev (471 #

491, 554).
These lines are the ones ordinarily used, but when there is a difference in

the situation (as when Menelaus weeps) the line is changed to take this into

account.

In the first section (46O-8O), Proteus tells Menelaus that he must go to

Egypt and sacrifice to the gods before he can arrive home. The most inter¬

esting part of this section is Menelaus' speech (464-70) which is actually a

conflation of the first speeches of Menelaus and Eidothea to each other in the

earlier conversation.

Eidothea: &Q 5^) 6^0* £vf vf)0<p £pi5xeai, o$66 -ci 16*j-iiop

e^pfinevcu 6dvaacu , (iivdQei 66 tot fycop ^tdiptov (375-74)

Menelaus: dXXd a$ %6p not Oeof 66 te xdvta taacnv,

8c tic l1' ddavdtwv xe6dq. xaC £6rjoe xsXeiSOou,
vdotov 0*, Ac &%£ k6wov IXedaop-ai (x0v6ewa (466-70)



Menelaus to Proteus:

(3c M 6^0* Svi v^ocp £p\5xop.at, oi5s£ *u t£xp.wp
e$pSp.evcH dtfvajiai, jj.ivl50e(, 66 pm SvSoOev fytop.
dXXd atf x£p p.ot eifti, QsoC 66 %e xdvta Eaaaiv,

$C tie AQavdtwv xefi&q. xa£ g&rjae xeA£i>0ou,

v<5atov 0* dc exC xdvrov ^Xedaojaat CxQtfoevta (466-70).
In 470 is the fourth and final occurrence of this verse. It also comes at

the end of Menelaus' first speech to Eidothea (381) when he asks which god

is hindering his return, in her next speech when she says the old man of the

sea will tell him about his return (390), and in her final speech when she

says that Menelaus is to ask Proteus about his return (424). Even though the

line occurs so frequently in the story it seems to serve no definite and con¬

sistent structural purpose, although it usually comes at the end of a speech

(in 390 at the end of the first section of a speech). Rather, it is an al¬

most balladic refrain, the repetition of which serves to emphasize Menelaus*

anxiety and sense of urgency about returning home. The refrain is no longer

necessary once he has asked Proteus to tell him how to return, and indeed,

the whole conversation changes to a different theme, the return of the Greeks,

and the future of Menelaus.

The second section of the conversation (481-540) is concerned with the

fates of Ajax and Agamemnon. In this section the lines used to introduce

changes of speaker are most effectively employed, and the symmetry which

governs Menslaus* whole story can be seen to be at work here as well. /ifter

Proteus* advice that Menelaus sacrifice to the gods in Egypt at the end of the

preceding section, Menelaus is grieved, and at first unable to speak. The

usual formulaic change-of-speaker lines always have two functions in the

speeches of this story. They finish off the preceding speech ("thus he spoke")



and introduce the new one ("hut I replied"). In Menelaus' remarks here,

the functions are split up between two separate lines. His section begins:

£<paT*, ai5ir&p lnoff ye xaTexXdoOrj <pCXov ^jtop (481), and only two

lines later does the reply come: 4\Xa xai pitv Sxeoatv a}iet0<5jjieyoc

5ipoo5etKOV (484). After Proteus tells of the fate of Agamemnon Menelaus

is again distressed, and line 538 is the same as 481 above. Indeed, Mene-

laus is so grieved at the news of his brother's death that he is unable to do

anything but weep, so that this final section is more a reaction than an

utterance.

The same pattern of replying to the words of the previous speaker and

then bringing up a new theme is found in Menelaus' first speech of this section

(481-90). Here he agrees to do a3 Proteus has told him, and goes on to ask

about the fate of the other Greeks.

Proteus replies by saying that two of the Greek leaders perished en route,

and that a third was alive but unable to get horns. In this section he is con¬

cerned only with the two who perished - Ajax and Agamemnon. His speech (491-

37) thus falls into two sections. The section describing the death of Ajax

is naturally shorter and subordinated to the more important death of Agamemnon,

but there are certain similarities in the fates of the two heroes. Both are

saved from the sea by a god (Ajax by Poseidon and Agamemnon by Hera) only to

be destroyed in the end. There are differences, however, in the way the two

men come to meet their fates. Ajax brings disaster upon himself by boasting

that he escaped the sea against the will of the gods. Poseidon is angry and

kills him, Agamemnon, of course, is guilty of no such ate in Homer, but his

fate is even more ironic than that of Ajax. He is saved twice (once by Hera

and again by a change in the wind) from disaster at sea only to arrive home to

death at the hands of Aegisthus. The sequence of events in Proteus' story of



Agamemnon's death is indicated by various introductory expressions - &XK*

6te in 514 and 519, ou5t6xa in 529 and cju&t&p 6 3?J in 532.

The 3toiy of the Greek return is often alluded to in the Odyssey, but

the same events aire never told more than once. As Odysseus says to the

Phaeacians (12.452-53):

... £x9P<3v 61 pxH £ottv

aSttc s£pT}p.£va p,vOoXoY^t»etv .

The same stories are mentioned, but they are told each time in a different nay,

and with a different emphasis. The Oresteia story, for example, appears in

Book 3, but there only the treachery of Aegis thus in seducing Clytemne3tra. and

the revenge of Orestes are related. The death of Agamemnon is saved to be

told (through Proteus) by Menelaus in Book 4.

The final section (541-70) of this long conversation is concerned with

the whereabouts of Odysseus and the future of Menelaus. Here still more

variety is introduced into the change-cf-speaker lines. The lines are diff¬

erent to indicate different emotional climates in the conversation. For

example, Proteus' first speech is introduced thus: "when I had finished weep¬

ing the old man of the sea spoke" (541-42). Proteus' words are comforting to

Menelaus, a fact which is taken into account in 548-50.

The conversational style (a-ab-bc-etc.) is also evident in this section.

Proteus, commenting on Menelaus' grief in the preceding section, says, "Do not

weep." He then goes on to tell him to go home and to take part in Aegiathus'

funeral feast (a). Menelaus says he understands all this (a), but who is the

third man (bj? Proteus replies that the third man is Odysseus (b), and goes

on to describe how Menelaus will be transported by the gods to the Slysian

fields (c). The pattern is natural to conversation, but it is also very effec¬

tive in building the Ei&othea and Proteus sections of the digression.
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After predicting Kenelaus* future, Proteus disappears again into the

sea, just as Eidcthea had done at the close of her earlier conversation with

the hero:

&<; dv %6vtov Idfioeto xupdtvovta (425, 570).
This serves to link the two passages and to emphasize the balance which ex¬

ists between them,

THE RESOLUTION OF MENELAUS* PLIGHT (571-86)

In the last section of this tale (E 571-86) Menelaus returns to his com¬

panions, At dawn of the next day they set sail for Egypt, perform the pres¬

cribed sacrifices and are at last able to return home. The beginning of the

section (571-76) is nearly the same as the beginning of the section which

desoribed Menelaus' return from Eidothea (426-31):

Return from Proteus:

avtdp &y&v &%C vT)ac 841.* AvttOfiotc ItApoiotv

f|fa, xoXXd 6& p.ot xpa6Cr) xdpcpvpe xt<5v*ct.

atfidp Ixtl p* vf}ct xat^XQoptsv QaXdoaav,

6<5pxov 0* dxXta&ixeo^ fixf t * f^XvOev djijipoaCri vtii*.

6?1 tdte xotji.^0rjjj.ev IxC priYM.tvt QaXdoarjc

%to<; 5* ^puySveta ^dvrj ^oSoSdxToXoc *Hc5>£ (571-76).
Return from Eidothea: two differences appear here:

1) atftdp 4yt5v &%C vT)ac, 80* Saxaoav 4v \jfati.ddOKnv (426).

2) xatfjXvdov in 428, but in 573 xa/cfjXQonev.

Development is shown, however, since Menelaus* actions on the two dawns (431-

576) are different. In the first case he prepares to ambush Proteus, and in

the second he sets sail for Egypt with his companions.
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i

ogy of Diomedes in which the symmetry depends upon repetition of thought.

The single ring is also one of the principal styles in most of the catalogue
2

digressions - those of Dione, Zeus, the Nereids and Calypso. The longer and

more complex Catalogue of Ships is encircled by a single ring (II.487/760) and

the simple annular style is also used in several of the individual entries -

particularly for the Phthians, Philoctetes and Protesilaos.^ The style has

no part in the structure of the catalogue of heroines or the Nekyia.

The single ring is used somewhat more sparingly in the historical tale3 of

the Iliad, where it governs only Nestor's story of Kenoitios' advice to Patro-

clus (XI.765/90and Glaucus* story of his ancestor Bellerophon (VI.150-51/
c

211). In the tales of the gods in the Iliad a single ring encircles the

short tale of how Zeus once bound Hera.^
In the Odyssey the simple cyclic 3tyle governs only two complete digres-

7
sions (Calypso's catalogue, and Odysseus' story of the cloak), although it is

occasionally employed for part of a digression. This usage is found in two
8

sub-sections of Odysseus' stozy to Buoaeus in Book 14 (199-206 and 320-33).

1. See distribution tables on pp. 94a-96a, and pp. 1a-8a for diagrams.

2. See pp. 21a, 22a, 23a, 24a,

3. See pp. 19a, 13a and 14a.

4. See p. 37a.

5. See pp. 45a-46a.

6. See p. 48a.

7. For the story of the cloak see p. 70a.

8. See pp. 63a and 6~/&.
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It also occurs in the introductory and concluding sections of Odysseus'

third story to Penelope in Book 19 (262-68 and 300-307),1 and in the first
2

section (4.351-82) of Menelaus' story of his adventures with Proteus. The

style is also employed in the first section of Penelope's account of the

deception of the suitors by the web (19.129-36)

Complex cyclic composition (two or more concentric rings where symmetry

may depend upon thought as well as word repetition) is found in both poems.

In the Iliad it occurs in the story of how Nestor slew Ereuthalion, where

there are four ringsJ* It is also found in Nestor's appeal to Patroclus in

which there are two rings and in the story of Nestor's youthful prowess in
5

which there are three. In Odysseus' story of the portent at Aulis the whole

digression is encircled by a ring, and each of the two component sections is
g

cyclic, the first employing two concentric rings. In Agamemnon's story of

Tydeus there are two concentric rings, in Andromache's story two, in the

legend of Niobe three, in Diomedes' story of Iycurgus three, and in the story
7

of Hephaestus' debt to Thetis two. Phoenix* speech to Achilles is extremely

complex in style, and concentric rings about some of the sections contribute
Q

to its complexity.

1. See pp. 74a-75a.

2. See p. 88a.

3. See p. 82a.

4. See p. 31a.

5. See pp. 32a and 38a.

6. See p. 39a.

7. See pp. 41a, 42a, 43a, 44a and 48a.

8. See pp. 49a-52a (especially 52a).



In the Odyssey, the complex cyclic style is used for only three com¬

plete digressions - the genealogy of Theoclymenus, the story of the scar and

the story of the bow -, but it governs one section of a fourth digression,

Nestor1s account of the Greek sufferings (3.165-83).

There are great variations even within the cyclic style. The complex

cyclic style is generally found in short digressions. (With the exception of

the long and involved speeches of Kestor in XI and Phoenix in IX none of the

complex annular digressions is longer than thirty-seven lines.) This is so

because of the difficulty of composing a lengthy episode which is sustained by

a series of concentric rings. In a long digression the pattern would be

difficult for a poet to maintain and nearly impossible for the reader or audi¬

ence to appreciate. In episodes in which the complex cyclic style is the

governing factor there is usually no other significant technique to be taken

into account. Again an exception to this is the long speech of Kestor in XI;

here the many individual episodes are held together by repetitions and patterns

unique to this digression. Still another variation is found ir. the long story

of Phoenix, in which not the whole story but rather the component sections are

enclosed in rings, with the sections, like those of Nestor's speech, following
2

unique patterns based on repetition of thought and wording.

In the simple cyclic 3tyle, however, there is much more room for variation

of technique; the ring merely determines the boundary of the episode, and the

internal structure may be subject to ary number of styles. In the catalogues

and genealogies enclosed by a single ring, the inner structure often depends

upon Hitoumellkomposition. although two of the longer catalogues (the Catalogue

1. See pp. 8a, 5^a-55a, 56a and 58a.

2. See pp. 49a-52a.



of Ships and the catalogue of heroines) are characterized by pattern com¬

position - in which a number of entries which all must contain certain facts

(such as the number of ships, the commander, the nation, etc) are varied by

the arrangement of these facts into different orders and patterns.1 In some

cases, as in Menoitios' advice to Patroclus (XI.765-803, a part of Nestor'

long speech), the internal structure depends upon a repeated verb (this is not
2

Ritoumellkomposition since the verb may occur anywhere in the sentence.)

In the case of Mexiones* helmet, on the other hand, the two sections of the

story are virtual doublets in content, so that the structure of this digression

depends upon the symmetry of its component parts. ^ In some of the digressions

of the Odyssey individual sections are encircled by a single ring even though

neither the digression nor the section is cyclic in character. This differs

from the technique discussed above in the case of Phoenix' speech to Achilles,

for in the digressions of the Odyssey, not all of the sections in a particular

episode are cyclic; the use of the simple annular style is sporadic.

Prom this brief review of the uses of ring composition it is clear that

there are some differences in style between the two poems. Of the twenty-three

digressions discussed in the Iliad either simple or complex ring composition

entirely governs nineteen.^ Of the remaining four digressions - the genealogy

of Diomedes, the Trojan catalogue, Menelaus and Odysseus in Troy, and Agamem¬

non's allegory - only one, Menelaus and Odysseus in Troy, has no cyclic element

whatsoever; in the other three the annular style is dependent upon repetition

1. See Chapter 3» especially the conclusion.

2. See p. 37a.

3. See p. 3a.

4. See pp. %a~96e..



1
of thought. Of the twenty-seven digressions of the Odyssey, on the other

hand, only two are governed by the simple and three by the complex cyclic
2

style, while parts of five others have some cyclic influence.

Ring composition, then, is much more prevalent in the Iliad than in the

Odyssey, but what of tho other major styles which we have discussed? Here

the problem becomes more complex because it is possible for several styles

and techniques to be at work simultaneously in the same digression. In the

catalogues, for example, the simple cyclic style 13 used to divide the dig¬

ression from its context, but within the catalogue itself the entries are

ordered according to a different method. For this reason it will be necessary

to discuss 3ome of the digressions several times from different aspects.

In Ritournellkomposition a number of sections are introduced by a vir¬

tually identical repeated sentence or phrase. This phrase may be a sentence

or merely a cluster of introductory formulae. The most general use of the
3

style is in catalogues. It is used for Dione's catalogue, Zeus* catalogue,

Calypso's catalogue, and the catalogue of heroines (as well as the other cata¬

logues of the Nekyia), and for individual catalogue sections of longer di¬

gressions (e.g. the catalogue of suppliants, IX.574-95, in Phoenix' speech,

and the catalogue of dead Achaeans, 3.102-29, in Nestor's story of the Greek

sufferings). A rather specialized use of it occurs in Antenor's story of how

Menelaua and Odysseus can® to Troy. This is not a catalogue, but each new

part of the episode is begun with the repeated introductory expression d\A*

1. See pp. 6a, 20a, 40a and 53a.

2. See p. 96a.

3. See p. 97a.



 



 



 



the Iliad.^
One other technique which is worth discussing in relation to the two

poeibs is the use of £oat 6<§ at. <; or one of its variations. The technique

is used in both poems, independently of the style which may otherwise govern

a digression. The phrase £aat && ttC# for example, occurs at 11.811 to

lead into the Trojan catalogue. In the oyclic style is appears twice in

Kestor's account of the war with the Epeians (XI.711 and 722), where it is

used as a part of the complex structure of that digression. It is also used

within the framework of the repeated theme style, for in the story of Orestes'

revenge toil &£ ate is used almost as an introductory expression, since it

appears with Sv9a and da&p to subdivide a portion of the digression. There

are several variations of the phrase which (with one exception) occur in the

Odyssey. The exception - Sett k<5Xi<; 'E^dpT) occurs in Book VI (152) to

introduce Glaucus' account of his lineage. Three digressions in the Odyssey

are introduced with similar expressions. The story of how Odysseus arrived

in Scheria opens with *2yvyfT} HQ v^acx; (7,244); Eumaeus' story begins

v?Joi5<; at<; Svpft] (15.403), and Qdysssus* first tale to Penelope begins

Kpfjarj ate y&t' 5aai (19.172). In Menelaus' story of Proteus the phrase

vT)oo£ Sxstad ate Soat (4-.354-) is used to introduce a description of the

island on which Menelaus is marooned.

Prom this examination of the structural styles and techniques it becomes

clear that the digressions in the two poems are different in character prim¬

arily because of the different proportion of styles represented in them. The

Iliad is the more homogeneous in style, for as we have seen, nineteen of the

twenty-three digressions discussed are governed entirely by simple or complex

1. See discussion in Chapter 5.
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ring composition, while this style plays some part in three of the four

remaining digressions.^ In the Odyssey, however, several different styles
2

are represented. The repeated theme governs thirteen of the twenty-seven

digressions, while introductozy expressions (used by themselves and not in

conjunction with the repeated theme) account for seven more. The complex

cyclic style, so prevalent in the Iliad, is used more sparingly in the

Odyssey, for it governs only three full digressions. Kitournellkomposition

governs two. The two remaining digressions fall outside of any of these

categories - the story of the quarrel of Odysseus and Achilles in Book 8

because it is too short for analysis, and the long tale of Menelaus in Book 4

because it is far more sophisticated in structure than any of the other di¬

gressions, employing styles and techniques not found elsewhere in the poems.^
Thus, the poems differ from each other in two important respects.

First, the digressions of the Iliad are essentially homogeneous in style,

while those in the 0dv3sey are governed by several different styles. More¬

over, while the Iliad is cyclic, the digressions in the Odyssey are largely

governed by styles not significant in the style of the Iliad. The repeated

them® appears to be confined to the Odyssey, while only Odysseus* story of

the portent at Aulis in Iliad II is parallel to the digressions of the

Odyssey in its use of introductory expressions. Together these two Qdysaean

techniques govern eighteen of the twenty-seven digressions.

On the grounds of style, then, significant differences have been observed

between the digressions of the two poems, but the literary aspects of the di¬

gressions must also be considered here. For convenience in the discussion of

1. See p. 96a.

2. See p. 101a.

3. See Chapter 16.



the digressions, the episodes were grouped according to genre - genealogies,

catalogues, historical tales and so forth. Now it seems that the poet's

choice of style has little to do with the genre or content except for the

obvious exceptions, the genealogy and catalogue tales. Most of the stories

in the Iliad are cyclic, regardless of subject, and a significant proportion

( twenty of twenty-seven) of those in the Odyssey are governed by repeated

theme and introductory expressions, regardless of subject.

All of the genres discussed in the Iliad also appear in the Odyssey.

although with some modifications. Both catalogues and genealogies (particu¬

larly the latter) are less common in the Odyssey. Historical tales in the

Iliad all have a dramatic date before the Trojan $ar, while those in the

Odyssey (with the interesting exception of the two complex cyclic stories of

the Bow and the Scar) all occurred after the Trojan War. Tales of the gods

occur in both poems, but while those in the Iliad are brief and extremely
C

serious, the primary tale of the gods in the Odyssey is the farc^al, almost
parodying song of Demodocus concerning the loves of Ares and Aphrodite.

The Odyssey also introduces two new genres - fiction and fantasy. The

fiction in the Odysse.v comprises all of the tales which are not represented as

the truth - in particular the lies of Odysseus. Fantasy appears in the ex¬

traordinary tale of Menelaus and Proteus. The world of this tale is imaginary,

its characters and events fantastic. Significantly, the structure of this

story i3 as unparalleled as the substance by any other digression in either

poem. The sophistication of the style and the delicately balanced symmetrical

structure (not ring composition) set It apart from the other digressions. It

is nearly long enough to have been a separate poem; whether or not this was

ever the case, it is clearly a masterpiece of the poet's art.

Thus it has been shown that there are significant differences in structure



between the digressions of the Iliad and the Odyssey, as well as develop¬

ments and additions in genre. Now we must attempt to discover the reasons

behind these differences and to evaluate their implications for the cons-

position of the poems.

Clearly fill of the stylistic techniques identified in th® digressions

have a practical as well as an artistic function. They are aids to com¬

position (whether this be oral and traditional or literary and traditional).

Ring composition, for example, serves at least two functions. A simple ring

encircling an episode is an excellent way to insert a short passage into the

larger fabric of the poem, or merely to indicate the beginning and end of a

digression. Complex cyclic composition gives the poet a means by which he

may lead into the heart of an episode and back to the main stream of the poem

through a series of concentric oircles. Moreover, both types of the cyclic

style are convenient mnemonic devices for both the poet and his public.

Ring composition, however, is quite formal in nature and imposes certain

restrictions upon the poet wiiich sometimes may be difficult to follow. The

style is not really appropriate for describing the events of a story, for

these ordinarily progress in linear rather than cyclical fashion. It demands

at the very least that the poet end his episode in the 3&me way as he began

it, and this doubling-back by itself is often a hindrance to the forward flow

of the story. An indication that the limitations of ring composition were

felt in the composition of the Iliad is found in the long story of Nestor in

Book XI. Here, in one section of the cyclic story the poet has made use of

developing ring composition,^ in which the extremities of the .section are

1. See p. 36a and the discussion in Chapter 4. Another example of develop¬
ing ring composition occurs in Phoenix* speech to Achilles (IX.553-54
and 538-39). See p. 51a.



 



 



 



 



of seen® against scene and use of the familiar device of Kitournellkoaposition

to bind the various elements together. There are three principal groups of

scenes - the cities at war and at peace (490-540), the scenes of the field

(541-89) and the danoe (590-606). These scenes of human activity are framed

by representations of the physical world - the earth, the 39a and the con¬

stellations (which are described at the end of the introduction in 483-89),

and the great river of Ocean (60?-608) which forms the conclusion to the whole.

The attempt to plaoe all of these elements into some order on a real shield (of

whatever shape) is doomed to failure,1 for surely such a shield exists only in

the imagination, and however related to genuine archeological discoveries (such

as the Warrior Vase, or the technique of metal inlay) some of its elements may

be, the totality remains as elusive as ever. That one is still tempted to

suoh a reconstruction is a tribute to the poet's realistic description, for it

seems that the clear symmetrical structure of the scenes and their unification

by kitournellkoaposition give to the fanciful account an aura of substance and

a certain matter-of-fact quality which it would not otherwise possess.

Thus the three principal sections of the digression as well as the intro-
2

duetion and conclusion are ordered primarily by Hitournellkoaposition. with

each of the component units (whether sections or sub-3ection3) introduced in

the same way, with a reference to the application to the shield of some scene

or picture. The account of the earth, sea and stars is introduced by M-5v

yatav StsoS* (483), that of the cities by Iv 65 6vc5 xoCnoe x<5Xet<; (490),

1. Leaf has attempted suoh a reconstruction (Leaf, Iliad, vol. 2, pp. 602-14),
but others regard the shield as primarily a work of the poetic imagi¬
nation and one which may not be related too closely to any real object.
See especially Prank Stubbings in A Companion to Homer, pp. 512-13 and
Webster, From Hycenae to Homer, p. 214.

2. See pp. 102a-104a.



while the tasks of the field art? introduced separately (£y 6f ItCQei in

541, 550 and 561, but tv 5* &X&\t\v ftoftiae in 573 and lv voiddv
xoCnoe in 567.) 1'h© dance scene begins £v xopdv koCxcXXe (550),
and the stream of Ocean is introduced by Sv 6* StCdet, (607).^

Bitoumellkonposition is the natural style for such a digression, which

is virtually a list of many different pictures and scenes; th® parallel with

the use of this technique in the catalogues is obvious. In addition to this,

however, the technique also serves a literary purpose, for the repeated tag

lines ("and on it h® wrought," etc.) interrupt the description and keep re¬

turning the attention of the audience to Olympus and the fact that the shield

is in the process of being created while the poet describes it. The technique

is reminiscent of that used in th© ftekyia, as Odysseus relates the sights of

the underworld. In that case Odysseus' use of the expressions like "then 1

saw" or "then came so-and-so", which punctuate his long catalogue, correspond

to the tag lines used here for the shield. In both cases the poet manages to

achieve vividness in a long passage of imaginative description without shifting

the scene from that of the principal narrative.

Thus Hitournellkompoaition is an important device in the ordering of the

description of the shield, but there are other important structural techniques

also to be considered; to do this it will be necessary to discuss each of the

sections of the digression in some detail.

The introduction (478-89) consists of two sub-sections corresponding to a

1, Yvebster (from Mycenae to Homer, p. 214) notices the change of verbs in the
tag lines and relates the five areas of the shield (rim, central boss,
and three sets of scenes) to the five layers of the shield, with the
different verbs indicating the principal areas. Such a technique,
as he points out, is similar to that used in the Nekyia, in which the
scenes are accented with an alternation of verbs of "coming" and verbs
of "seeing."
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general account of the nature and physical construction of the shield (478-82)

and to his placing upon it the earth, sea and the constellations (483-89).

The first of these sub-sections is definitely cyclical:

ttoCo, xp&xioxa odxoc [i-tfo- xe oxipapdv xe

xdvxoae &<%6dXXuw . • • (478-79).

,.. ai&xdp Iv adx$
-KoCei 6ajC8aXa xoXXd idingou xpaxC&eacnv (481-82).

It is also interesting to note that the expression used to introduce the

various scenes is anticipated in the general account of the making of the

shield (... Iv adx$/xofet 6aC6aXa xoXXd 481-82). The second sub¬

section, as we have seen, opens with the tag expression.

Perhaps the most memorable scenes on the great shield are those of the

next section (490-340) - the city at peace and the city at war. In the city

at peace (491-508) there are two scenes - a wedding (491-96) and a la® suit

(497-508). These two scenes are very artfully balanced against each other

with repetitions of words and phrases used to reinforce the symmetry. For

example, in the second scene the strife of the two opponents rises (o>pa>pet

498) just as in the first it is the wedding song which rises (6p(Spet 493).

The wedding section is closed with a description of the women in the city who

stand in their doorways watching the wedding procession:

... a£ &£ yuvatxec

iaxdjAevat 9atfjAa£ov IxC xpoeiSpotatv £xdaxri (495-96).

This corresponds closely to another picture in the description of the quarrel:

... o£ && y^povcec

etax* IxC Ceaxotat X£ook; 2ep§ IvC xtfxXtp (503-504).

The functions of the two descriptions of the women and the elders are not
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identical in the two sub-sections, for although both com© near the end, in

the wedding the lines close the sub-section, and in the law suit they begin

a new sub-section (see diagram). This is so because in the account of the

legal dispute there are two shorter passages - the quarrel (497-502) and the

judgment (503-508). The first of these is cyclic, for the description of the

dispute is encircled by the following lines;

XaoC 6* e£v &yop$ 8oav &0p6cn ••• (497)

XaoC 6* dpupotSpotae,v S^xuov ... (502).
The description of the city at war (509-40) is of necessity more complex

than that of the city at peace, for instead of a small number of separate

scenes it describes a more connected succession of pictures which together

form a story. The story is told in eight stages, with all except for the

first and last sub-sections introduced by a similar expression consisting of
tto

the plural pronoun and a verb or Introductory expression ( o2 6* off^in 513,
o£ 6* £oav in 516, ot 6* Ste in 520, o£ 6i i&xa in 525, o£ p.dvin

527, and q£ 5* in 530). This technique is very reminiscent of that used

in Deaodocus' song in Odyssey 8, in which each of the many events was intro¬

duced by some verb of coming or going.1 It is a necessary device here, in

order to preserve a sense of unity in a welter of shifting scenes and charac¬

ters. The last sub-section (535-40) does not make use of this device, but

conforms to a cyclic pattern;

lv (>' "Epic, £v Kuftotixdc &ixg\SQV, lv 6' 6\oTj Kfjp (535)

(W\evv 6* te £wof 0potoC +]€>& ovao (539).
The next major section in the digression is the description of the tasks

1, See pp. 84a-86a.
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o$&£ 'Acre* 'Aptfip-tda xP^orj^dxaxov xe\a6etv^v

ddp-vatcn £v (ptXcStirut, (pt\op.M,e(,6^c 'AtppofiCvn (16—17)

o£6£ u&v aidoCr,) x<5vpr) 5,6ev ^py* *A<ppo6£tr]<;

'iotfg, -xp&trjv afixsTO Kp<5voc &YxuXoiifytTjc (21-22).
The last two introductions are most similar with odd & jxe v i*1 21 parallel
to odd^ XOt* An 16, but the most important link connecting the three entries

is the repetition of the verb "to please" - eCaSev in 9, 8,60V in 10 for

Athena, 8.6e in 18 for Artemis, and 8.6ev in 21 for Hestia. Only in the

entry for Artemis does the verb not occur in the introduction.

Athena's entry (8-15) is the most complex in structure. Athena, says

the poet (10-1l) is unconcerned with love, for she is wholly devoted to two

things - war and crafts. In the next four lines he tells how the goddess

taught these things to mortals. There are two very short parallel sub-sections.

In the first (12-15) she taught (£6C6age) ®on the works of war; in the
second she taught (£6C6a£ev) maidens &yXo& EpYCt. . 1 Thus, a certain balance

appears even in these few lines. The two pairs are brought together by the

repeated verb) and the concepts of men and war are balanced against those of

women and handiworks.

In the third sub-section (34-44) the poet returns to the theme of the

introduction: Aphrodite is irresistible. Even Zeus cannot withstand her in¬

fluence. Thus, the first long section of the poem, while not cyclic in its

entirety, yet shows a concern for balance and symmetry. This is brought out

also in a smaller way, as v.e have seen, in the short sub-section describing the

functions of Athena.

1. The expression dyXod SpY<J, is also used above in 11 as the epithet for
the crafts which are the province of the goddess.
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II. AHIRODITE FALLS IN LOVE 1SITH ANCHISES (45-91)

The second, long section (45-91) tells of Aphrodite's falling in love with

Anchises and her journey to Ida. She did not fall in love of her own will,

but Zeus forced it upon her, in revenge for her dominance of him and the other

gods in the past. Thus the first section (1-44) which might at first seem to

be a mere catalogue of the goddess' powers, now is shown to provide the

necessary motivation for what follows.

This section consists of two sub-sections. In the first of these (45-57)

the poet strengthens the connection with the long first section by saying that

Zeus wanted Aphrodite to love a mortal for the sake of revenge. Indeed the

sub-section falls into two parts - the first (45-52) giving Zeus' motives and

the second (53-57) telling of Aphrodite*3 reactions upon falling in love with

Anchises. The two are introduced in similar language:

xo,£ Zetic yXuxOv gggpov SpgaXs Qvpff (4.5)

'AyxCogoj 6* &pa o£ vXvxOy tu£oov SuBaXs dung (53).

Furthermore, the part concerning Aphrodite's emotions is cyclic, for line 57

balances 53 quoted above:

... sxxdyXax; &£ xa-cd <pp£vac i\x£ooc sfXev (57).
In the second sub-section (58-91) Aphrodite adorns herself (58-67) and

makes the journey to Ida (68-91). The chief stylistic characteristic is the

repetition of verbs of motion to separate the various parts of this sub-section.

It is begun:

Ktfxpov 6* 6\6oPqq 0u(56ea vt]<3v S6uyev

Iidcpov (58-59).

After the description of her adornment, she begins her journey. First she

arrives (I xavev in 68) on the mountain. This is followed by a description

of the animals which joyfully flock around her (68-74). Then she arrives at



the hut of Anchises (JupCxave in 75). ?he final stage is her appearance

before him (at?} in 81). This is a logical and effective organisetional

device in a passage of this kind, and of course the verbs of motion help to

maintain the impression that a journey is actually taking place. One is

still reminded, however, that this is also the most noteworthy structural

feature of the digression concerning Aphrodite and Ares in the Odyssey. No

doubt the parallel is more apparent than real, however, since in the Odyssey

the device is used to sustain a long digression, whereas in this case it is

used for only a few lines. Furthermore, in the Odyssey the usual expression
9 i

for this going-and-coming idea is j3?} (as in (3?} Epev etc.)

Ill, THE CONVERSATION OF APHRODITE AND ANCHISES (92-154)

The third major section (92-154) contains the conversation of Anchises

and the goddess. There are three exchanges, and the long speech (107-42) of

Aphrodite is bracketed between two shorter ones of Anohises (92-106 and 143~5T)•
In form this is reminiscent of the first major section of the hymn in which the

long description of the three goddesses impervious to Aphrodite was bracketed

between two shorter accounts of her powers. In his first speech then, Anchises

says that Aphrodite (who is of course disguised as a mortal) must be some sort

of goddess, and that he will sacrifice to her. Aphrodite replies with her

story that she is a mortal, snatched up from her home by Hermes and brought to

Ida because she was destined to many Anchises. Her speech falls into three

sub-sections. In the first (107-16) she tells Anchises who she is - supposedly

the daughter of a Phrygian king. There is a cyclic element in this passage;

YX&ooav 6* ^{i,6t^pT]v xaC Sprjv o&pa ot6a (113)

6$ tot fAQaadv ye xa£ $irst6pT]v e$ of6a (116).

1. See Chapter 15, and pp. 84e-85a.
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The Descent of Agamemnon's Staff (II. 100-109)

... dvd 6i xpeCwv 'ayom^M-vov

gotrj oxflnxpov 8xwv (100-101).

''HfO'fcOtoc pdv 6®xe ... (102).
qfltdp ftpa Zei)<; 6&xe ... (103).
*SpneCac 66 &vag 6&xev ... (10^.).
a^tdp 6 a2ke JleXoty 6fflx*... (105).
'AtpeOc 66 dv^oxwv 6Xt.fi.ev ... (106).
adadp & aSte 0veat* 'ayoh^hvovi Xstxe qpopflvat, (107).

6 y* Ipeta&pevoc Sxe' 'ApyeCotot p.etr)d6a* (109).



 



 



 



 



6a.

The Genealogy of Dioaiedea (XIV. 110-27)

lyr^C dv/jp - od 6r)0d ^atet3oojj.sy, - af x* fiOfiXrji;s
xefOeaQai xaf ixfj -vt xdt^ dyda^oQe Sxaaaoc,
olSvexa 6^ Ysvetypt vesStatdc e£p.fc jte0# djxtv* (110-12).

xatpdc 6' fi£ dYadotJ xaC fiyd& yfivoc etSxoj-wu elvat

j *• Tndfioc, 5v 0^0gai xatd yata xdXu^e. (113-14).
A. Portheus and his sons (115-18).

(.., dpet^ 5* ?iv ggoxoc adTffiv 118).

| B. *tydeua (119-25).
(... xfixaoiro 6i xdvtac 'Axatodc/firxefig 124-25).

•• us odx &v p,e y£vo<; ye xaxdv xaf dv&Xxvda f&vtec (126).

jji130ov dttp^aaiTe xefaajifivov, Sv x' fid e£x<o. (127).

r



la

The Genealogy of Aeneas (XX. 213-41)

r s£ 6* !d£\etc> xctC taOta 6af)ixevat, 5<pp* Id sJdftc
fpetlpriy y«vsfjv, xoWof 61 p.tv &v6pe<; taaoi* (213-14).

A. Dardanus (215-18).

Adp5ayov xpfotoy tsxsto ye<pe\rivsplta, Zstic, (215).
Dar&anus founded Troy (215-18).

B. Eriehthonioa (219-29).

Adpftavoc a5 tlxsO* i?£dv 'Ept%.0dytoy flaotATja., (219).
1) How Boreas lay with the mares of Erlchthonios (219-25).

2) The foals (226-29).

C. Tros and hi3 Descendants (230-40).
Tpgq 6* 'spcxQiSytoc: tlxeto Tp&eqoty dyaxta* (230),

1) Ganymede was snatched by the gods (233-35).

2) Ilos was the grandfather of Priam (236-38).

3) Assaraeus was the grandfather of Anohises (239-40).

« tadtrj£ tot yevefy; te xaf aljiatoc siJjcop-a.t e£vat. (241).
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The Genealogy of Theoelymenus (XV. 223-57)

♦ ox©$<5dev £>£ oi fjXvOev dv^p (223).

[Continuation 224-25: he was a prophet and a fugitive.]

A. Melampus (225-42).

Melampus was wealthy among the fyliana (225-27).

61} t<5te y* &XXu)y 6flu.oy doCxeto, xa/tp£6a (psdrwv (228).

1) Neleus confiscated his property while he was imprisoned
by Phylacus (228-34).

2) He escaped and had revenge on Heleua (235-38).

& 6* ftXXcov txeto 67^0.0v (238).
He arrived in Argos and started a new life; his sons were

Antiphates and Mantius (238-42).

B. The Descendants of Antiphates (243-48).

1) Antiphates begat Olclea and OXoles Amphiaraus (243*44).

2) Amphiaraus, though dear to Zeus and Apollo, perished in Thebes
because of a gift to & woman (245*47).

3) His sons were Alcmaeou and Amphilochus (248).

C. The Descendants of Mantius (249-55).

1) Mantius begat Polypheides and Cleitus (249).

2) Cleitus died young (250-51).

3) Polypheides was a prophet and withdrew to Hyperesia in anger at
his father (252-55).

ToO p.dv ftp' v£<3c d7tf}X0e, ©eoxXdjAevoc 6* 5vop/ ?iev,
5s %6'ce TriXsjfdxou xSXac tatato ... (256-57).



9a.

Classification of Structural Forms in the Catalogue of Ships (II. 494. 759)

a) plural relative pronoun ( oC) + verb "to hold or inhabit" + place [n times]

b) genitive plural pronoun (tSv) + verb "to lead" + leader(s) [n times].

c) story of leader(s).

d) dative of lcader(s) verb + number of ships.

A^ another story after a) in which case c) may be omitted,
Ag repetition of genitive plural after c),

incorporates number of ships in b) and omits d)«

-a) genitive plural of nation + leader ♦ verb,

b) plural relative pronoun + verb "to hold or inhabit" + place [n times].
i

c) genitive plural pronoun (*tS5v) + number of ships + verb.

Ej dative of leader may replace genitive of nation in c).
story may be included after b.

ra) leader(s) ♦ verb + nation in genitive.

i b) plural relative pronoun (o f) ♦ verb "to hold or Inhabit" + place
i [n times].
i

-c) genitive plural of nation (or tSv) + leader + verb.

d) dative of leader + number of ships + verb.

accusative in a) instead of genitive plural.



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 


